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Abstract 

This thesis concerns Catholics in north-western England in the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, in particular the Layburne family 

of Cunswick, Cumbria. It examines their role in local society and at the courts 

of the Stuart queens in London and St Germains. It traces their growing 

commitment to the Jacobite cause and their hopes of thereby regaining 

positions of influence at court and in the country. 

The north-western Tory gentry's sympathy with their Catholic counterparts is 

contrasted with the treatment given to the Quakers in the same area. The latter 

were regarded as a danger to the fabric of society, representing an economic 

and political threat to the government. As an example of how integrated the 

Catholics were, the services in Kendal parish church were more Papist than 

non-conformist, even under the Protectorate. At the Restoration the Catholics 

continued to contribute to the upkeep of the church and were well-regarded in 

the area. 

The Layburnes occupied positions during the reign of James II, both in the 

north-west and at court. Bishop John Laybume acted as James II's Catholic 

bishop, and had also been involved in the Secret Treaty of Dover in 1670, 

under Charles II. during James II's reign bishop Layburne had organised the 

funding of Catholic chapels, clergy and education. This activity was 

discovered and used in the prosecution of Catholic gentry in the trials 

following the Lancashire Plot (1694). On acquittal, the Jacobites vigorously 
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renewed their plotting in Lancashire. Planning for a Jacobite invasion reached 

its culmination in the 1715 Rising, only to end with the siege of Preston. 

Despite some executions and the forfeiture of estates, many Catholic Jacobite 

families survived the 1715 rising. Few rose in 1745 and many Catholic 

families, with the exception of the Layburnes, prospered and continue to this 

day. 
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A Note on Dates 

In accordance with modem convention, New Style dates have been used in the 

text unless otherwise stated. For example, each year begins on January 1st 

rather than March 25`h, except when quoting from contemporary sources. The 

eleven days' difference between the Gregorian calendar used on the Continent 

and the Julian calendar used in England has not been adjusted. In some letters 

from France, both systems are used. 
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Introduction 

Twenty-first-century man, liberated from the ritual of Sunday worship, regards 

visiting old parish churches and cathedrals as a mildly educational day out. 

They are no longer seen merely as places of worship, but repositories of 

domestic and architectural history. Our ancestors' efforts to construct these 

monuments "to the Greater Glory of God" sanctify not only the place, but also 

their own beliefs and labours. Traces of their lives are evident, not only in the 

construction of the buildings, but also carved upon the many gravestones and 

memorials in and around churches. The memorials are couched in sometimes 

dignified, sometimes unconsciously comic, language. Occasionally, one 

stumbles upon a memorial so arresting in its account of past distress that the 

thoughts and questions it provokes linger in the mind. 

One such memorial is in the Parish Church of Holy Trinity at Kendal in 

Cumbria. ' Its compact recital of a life which ended in disaster, compared with 

previous felicity, would make a plot worthy of any tragedy. It reads: 

"To the Memory of John Layburne, late of Cunswick 
Esquire. who died ye 9th Dec. 1737, aged 69. In whom 
that Ancient, Loyall and Religious family is now extinct 
whose example this inscription recommends to posterity, 
for under this stone lies the remains of a most Affectionate 
husband, a Charitable Neighbour and a Kind Master. In 
dealings Just, in Words, Sincere, was Humble in Prosperity 
heroically resigned in Adversity, whose unaffected 
devotion, strict sobriety and Unwearied Practice of 
Christian Duties, is worthy the imitation of All. He had 

Holy Trinity. Although for a long period up until the mid 19th Century its parish was so vast 
that it was, and is still known locally as "The Parish Church". 
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two sons who died in their Infancy, so hath left no issue to 
inherit his virtues. And that the memory of them may not 
perish with ye Name, Lucy, his wife hath placed this 
Monument as a memorial of her love and esteem. 

Miserimini, Miserimini mei 

Saltem vos Amici mei" Job. 192 

This thesis is an attempt to discover more about the "Adversity" which was so 

heroically borne. Not only has the man emerged, but also a notable family 

whose influence and importance extended far beyond the borders of 

Westmorland. In turn there is revealed an entire Catholic sub-culture of 

Recusant Gentry families who came to regard the Stuarts in exile at St. 

Germain as their true monarchs presiding over the legitimate court. 

The Problem of Paucity of Sources 

Researching the Layburnes and their world has been no easy task. As the 

family name died out with John in 1737, no family archive remains. However, 

official records of their affairs are to be found in the Cumbria Record Office at 

Kendal, the Public Record Office at Kew, the Archives of the Archbishop of 

Westminster, the Queen's Stuart Archives at Windsor, and the French 

Departmental Archives for St. Germain-en-Laye, and printed sources such as 

the Calendar of State Papers Domestic. These primary sources can be 

supplemented by references to the Layburnes and their relatives in diaries and 

letters of the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries by such people as Sir 

2 Job 19, V21 "Have pity upon me, have pity on me, 0 ye my friends; (for the hand of God 
hath touched me)" 
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Daniel Fleming, William Nicolson, Bishop of Carlisle, Thomas Tyldesley of 

Myerscough Lodge in Lancashire and Thomas Cartwright, Bishop of Chester. 

From time to time, some aspect of Layburne family history, lacking the wider 

perspective of their position in Recusant culture, has been the subject of an 

article in the "Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian 

and Archaeological Society" as being of local historical merit. Many 

members of the family are of special interest to Catholic historians as they 

were ordained priests. Finally, their involvement with the Jacobite court at St. 

Germain-en-Laye provides another avenue of historical research. Until now, 

these distinct strands of Layburne family history have not been woven 

together, hence their importance in the Jacobite Catholic hierarchy has not 

been recognised. Disparate research, however detailed in the separate spheres 

of their interests, has not been collated and only by amalgamating very widely 

distributed records is it possible to locate them in national and international 

affairs. Arguing from the particular to the general, it is possible to see the 

Layburnes as an example of what was going on in Catholic gentry families in 

England at that time and the network in which they operated. Their influence 

extended beyond the north west to the Court at Whitehall, the Jacobite Court 

at St. Germain and as far as Rome. 

The lack of Laybume archives from the seventeenth century is explicable. As 

they supported the Catholic Church and the Jacobite cause, they had reason to 

avoid expressing their aspirations and ambitions on paper, or at least 

3 William Wiper, The Layburnes of Cunswick. C+WA+AS, vol X, Old Series, (Kendal, 
1888). 
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preserving such correspondence. This was kept as secret as possible to avoid 

any additional financial penalties and political damage. During the latter part 

of the seventeenth century their co-religionists, the Herbert family of Powis 

Castle, adopted similar tactics. 

"The fewness of the letters of the Powis Castle Herberts is in 

striking contrast to the remarkably full muster left by their 
neighbours and kinsmen of Montgomery. It may well be, 
however, that the slenderness of the correspondence of 
Herbert of Powis Castle has something to do with the fact 
that the Powis Castle Herberts were, and remained a Catholic 
family - looked upon in fact, as among the principal leaders 

of the Roman Catholic section of the nation. In consequence 
they were, during most of this period, an object of suspicion 
to the authorities, and subject to search and surveillance in 
times of tension - no inducement to committing things to 
paper, or to keeping letters or records longer than necessary". 

For whatever reason, the lack of a central Layburne archive has, with time, 

obscured the contemporary imprint that this determined Catholic family had 

on its own county and also on the courts of the royal Stuarts, especially those 

of their queens. As a result, their true impact has been overlooked. Their case 

must have been repeated many times all over Britain. 

The English Catholic Community and the Place of the Layburnes in it 

Professor John Bossy, writing about English Catholicism in The En lg ish 

Catholic Community, 1570-1850,5 maintained that English Catholics, after the 

launching of the Elizabethan mission, adopted what amounted to a ghetto 

4 Ed William James, The Herbert Correspondence: The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Century 
Letters of the Herberts of Chirbury. Powis Castle and Dolguog. Formerly at Powis Castle. 
Montgomeryshire. Board of Celtic Studies, Univ. of Wales History & Law Series, No. XXI, 
jCardiff, 1963), p. 6. 

John Bossy, The English Catholic Community 1570-1850. (London, 1975). 



mentality from 1650 until after 1700. "... during the next half century (1650- 

1700) or so Catholicism ceased to grow and may possibly have contracted. "6 

Bossy maintained that, as the old pre-Reformation hierarchy had been totally 

destroyed, the laity in the shape of gentry families with their private family 

priests were responsible for continuing a mutilated form of Catholicism. An 

increasingly enlightened central government gave them greater freedom of 

worship and the Catholic hierarchy was finally restored as late as 1850 7 

Writing of Cumbria in particular, he states: "The extreme North West [of 

England] displayed throughout these centuries [sixteenth and seventeenth] an 

imperviousness to Catholicism so uniform as to indicate the lack of some 

essential pre-condition in the make-up of Cumbrian society. It seems to have 

been peculiarly self-contained, partly perhaps through lingering racial 

differences and more certainly because it was extremely short of gentry ... by 

the Civil War, except for one or two isolated households of the Howards (of 

Naworth in Cumberland) and a couple of more firmly seated gentry families 

like the Curwens at Workington and the Stricklands of Sizergh, it had lost all 

connection with Catholicism. s8 In contrast, Professor Bossy is at pains to 

point out that that part of Lancashire between the Ribble Valley and the North 

of the Mersey was one of the staunchest Catholic strongholds left in the 

country after the Reformation. This was due in some part to the fact that 

William Allen, founder of Douai College in the Spanish Netherlands, came 

from that area. 9 JA Hilton, in a response to Professor Bossy's thesis about the 

6 ibid, p. 279. 
7 ibid, pp. 323-4. 
e ibid p. 96. 
9 ibid p. 94. 
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lack of Cumbrian Catholics, concurs. 1° He adds a proviso, however, that the 

fringes of the Cumbrian mountains were not as devoid of Catholics as the 

centre, and that the Eden valley in the north and the fringes of the Kent 

Estuary, including the Furness district of Lancashire, did maintain a 

marginally higher concentration of Catholics. " 

Maps of Westmorland reveal a mountainous area in the centre, with the Eden 

valley and the county town of Appleby to the north, and the Kent valley with 

Kendal in the Barony of Kendal to the South. These features have not only 

dictated the region's economic development, but have influenced the way new 

ideas took root or old ideas flourished long after having been abandoned 

elsewhere. After the Reformation, the expansion of the Catholic community, 

according to Professor Bossy, only took place where seminary priests, trained 

in the Spanish Netherlands and elsewhere on the Continent, were able to carry 

out their missionary work. This idea is picked up by JA Hilton: "The solution 

to the mystery of the vanishing Cumbrian Catholics lies in Dr. Bossy's central 

thesis that the post-Reformation English Catholic community was largely the 

creation of the Seminary Priests. s12 Without the energy of these seminary 

priests, ghetto conditions would therefore prevail. 

An exploration of "ghetto" in the Oxford English Dictionary13 reveals as a 

secondary definition (arising from its first being purely "a quarter of a city, to 

10 John A Hilton, `The Cumbrian Catholics', Northern History, vol 16 (Leeds, 1980), p. 44. 
11 ibid p. 47. 
12 ibid p. 41. 
13 The Oxford English Dictionary. 2nd Edition Prepared by ESC Weiner &JA Simpson, 
(Oxford, 1989). 
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which Jews were restricted) ... A quarter of a city especially a thickly 

populated slum area inhabited by a minority group or groups usually as a 

result of economic or social pressures: an area etc. occupied by an isolated 

group: an isolated or segregated group community or area". Thus, according 

to Professor Bossy's definition, the few Catholics who inhabited Westmorland 

would be even more isolated as they were so scattered. If this were the case, 

we would expect the Catholics living there to exhibit all the signs of ghetto 

mentality. They would be inward-looking, having very little contact with 

local Protestant families, living off diminishing financial resources, thus being 

incapable of travelling any distance from their own locality (without even 

taking into account restrictions imposed on them by The Five Mile Act). 

Without the stimulus of Seminary Priests, their religion would become 

centered on fast and feast-days, dominated by the few gentry who could afford 

the services of a priest. Gradually the domestic organization involved in 

catering for these events would further push religion into the province of the 

matriarchs, like Lady Magdalen, Viscountess Montague14 (whose life Bishop 

Smith took as a pattern of sanctity). Under such conditions, contact with a 

Protestant court in London would be impossible and the fear and stasis bred in 

the ghetto mentality would make travel abroad and the absorption of new ideas 

inconceivable. The determination, apart from the financial resources, to 

journey as far afield as Rome, Valladolid or Seville would remain in the 

realms of fantasy. 

14 An Elizabethan Recusant House comprising `The Life of the Lady Magdalen Viscountess 
Montague (1538-1608)'. Translated into English from the original Latin of Dr Richard Smith, 
Bishop of Chalcedon, by Cuthbert Fursden OSB, in the year 1627. AC Southern, ed, 
(London and Glasgow, 1954). 
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Court and Country: The interlocking of provincial culture and courtly 

cosmopolitanism 

The local activities of the Layburnes of Cunswick must be viewed in the 

context of their social setting. Seventeenth century Westmorland was deeply 

conservative, but that included a profoundly Arminian Anglican-based society 

which had many pro-Catholic leanings. In opposition, other extremes in 

religion were represented by the Quakers. This uncompromising non- 

conformist sect had its beginnings in Westmorland with the travels of its 

founder, George Fox, who arrived there in 1652. Their anti-Anglican 

behaviour, which involved unmasking what they identified as hypocrisy by 

refusing to pay fines or to acknowledge authority, attacked the very pillars on 

which society was founded. Their modus operandi included interrupting 

parsons in their churches, often in mid-sermon. '5 Sir Daniel Fleming and Sir 

Christopher Musgrave, Justices for Cumberland, Westmorland, and 

Lancashire, pursued the Quakers relentlessly during the period of the 

Restoration and into the reign of James II. In his dealings with the Papists, 

however, Sir Daniel Fleming was much more accommodating, throwing his 

persecution of the Quakers into sharp relief. 16 That an otherwise kindly and 

just man should harbour such animosity, shows the abhorrence felt towards the 

Quakers in the country. It could explain how great a "faux pas" James II 

committed in turning to William Penn and his co-religionists in the latter part 

of his reign, thereby alienating the Arminian Clergy and Tory gentry, a 

15 John R Magrath, ed, The Flemings in Oxford. Being Documents Selected from the Rydal 
Papers in Illustration of the Lives and Ways of Oxfordmen 1650-1700,3 vols, Oxford 
Historical Society, N. S. Vols 44,62,79, (Oxford, 1904-24), vol 1, pp. 164-5. 
16 JL Nickalls, revised and edited, Journal of George Fox, with an Epilogue by Henry J 
Cadbury and an introduction by Geoffrey F Nuttall, (Cambridge. 1952), p. 455. 
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reservoir of his traditional supporters. Their refusal to support him in the face 

of what they felt to be his alliance with radicals could eventually have 

contributed to James II's downfall and subsequent exile. 

Some early Layburne family history deserves mention to place them in the 

social context of Westmorland society. In common with many old gentry 

families, the Layburnes' history was long and well-established. Their position 

in Westmorland society gave them contacts with the nobility and gentry but 

they also filled a patriarchal role towards the population in and around Kendal. 

They had connections all over Cumbria, but they were most closely linked to 

Lancashire, North of the Mersey, rather than Cumberland. They intermarried 

with all the major families there and finally added an estate near Garstang 

(Nateby) to their lands at. the end of the seventeenth century. Their family 

provided numerous priests for the Catholic church especially throughout the 

seventeenth century. Where other Catholic gentry families employed a priest, 

as they employed a lawyer, the Layburnes were at the forefront in determining 

the direction English Catholicism was to take. It is possible to demonstrate 

that, despite Professor Bossy's assertions about Catholicism contracting in the 

last half of the seventeenth century (which was based on Jesuit returns of 

converts), other criteria must be used when considering the Layburnes and 

their effect upon English Catholicism. '? 

17 Bossy, English Catholic Community, p. 37. 
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There are mentions of the Layburne family in connection with Layburne 

Castle in Kent. Roger de Leybourne (died 1271)18 has one-and-a-half pages 

devoted to his life in the Dictionary of National Biography. 19 He accompanied 

King Henry III to Gascony and was a jousting companion of his son, Edward 

1.20 After being in and out of favour with the royal family, Roger de 

Leybourne and his friend, Roger de Clifford, were awarded (in 1265) the 

guardianship of Idonea and Isabella de Veteripoint, daughters and co-heiresses 

of the disgraced Robert, Baron of Westmorland. Roger de Leybourne (the 

second son of the previously mentioned Roger de Leybourne) married Idonea 

de Veteripoint, the younger of the two sisters. Roger de Clifford married 

Isabella, her elder sister. Those branches of Layburne and Clifford families 

moved to Westmorland where their wives' land was situated. Idonea died 

without issue and her inheritance reverted to her sister Isabella, thus 

considerably enriching the Clifford family. 

The first mention of the Layburnes in Westmorland occurs before the Kent 

branch of the family settled there. At some time in the 1240s, Robert de 

Lancaster gave a grant of land to Robert de Layburne the Elder (Roger de 

Laybourne's brother) of "All Skelsmerg, (Skelsmergh)2' to hold for a pair of 

18 Leyburn, Lemburn, Leeburn, Laborn are some of the spellings given. Except for direct 
quotations, Laybume has been the chosen spelling hereafter as appears on the memorial in 
Kendal Parish church. 
19 Ed. Sir Leslie Stephen and Sidney Lee, The Dictionary of National Biography, Vol. XI, 
(London, 1902), p. 1088-1090. 
20 It is perhaps at this period that a grant of land in Gascony was given to the Layburnes, 
commemorated in the name of the town of Libourne near Bordeaux. 
21 Skelsmergh Hall which was in the possession of the family for over 400 years still stands 
just North of Kendal town boundary and is farmed to this day. 
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gilt spurs. 9122 Cunswick, 23 the most important of the Layburne estates and the 

one from which they took their title, came into the possession of the family 

when Thomas de Layburne married Johanna, daughter and heiress of Alneto 

of Cunswick. 24 The close relationship between Sir Daniel Fleming, the 

Restoration Justice of the Peace, and the Layburne family, dates from at least 

1396 when Thomas Le Fleming married his third wife "Isabel, ye daughter of 

Sir Thomas Layburne" whose issue were Thomas and John le Fleming, Sir 

Daniel Fleming's ancestors. 25 Subsequent intermarriage between the two 

families cemented the relationship sufficiently for Sir Daniel to refer to "my 

cosin Laybume" in his notebooks-cum-diaries in the latter part of the 

seventeenth century. 26 - 

Thereafter, the Laybumes are mentioned as either witnesses or principals in 

numerous Westmorland documents. They provided the county with "a line of 

men prominent in the West March (and) a number of Knights in mediaeval 

Parliaments (1305,1314,1404,1410,1422) and ... Roger Leyburne, Bishop of 

Carlisle from 1503-1507 under King Henry VII (who) was an important figure 

in church and state. "27 Sir James Layburne was the last "Senior Knight of the 

Shire for Westmorland, serving in 1542 and as a junior to Sir Ingram Clifford 

u Mss. at Levens Hall. Register of Deeds. 
23 Cunswick Hall, still a working farm, lies approximately 3 miles NW of Kendal under an 
impressive limestone scar which bears its name. 
24 Wiliam Farrer, Records of Kendal. John Curwen, ed, vol I, C+WA+AS, Record Series, Vol 
IV, (Kendal, 1923), p. 360. 
25 Sir Daniel Fleming, The Memoirs of Sir Daniel Fleming, transcribed by RE Porter and ed 
WG Collingwood, C+WA+AS, Tract Series, No XI, (Kendal, 1928), p. 34. 
26 HMC, The MSS of SH Le Fleming of Rvdal Hall, 12th Report, Appendix Pt. VII, (London, 
1890), p. 401. 
27 ST Bindoff, `The House of Commons 1509-1558', Vol II, in The History of Parliament, 
(London, 1982) p. 531. 
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in 1545. "28 The Layburnes were associated with the leading families of the 

neighbouring shires and beyond . 
29 Their chief patrons were the Parrs (King 

Henry VIII's sixth and surviving wife Catherine was one of the Parrs of 

Kendal). During the Pilgrimage of Grace in 1536, Sir James Layburne 

attempted to prevent the inhabitants of Kendal from joining, but under duress 

he was, himself, subsequently forced to join.. He feared he would suffer 

reprisals after the failure of the rebellion, but was not punished for his 

unwilling participation. "He was active in the re-ordering of affairs in 

Westmorland after the rebellion"30 although there was still some question 

about his trustworthiness in 1537 when he wrote to Thomas Cromwell, then 

Henry VIII's leading minister. 31 

Sir James Leyburne died in 1548, when his own son inherited but died leaving 

Sir James's grandson James, to inherit the estates while still young. By the 

time he had attained his majority, Elizabeth I was on the throne. The Queen's 

suppression of Catholic activity in the North, after the Northern rising of 1569, 

was ruthless, and James Layburne's influence as a Papist was dangerous 

enough to attract the attention of the Privy Council. Perhaps his punishment 

would make an example to discourage local Catholics. In 1582 James was 

fined £ 100 for recusancy and later that year he was imprisoned in Carlisle 

Castle. The majority of the Skelsmergh estate had to be sold to raise the fine, 

except the demesne and house. Also in 1582 instructions were given to slight 

2s Ibid. 
29 ibid p. 532. 
30 ibid p. 532; RW Hoyle, The Pigrimaee of Grace and the Politics of the 1530s, (Oxford, 
2001), pp. 234-237. 
31 Bindoff, `The House of Commons 1509-1558', The History of Parliament, p. 401. 
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the peel tower at Cunswick as it represented defensive fortifications. 

Surprisingly, the peel had a clock on an external wall which James Layburne 

donated to the town. 2 The following year under questioning from the Privy 

Council, James declared that : `Elizabeth [was] a usurper, illegally queen, and 

a lascivious and very wicked woman. She was illegally queen both on account 

of her illegitimacy, and of the sentence of Pius the Sixth, by which she was 

declared to have no right to the throne. , 33 This was tantamount to signing his 

own death warrant and he was hanged, drawn and quartered on March 22nd 

1584 at Lancaster. 

After his death, James's brother William inherited Cunswick. There is some 

mystery as to why exactly the estate of an attainted traitor continued in the 

possession of the same family without recorded difficulty. However, James 

had only two daughters, who were excluded from the Cunswick inheritance as 

it was then entailed on the male line. Little is known about William himself, 

but his two sons were educated at Douai College, both eventually taking holy 

orders, George becoming President of the institution of Douai from 1652, and 

the other son, Nicholas, subsequently becoming Vice-President later. 

Pragmatic Roots of Loyalism 

The Layburnes' religious affiliations were centred not on any regular order but 

on Douay and the tradition of seminary priesthood. None of the family were 

32 Curwen, Kirkbie-Kendal, p. 293. 
33 Joseph Gillow, A Literary and Biographical History or Bibliographical Dictionary of the 
English Catholics. From the Breach with Rome in 1534 to the Present Time, 6 vols, (London 
and New York, 1895), Vol IV, p. 230. 
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trained at the Jesuit College at St. Omer, far less do they appear to have 

conformed to any variety of Jesuit political theology, least of all one 

empathising with the divine right of kings. A prevalent consensus would 

support JCD Clark, who has emphasised the link in the seventeenth century 

between Jacobite ideology and Jesuit political thought. 34, The Jesuit order was 

one of the pillars of the Counter Reformation. Notoriously, a few of its 

members had defended tyrannicide if it was the only way to remove a heretical 

monarch. 35 By the late seventeenth century, however, they normally stressed 

the divine approval of hereditary succession in an orthodox Roman Catholic 

dynasty, thereby supporting a particular dynasty like the Stuarts to their 

advantage. Whereas James I was fully cognisant of the ambiguity of Jesuit 

political theology, James II seems to have believed the disingenuous 

assurances of his Jesuit informants that contemporary Roman Catholicism 

taught people that they were damned if they disobeyed. 

Did the Laybumes conform to Clark's paradigm? In fact, the reverse appears 

to have been true. The Layburnes seem to provide a particular example of 

ideological motivation against which to test the validity of the axiom of 

support for a dynasty driven by an intellectual ideology current in Tory 

Anglican circles as well as amongst England's Catholics. 6 No written 

archival proof remains of the precise theological or ideological influences 

34 JCD Clark, English Society 1660-1832. Religion, ideology and politics during the ancien 
regime (2nd edn., Cambridge, 2000), p. 78. 
351bid, p. 402. Jonathan Scot, 'England's Troubles: Exhuming the Popish Plot' in Tim Harris, 
Paul Seaward and Mark Goldie, eds., The Politics of Religion in Restoration England (Oxford, 
1990), pp. 118-119. 
36 Gerald Straka, ̀ The Final Phase of Divine Right Theory in England, 1688-1702', English 
Historical Review 77 (1962), pp. 639-643. 
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tenants succeeded in upholding their long-established immemorial rights. 8 

Even as late as the nineteenth century, some farmers still enjoyed tenant right 

in the area. 39 Obedience to a monarch who ruled by the Grace of God was 

natural, but duties were reciprocal and the king was expected to uphold 

immemorial rights. Patriarchalism cut both ways: a father protects but also 

bestows favours on his children. 

Thus age-old custom, as handed down by ancestral inheritance, was believed 

to establish an immutable precedent. The whole structure of Cumbrian society 

was deeply patriarchal. The ability to pass tenancies from one generation to 

the next produced stability, both economic and social, in an inhospitable 

environment, which even Elizabeth I conceded. This allowed continuity of 

ownership to make the best possible use of an infertile terrain. 0 In addition to 

tenant right, many small farmers held their land freehold. The instance of 

"ground" in a place name signifies that the monks of Furness Abbey had sold 

land to a named individual. In Westmorland, these independent small 

landownders were known as "statesmen" and the countryside is still dotted 

with their dwellings, confirming to a specific plan, many rebuilt in the mid- 

seventeenth century4' In all, the ability to hold continuity of tenancy and 

inherit land freehold reinforced a paternalistic culture. It was maintained in the 

face of any outside influence. Any threat to inherited right was regarded as a 

challenge to the divinely-ordained order of their society. It was natural that 

38 Ibid, pp. 71,73-76. 
39 Ibid, p. 334. 
40 Ibid, p. 73. 
41 Ibid, pp. 108-112. 
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these small landownders and tenants who profited from a patriarchal culture 

should firmly assert their own age-old rights even against the monarch. They 

should by rights have deferred to the particular proposals by James I, but they 

would have seen no contradiction in failing to do so. The king's job was to 

uphold the traditional order, seen as a seamless web sustaining royal primacy. 

Religion also emphasised deference to past models in Cumbria. The strength 

and persistence of the Tory Anglican model of passive obedience to the Crown 

as preached by the Restoration Anglican Church was fully apparent in 

Westmorland. Presbyterianism never thrived in the county. Elders, classis 

and synods were rejected. 42 In this it was unlike London, where the traditional 

Anglican hierarchy had to await the Restoration and the efforts of Gilbert 

Sheldon, Bishop of London, to regain its power over select vestries 43 

Presbyterianism was highly unpopular in the Lake Counties. Congregations in 

Kendal Parish Church insisted on the use of the Book of Common Prayer in 

services, even though at this period its use was punishable by law. Even 

earlier forms of worship, above all the Latin version of the Lord's Prayer, 

were demanded, simply by passively withholding collection destined for the 

minister. William Brownsword, the incumbent at the Restoration, was very 

prompt to reinstate Anglicanism and to publish his sermon of welcome to the 

returning Charles II. 

42 F. Nicholson and E. Axon, The Older Nonconformity in Kendal (Kendal, 1915), p. 266. 
43 Paul Seaward, 'Gilbert Sheldon and the London Vestries' in Harris, Seaward and Goldie, 
eds., The Politics of Religion in Restoration En lý and pp. 50-52. 
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During the Civil War, Interregnum and early years of the Restoration, William 

Layburne's (d. 1644) friend, son of a Witherslack "statesman", Dr John 

Barwick, Dean of St Paul's, was the very model of an Anglican Tory divine. 

His loyalty to Charles I involved selling college plate in 1642 to raise funds 

for the royalist cause and espionage in Parliamentary-held London. His 

patiently-borne imprisonment in the Tower and efforts to facilitate the 

Restoration of monarchy, the Anglican episcopal succession and liturgy all 

have the imprint of that conservative, patriarchal society which thrived in his 

native Westmorland. He died in 1664 but he helped sustain an atmosphere of 

loyal obedience which was to develop into support for the Stuart cause after 

1688.44 

The Layburnes' conservatism 

In the seventeenth century, the Layburnes had been leading members of this 

ultra-conservative society for four hundred years, as was averred by Dr 

George Layburne in his debate with Sir Kenelm Digby in the dispute as to 

whose lineage was the more ancient 45 Social leadership in the Barony of 

Kendal was to them part of their inheritance. The early instances of service in 

Parliament, exemplified by their role in protecting the rights of the inhabitants, 

were a consequence of their inherited privileges. Their automatic acceptance 

of social rights and obligations was as much part of their general conservatism 

as their automatic adherence to the Catholic Church. 

44 Gordon Schochet, Patriarchalism in Political Thought: 'The Authoritarian Family and 
Political Speculation and Attitudes especially in Seventeenth-Century England (Oxford, 
1975), pp. 192-22 1. 
45 Geoffrey Anstruther, The Seminary Priests, vol 2 (Great Wakering, 1975), p. 192. 
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The Layburnes' Catholicism was marked and deepened by one particular 

sequence of events in the late sixteenth century. The persecution of James 

Layburne, who was hanged, drawn and quartered in 1583 for denying Queen 

Elizabeth I's legitimacy and also for his support for Pius V's declaration that 

she had no right to the throne, strengthened their commitment 46 Their 

standing amongst the Catholic community beyond their immediate 

surroundings was greatly enhanced by having a martyr amongst their number. 

The Layburnes' commitment to their Church was continuous. They had 

produced a pre-Reformation bishop of Carlisle, Roger, consecrated in 1503.7 

At the end of the same century, a John Layburne (unmentioned in any 

pedigrees) was admitted to St Alban's College in Valladolid in 1593.8 To a 

family like the Layburnes, steeped in traditional values, the execution of one 

of their number for upholding Papal authority could only reinforce their 

resolve to continue along traditional paths, both social and religious. 

Empirical Recognition of Advantages 

In the light of such a background under Elizabeth I, it was natural that the 

family should seek ways to advance its position, now curtailed by a Protestant 

government bent on suppressing Catholicism -a very real threat with Philip II 

of Spain attempting to claim the English throne. With the advent of the 

Stuarts and their Catholic queens, an opportunity to regain their former 

positions of power was open to the Layburnes. Chance played a part in 

46 Gillow, A Literary and Bibliographical History or Bibliographical Dictionary of English 
Catholics, pp. 229-231. 
47 Ibid, Vol. IV, p. 228. 
48 Ibid, Vol. IV, p. 231. 
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attracting Charles I's French wife, Henrietta Maria, to the plight of Dr George 

Layburne, imprisoned in Dover Castle, during 1630. The Stuart dynastic 

policy of marrying Catholic wives facilitated a resurgence in Layburne 

fortunes. George Layburne's subsequent position at the Queen's Court as one 

of her English chaplains, placed him in a position commensurate with the 

family's ideas of service and status. In his position at Henrietta Maria's court, 

his concerns were centred very much on sustaining the monarchy, which in 

turn would protect the family's social position. 

As an envoy to Rome, Dr Layburne was concerned to further the interests of 

English Catholics. During the Civil War, however, he acted as an agent for 

Henrietta Maria in France and in Ireland, where he did his utmost to organize 

armed assistance for Charles I's army in England. Even though Dr 

Layburne's efforts in Ireland for the Queen and her elder son, Charles, came to 

nothing, it is clear enough where his priorities lay. His support was primarily 

for his hereditary monarch, not least because the Anglican Stuart dynasty was 

the most favourable option for English Catholics. Maintaining the Crown 

represented the height of the Layburnes' ambition. In his conservative world 

ruled by landlords inheriting estates by primogeniture, the hereditary rights of 

his anointed monarch were the keystone closing the arch of society. Social 

upheaval was likely to follow subversion of rightful succession to the Crown. 

The Papal bid to control the right to the English Crown in the late sixteenth 

century endorsed by the family martyr had become an irrelevance in England 

and the Layburnes responded pragmatically. 
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The Layburnes' education abroad in the Spanish Netherlands naturally 

reinforced their connection with Counter-Reformation culture. Dr George 

spent a considerable amount of time at Douay and Paris, travelling as far as 

Rome. Exposure of the exiled Stuart Court towards continental Counter- 

Reformation ideology would have appealed to him, but he had the sense to see 

that there were limits to what could be done and that the Anglican Charles I 

was the best king available, from his point of view. 9 

In Westmorland the ancient network of relationships maintained the Catholic 

gentry in the position that they had always had. Apart from some unavoidable 

fines for recusancy, they continued as esteemed members of the community, 

accepted as honorary Anglicans. The Laudian form of worship favoured by the 

congregation in Kendal was not so far removed from the Catholic observance, 

and the population had been very slow to accept a revised Anglican form of 

service after the Reformation, resistance to which was sustained by a 

Layburne. After 1660, the church warden's records show that the parish 

church had an ample supply of reviled popish artefacts. This further 

reinforces the argument that the Catholic gentry were fully integrated into the 

community when the list of dues payable by the gentry in the church warden's 

records makes no distinction between Catholic and Anglican. Payment for the 

renovation of the church likewise was not dependent on affiliation. Catholics 

paid as regularly as Protestants. 

49 Malcolm Smuts, ̀ The Political Failure of Stuart Cultural Patronage' in G. Lytle and S. 
Orgel, eds., Patronage in the Renaissance (Princeton, 1981), pp. 165-187. 
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Both Anglican and Catholic gentry had responded to the King's cause during 

the Civil War. They had fought side-by-side for a commonly-held belief in a 

patriarchal society, with the King at its head. In the latter part of the Civil War 

in 1651, at the Battle of Wigan Lane, Catholics and Anglicans had been led in 

a near-suicidal rearguard action by a Catholic companion of the Laybumes 

(Tyldesley) and a Protestant (the 7th earl of Derby). John Layburne [d. 1663]) 

had acted as the latter's steward on his estates in Westmorland and had also 

been designated as one of the trustees for his heirs in his will. This close social 

interaction generated no fear among the Anglican gentry that there was any. 

general Catholic plan for a religious counter-revolution. Of course, latterly 

there did exist such a plan among a Catholic clique at James II's court, but all 

of this was a late flowering which died down as fast as it had sprung up. In 

Westmorland, a gentleman trusted others of his kind in their county 

community. 

After 1660, common history, reinforced by loyalty to the monarchy, sustained 

this state of affairs. Sir Daniel Fleming continued to treat the Layburnes as 

honoured members of the community and only implemented the laws against 

Recusancy with reluctance. 

Personal Loyalty to the Stuart Queens 

George Layburne opened the route to court, and other family members 

followed. Dr George Laybume's nephew Charles served James II's wife, 

Mary of Modena, at Court but also supervised James's payments to his 

Catholic priests. Charles Layburne's brother, Bishop John Layburne, acted as 
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Catholic bishop to James II. Dr George had, by his assistance to the Stuarts, 

underlined his own indefeasible support for the divine right of kings. The 

Layburnes continued with this standpoint after the Revolution of 1688. In the 

case of Charles, it was signalled by accompanying the Queen into exile and in 

the case of Bishop Layburne, by continuing to work for another restoration, as 

did the family in Westmorland and Lancashire, by joining the Jacobite cause. 

It offered them the best option for regaining their position of local prominence 

which had been restored temporarily by George Layburne's (d. 1704) 

nomination as JP in Lancashire under James II. After 1688 their adherence to 

the indefeasible hereditary right was shared by some of the very seven 

Anglican bishops who had passively resisted James II's Second Declaration of 

Indulgence. One of the seven, Bishop Ken, had lost his living by refusing the 

Oath of Allegiance to William III. The Irish Anglican ideologue, Charles 

Leslie's (1650-1722) fulminations against the Quakers equalled Sir Daniel 

Fleming S. 50 Unlike Sir Daniel, his established convictions about the ordering 

of society meant that he could not accept William III's rule, and he joined the 

Old Pretender at St. Germain in 1711. 

Pra! matic Responses 

The Layburnes' involvement with the Jacobite cause in Lancashire 

culminating in the 1715 Rising was a logical extension of their beliefs and 

their ability to exploit a safe and sheltered social niche. Their involvement in 

the Lancashire Plot of 1694 and the outcome of the treason trials lulled them 

into a false sense of invulnerability as they plotted a Restoration (at some 

50 D. N. B., Vol. XI, pp. 77-83. 
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vague time in the future). These activities were regarded as being without real 

menace by Sir Daniel Fleming. Old soldiers playing games posed no real 

danger, although the fiasco of the Lancashire Plot trials did precipitate an Act 

to change the ordering of treason trials in 1696.51 The Layburnes' 

retrospective cast of mind had persisted in an area where change was the 

exception rather than the rule, and by supporting the Stuarts after 1688 they 

had hoped to regain long lost influence. In supporting the exiled Stuarts, they 

had hoped to lay the basis of their own political recovery, while ignoring the 

need to change with altering circumstances. When the 1715 Rising was 

cobbled together and sprung upon them in the shape of the unexpected arrival 

of a Jacobite army, they had no other option than to rise. In consequence, they 

suffered serious damage to their position and influence. 

The shock of the rising finally made it clear to the Anglican gentry that their 

Catholic neighbours harboured disconcertingly different long-term aims. 

They were not honorary Anglicans and certainly did not think of Anglicans as 

honorary Catholics. As a result the two groups went their separate ways. The 

Anglican gentry of Westmorland gradually gave their allegiance to the new 

Hanoverian regime. In time, the Catholic gentry of the region, following their 

deeply pragmatic political traditions, learned to prosper again by doing the 

same. They did not support a lost political cause indefinitely for ideological 

reasons. They never had. They supported Jacobitism only when they thought 

s1 James R. Phifer, 'Law, Politics and Violence: The Treason Trials Act of 1696' Albion, vol. 
12, no. 3 (Fall, 1980), pp. 235-256. 
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it was safe to do so and when the cause might succeed. After 1715 neither of 

these conditions obtained. 

Court and Courtly Catholicism 

George Layburne was active on behalf of Charles I in the Civil War, but more 

significantly he was one of Queen Henrietta Maria's Court Chaplains. The 

English Catholic community, after 1606, was dealing with a dynasty, all of 

whose queens, until the ascension of Mary II (with her co-regnant spouse 

William III in 1689), were Roman Catholics. Anne of Denmark, wife of 

James VI and I, converted to Catholicism circa 1600 before the royal pair 

came south. Henrietta Maria was a French Catholic princess. Charles II 

married Catherine of Braganza, a Portugese Catholic princess, and, when 

James VII and II succeeded in 1685, he was married en secondes noces to the 

Catholic Mary of Modena. By this time James himself had publicly converted 

to Roman Catholicism. 

Only after the accession of William and Mary as co-sovereigns did England 

have a Protestant Anglican queen for the first time since 1606. All the 

members of the royal family had a separate court as did the Queen. If she 

were Catholic, her court was Catholic in tone. It started with Anne of 

Denmark, who admittedly had very detached, if amiable, relations with James 

VI and I and it meant that the Queen had a separate establishment of chaplains 

to service her own chapel. After the departure of Henrietta Maria from 

England in 1642 George Laybume had supported Charles I in the Civil War as 

well as being one of Henrietta Maria's court chaplains. In addition to playing 
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an active role in shaping the direction of English Catholicism, George's eldest 

brother, John, not only inherited Cunswick, but, in 1628 had become steward 

to the Stanleys' estates of Witherslack. After the Earl of Derby's execution 

for his part in the Royalist campaign culminating in the Battle of Worcester in 

1651, John Laybume bought Witherslack Hall and the surrounding estate. 52 

After the Restoration in 1660 and for the remainder of the seventeenth 

century, the Stanleys and the Layburnes contested the ownership of these 

estates through the courts, sometimes to the accompaniment of vain efforts at 

mediation by Sir Daniel Fleming. 53 

John Layburne married twice. He had four sons and four daughters by his first 

wife. The eldest, William, was killed fighting for the Royalists early in the 

Civil War. The second son, Thomas, inherited the estates of Cunswick and 

Witherslack. The third son, James, went to- live in France and was possibly 

employed in Louis XIV's army. The youngest son, John, succeeded his uncle 

George as President of Douai College in 1672, and after a period as Cardinal 

Howard's auditor in Rome, was consecrated Bishop of Adrumentum and 

served as James II's Catholic bishop from 1685-1688. Their father's second 

marriage produced five sons and two daughters. Again, three of the sons 

played influential, but less well-documented roles in seventeenth-century 

politics. George, the eldest, neither went to court in London, and nor was 

ordained, but his influence on Catholic affairs and local politics in 

Westmorland and North Lancashire was considerable. He eventually inherited 

sZ William Farrer, Records relating to the Barony of Kendal. John F Curwen, ed, 3 vols, 
Publications of the C+WA+AS Record Series, vol 4-6, (Kendal, 1923-6), vol III, p. 259. 
53 HMC Le Fleming at Rydal Hall MSS, p. 401. 
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the Cunswick estates as the main male line died out in 1680. Very little 

archival material remains bearing upon George Layburne's activities, but he is 

mentioned in contemporary diaries ranging from Thomas Cartwright's Diary54 

(Anglican Bishop of Chester during the reign of James II) to Thomas 

Brockbank's diary and Letterbook. 55 George's younger brother, Charles, 

served at another Catholic queen's court (Mary of Modena). In 1688 Mary 

and her infant son fled to France. Charles accompanied the royal family and 

spent the rest of his life in exile at St. Germain-en-Laye. The youngest son, 

William (born in 1644 after the death of his half-brother), was ordained and 

probably assisted his elder half-brother John in Rome as secretary to Cardinal 

Howard. 56 The last Laybume to inherit Cunswick was George's eldest son 

John. From a long line of Catholic Gentry, whose family had served James II, 

it was natural for him to join the 1715 Jacobite rising at Preston on 10`h 

November. He was taken prisoner there when the Jacobite army surrendered. 7 

In London, he was tried and attainted for treason, although not executed. He 

died in Kendal, in the dower house at the foot of Highgate, not a hundred 

yards from the Parish Church where, on his death on the 9`h of December 

1737, he is so poignantly recommended to posterity. 

In order to reassess Professor Bossy's thesis concerning the ineffectual period 

of Catholic activity, both religious and political, from 1620-1720, we must 

S4 Thomas Cartwright, The Diary of Thomas Cartwright, ed Rev J Hunter, Camden Society 
Series I, vol 22, (London, 1843). 
55 Thomas Brockbank, The Diary and Letterbook of the Rev. Thomas Brockbank. ed. Richard 
Trappes-Lomax, Cheetham Soc. NS Vol 89, (Manchester, 1930). 
56 Sir George Treby, A Collection of Letters and Other Writings. Relating to the Horrid Popish 
Plott, Vol. III, (London, 1681), p. 92,93. 
57 Robert Patten, A History of the Late Rebellion in the Year 1715. (London, 1717). 
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examine the geographical and social background of the Laybume family. 

Individual members of the family, whose political and religious functions 

were either well known or hitherto unacknowledged, and their position in the 

wider Catholic community, must be scrutinised in the period 1620-1720 to see 

if they conform to the definition of living in a religious ghetto. The 

surprisingly harsh line taken against Quaker recusants in Westmorland must 

be compared to the much more tolerant treatment given to the Catholics, 

including the Layburnes, by the self-same Justices of the Peace. This 

inconsistency of treatment ultimately provides a window into how the majority 

of the conservative gentry viewed James II's approaches to William Penn, the 

Quaker courtier and adviser to the King on matters of toleration, suggesting 

that Penn's involvement ultimately hastened James II's flight and exile. 

The Layburnes therefore exemplify the sheer complexity of the English 

Catholic and Jacobite world, with its combination of parochialism and 

cosmopolitanism held together by religious identity, and political allegiance to 

the concept of a Divine Right monarch. However controversial this concept 

has seemed to subsequent scholars of its more formal aspects, it made crude 

sense to a minority heavily dependent on a court more sympathetic to their 

culture than the country in general. The detailed history of the Layburnes 

within the complicated national and international networks they helped build 

and used, therefore goes beyond the mere antiquarian and obscure, to flesh out 

the dynamics of Jacobite sub-culture. 



Chapter I 

A Comparative Geography of Westmorland and 
Tyneside in the Late Seventeenth and Early Eighteenth 

Century 

Introduction 

To illustrate the special conditions existing in late seventeenth century 

Westmorland, a comparison between the neighbouring districts of the north- 

east has been selected to highlight any variations that existed between the two 

areas. Were the problems faced by the Catholic community there unique, and 

to some extent due to the geographical features of the area and the kind of 

wealth produced from its natural resources? An examination of the rich family 

archive left by the Cotsworths, ably exploited by Edward Hughes in his study 

of North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century', reveals some of the 

difficulties the Catholics there faced. His book gives us an unrivalled view of 

the Whig William Cotsworth's rise to success in the north-east. His activities 

centred on Newcastle-upon-Tyne "The fairest and richest town in England 

inferior for wealth and buildings to no city save London". 2 Hughes 

demonstrated how Cotsworth's progress was at the expense of old Catholic 

gentry families, like that of Sir William Chaytor, Bart. Was there a decline, as 

Professor Bossy suggests, of Catholic gentry families like the Layburnes in 

"The old ancient clothing Alderman Towne of Kendall"3 hastened by similar 

' Edward Hughes, North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century, Vol I, (London, 1952). 
2 Norwich Soldiers, Shewing how Three Norwich Soldiers visited the North, Reprints of Rare 
Tracts; No 44, (Newcastle, 1847), pp. 16-17. 
' ibid, p. 35. 
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Whig landowners? It is important to compare and contrast each area, with 

their relative geographical and geological configuration, agricultural or mineral 

wealth. What similarities in structure, topography and climate were shared by 

these two areas which effected their economy in general and individual 

fortunes in particular? These two northern areas must be evaluated with this 

in mind. 

1. Physical features and climate of Cumbria affecting the 

development of resources 

The Lake counties (i. e. Cumberland, Westmorland and the Furness District of 

Lancashire) may be subdivided into four main types of land, the high land in 

the centre and the fells to the east, adjoining the Pennines. These mountains, 

with frequently lake-filled valleys, allow for little tillage. The remaining 

relatively fertile lowland in cultivation consists of a coastal strip around the 

periphery, the hilly area to the south extending from Kendal to the part of 

Yorkshire now included in Cumbria, and the Eden valley in the north. This 

produced a geographically and socially fragmented area, which in turn 

encouraged a localised, divided population more deeply rooted in the past than 

accessible to new ideas. None of the land in the area was, therefore, easily 

cultivated or naturally fertile. 

A map of the area shows how the extent of parish boundaries reflect inversely 

the agricultural wealth of Cumbria. The richer parishes are smaller, more 

numerous and more densely populated than poorer equivalents which cover 

Scott Michael Harrison, The Pilgrimage of Grace in the Lake Counties 1536-7. Royal 
Historical Society Studies in History Series No 27, (London, 1981), p. 8. 
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vast areas with sparse population. The huge parishes of Kendal and Kirkby 

Lonsdale may be explained by their position isolated from their "mother 

house". Prior to the Dissolution of the Monasteries, both parishes were 

owned by St. Mary's Abbey, York (to the present day they are within the gift 

of Trinity College, Cambridge). Difficulties in communications might account 

for problems in providing adequate pastoral care in such far-flung parishes 

(which had no great inherent monetary worth) and eventually account for the 

reluctance of their inhabitants to reject Catholicism and embrace the Church of 

England. 

The southern portion of the Cumbrian peninsula, partly made up of 

Westmorland, is deeply indented by three main river estuaries. These rivers, 

the Kent, the Leven and the Duddon have silted up the shallow expanse of 

Morecambe Bay. These estuaries have been un-navigable for centuries (apart 

from a few deeper channels to small ports such as Milnthorpe and 

Flookborough). According to M. L. Wood, prior to the nineteenth century the 

Lyth valley (whose river Gilpin drains into the river Kent) was impassable 

marsh, with no crossing point for fifteen miles from its mouth, providing a 

considerable obstruction to east-west communications immediately to the 

south west of Kendal. 5 This marshy area had its settlements on the valley 

slopes, were linked by bridle paths, or pack-horse routes. (The preponderance 

of "mire" in farm names in that area gives an idea of the sort of agricultural 

difficulties encountered. ) 

s Margaret L Wood, The Reclamation of the Lyth Mosses and its Social and Economic 
Effects. Unpublished Article, Cumbria Record Office, (Kendal, 1962), p. 2. 
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The whole Cumbrian peninsula looks like a self-contained unit (and now is 

known as the County of Cumbria), but before 1974 it included a part of 

Lancashire, separated from the rest of that county. 

Ten miles east of Kendal lies the small market town of Sedbergh. Kendal is its 

nearest large town with no other large centres of population within a radius of 

30 miles. Until 1974 Sedbergh was situated in the West Riding of Yorkshire, 

and to this day its sympathies lie to the east rather than west to Westmorland. 

This anomaly can be explained by the topography of the area and the 

associated difficulties in communications caused by inhospitable terrain. 

Before the advent of turnpike roads in the latter part of the eighteenth century, 

the shallow, treacherous sands of Morecambe Bay provided the most natural 

route between the two parts of Lancashire. This route was of such importance 

prior to the Dissolution of the Monasteries in the 1530's, that there were 

disputes between the monks of Conishead and Cartmel Priories over the 

monopoly of guiding travellers across the Sands. 6 Conversely, Sedbergh had 

easier communications east to Yorkshire via Wensleydale and north-east along 

the Mallerstang valley and Stainmore to Tyneside and Durham, than west to 

Kendal. Prior to 1730, when Whitehaven began to trade with London, William 

Cotsworth supplied the landladies of Sedbergh with sugar, tea and chocolate 

from his Tyneside enterprises, in the same way that he supplied Kendal and 

Carlisle weavers with their dye-stuffs. 7 

Westmorland only possesses twenty square miles of level land out of a total of 

6 Christopher Haigh, The Last Days of the Lancashire Monasteries and the Pilgrimage of 
Grace, (Manchester, 1969), pp. 8-9. 
7 Hughes, North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century, Vol I, p. 55. 
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seven hundred and eighty three square miles, and this land is situated, for the 

most part, around the Kent estuary, a large part of which was undrained 

fenland. 8 The useable land remaining had thin, acid soils, freely draining, 

which had to undergo a constant round of liming and muck-spreading to yield 

harvests of worthwhile cereal crops. Luckily, the outer rim of the Lake 

District dome, including the land around Kendal, is formed of carboniferous 

limestone so that some of the means of fertilisation were at hand, as the 

abandoned limekilns still dotting the countryside demonstrate. 

2. Climatic limitations upon agriculture in Cumbria 

Mountain and water still act as a barrier to communications, at the beginning of 

the twenty-first century, so how much more formidable were they three 

hundred years ago? The rainfall in conjunction with the topography of the 

Lake District are the most influential elements in the development of 

agriculture and subsequently industry. The craggy glaciated mountains and 

valleys of the centre of Cumbria weather into fragmented mineral scree with no 

moisture retention. In other parts, deposits of peat can be formed on top of 

boulder clay, thus a rainfall of over one hundred inches per annum flushes 

straight through both sorts of terrain, leaching out nutrients. The implication 

of the normally gin-clear boulder-strewn becks (streams) is that there is 

nothing to wash down and colour the water. In the frequent very wet spells 

water cannot be retained higher up the mountainside, thus floods lower down 

erode even more cultivated land in the valley and even roads and tracks are 

° Ed Henry C Darby, A New Historical Geography of England After 1600, (Cambridge, 
1986), p. 256. Wood, The Reclamation of the º th Mosses, p. 4. 
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washed away. 9 In Westmorland, the river Kent is only approximately twenty 

miles long, yet it falls to sea-level from two thousand five hundred feet at the 

head of Kentmere, which gives us some idea of the river's steep profile. The 

prevailing south-west wind, although bringing warmth, also carries rain. The 

higher the ground, the more the rain. Kendal, half way up the Kent and away 

from the coast, has a rainfall of approximately 50 inches per annum. Ten miles 

further north west at the head of the Kentmere valley, the rate is almost 

double, viz. 96 inches per annum. This level of rainfall, even without the 

rocky character of the valley, makes viable farming almost an impossibility. 

Coupled with the high rainfall, lack of sunlight precluded Westmorland from 

producing relatively protein-rich cereals, leaving only oats and barley. 10 The 

difficulty of agriculture in the Lake counties was confirmed from an 

unexpected source. Young William Cotsworth junior, sent to school at 

Sedbergh with his brother Robert, wrote home to their father to tell him how 

they were settling in with their landlady. "... As for our breakfasts we have 

butter and bread and cheese, and as much milk as we desire and if we be 

hungry betwixt meals, she bids us call for what we want. "11 According to JP 

Kenyon, the upper and middle class only drank milk for medicinal purposes in 

the seventeenth century, ale being the normal drink at breakfast time. 12 Again, 

the high rainfall in the area encouraged dairy production rather than the 

cultivation of cereals. Wheat was too precious to be used in brewing. Celia 

Fiennes, that intrepid seventeenth century traveller, mentions Kendal where: 

9WH Pearsall and Winifred Pennington, The Lake District. A Landscape History, The New 
Naturalist Series, (London, 1973), p. 130. 
10 Andrew B Appleby, Famine in Tudor and Stuart England. (Liverpool, 1978), p. 6. 

Hughes, North Country Life, Vol I, p. 344. 
12 John P Kenyon, The Popish Plot, (London, 1972), p. 171. 
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" ... they have only the summer graine as barley oates peas beans and 
lentil noe wheate or rhye, for they are so cold and late in their year 
they cannot venture at that sort of tillage, so have none but what they 
are supply'd out of other countys adjacent. " 13 

What was of passing interest to her as a tourist gives us a pertinent insight into 

the agricultural and dietary limitations of this area. 

The valleys and fells were, apart from dairy and cattle rearing, mainly suitable 

for sheep grazing and their wool brought Westmorland's population some 

modest wealth in Tudor times, but... "depression in the clothing industry (in 

the late sixteenth century) reduced purchasing power making it difficult to pay 

for food from outside to feed the poor. The resultant famines skimmed off the 

surplus population through starvation aided by disease and emigration. s14 A 

study of Quaker Bequests gathered by J Somervell gives us a glimpse of late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth century agriculture in the area. 15 The herds 

were small by today's standards numbering from four to twenty-five head. 

Sheep would appear to outnumber cattle from these records, although more 

cattle were raised in sheltered areas like Dentdale to the east of Kendal and 

south of Sedbergh. The small herds have been seen as an indication of the 

difficulties of overwintering animals. 16 

3. The importance of the wool trade in Tudor Cumbrian economy 

13 Ed Christopher Morris, The Journeys of Celia Fiennes 1685-1717. (Exeter, 1982), pp. 165, 
167. 
14 Appleby, Famine in Tudor and Stuart England, p. 1. 
ýs John Somervell, Some Westmorland Wills 1686-1738, (Kendal, 1928), p. IX XII. 
16 Ibid, p. XII 
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Sheep rearing was the main source of Westmorland's modest wealth. In the 

main, three breeds of sheep were reared in the area: firstly the Blackfaced 

Heath or Westmorland Mountain Sheep, whose descendants are the Scotch 

Blackface and allied rough fell sheep which are to be found all over northern 

England; '7 secondly the Wharton Crag or Silverdale breed which became 

extinct in about 1910; 18 and thirdly, that extraordinary breed, the Herdwick, 

which can be found in the most inhospitable areas of the county. These sheep 

are unusual in that they have a very pronounced homing instinct and farms 

have to be sold with their resident herd. They are hardy, sure-footed animals, 

with a mixture of hair and wool in their fleeces and eat almost any vegetation. 

Overgrazing by sheep has affected Westmorland farming since the earliest 

human habitation. The majority of valley slopes were originally clothed in 

sessile oak forests. 19 These oaks played an important part in the fertility of 

the thin Lakeland soils as their roots went deep enough to tap lime and other 

minerals and the resultant mulch from fallen leaves every autumn encouraged a 

varied plant and animal life, thus improving the general fertility of the soil. 

However, as soon as these forests were felled, this self-regenerating fertility 

was lost. Grazing sheep also inhibited regrowth of the natural flora. During 

late Tudor and early Stuart times overpopulation in England led to famines in 

the Lake District as the scarcity of grazing and pasture land tempted people to 

move deeper and higher into the Lake Counties. Grazing "without stint" on 

higher and higher "intakes" and common fellsides exhausted the grass. One of 

" John Satchell, Kendal on Tenterhooks, (Kendal, 1984), p. 3. Dr Satchell's excellent study 
of the Kendal woollen industry is the main source of the section which follows. 
18 Andrew Pringle, A General View of the Agriculture of Westmorland, (Edinburgh, 1794), p. 
25. 
19 Pearsall and Pennington, The Lake District. A Landscape History, p. 123. 
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the commonest signs in the Lake District of over-grazed upland pasture is the 

abundance of coarse, inedible grasses and rushes. Overgrazed pasture is now 

extremely widespread on the Lake District fells both on the highest intakes and 

on the unenclosed fell commons above them. v920 

AB Appleby's detailed examination of Cumbrian parish records illustrated the 

rigours of living in a precariously marginal area, where the lack of natural 

fertility can so easily be compounded by bad climatic conditions to produce 

real famine, not normally experienced in England. "In 1587-88,1597 and 

1623, the northwestern English counties of Cumberland and Westmorland 

were struck by famine. In those years, thousands of people starved...: the 

population of the region grew to the point where it outstripped the food 

supply. The disequilibrium between people and food production was brought 

to a crisis point by harvest failure. "21 

To compound matters, there was no selective breeding to improve strains of 

sheep. Even in the eighteenth century, attempts to improve breeds were 

actively rejected by Cumbrian farmers. 22 As much as a result of poor 

breeding, poor pasture kept the fleeces of the Blackface and Herdwicks coarse 

and the latter's fleeces were intermingled with hairs which would not felt, 

making them unsuitable for the cloths which commanded the highest prices. 

Yet, in Tudor times, Kendal became sufficiently wealthy to rebuild its parish 

church of Holy Trinity. Indeed, the town motto is "Panus mihi Pannis" (cloth 

20 Pearsall and Pennington, p. 177. 
21 Appleby, p. 1. 
22 Satchell, Kendal on Tenterhooks, p. 8, Pringle, A General View of Agriculture of 
Westmorland, p. 279. 
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is my bread) and the coat-of-arms of the teazles and wool-hooks speaks for 

itself, testifying to the way the townspeople felt for wool's importance and its 

effect on their economy. 

The woollen cloth was generally spun and woven by the local farmers. 

Undyed, it was called "hodden grey". Dyed, Kendal green cloth was used to 

provide clothing for the poor as it was serviceable and inexpensive. 

Shakespeare and his audiences knew of it in 1597 when Falstaff says, "But, as 

the devil would have it, three misbegotten knaves in Kendal Green came at my 

back and let drive at me. s123 By Edward III's enlightened policy these coarse 

cloths were taxed at only two percent for export rather than thirty-eight 

percent for fleeces, and found their way as far as Italy. Many of the 

combatants in the Hundred Years War were clothed by Kendal weavers. 24 

Stockings, either woven or knitted, provided an export trade from Kendal, 

especially to Ireland. In a letter dated 5t' October 1688 at Witherslack, 

Thomas Brockbank's father enquires if his son received "two pairs of sleeves, 

one pair pretty fine and ye other indifferent, with one pair of stockings 

suitable to ye coat" at his Oxford College. 25 The heyday of cloth-production 

was well past by the end of the seventeenth century as remote hill farmers 

found it difficult to transport their wool to Kendal where the Company of 

Staplers had cornered the market in wool trading, but the export market had 

shrunk. Weavers in Lille, recently annexed by France, had discovered how to 

23 William Shakespeare, Henry IV Pt 1, Act II, Sc IV, Ed AR Humphreys, The Arden 
Shakespeare, Gen Eds HF Brooks and H Jenkins, (London, 1960), p. 68. 
24 Farrer, Records of Kendale. p. 54. 
25 Brockbank, Diary and Letterbook of the Rev. Thomas Brockbank, p. 14. 
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make an inexpensive cloth called "searge de Berry" which was better quality 

than Kendal stuffs and they were no longer prepared to import what they 

could produce themselves. 26 Cattle were mostly reared for home 

consumption, with dairy produce and leather as a sideline. As we have seen, 

they played very much a secondary role to wool production. A Lakeland 

specialty of mutton hams gives an idea of just what a prominent part sheep 

played in the Lake Counties. 

4. The effect of scarcity of mineral wealth on Westmorland 

There were some mineral deposits to be found throughout the Lake District. 

Coal was mined at Whitehaven in West Cumberland, some haematite mined in 

the Furness District of Lancashire and copper, which was first exploited by 

the Elizabethan Company of Mines Royal, was found at Coniston in High 

Furness in 1564 and at Keswick. Green slate was later extracted from 

Honister in central Cumberland. However, none of these minerals was to be 

found in extractable quantities in Westmorland and the proximity of such 

riches as were to be found at Whitehaven and in the western area, could not 

benefit Westmorland. Transport was hindered by the north-south axis of the 

valleys in the Lake Counties. Areas immediately east or west of these mining. 

activities derived scarcely any wealth from them. As BP Hindle, says: 
"The need for roads is created by the economic activities of an area, in 

general the more advanced the economy of an area becomes the greater 
the number of roads that are needed. Thus the history of roads is 
inextricably tied up with the growth of population, settlement and 
industry. In an area like the Lake District, however, the ruggedness of 
the terrain imposes severe limitations on where roads can be built; the 
basic structure of the Lakeland valleys radiate out from the central area 

26 Satchell, p. 24. 
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and there are thus very few roads across the ridges between the 
valleys". 7 

There was some spin-off from the iron-smelting industry in Furness which 

provided a small boost to Westmorland's economy. The high rainfall did not 

encourage arable fanning, but it combined with the mild maritime climate of the 

lower valley slopes to encourage tree growth. Deciduous trees such as sessile 

and other oaks, hazel, birch, ash and even native juniper were coppiced and 

made into charcoal. 28 The monks of Furness Abbey worked a fourteen-year 

rotation for cöppicing woodland that was adhered to until the second world 

war. The last charcoal-fired iron smelter was closed at Backbarrow (just 

south-west of Lake Windermere) in 1921.29 Charcoal was produced close to 

the coppices and the flat kiln bottoms used for this purpose are still visible in 

the Troutbeck valley and elsewhere. 30 They were near enough to the smelters 

for the easy transportation of charcoal by pack-horse. As Hindle again states, 

"even as late as 1750 few people visited the Lakes as it was virtually 

impossible to get anything wider than a horse westwards beyond Kendal". 31 

Before the discovery of coke for smelting, the importance of charcoal in the 

iron industry cannot be over-emphasised. The Bonawe Furnace, built at 

Taynuilt in Argyll in 1752, was a case in point. The Ulverston-in-Furness 

company of Richard Ford and, later, his son, understood that the advantages of 

a sheltered harbour on Loch Etive, and plentiful wood for charcoal production 

27 Brian P Hindle, Lakeland Roads from Early Tracks to Modern Highways, (Clapham, North 
Yorkshire Dalesman, 1977), p. 5. 
28 William Rollinson, Life and Tradition in the Lake District, (London, 1974), p. 128. 
Z' Pearsall and Pennington, p. 264. 
'0 Rollinson, Life and Tradition in the Lake District, plate 1B. 
31 Hindle, Lakeland Roads from Early Tracks to Modem Highways, p. 19. 
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in the nearby Glen Nant, far out-weighed the disadvantages of its remote 

location. (Charcoal's main disadvantage as a fuel is that it is so easily damaged 

in transit). A by-product of the charcoal trade enriched Kendal. Oak bark 

provided tannin for the leather industry produced by cattle rearing. It was 

such a profitable crop that Pringle, writing about agriculture in Westmorland in 

the eighteenth century, said that farmers had to be discouraged from barking 

their trees more than once every fifteen years. 32 A remnant of the tanning 

industry, the fashioning of leather goods, once so prolific in Kendal, still 

persisted until recently in the shape of the K Shoe Company at Netherfield 

Works in Kendal, and is now owned by Clarks Shoe Company. 

Kendal rarely lacked for anything, but it was only by dint of hard work that 

the population managed to carve a living out of an inhospitable land. When 

geography combined with bad weather and a failed harvest, the finely tuned 

balance was overthrown and the economy failed altogether, producing the only 

real recorded famines in England in the sixteenth and early seventeenth 

century. 33 As we have seen, viable cross-country communications from east 

to west were almost non-existent, cutting Kendal off from the mineral wealth 

of the Furness district, and the rich coal producing area around Whitehaven. 

The more fertile agricultural lands of the coastal plain of Cumberland to the 

west, and the Eden valley to the north were equally inaccessible. To the east 

were the hills and steep valley sides which cut off access to Sedbergh ten miles 

away, and, to the rich heartlands of Yorkshire. To the south, Morecambe Bay 

provided a passage, but a dangerous enough one for a chapel to be built in 1664 

32 Pringle, p. 11. 
33 Appleby, pp. 191,192. 
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at Witherslack by the then Dean of St. Pauls, Dr Barwick, because to reach the 

parish church at Beetham it was necessary to cross The Sands (see parish 

map)34. Lastly, Shap Fell, joining the Cumbrian Mountains to the Pennines, 

was passable, but only with great difficulty. This account of the journey 

between Penrith and Kendal by "The Three Norwich Solders", who visited the 

north in 1634, gives a vivid taste of the conditions endured on the road. 35 

"... the next day iorney's to Kendall through such ways as we hope 

never shall againe, being no other than climbing and stony, and nothing 
but bogs and myres and the tops of those high hills, so as wee were 
enforc'd to keep these narrow, loose stony base wayes though never 
soe troublesome and dangerous". After losing their way and not being 

able to understand the local speech they found a guide. "On wee went 
for Kendall, desirying much to be releas'd of those difficult and 
dangerous wayes Wh for the space of 8 miles travelling a slow 
marching pace, wee pass'd over nothing but a confused mixture of 
rocks and boggs. " 

Things had not improved more than a century later when, in December 1745, 

the Young Pretender retreated over Shap, losing guns on the atrocious tracks 

over this unforgiving lump of granite barring the way north. 

5. Cumberland: A brief comparative history of a border county 

Unlike the south of Westmorland, Cumberland possessed not only rich arable 

land, apart from the high central portion, but also abundant coal at 

Whitehaven. Seventeenth and eighteenth century Whig families of the richest 

sort, like the Lowthers, profited fully from both. The Cliffords (later the 

Tuftons) with their base in Craven near Skipton in Yorkshire, dominated also 

'a Burial of Thomas Layburne at Beetham, HMC, Le Fleming of Rydal Hall, MSS, p. 383. 
35 hewing how Three Norwich Soldiers Visited the North, pp. 33-34. 
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part of the Eden and Eamont valleys in the north of Westmorland and 

Cumberland. Neither family managed to extend its influence into the south 

portion of Westmorland, over the Shap Fell. To understand the lack of large 

landowners, we must examine the situation before the Pilgrimage of Grace in 

the 1530's, as it explains that the unproductive nature of the land was one of 

several causes for the absence powerful landowners directing affairs in 

Westmorland. 

The Wardenship of the western part of the Scottish border produced constant 

rivalry between various powerful families. In 1534, a long-standing struggle 

for power re-emerged between the Dacres and the Cliffords. This dispute had 

created a political crisis, as Clifford, Earl of Cumberland, attempted to seize 

the Barony of Kendal (i. e. the south part of Westmorland) to join his territory 

in Craven to that around Appleby. There was no single large landowner in the 

Barony, as a result of much earlier struggles only smaller ones such as the 

Pans, Layburnes, Bellinghams, Stricklands and Lowthers (then a much less 

influential family). The last three being Clifford supporters, the Earl of 

Cumberland exerted a powerful influence there, although the land around 

Kendal belonged to the Parrs and Layburnes. Sir William Parr was frequently 

at court, often absent from the district, even though he corresponded 

frequently from thence. Thus, Sir James Laybume was the best placed to 

maintain his own interest and that of the Parrs and uphold the rights of the 

Duke of Richmond (who was ultimately responsible to the King) in matters 

concerning the Barony of Kendal. Sir James Layburne proved to be "the 
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controversial head of a modest gentry family"36 and from 1530-37 he and his 

tenants become the object of a power struggle and "dirty tricks campaign". 

The troubles involving the Pilgrimage of Grace finally put an end to Clifford's 

plans to annex the Barony of Kendal. "For at least seven years therefore the 

Earl of Cumberland's ambitions in the Kendal area were frustrated by a modest 

gentleman who served the Duke of Richmond, and through him the King". 37 

Shap Fell, and the topography of south Westmorland, also helps explain 

another phenomenon which helped exclude large landowners and prevented 

them from acquiring large tracts of land. Westmorland was near enough to the 

Scottish border to live in fear of border raiders from Scotland. The threat after 

1603 may have been more imagined than real, but the abundance of pele towers 

in Westmorland right down to Beetham and Arnside in the very south of the 

county prove how real these fears were. Shap protected the county in its 

shadow and, in fact, the worst raid came via Furness Abbey and the 

Morecambe Bay sands in 1322, headed by Robert Bruce. The enemy came 

from the south not from the north. However,. these raids did not constitute 

such a constant threat as in the counties immediately adjoining the border. In 

these northern counties tenants enjoyed special rights of inheritance and 

stability of rent in return for armed assistance to their landlords. In 

Westmorland however, a large amount of land was freehold estate. "Ground" 

in a farm name shows where individuals were able to purchase common land 

(mostly from the Monks of Furness) e. g. Matsonground and Millerground in 

Bowness-on-Windermere. 38 As the threat from the north was proportionately 

36 Harrison, The Pilgrimage of Grace in the Lake Counties, pp. 38,39. 
" Ibid, p. 41. 
38 Pearsall and Pennington, pp. 253,254. 
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less than in the area round Carlisle, there was less need to rely on a powerful 

overlord. The character of the land needed independence and determination to 

make a living from it and these qualities assorted ill with the oppressive 

behaviour associated with the presence of a powerful landlord. Despite the 

community in Westmorland living what might be termed a "marginal" 

existence, far from centralised government and with poor communications, 

lawlessness did not seem to present many problems. In The Justice and the 

Mare's Ale Professor Alan MacFarlane demonstrates that the serious crimes 

of coin counterfeiting and highway robbery in the latter part of the seventeenth 

century, were isolated - and could be brought to justice. 39 The principal 

defendant Smorthwaite's trial and eventual conviction by Judge Jeffreys at 

Carlisle in 1684 was by way of being an exceptional crime for the area and 

justice did prevail. 

6. The economic wealth of the north-east in the early eighteenth 

century 

Apart from the similarities cited at the beginning of this chapter, the contrast 

with the Lake Counties, and Westmorland in particular, and the north-east 

could not be greater. There is high land in Northumberland and Durham, but 

there the Pennines in the west, shelter the rich fertile coastal plain from the 

prevailing rain-laden south-west winds. Rainfall averages twenty inches on the 

main part of the north-east counties. This high land is more of a dissected 

plateau, without the rugged crags and volcanic ridges of the Lake District or 

their lake-filled valley floors. The rivers rising in the Pennines flow east to the 

39 Alan MacFarlane, The Justice and the Mare's Ale (Oxford, 1981). 
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North Sea and their lower reaches have shallow, fertile valleys, providing easy 

east-west routes. In some cases these rivers have the advantage of being 

navigable up to ten miles from the coast, as in the case of the Tyne. Early in 

the eighteenth century, the river Wear was made navigable and the traffic on 

the Tees made a prosperous port of Stockton. As early as the Roman 

occupation, Newcastle-Upon-Tyne provided a good crossing-point for north- 

to-south traffic on the route to service Hadrian's Wall, whilst the Tyne Gap 

gave access west to Carlisle. "The importance of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne in 

the history of the north has been determined by four factors: its nearness to 

the northern frontier; commanding the chief crossing of the Tyne; its easy 

access to the sea, and its central position in the northern coalfield. The town 

faces west as well as north for it commands the east end of the Tyne Gap and 

stands at the point of intersection of the main east-west route from 

Tynemouth to Carlisle and the main north-south route from England to 

Scotland. As the centre of converging valleys, Newcastle was the natural 

market for a wide agricultural and pastoral area. At the same time, it had 

access to the sea and was especially well placed for the supply of coal to the 

London market. "40 

The greatest difference between Westmorland and Tyneside was the precious 

commodity, coal. Even though the Tudor workings near the river Tyne had 

been exhausted by the end of the seventeenth century, deposits could be found 

further away at a greater depth. Coal was brought to the Tyne for loading and 

transport to London. London's unique dependence upon the easy 

40 S Middlebrook, Newcastle-upon-Tyne: Its Growth and Achievement, (Wakefield, 1968), p. 
4. 
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accessibility of coal from Tyneside has been noted by BA Holderness. The 

bulk of coal mined was for local use during the seventeenth century. It was 

too cumbersome to transport far. Except for the north-eastern coalfields with 

river access to the sea which could ship coal to London, coal was not 

transported from where it was mined. The factor which encouraged this trade 

was the growing scarcity of firewood before 1620-30, and, by 1650 London 

used coal almost exclusively. 4' 

The Scottish Jacobites were fully aware of the importance of the north-east' 

coalfields to London and part of the 1708 Franco-Jacobite invasion plus 

involved their takeover. By this time, Londoners were so dependent on coal 

that an interruption in its supply would cause great hardship - and thus aid a 

Jacobite cause. Transportation by canal from other coalfields in England lay in 

the future. 42 Hughes quotes a Newcastle Alderman in 1722 as saying that 

Newcastle's power from the coal trade could dominate the whole country 

because the mineowners were able to call up a whole army of 1200 able-bodied 

43 men at Gateshead in twelve hours, against the Jacobites in 1715 

The existence of coal meant that other minerals could be exploited. 

Whetstones were made from deposits of millstone grit found on Gateshead 

Fell. " The export network already in place for coal encouraged a trade in 

whetstones. This commodity found its way to Scandinavia and even the New 

BA Holderness, Pre-Industrial England. Economy & Society 1500-1750, (London, 1976), 
94. 

ZJS Gibson, Playing he Scottish Card - The Franco-Jacobite Invasion of 1708. (Edinburgh, 
1988), p. 98. 
" North Country Life, Vol I, p. 70. 
44 ibid, p. 70. 
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World. Coal also allowed ironstone to be smelted and a swordmaking industry 

thrived at Winlaton and Blaydon, adding yet another string to Will 

Cotsworth's bow 45 Salt was such an important industry that the government 

taxed its production, and the extent of the Cotsworth enterprises can be 

estimated in so far as he was paying over £1000 in taxes per annum in the 

early eighteenth century, making him the biggest salt proprietor in the country. 

Again, coal lay at the heart of this industry - as the small "pan" coal (too small 

for shipment) was used to evaporate salt water at Shields at the mouth of the 

Tyne 46 

We referred earlier to the extent of Cotsworth's trading empire, importing 

products and transporting them westward to the Lake District before 

Whitehaven opened its trade to London. This ease of communications in 

north-east England brought goods from as far afield as Holland. Seed was not 

the only import from the Low Countries; ideas of how best to cultivate it also 

arrived. Cotsworth farms were practising crop-rotation, including sowing 

clover and turnips, while as late as the end of the eighteenth century 

Westmorland farmers were ploughing up their pasture every seven to ten 

years, to prevent the grass from being smothered by moss. 47 Only a couple of 

years of cereal crops could be coaxed out of the fields before they were 

allowed to revert to pasture. Lack of agricultural progress could not support a 

growing population or generate economic wealth to instigate any reforms in 

Westmorland, agricultural or political. As we have seen, selective breeding to 

improve sheep and cattle was unheard of in the Lake District before 

`s Ibid, p. 59. 
46 Ibid, pp. 65,66. 
47 Pringle, p. 18. 
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nineteenth-century enclosures, whilst the town commons in Newcastle had 

their communal bull to improve the strain of cattle. The widespread use of 

shorthorn cattle dates from the outbreaks of "cattle distemper" in the south. 

During the early eighteenth century southern cattle were decimated by the 

disease and had to be replaced by northern breeds, which had a better 

resistance to it. 48 

Tyneside's communications allowed goods to be easily exported and other 

commodities with ideas to be imported, but it also carried a penalty from 

which Westmorland was exempt. The converging valleys allowed the hungry 

Scots to carry out their raids all too easily, descending to the richer land to 

carry off livestock. The scourge of the border raiders made Tenant Right 

almost universal, in exchange for armed service prior to 1700. One of the 

reasons why Sir William Chaytor Bart. spent so much time in the debtors' 

prison of the Fleet was that his rents had remained unchanged since the Civil 

War because of Tenant Right. Not only that, but the depredations made by 

the Scots, with losses made under the Commonwealth and compounding his 

estate, rendered him penniless. The very present danger of Scottish raiders 

seemed to have had a two-fold effect upon the population of Northumberland. 

Protection provided by an overlord was seen as a quid-pro-quo for being 

bound to him. It also made for an aggressive spirit ready to fight and defend 

territory. This aggression could be seen to spread to general lawlessness, so 

that cattle and horse thieving amongst the tenants were rife. Rival gang warfare 

was so common in Durham in 1728 that a watch had to be mounted on roads 

48 North Country Life, Vol I, p. 47. 
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in winter months, when traffic was at its most quiet, as well as in summer. 49 

This picture of bustling economic drive in the north-east is worlds away from 

the independent, backward-looking yeoman farmer, scratching a living from the 

Westmorland Fells. This is not to belittle him, as his efforts bred an 

independence and an unwillingness to bow the knee to any other man, 

whatever his station. Given the unpromising natural terrain, climate and lack 

of resources, even the dynamic Teesdale man, Cotsworth, could probably not 

have built a fortune out of Westmorland. 

What we have to examine is the individual differences and motivations that 

existed in Westmorland papist families. The interlocking web of connections, 

both family and social providing mutual support, requires study, as individual 

cases differed from family to family. For previously-stated economic as well 

as geographical reasons there were no wealthy Whig landowners in south 

Westmorland to snap up bankrupt old gentry estates. Large fortunes were 

made in the Lake Counties, but they were confined to North Westmorland and 

Cumberland and it was there that the Lowthers first acquired their enormous 

wealth and influence, but it did not extend southwards over Shap Fell until 

after the 1715 Rebellion. 

The last word belongs to Celia Fiennes. She visited both Kendal and 

Newcastle on her "Great Journey" of 1698. Kendal itself merits three short 

paragraphs viz: 

49 Ibid, p. 15. 
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"Kendal is a town built all of stone, one very broad streete in which is 
the Market Crosse, its a goode tradeing town mostly famed for the 
cottons: Kendall cotton (a woollen material) ... and a greate deale of 
leather tann's here and all sorts of comodityes twice a weeke in the 
market furnished with all sorts of things .... there are 3 or 4 good 
houses in the town, the rest are like good traders houses very neate and 
tight, the streets are all pitch'd which is extreame easy to be repair'd 
for the whole country is like one entire rock or pitching almost all the 
roads ... they also uses horses on which they have a sort of pannyers 
some close some open that they strew full of hay turff and lime and 
dung and every thing they would use, and the reason is plaine from the 

"so narrowness of the lanes. 

Compare that brief description with the seven paragraphs extolling 

Newcastle's buildings such as the Assize Court, Royal Exchange, St. Nicholas' 

church, Barber Surgeons Hall, Hospital and the fine arched bridge spanning the 

Tyne. Of the city of Newcastle she writes: 

"Its a noble town tho' in a bottom, it most resembles London of any 
place in England, its buildings lofty and large of brick mostly or stone; 
the streets (note the plural) are very broad and handsome ... their 
shops are good and are of distinct trades, not selling many things in one 
shop as is the custom in most country towns and cittys: here is one 
market for come another for hay besides all other things which takes 
up two or 3 streetes. "51 

Compared to this flourishing picture of a second metropolis, Kendal appears 

to be quaint and undeveloped. These two descriptions have scarcely a single 

point in common, and underline the divergent fortunes of each town. A future 

chapter will examine fortunes or the lack of them in Westmorland, showing 

how the Layburne family fit into the wider social picture, and how lack of 

so Morris, The Journeys of Celia Fiennes, pp. 165,166. 
51 Ibid, pp. 176,177. 
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economic resources produced a mind-set which was unable to adapt from the 

notion that only the Stuarts were the legitimate ruling dynasty. 



Chapter II 

Religion: The Layburnes' Key to the Pre-Civil War 

Courtly World 

Introduction 

The wealth and influence enjoyed by Catholic gentry in Tudor times through 

the wool trade in the Barony of Kendal began to diminish as the seventeenth 

century progressed. A long tradition of wielding local authority coupled with 

poor communications encouraged suspicion of new ideas, and reluctance to 

abandon old traditions. Nowhere was this more apparent than in religion. 

Adherence to Catholicism came to be more an expression of loyalty to a feudal 

past than spiritual conviction. The Layburnes were one of a number of gentry 

families from areas where Catholicism never really died out. In North 

Lancashire, Montgomeryshire and Wiltshire for example, these families lived 

reasonably comfortably without suffering the full rigour of the Recusancy laws 

and with the collusion of other Anglican gentry neighbours. ' These Catholics 

formed networks of relationships covering the whole country and included 

some of the premier aristocratic Catholic families. Through their relationship 

to the Dukes of Norfolk, the Layburnes came to the attention of the Catholic 

Stuart Queens and the influence at Court was directly due to their Catholicism. 

Many other Catholic gentry families had members involved at the Courts of 

1 Philip Jenkins, "A Welsh Lancashire? ' Monmouthshire Catholics in the Eighteenth 
Century', Recusant History, Vol 15, (London, 1980). John Anthony Williams, `Catholic 
Recusancy in Wiltshire, 1660-1791', Catholic Record Society, Monograph Series, Vol 1 
(1968). John R Guy, 'Eighteenth Century Gwent Catholics', Recusant Historry, Vol 16, 
1982-1983. 
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the Stuart Queens, but, as secrecy was necessary to avoid the full letter of 

Recusancy laws by the middle of the seventeenth century, the real state of 

affairs remains obscure. Only through careful study of widely spread archives 

has the Layburnes' role at court emerged. 

To understand how these Catholic gentry families retained their faith, an 

examination of religious practices in the Parish of Kendal from the late 

sixteenth century to the Restoration will, in some measure, explain the 

favourable conditions which existed there. A study of the parish in the north- 

west could be multiplied to explain the religious state of far-flung parishes in 

other parts in the west of the country. Furthermore, the conditions that 

permitted Catholicism to exist in the Barony of Kendal, also favoured the 

growth of Quakerism in the same area from the mid sixteen-hundreds, which 

extended to the rest of England from its beginnings in the north-west. What 

appears to be a contradiction in terms will be explained by the special 

conditions that existed in the Parish of Holy Trinity in Kendal. 

1. Pre-Restoration State of the Parish of Holy Trinity Kendal 

As can be seen from the map of Cumbrian Parishes, 2 the area covered by the 

parish of Holy Trinity, Kendal, was huge. Its size made communications 

difficult, but, when its extent included the mountainous areas of Great 

Langdale, Grasmere and Kentmere, the problems of movement become 

apparent. Originally, this sizeable parish was not administered by the 

bishopric of Chester. Before the Reformation it was under the control of St. 

2 See Appendix II. 
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Mary's Abbey, York, on the east side of the Pennines. Henry VIII 

appropriated the Abbey, with its property, after the Dissolution of the 

Monasteries, and, eventually, Mary Tudor gifted the Kendal and Kirby 

Lonsdale parishes to Trinity College, Cambridge. Thus there were difficulties 

of communications within the parish itself and in appointing clergy, as contact 

between Cambridge and Kendal was extremely slow. Kendal's isolated 

position helps to explain the local stasis of religious ideas. There are examples 

of how ignorant the general population was of the basic tenets of Christianity. 

In April 1644, the nonconformist minister, John Shaw, filling a temporary 

post at Cartmel in Furness, was horrified to learn from one of his parishioners 

from Cartmel Fell (one of the more accessible areas of Cumbria, some 10 miles 

S. W. of Kendal) that he did not know about Christ's death on the Cross 

leading to man's Salvation. This 60-year-old man, despite being a good 

churchman and attending Common Prayer at his Chapel regularly, replied to 

John Shaw's question about it: "... I think I heard of that man you spoke of, 

once in a play at Kendal, called Corpus Christi play, where there was a man on 

a tree and blood ran down"3 Other parishioners Shaw encountered there were 

not sure how many Gods there were. The Corpus Christi plays fulfilled an 

important role in the religious life of the area. They persisted in Kendal long 

after they had been suppressed elsewhere by Elizabeth I in the previous 

century which gave an indication of how much stronger local tradition was 

than outside agencies of the law. 

3 Ed Charles Jackson, The Life of Master John Shaw, in Yorkshire Diaries and 
Autobiographies in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, Surtees Society, Vol 65, 
(Durham, 1877), p. 139. 
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The Barony of Kendal's inaccessibility from the rest of the country, with 

difficult internal communications, meant that the population became ultra- 

conservative, partly through isolation, and partly through the need to develop 

self-sufficiency, which was their only hope of survival in such an inhospitable 

region. The other consequence of such remoteness was that officialdom based 

in London, or Cambridge, seemed to be unsure of where Kendal actually was. 

Documents from the Interregnum as late as 1656, dealing with the 

appointment of vicars or preachers of the gospel, refer to Kendal as being 

variously in Cumberland4 and Northumberland 5. The chronicle of Anne 

Dacre's life even refers to James Laybume (d. 1584) as coming from 

Lancashire. 6 The problems of a huge parish with a thinly spread population, 

living at subsistence level, meant that there was no incentive to know where 

Kendal was. Its poverty and inaccessibility accounted for the limited impact 

of the Reformation. It was so poor, that no-one wanted the living. Of the six 

vicars appointed by the Fellows of Trinity College to Kendal between 1591 

and 1659, three either stayed for less than a year, or did not even come as far 

as the town. Two stayed because they could not find a post elsewhere. For a 

period from 1656, when Henry Masy gave up his £50 per annum living, until 

1659, when William Brownsword was appointed, Kendal had an incumbent in 

name only, leaving Kendal without a vicar for three years. 

° Ernest Nightingale, The Ejected of 1662 in Cumberland and Westmorland. Their 
Predecessors and Successors, University of Manchester Historical Series, No XII, Vol II; 
11911), p. 930. 

Ibid, p. 878. 
6 Ed. The 14`h Duke of Norfolk, The Lives of Philip Howard. Earl of Arundel and of Ann 
Dacres. his wife, edited from an original MS, (London, 1857), p. 167. 
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From Masy's correspondence with Lord Wharton we learn that to have a poor 

living was bad, but in addition his parishioners were uncooperative and 

insisted on traditional, conservative services otherwise they refused to support 

him financially. As a non-conformist minister, he wrote on March 23`d 1645 

that "people desire their old mumpsimus of a service book [i. e. Book of 

Common Prayer] which is I hope happily exploded, and thereupon people will 

not pay (their Easter collection, which was destined to go directly to the 

minister's pocket) - it is with them no pater poster, no penny"7. Worse, the 

Latin would indicate a Catholic survival in a Protestant service an an insistance 

on the use of the Prayer Book. In addition, they would not pay for the usual 

sacraments of baptism, or for burials. Eventually, the Commonwealth 

Committee of Augmentations was forced to remedy matters in Kendal parish, 

and provide funds of £60 per annum for a "preacher of the Gospel" in addition 

to the vicar, one Jeremiah Marsden. In his letter of appointment in April 

1659, the Committee expressed themselves in the following exasperated tone: 

"Upon consideracon had of ye greatness of ye psh. (parish) of Kendal 
in ye County of Westmorland, having within it eleaven Chappells 
Appendant to ye psh. Church of Kendall aforesed to wch. Chappells 
there belongs little or noe mantennce by reason whereof they are 
destitute of able ministrs ye people inhabiting within ye sd. Chapelries 

cannot in regard of their distance resort to ye Parish, Church of Kendall 

aforesed"8 

The problems of remoteness and poverty creating a conservative population 

were nothing new. In 1642 Masy had written to Lord Wharton, his patron, 

Bodl Rawlinson MSS; 52, Quoted in full in Nightingale, The Ejected of 1662, Vol. II, p. 
893. 
8 Lambeth Palace Library MSS. Vol. 1004, p. 124. 
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complaining that he found the Westmorland gentry "most papist and popishly 

affected"9. Established patterns changed slowly and the attitude towards the 

substantial number of Catholics in the Barony of Kendal was one of solidarity 

rather than the censure that Masy, as an outsider, obviously felt. At the same 

time, the neglect of the parish and the poor calibre of vicars sent to Kendal, 

coupled with the independently minded "middling" and poorer sort of people, 

provoked an opposing form of religious expression during the Civil War. 

Dissatisfaction with the government bred dissatisfaction with their organised, 

established church. Sects sprang up which disassociated themselves from any 

organised church, Anglican or Non-conformist. One such was the 

Westmorland Seekers who were a flourishing group in Westmorland before 

George Fox arrived and established Quakerism (the Society of Friends) in 

1652.10 (The fact that he is credited with the foundation of the Quaker 

movement depended more on his survival during his many bouts of 

imprisonment, his influential friends such as Judge Fell, JP of Swarthmore 

Hall, and Gervaise Benson, JP, in addition to his self-advertising "Journal", 

rather than his own unaided efforts. Edward Burrough and Richard 

Hubberthorn, who also played a prominent role in the founding of Quakerism, 

both died relatively young from their treatment in prison early in the history 

of the movement. Kendal parishioners were already unwilling to pay church 

dues, and a major cause of Quakers' imprisonment was their refusal to take 

oaths in court, or to attend divine service, or to pay tithes to the church). 

9 Bod Rawlinson MSS; 52, Quoted in full in Nightingale, The Ejected of 1662, Vol. II, pp. 
880,881. 
10 Barry Reay, The Quakers and the English Revolution, (London, 1985), p. 8. 
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The Catholicism of the gentry and the Layburnes in particular was a product 

of remoteness and the financial inability of any other church to administer the 

parish. Dr George Layburne was born into this religious background in 1597. 

Thirteen years previously, his uncle James Layburne the Catholic martyr 

referred to later in the chapter, incurred royal displeasure by his insistance on 

Queen Elizabeth I's illegitimacy in the eyes of the Catholic church. He 

suffered hanging, drawing and quartering, for making such a politically 

insensitive statement to the Privy Council. They had no choice but to punish 

a leader of the gentry, and a Catholic. 11 His case was the exception rather than 

the rule. Most of the fellow north-west Catholic gentry continued in their 

Catholicism relatively unmolested at this period. Had Catholic gentry been 

punished too severely at this period, there would have been a shortfall in local 

administration such as Justices of the Peace. 12 Dr George Layburne's career at 

the court of Queen Henrietta Maria was an example of how the Catholic 

gentry were drawn to a Catholic Queen's court to receive positions there 

despite the King being a Protestant. In his "Apologie" addressed to Queen 

Henrietta Maria, George Layburne maintains "... I was the first English Priest 

that was sworn of your Matjes Chapell, in consequence of which, I do not 

beare the marke of a meer subject onley, but of both subject and servant". 13 

He was obviously proud of this position and the relationships, which revolved 

round Catholic networks, placing him at court, must now be examined. 

u Gillow, Ai iteraxy and Biographical Dictionary of the English Catholics, Vol IV, pp. 230- 
231. 
12 Penry Williams, `The Later Tudors. England 1547-1603' in The New Oxford History of 
England, gen ed JM Roberts, (Oxford, 1995), p. 470-471. 
u George Layburne, To her Most Excellent Majestie Henrietta Maria. Queen of Gt. Britain. 
Dr Levburne's Apologie, Dowai, 1661, p. 3. 
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2. The Layburne's Network of Relationships 

The origins of powerful relationships and friends at court go back as far as the 

mid-sixteenth century for the Laybume family. One of George Layburne's 

great-aunts, Elizabeth Laybume, (half sister of his grandfather Nicholas 

Layburne14), married Thomas, Lord Dacre of the North, as her first husband 

(buried 25th July 1566 at Carlisle Cathedral'5). She had three surviving 

daughters by him, and subsequently married Thomas, 4th Duke of Norfolk in 

January 156716 (N. S). She died on 4th September 1567. However, in one of 

the major dynastic coups of the sixteenth century, her three daughters, co- 

heiresses of Thomas, Lord Dacre of the North, were married to the three sons 

by previous marriages of the Duke of Norfolk. The connection with the 

Dacres and the Howard Dukes of Norfolk and Arundel, was of the utmost 

importance to the Layburnes as the Howards were England's premier 

aristocratic Catholic family. 

One of the three Dacre heiresses, Anne Dacre, (daughter of Elizabeth 

Layburne), married Philip Howard, Earl of Arundel, and was most solicitous 

of her Westmorland relations'7. As a Catholic, she must have found the 

relationship to a Catholic martyr, James Layburne, important. In recounting 

her early life, attention is drawn to this kinship: "Her mother's only sister the 

Lady Mounteagle (who brought Anne up) likewise was a Catholic as also most 

of that kindred and among the rest, Mr James Labourn was so resolute and 

10 See Appendix I, Family Tree. 
"GEC, The Complete Peerage, Vol IV, p. 23. 
16 John Martin Robinson, The Dukes of Norfolk. A Quincentenniel History, (Oxford, 1982), 

59. Pi 
Ed. 14`" Duke of Norfolk, The Lives of Philip Howard, p. 176. 
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constant therein that he lost his life for it ... for denying her (Queen 

Elizabeth's) Supremacy in Ecclesiasticall Affairess18 As one of the most 

important members of the nobility Anne Dacre was highly enough placed at 

court to ensure that her relations were given positions there too. She survived 

until 1630, five years after attending Charles I and Henrietta Maria's wedding, 

and was the recipient of their solicitude during her final illness19. Ann Dacre 

was an impassioned supporter of Catholicism and her missionary zeal even 

extended to her birthplace in the north of England. She financed a house for 

Jesuits at Ghent, which was to be transferred to Carlisle to convert the 

inhabitants of her native city and its surroundings when "it shall please God to 

convert England again to the Catholic Faith"20 To such a devout Catholic, 

introducing a member of her family, who was also a priest (from a family of a 

martyr), into the court of a Catholic Queen would have been a duty and a 

source of pride. 

Through the Howards and the Dacres, two more powerful influences on the 

religious presence of the Layburnes at court came to light. Although the fourth 

Duke of Norfolk was a Protestant, Anne Dacre's father-in-law sheltered 

William Allen, the founder of the Seminary College at Douay in 1552, after he 

had returned to his family home at Rossall in Lancashire from France. It was 

while living here that he (Allen) wrote `Certain Brief Reasons concerning the 

Catholique Faith'21. In view of the strong family contacts between the 

Layburnes and the Howards it is possible that Allen had been in contact with 

" ibid, p. 283. 
19 ibid, pp. 264,265. 
20 ibid, p. 218. 
2DNB, Vol. 1, p. 316. 
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the Layburnes. Before the advent of Turnpike roads in the latter part of the 

eighteenth century, we have seen what an important route the sands of 

Morecambe Bay was between Furness, Westmorland and Lancashire proper. 

Rossall is the narrowest and most north-westerly point between this part of 

Lancashire and Walney Isle (off Barrow-in-Furness). It would have been very 

easy for William Allen to visit his co-religionists, the Prestons of the Manor, 

near Barrow (to whom the Layburnes were related) by boat. There is no 

doubt that, in the Catholic community, James Layburne's martyrdom would 

have given the family considerable prominence, and William Allen would have 

known them and their importance amongst Catholics in the north-west. 

A further Dacre connection placed the Layburnes in a prominent position at 

court. In the mid-sixteenth century Elizabeth Layburne's sister-in-law, 

Magdalen Dacre, married Antony Browne, Viscount Montague of Battle 

Abbey and Cowdray. In her youth "Lady Magdalen walked in the bridal 

procession on the occasion of (Queen) Mary's marriage to Philip of Spain on 

28th July 1554 and shortly after ... she was attending as a Lady of Honour at 

the court of the Queen"22. Lady Magdalen's husband had been created 

Viscount Montague by Queen Mary at her coronation in 1554. After Queen 

Mary's death in 1558, and despite the fact that Queen Elizabeth was not a 

Catholic, Viscount Montague was entrusted with many delicate ambassadorial 

missions. Surprisingly enough he was one of the 47 commissioners at the trial 

of Mary Stuart at Fotheringay. After the Earl of Arundel's death in 1595, it 

was Lady Magdalen who tried to encourage her niece Ann Dacre not to vow 

u Ed. AC Southern, An Elizabethan Recusant House. Comprising the Life of the Lady 
Magdalen. Viscountess Montague. 1538-1608, (Rochester, 1954), p. XI. 
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herself to life-long widowhood, but in time to remarry23. Later in this chapter, 

we shall see how this other Dacre/Howard connection was carried on into the 

next generation reinforcing a well placed court connection for the Layburnes. 

Richard Smith, later Bishop of Chalcedon who wrote the Latin original life of 

Lady Magdalen had acted as her Chaplin from 1603 to 1609 and on his return 

to England from France in 1625, Bishop Smith renewed his association with 

the Brownes24. As we shall see, George Leyburne became closely involved 

with the Bishop, probably through the Dacre/Howard connection, and the 

connection endured onto the next generation of Layburne and Browne families. 

3. The Career of Dr George Layburne: Laying the Foundations of 

Service at Court 

In his own "Memoirs", George Layburne states that he "sent very young to 

study in the English College in Douay (where) he was entered as a member of 

that house on March 13th 1617 (N. S. ) under the name of Bradley (his 

mother's maiden name)25". Family contacts with William Allen, either through 

the Howards, Brownes or Prestons, ensured George was sent there rather than 

any of the other colleges abroad. This left an "heir and a spare" to inherit the 

family estates of Cunswick, while allowing the two younger sons, George and 

Nicholas, to pursue a religious life and even, perhaps, to find preferment at 

court. The heir, their eldest brother John, had been sent to Gray's Inn in 

23 Ed. The Duke of Norfolk, The Lives of Philip Howard etc., ibid, pp. 197,198. 
24 Dr R Smith, Vita illustrissimae. ac piissimae dominae Magdalenae Montis-Acuti in Anglia 
Vicecomitissae: Scripta per Richardum Smitheum Lincolniensem. 
u George Layburne, The Memoirs of George Layburne. D. U. [Chaplain to Henrietta Maria, 
Queen of England, being a journal of his agency for Prince Charles in Ireland in the year 
1647: 1722] etc; no pagination. 
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160526 and acted as steward to the Earl of Derby's estates at Witherslack from 

1628 until 164127. (His contacts with the Stanleys will subsequently be 

studied. ) 

George, however, continued with his vocational training and "he received the 

order of Priesthood viz Aug. 3rd 162528". He then went to the English College 

of Arras in Paris to complete his studies. He could have already met Dr 

Richard Smith before going to Paris, but he either met him for the first time, or 

renewed his acquaintance with him, then. Dr Smith presided over Arras 

College from 1611 and the contact was fruitful as later he nominated George 

Laybume as one of his "Sole Agents" in England sometime about 162829. 

According to Anstruther, Bishop Smith already had a Vicar General in London 

to attend to his affairs, but perhaps family connections influenced this 

appointment, and the Bishop wanted George Laybume to deal with religious 

matters which would not bear official scrutiny. 30 

In his "Memoirs" George Layburne did not mention that, he was arrested at 

Dover after leaving France on Douay College business and was imprisoned in 

the castle there in September 1630. When Sir Edward Dering, Lieutenant- 

Governor of Dover Castle, finally discovered George Layburne's relationship 

to the Earl of Suffolk, as a well-connected prisoner, he was given the run of the 

archives at Dover Castle and made discoveries about the Layburnes' Kent 

26 Ed J Forster, The Register of Admissions to Gray's Inn 1521-1889 together with the 
Register of Marriages in Gray's Inn Chapel 1695-1754. (London, 1889), p. 115. 
27 LR0 Stanley Papers, No. 27, R/K Account Books 1628-38 and 1638-41. 
28 G Leyburne, The Memoirs of George Leyburne, p. A. 
29 Anstruther, The Seminary Priests. Vol II, p. 193. 
30 ibid, p. 193. 
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origins31. (The Earl of Suffolk's father had married one of the three daughters 

of Lord Dacre of the North and Elizabeth Layburne, as a first wife, but she had 

died aged 14 without issue). George Layburne certainly boasted about his 

Howard relations in his "Encyclical Answer" to rebut Sir Kenelm Digby's 

assertion that he was of more gentler birth than George Layburne32. The 

important Howard relationship, and the fact that George Layburne was a 

priest, must have brought him to Henrietta Maria's notice. Although by 

February 1630 (N. S. ) the French Capuchin friars had arrived at her court, 

George Layburne was sworn "Provisor" to Queen Henrietta Maria's Chapel at 

Somerset House on 9th August 163 1.33 (George's fellow English priest, , 
George Gage, had been sworn "Cup-Bearer", also, these titles being used rather 

than `priest'. Although the Queen's marriage treaty allowed her French 

priests, technically English ones were still forbidden). According to CM 

Hibbard, "George Layburne was (during the 1630's) one of the Queen's 

Chaplains (provisor) an intimate of Panzani and a familiar figure around the 

court". 34 Apart from his religious duties, Henrietta Maria, whose English was 

initially limited, would also have found George Layburne a great solace. His 

education in the francophone part of Flanders and in Paris meant that she had a 

French-speaking Englishman who could keep her in touch with English 

Catholics and converse in her own tongue. 

"BL Add 47788, f. 18 quoted in G Anstruther, The Seminary Priests, p. 192. 
32 George Laybume, An Encyclical Answer to an Encyclical Epistle, 1661 
33 AAW XXIV No. 146. 
" Caroline M Hibbard, Charles I and the Popish Plot, (Chapel Hill, N Carolina, 1983), pp. 
66,67. 
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Tracing George Laybume's career at Queen Henrietta Maria's court is made 

difficult by the lack of archival material. A reconstruction of his importance 

can be attempted by the fragmentary documentary evidence that does survive 

from that period. According to CM Hibbard's definition of Charles I and 

Henrietta Maria's courts, he emerges as a person of considerable standing. She 

maintains that their courts were defined by the presence of the King and 

Queen and those who surrounded them at that particular time, rather than by 

an official body of people (such as a Privy Council) consulting together with 

their monarch in a particular, pre-determined place. Under these circumstances 

"... office plays less of a role than access to the King or Queen"35 . The most 

important members of the court were "those who were habitually or 

frequently in attendance on the Royal Family and who were in a position to 

advise and influence them or obtain favours for them"36. A letter written at 

the end of August 1633 placed George Layburne in such a position. A 

prisoner, John Arismendy, writing to William Cape, complained that, although 

he had been examined by Secretary (of State) Windebank about his contacts 

with the Bishop of Chalcedon (Richard Smith for whom George Layburne was 

working as agent), and his journey from France, he had not been found guilty 

of any crime, but he was still being confined and not permitted to contact his 

friends or worship according to his (Catholic) rites37. He asked Cape "to use 

George Leybume or Pere Joseph" to have the Queen's favour for his release, 

for he holds, "her majesty's intercession will be more effectual than anybody's 

else"38. At the French court of Louis XIII and XIV Pere Joseph held a 

35 Ibid, p. 10. 
36 ibid. 
"CSPD for 1633-34, London, p. 200. 
78 ibid. 
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powerful influence over Richelieu and through him, directed the King. 

Mentioning him and George Laybume together indicated the influential level at 

which Laybume operated in Queen Henrietta Maria's court. 

,E 
Veevers stresses the role Henrietta Maria adopted, as Catholic Missionary, 

part of a nuptial agreement. She was mediator between those who shared her 

faith and Charles I. The lines of influence are quite clear. George Laybume's 

opinions are recognised as carrying as much weight with the Queen as Pere 

Joseph's, who had supplied the Capuchin Friars for Henrietta Maria's chapel. 

Pope Urbain VII, her godfather had given permission to her marriage to Charles 

providing she did her best to convert the English39. The Queen used her own 

court to welcome and entertain visitors from opposing factions, especially if 

they were pro-Catholic. In the late 1630's she entertained Palatinate Princes 

at the same time as she was receiving and negotiating with Catholic agents 

Panzani and George Conn. The King could visit the Queen's chambers 

informally, at the same time as other parties, thus avoiding the difficulties of a 

formal presentation at the King's court and providing an opportunity for freer 

communications"40. Under these circumstances, it is not surprising that 

George Laybume noted a growing intimacy between the King and George 

Conn as they met each other almost every day in the Queen's chambers41 

Such was the penchant of the King towards the Papal Agent, that George 

39 He had been Papal Nuncio in Paris at her birth and had close contact with Marie de Medici, 
Henrietta Maria's mother, a fellow Italian. 
40 Erica Veevers, Images of Love and Religion. Queen Henrietta Maria and Court 
Entertainments, (Cambridge, 1989), p. 7. 
41 PRO 31/9/126-9 Barberini, Misc. from time of Charles I. 
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Layburne feared that Spain and the Jesuits' interests would gain the 

ascendancy over Charles. 

If George Layburne had some influence over the Queen (and through her, 

access to the King), then conversely, Henrietta Maria's religion must have had 

some influence on George Layburne. Nevertheless, she was less politically- 

aggressive than the pro-Spanish Jesuits. Her efforts at conversion focused on 

individuals at court but were still perceived as a threat to Protestant England. 

Although George Laybume was not a member of any religious order such as 

the Benedictines or Jesuits, but was a Seminary Priest he already had contact 

with influential Continental churchmen like Pere Joseph. His loyalties were 

concentrated on the Roman Curia. For him, any re-establishment of 

Catholicism in England had to follow the hierarchical model, with a Bishop 

appointed by, and answerable to, the Pope. This opinion brought him into 

conflict with the English Chapter, headed by Blacklow who wished to accept 

the administration of a French Archpriest. There followed acrimonious 

correspondence between Layburne and Blacklow on this subject, even to 

publishing the names of the priests, which laid them open to arrest and 

execution. It was not inconceivable that Layburne felt that, as Bishop Smith's 

disciple, coupled with his prominent role at court, he expected to be appointed 

the next English Catholic Bishop. It is perhaps surprising that a member of a 

minor Catholic gentry family from a remote county should advocate obedience 

to the Pope rather than the gentry-led compromise of the English Chapter. 

His loyalty to Henrietta Maria must have played some part in influencing his 

beliefs, and his trustworthiness was acknowledged by her, as the Queen sent 
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him with a letter to the Pope in 1638. During 1639 Curia councils, Henrietta 

Maria's request to appoint an English Bishop was being made by George 

Leyburne, at the same time as George Conn, recently returned from England, 

was recommending a Dean, for the opposition, the English Chapter. 

On his return in 1640 after the inconclusive mission to the Curia, George 

Layburne found that Henrietta Maria's clerical entourage was under threat. 

Charles "had promised to banish all priests save for the Queen's chaplainss42. 

Even though George Layburne was not among the number to be excluded, the 

anti-Catholic feeling in the country was rising. The Queen attempted to 

placate anti-Catholic puritans, by controlling the numbers of English Catholics 

attending her chapel at Somerset House and sending away Rossetti (the then 

Papal Nuncio), but it did nothing to ameliorate the problem. 43 Despite the 

worsening situation, George Layburne continued to work for Catholics and use 

his influence he had to improve their situation. As late as March 17,1640 

(N. S. ), he was writing to the Secretary of State, Vane, attempting to protect 

one Peter Gifford from further punishment by drawing attention to his duly 

certificated composition for recusancy44. However, it was as a result of the 

activity of a fellow-Catholic that George Layburne was finally obliged to 

relinquish his court post and take refuge in France. The Irish Rebellion in 

November 1641 exacerbated already extreme anti-Catholic feeling, which meant 

that even foreign Catholic embassies, normally permitted to function outside 

Recusancy laws, were being attacked by the mob in London. 

42 Hibbard, Charles I and the Popish Plot, p. 186. 
43 ibid. 
44 CSPD, Charles 1 163940. p. 554. 
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In early summer of 1641, a Scottish Minim, John Brown, betrayed by an 

"apostate priest turned pursuivant" was discouraged by lack of Catholic 

support when questioned and hoping for the return of previously confiscated 

college funds, made revelations to the authorities about fellow priestsas 

Browne gave a committee of the House of Commons an account of supposed 

catholic plots. Private animosities were served by implicating court Catholics. 

"Browne's list of the Queen's dangerous advisers who merited removal must 

have satisfied both his captors and his own grievances"46. Asa result, George 

Layburne had to flee to France and escape arrest. 

The period at Henrietta Maria's court from 1631-1641 laid foundations, not 

only for George Layburne's subsequent career, but also for the long connection 

the Layburne family had with Stuart queens in England and, as we shall see in 

the next chapter, France. George Layburne's presence at court, perhaps 

because of the backward state of the church of England in Westmorland, was 

closer to a much more sophisticated, politically-oriented Catholicism than was 

common among the majority of English Catholics at that time. He had become 

essentially a courtier, a man of the core rather than the periphery. As 

Professor Bossy pointed out, the decline of the English Catholics' influence in 

the seventeenth century, was, in part, due to the dominant role women played 

in the trivialization of Catholicism. This state of affairs was definitely at odds 

with the highly political Ultramontane stance George Layburne took, and his 

religion was more combative than that of English Catholics as represented by 

`s Hibbard, p. 199. 
46 Hibbard, p. 199. 
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the English Chapter. This high-profile Catholicism, mixed with attempts to 

gain political support for their religion, was to persist about the Layburnes 

until the 1715 Rebellion and died only in the 1720s when all hope of assisting 

a Catholic monarch to retain the English throne became patently unrealistic. 



Chapter III 

The Courtly World in Crisis. 

The Layburnes and the War of the Three Kingdoms 

1642-1660 

Introduction 

In February 1642, Henrietta Maria left England for the Dutch Republic as the 

relationship between King Charles I and Parliament deteriorated towards 

inevitable and complete breakdown. The King raised his standard at 

Nottingham and the Civil War finally broke out in August 1642. In the north- 

west, relationships amongst the Catholic network were spread further afield 

during the Civil War fighting for the King. Alliances which were longstanding 

amongst the region's Royalist gentry, both Anglican and Catholic, became 

further reinforced in the face of a common enemy, the Parliamentarians. The 

Layburnes involvement was representative of the activity of those Royalist 

gentry families, while one leading figure, Dr George Layburne continued his 

association with Henrietta Maria, albeit at the Stuart court in exile. 

English archives are, on the whole, plentiful and well-preserved. However, 

although some material has been preserved from the Civil War period, more 

has survived from the Parliamentarian side, which has been well researched. 

Very much less has been published about the Royalists and their supporters. 

In some cases the relevant sources were destroyed by the Cavaliers to elude 

capture and financial impositions. As Brigadier Peter Young pointed out, 
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"The Muster rolls of Newcastle's army (as of other Royalist commanders) do 

not appear to have survived". Many Royalist officers, some of them Catholic 

burnt their papers "rather than risk the names of their followers falling into the 

hands of the committee for compounding". ' This could explain why so little 

documentation remains of the Layburnes' part in the Civil War. Any 

information about their, and their fellow Catholics', and Royalists' activities 

was almost impossible to obtain apart from mentions in Parliamentary 

dispatches or contemporary diaries. 2 While Layburne involvement on the 

Catholic Royalist wing can be reconstructed, evidence is scanty and their 

involvement can only be traced with difficulty. 

1. The Layburnes' Connection and the Queen's Fighting Force in 

the Civil War 

Only one Layburne trace exists from the Civil War period and it is unreliable. 

According to the Restoration Herald's Visitation of 1663, William Layburne, 

eldest son and heir of John Layburne (d. 1663) and nephew of Dr George 

Layburne, was the only member of the family mentioned as having taken part 

in the actual fighting in the Civil War. 3 Collating various birthdates, including 

that of Dr John Barwick, it is reasonable to assume that he was born around 

1612. Though the date is uncertain, we know that he married the daughter of 

1 Peter Young, Marston Moor 1644, (Kineton, 1970), p. 56. 
2 Ed R Bell, Memorials of the Civil War Comprising Correspondence of the Fairfax Family, 
Vol I, (London, 1849), p. 94. Nathan Drake of Godley, The Journal of the First and Second 
Sieges of Pontefract Castle 1644-45, Surtees Society Miscellania, Vol 37, (Durham, 1860), 
pp. 4,5,9,18. 

Ed Sir William Dugdale, Pedigrees Recorded at the Herald's Visitations of the Counties of 
Cumberland and Westmorland. made by Richard St George Dugdale in 1615 and by William 
Dugdale in 1666Ed J Forster, (Carlisle, 1891), p. 81,82. 
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Roger Bradley of Beethom, but died without issue 4 According to the Herald's 

Visitation, he was killed at Sheriff Hutton, near York in 1642 "being then 

comet of the Queen's Regiment". S Other than that brief mention, there is no 

other official record of his burial, or even of any battle taking place there. 

The Layburnes' adherence to the Royalist cause was influenced by the 

family's own connections at court. Dr George Layburne's position in 

Henrietta Maria's household would have encouraged William to join the 

Queen's Regiment. It was raised by her secretary, Guildford Slingsby, in the 

north of England in December 1642, while she was in the Dutch Republic 

attempting to raise funds and armaments for the King. ' As we have so little 

information about the motivations of the Layburne family, especially at this 

time, it is a matter of conjecture why William's younger brother, Thomas, who 

survived the Civil War, did not join the Queen's Regiment, instead enlisting in 

Sir George Middleton's Horse. 7 Initially, Sir George Middleton, a fellow 

Catholic, served under the Earl of Derby in 1642-3, then joined the Earl of 

Newcastle and, early in 1644, fought under John Belsaye in Yorkshire. 8 

2. The Influence of the Stanleys 

Connections at court were not the only reasons the Layburnes were Royalist. 

One of the immediate elements in their day-to-day lives must be taken into 

Peter Barwick, The Life of Dr John Barwick. Dean of St Pauls, translated from the Latin by 
Hilkiah Bedford, abridged and edited GF Barwick, (London, 1903), p. 1. 
s Dugdale, Pedigrees Recorded at the Herald's Visitations ... of Westmorland, p. 82. 
6 Peter R Newman, Royalist Officers in England and Wales 1642-1660. A Biographical 
Dictionary, (New York, 1981), No 1324, pp. 345-6. 
1A List of Officers Claiminn to the £60.000 etc. Granted by his Sacred Maiestv for the 
Relief of his Truly Loyal and Indigent Party, (London, 1663), p. 94. 
8 Newman, Royalist Officers, No 969, p. 254. 
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account: their links with the Stanley Earls of Derby. The father of William and 

Thomas, John Layburne, had been Steward, Bailiff and Keeper of the Woods 

for the Earls of Derby, at their Witherslack estates, at least between 1628 and 

1641.9 (This was the only period for which we have actual account books 

kept by John Laybume, but it may have been a longer period). James, Lord 

Strange (and subsequently from September 1642, seventh Earl of Derby) was a 

passionate Royalist who, early in 1642, tried to persuade the King to set up 

his standard at Warrington, rather than at Nottingham, " ... as it lay in the 

centre of the northern counties, to which the loyal parties of Yorkshire, 

Cumberland, Westmorland, Cheshire, Shropshire, North Wales and 

Nottinghamshire might have ready access ... he apprehended the inhabitants of 

that county, both gentry and commons well inclined to his majesty's just 

cause". 10 Newman refers to James, seventh Earl of Derby, as having taken 

command in Lancashire (also including Furness and the Barony of Kendal, 

which included his own estate at Witherslack) and recruiting "both Protestant 

and Catholic commanders indiscriminately". " There was a stronger link 

between the seventh Earl and John Laybume than that of Steward and Lord, 

thus it was natural for one of his sons to join the Earl of Derby fighting for the 

Royalists. 

A native of Witherslack gives more information about the amity that existed 

between Catholic and Anglican Royalists in Westmorland at that period. Dr 

9LR0, Stanley Papers, R/K Account Books 1628-38 and 1631-41. 
10 Barry Coward, The Stanleys. Lord Stanley and Earls of Derby 1395-1672. The Origins of 
Wealth and Power of a Landowning Family. Chetham Society, (Manchester, 1983), p. 68. J 
Seacome, The House of Stanley. The History of an English Family from the Twelfth 
Century to the Death of the Late Earl of Stanley, (Liverpool, 1801), p. 10. 
" Newman, Royalist Officers, No 1383, pp. 361-2. 
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John Barwick, Dean of St Paul's Cathedral, was born in Witherslack. A 

committed Royalist, he aided the King's cause while still at Cambridge and 

was a Royalist spy in London when employed by the Bishop of Durham. 

Despite being imprisoned in the Tower of London, he was one of those who 

encouraged General Monk to carry through the Restoration of the Monarchy 

in 1660. Dr Barwick and William Layburne were firm friends and already had 

Royalist sympathies, strengthened by their connections with the Earl of 

Derby. In the biography of Dr Barwick, William Layburne's friendship with 

him was important enough to be mentioned in the very first sentence. It also 

strengthens the probable date of William's birth as 1612, as Dr Barwick was 

born then, and he and William were said to be "firm friends from the cradle 

up", 12 

The problem of sorting truth from fiction regarding William Layburne's actual 

involvement in the Civil War must be dealt with. Family pride recorded his 

rank as "comet to the Queen's Regiment" in the Herald's Visitation of 1663.13 

Other reliable records put his death at Sheriff Hutton as being two years after 

1642, as stated in the Visitation. In a commission dated October 1643, 

William had been promoted from Comet to Captain, serving with Sir 

Ferdinando Leigh. 14 Superficially, William seemed an odd choice for the 

commissioning officer, Sir Ferdinando Leigh, as the latter was an Anglican from 

Yorkshire, while the former came from a Catholic family which already 

numbered one martyr for its faith. However, Sir Ferdinando's mother was a 

12 Barwick, The Life of John Barwick, p. 1. 
13 Dugdale, Herald's Visitation of Westmorland p. 82. 
" HMC Report on the MSS of FW Leyborne-Popham Esq of Littlecote, 51, Vol 23, 
(Norwich, 1899), p. 5. 
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Stanley and links with the Stanley family must have been well maintained, as, 

in 1626, Sir Ferdinando was acting as deputy governor of the Isle of Man, then 

belonging to the Earls of Derby. The seventh Earl of Derby would retire to the 

Isle of Man in June 1643 after losing Wigan to the Parliamentarians remaining 

there until March 1644.15 Meanwhile, his wife, Charlotte de la Tremoille, 

withstood the siege of Lathom House. It is quite possible that William 

Layburne's father, John, had contacts with Sir Ferdinando in his position as 

Steward to the Earls of Derby at the Witherslack estate. Perhaps a 

recommendation from the seventh Earl himself ensured William's placement 

with Derby's kinsman. We have already established the close relationship 

between the Stanleys and the Layburnes, and local solidarity was almost of as 

great an importance as connections at court. 

The entry in the Layborn-Popham papers for 7 October 1643 was almost a 

full year after the record of William's death at Sheriff Hutton: "Commission 

from the Earl of Newcastle to William Layburne to (the) Captain of a troop of 

harquebusiers in the regiment under the command of Sir Ferdinando Leigh, 

Bart". 16 So according to this commission, he was active, fighting for the 

Royalists at this date. According to Dr PR Newman, "Those who were 

recruited to the Queen's Regiment late in 1642 fought the Parliamentarians 

north of York and possibly William was killed in a skirmish then, but more 

likely he perished in 1644 during the Scots' advance from the north (Sheriff 

Hutton lies about ten miles north north east of York). If the wording of the 

October 1643 commission is to be taken at face value, William was already a 

15 Ernest Broxap, The Great Civil War in Lancashire, (Manchester, 1973), pp. 84,85,106. 
16 HMC Leyborne-Popham MSS, p. 5. 
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captain appointed to Leigh's outfit, and not made a captain by the commission 

of appointment, which suggests a veteran and strengthens links with cornet". 17 

Further proof of William's death in 1644, or before, was that his father, John 

Layburne, and his second wife had a son born in 1644, who was also named 

William, suggesting that the baby was called after his deceased half-brother. ' 8 

3. Catholic Martyrs for the Royalist Cause 

During the Restoration of Charles II, there was a tradition of elevating 

Royalists who were killed to the status of martyr. Newman quoted three 

eulogies by Edward Walsingham who wrote in praise of Royalist colonels who 

died fighting for Charles I. The titles of these eulogies, by using Latin links 

heroic endeavours of classical legend to more recent patriotic sacrifice. They 

included, `Alter Britanniae' which dealt with Sir Henry Gage, ̀ Britannicae 

Virtutio Imago' which concerned Sir John Smith, and ̀ Hector Britannicus' 

which lauded Sir John Digby. Newman concluded that these Catholic 

Royalists were models of `Compleat Cavaliers' and that " Catholicism and 

loyalty were wholly compatible - indeed intertwined virtues". 19 Again, 

Newman maintained that, in northern England, Catholic military involvement 

was "double their proportion in the community as a whole (and) argues for 

some link between Catholicism and Royalty". 20 So strong was the perceived 

link between extreme Royalism and Catholicism that the fourth Earl of Derby, 

" Peter R Newman to FA Wright, 20 May 1995. 
18 See Appendix I, Family Tree of the Layburnes. 
" Peter R Newman, The Old Service. Royalist Regimental Colonels and the Civil War 
1642-1646, (Manchester, 1993), p. 208. 
20 Peter R Newman, `Catholic Royalists in Northern England, 1642-1646', Northern History, 
Vol XV, (Leeds, 1979), p. 95. 
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the only Royalist commander to be beheaded, is said to be a Catholic by Ian 

Gentles even though there was no definitive proof of it. 21 

William Layburne's death was given an additional dimension from an 

unacknowledged source by Sister Agnes writing in 1949. Unfortunately, she 

left no record of her bibliography and it has been impossible to trace the 

origins of the legend she quoted about William's death. She graphically 

described how "he fell into the hands of the Parliamentarians. On being asked 

whom he was for he boldly bared his breast and replied, `I am for God, my 

holy church and the King'. Whereupon he was instantly shot dead1 '. 22 The 

martyrological gloss on the anecdote was in keeping with the way the family 

saw themselves and how other English Catholics understood his motivation. 

Following the example of the earlier martyrdom of James Laybume, it would 

bolster the family's standing in the Catholic community. 

In 1663, after the Restoration, William's death at Sheriff Hutton had been 

recorded in no less than three lists and broadsheets. In the two publications 

which itemise Catholic officers who were killed in action for the Royalists, 

William Laborn (Laybume) was the second entry listed in the column for 

`Captains Killed', followed by a Lancashire neighbour, Captain Mathew 

Anderton, who also died at Sheriff Hutton. 23 The list was not compiled 

21 Ian Gentles, `The Civil Wars in England', in John P Kenyon and Jane Ohlmeyer, eds, 
consultant ed, John Morrill, The Civil Wars: a Military History of England. Scotland and 
Ireland. 1638-1660, (Oxford, 1998), p. 105. 
22 Sister Agnes, The Story of Skelsmergh. (Kendal, 1949), p. 29 
23 A Catalogue of the Lords. Knights and Gentlemen (of the Catholik religion) that were slain 
in the Late Warr in Defence of their King and Country. (1663/4). A Catalogue of those 
Catholics that died and suffered for their loyalty, undated. 
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alphabetically, or in chronological order, and, as William Laybume's name 

proceeds Mathew Anderton's, it assumes that, perhaps after seniority of 

command, court connections were the most important element in compiling the 

lists. Those who drew up the catalogue were well aware of the Layburnes 

influence at court after the Restoration and made sure that attention was drawn 

to this point. Even in the more general list (an expansion of the `List of 

Officers Claiming to the £60,000') of those who had died for their King, 

Captain William Labore (Laybume) is the third captain to be mentioned. 24 

4. The Increased Anglican and Catholic Interaction in the North 

West 

Even though Westmorland did not see much fighting until late 1644, the local 

gentry's involvement through widely-spread family alliances and inter- 

marriage gave them a much earlier and closer involvement with the Civil War 

than would appear at first sight. Robert Strickland, whose Trained Band 

became a regiment which was brought into service as a Royal Lifeguard for 

Charles i at York in March, 1642, was the younger son of Sir Thomas 

Strickland of Sizergh. 23 John and George, the two distant Preston cousins who 

fought for the Royalist cause from Furness and Holker respectively, were 

related to both the Stricklands and the Laybumes. 26 George Preston, originally 

of Holker, was styled "of Nateby". George Layburne (d. 1704) married 

Elizabeth Preston as his second wife and was, about the time of their marriage, 

24 The Royal Martyrs: or a List of the Lords Knights Officers and Gentlemen that were Slain 
(by the Rebels) in the Late Wars in Defence of their King and Country, (London, 1663), p. 7. 
u Newman, Royalist Officers, No 1383, pp. 361-2. 
26 ibid, nos 1163,1164, p 304. 
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given Nateby for a peppercorn rent from the Stricklands. 27 They all fought 

with the seventh Earl of Derby, together with Tom Tyldesly and Lord 

Molyneux. 28 When examining the network of relationships of the Catholic 

gentry in the Barony of Kendal, it became clear that they interacted closely 

with the Lancashire gentry. The interconnections of the area surrounding the 

Sands of Morecambe Bay formed a unity with the rest of Lancashire, 

especially Amounderness in the north-west of the county. Furthermore, in an 

isolated, conservative area like the lake counties, religious differences were less 

important. There was a close inter-relationship between Catholic and 

Protestant gentry. The Protestant families involved on the Royalist side, like 

the Philipsons of Calgarth in Westmorland, were either commanded by 

Catholic officers, like Sir Thomas Strickland of Sizergh, or related to Catholic 

families, like Patricius Curwen of Workington, Cumberland, whose mother was 

a Catholic Dalston, or even Henry Fletcher of Hutton-in-the Forest, 

Cumberland, who had married a Dalston. Z' The evidence of fighting early in 

the conflict in Lancashire indicated a county that was divided against itself, 

whereas the more agrarian communities of Westmorland did not suffer such 

divisions initially. " 

The Layburnes' commitment to the Royalist cause did not end with William's 

death. Another Layburne brother, Thomas, and, possibly one more, fought for 

their monarch, but not in the same regiment as their elder brother. The 

27 Ed William Page, The Victoria History of the Counties of England, Lancashire, Vol VII, 
(London, 1912), p. 309. 
$ Broxap, The Great Civil War in Lancashire, pp. 13,172. 

29 Newman, Royalist Officers, No 1128, p. 295. 
30 Sir Henry Slingsby, The Diary of Sir Henry Slingsby, Ed Rev Daniel Parsons, (London, 
1836), pp. 126-130. 
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contacts were through the Earl of Derby alongside Sir George Middleton, who 

fought in Lancashire in 1642-3. Thomas was recorded as having served with 

Sir George Middleton. His home was Leighton Hall which lay just into 

Lancashire from the Westmorland border. A Captain Layburne is mentioned 

as having been taken prisoner at the Battle of Hunslett (Hunstett) on March 3, 

1644, in a letter from Jo. Lambert to Sir Thomas Fairfax: "Sir, the last night I 

sent out a party of horse and foot, ... to fall upon the enemy's quarters at 

Hunstett, with good success. We took some prisoners; Major Vavsour, 

Captain Hughes, Captain Cardhouse (Cardus), Captain Laine, Captain 

Labourne and Captain Talbot". " It is not clear if the "Layburne, Tho. Lieut. 

Captain Thomas Kidson" from Westmorland, mentioned in the "List of 

Officers Claiming to the £60,000" of 1663, had been made up to a substantive 

captain in the field or that another brother was a captain as well. 32 On the next 

line to Thomas Layburne's entry in the List of (indigent) Officers under the 

entry for "Duckett Charles" is another mention of a Layburne from 

Westmorland. Duckett was "Lieutenant to Captain Layburne". It is not 

certain if this was another brother, who at the time was resident in France, 

possibly James, for whom the passport was issued by Lady Anne Clifford in 

November 1664, or merely a mention of Thomas in his promoted state. " As 

this Captain did not claim in 1663 in the List of (indigent) Officers, it is 

possible that James is the Layburne referred to and was the one mentioned still 

living in France as "Governor of Fair Castle" by Machell in 1692.34 It could 

31 Fairfax family, Memorials of the Civil War: comprising the correspondence of the Fairfax 
Famil 

, Ed Robert Bell, Vol I, (London, 1849), p. 94. 
32 List of... (indigent) officers, p. 94. 
33 MS, Passport from Lady Anne Clifford to James Layburne, Ampleforth College Junior 
School, Gilling Castle, Yorkshire. 
34 Machell, Antiquary on Horseback. p. 79. 
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be that he had given his word not to fight again in England and had withdrawn 

to France leaving his other brothers to continue the struggle. However, the 

presence of "Captain Layborne" at the siege of Pontefract on March 9,1645 

(S. ), was mentioned, without a Christian name or an initial. 

There is also the problem of the other Captain Layburne who was taken 

prisoner at Hunslett the previous year. There were several possibilities for 

him having either escaped from the Parliamentarians, or been ransomed or 

exchanged for a Parliamentarian prisoner. By this point in the Civil War, the 

Parliamentarians were less easy-going in dealing with the prisoners than 

previously. It was now not enough for a prisoner to give his word not to fight 

again in the current conflict. Too many had already broken this promise. 

There is an outside possibility that their father, John Layburne, was the 

captain mentioned, but this is unlikely, as he was subject to travel restrictions 

within 5 miles from Witherslack or Skelsmergh imposed by Colonel 

Bellingham of Levens Hall on 21 December 1644.36 Whatever was the case, we 

know that at least two members of the Laybume family fought for their King. 

Personal involvement with the court of Henrietta Maria, local involvement 

with friends and a huge network of relations, and, above all, a belief from their 

Catholic faith in the sanctity of the crown, all contributed to the Laybümes' 

strong Royalist sympathies. The possibility of better religious toleration or 

financial gain was not foremost in their motivation when they sent, possibly as 

many as three members of their family, to fight for a Protestant King's cause. 

35 Drake, A Journal of the Sieges of Pontefract Castle, pp. 4-5,9-10,18. 
36 CR0K, Bond of John Leyburne of Witherslack, esq to James Bellingham of Levens esq 
Kendal Corporation Deeds, bundle C5. 
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5. Dr George Layburne: Royalist Agent in France and Ireland 

During the early part of the Civil War, George Layburne, Henrietta Maria's 

erstwhile priest, is thought to have studied for his Doctorate of Divinity in 

Rheims sometime between 1641 and 1645. " He maintained his contacts with 

Dr Smith in Paris at this time also. Bishop Smith, in exile in Paris, had been 

granted Tournai College by Cardinal Richelieu. He in turn, asked George 

Laybume to administer the college for him. 38 However, according to 

correspondence between Rinuccini's secretary, Scarampi, and the Papal 

Secretary of State, Pamfili", by July 1645 he had renewed his contacts with 

Henrietta Maria and was in Ireland attempting to persuade the Irish rebels to 

fight for the King. To better understand George Layburne's part in these 

complex negotiations, it would be sensible to discuss what was behind the 

Royalists' preoccupation and the Papal interest in Ireland in the mid-1640s, in 

the aftermath of the Irish Insurrection of 1641. 

Catholics in Ireland after 1641 did not present a united front. Owen Roe 

O'Neill, whose lands and power-base lay in the North of Ireland, represented 

the Old Irish. They made up the aggrieved, Celtic remnants of the original 

aristocracy. Their Catholicism had led to loss of land and punitive recusancy 

fines, and had caused great antagonism towards those who had received their 

land in the Protestant Plantation of Ulster from 1608-12. In 1641, led by 

"Anstruther quotes the Archives of Propaganda, Rome in, The Seminary Priests, p. 194. 
38 ibid, p. 194. 
39 MJ Hynes, The Mission of Rinuccini Nuncio Extraordinary to Ireland. 1645-1649. 
(Dublin, 1932), p. 29, Note 1. 
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O'Neill, the Old Irish rose in revolt. Stringent military measures were taken 

against them by Charles I, as well as against the more peaceable Old English 

Catholics. These Catholics represented the Anglo-Norman aristocracy of the 

Lordship of Ireland, which had been a frontier march of England. They had 

settled around Dublin, the Pale, and more generally in Munster and Leimster. 

Initially, they had taken no part in the 1641 Rebellion. However, reprisals 

were taken against them as if they too had been responsible for some of the 

blood-letting in 1641. As a result of what they felt to be an unjustified 

reaction by English troops sent to quell the uprising, they joined the Old Irish 

in a loose alliance called the Confederation of Kilkenny. Despite Charles I's 

attempts to put down the Irish rebellion, some Parliamentarian circles 

maintained that he had a secret agenda to hand over power to the Catholic Irish 

rebels and that the fighting was a ruse to deflect attention from the King's 

unpopularity at home. However illegal the actions of the Irish according to 

Charles' official standpoint, Henrietta Maria was writing to him as early as 

November 1642 urging him to ignore their illegal claims and to call upon them 

to raise Irish reinforcements for his Royalist army to support him as they 

were: "most able to supply you with men armed proper for your service, than 

by any other means ... and in regards of their affections more to be depended 

upon, being treated with upon those generals of enjoying their estates and 

liveries, and religion. s40 After the death of the Duke of Buckingham in 1628 

and the outbreak of war in 1642, Charles had lost almost all his advisors and 

had come to depend upon his wife's advice, but it is surprising to see how 

40 Letters (including her Private Correspondence with Charles I) of Henrietta Maria. Queen 
Consort of Charles I. King of Great Britain and Ireland, Ed Mary Anne Everett Green, 
(London, 1857), p. 149. 
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early in the Civil War she advised using the Irish Catholics as reinforcements. 

George Layburne was the member of her reassembled court circle entrusted 

with the task of persuading the Irish Catholics to send military assistance to 

her husband. The diplomatic services George Layburne had performed for his 

Queen in the late 1630s at Rome, although of questionable value in practical 

terms, must have been regarded highly enough by Henrietta Maria for her to 

entrust him with the delicate negotiations with the Irish from 1645, and 

possibly earlier. 

Before this, the Parliamentarians acknowledged George Laybume's influence at 

Henrietta Maria's court, and thence the King, to be sufficiently dangerous for 

him to be indicted as a priest (in absentia) with one Peter Fitton at the 

Middlesex Sessions of 14 January 1643 (N. S. ). " In this indictment, he is also 

given his alias of "Bradlye" (which was his mother's maiden name), whereas, 

for his undercover work for Henrietta Maria, he took "Winter Grant" as his 

'nom-de-guerre'. It was under the alias of Winter Grant that we learn that 

George Laybume was already in Ireland on the Queen's business, attempting 

to circumvent the Papal Nuncio Rinuccini's influence upon the Old Irish and 

the Old English that made up the ill-assorted Confederation, before Rinuccini 

even set foot in Ireland. Henrietta Maria declined to meet Rinuccini in France 

on his way to Ireland, as she wished George Layburne to persuade the 

Catholics there to come to her husband's aid, thus undermining the Papal 

Nuncio on the question of sending reinforcements to England or not. 

41 Middlesex County Record Society (London), Middlesex County Records, Ed John Cordy 
Jeaffreson, index AT Watson, (4 vols), Vol III, ( London, 1888), p. 116. 
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As Papal Nuncio, Rinuccini's mission to Ireland was to the Confederation, 

with a view to restoring Ireland to being a Catholic state like others on the 

European mainland. He ignored Charles I's urgent needs to regain a working 

control of his Irish Kingdom. Restoration of an exclusively Catholic Ireland 

was not on Charles' agenda. Rinuccini's aim was to return churches and 

property to the Catholic church. Sending reinforcements to a beleaguered 

Protestant King came very low down on his list of priorities. At the same 

time, the Royalist Earl of Glamorgan was desperate to send troops to the King 

after the defeat at Naseby and was prepared to concede almost anything to the 

Confederates in exchange for troops. Tactically he realised that the Royalists 

could not hold the disembarkation port of Chester indefinitely, and he was 

willing to promise Rinuccini any concession (including promising that the next 

Irish Lord Lieutenant would be a Catholic) in order to release the troops before 

Chester was taken. Needless to say, he had no instruction from the King to 

make any such concessions to Catholicism and so incensed the current Lord 

Lieutenant, the Marquess of Ormond, that he committed Glamorgan to prison 

for treason. Ormond represented yet another dimension of putative Royalist 

support -a member of an old English family who had been brought up a 

Protestant. His aim was also to unify the disparate factions loyal to the King 

but without making concessions to the Catholics. 

There were divisions amongst the Catholic Royalists: Scarampi did not have 

the same Royalist agenda as Laybume. In 1645, Scarampi, the Papal Agent 

sent to Ireland before the Nuncio's arrival, was to attempt to counteract "the 

" efforts of Leybum, the English Priest sent by the Queen, who was urging their 
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peace with Glamorgan, thus minimising the help sent by the Pope, in this way 

hoping to obtain the exclusion of the papal representative. s42 George 

Layburne's ultramontane principles gave way to Queen Henrietta Maria's 

needs and the monarch's position eclipsed papal politics. Her preoccupation 

in 1645, whilst exiled and living in poverty in the Louvre Palace in Paris, was 

for her husband to regain his rightful place as King of England. The question 

of religion and tolerance paled in comparison with the loss of a Kingdom and 

the disruption of a pre-ordained social and political hierarchy. George 

Layburne's mission to Ireland was to uphold the monarchy of England, 

despite the Papal Nuncio's territorial aims. A year later, in 1646, Layburne 

had returned to France and Mussari, Rinuccini's auditor and secretary, 

mentioned having met him there in the guise of "the Queen's Messenger". °' It 

is clear from this mention that George Laybume had become a political 

confidant of the Queen, fulfilling a role beyond his priestly calling, and 

entrusted with and familiar enough with the contents of official letters to show 

them to Mussari. There were "letters from the King to Nuncio, to Ormond 

and to Glamorgan, in which the settlement of Irish affairs to the satisfaction of 

Rinuccini, was promised. He had, however, created considerable difficulty for 

Rinuccini in upholding the opinion that it was unlawful to oppose the King". " 

In March 1647 (N. S. ), George Layburne was sent back to Ireland from France. 

Three letters recommending "Mr Winter Grant" to Ormond from Henrietta 

42 Hynes, The Mission of Rinuccini. p. 29. 
43 Letters between Rinuccini to Pamfili (cipher), February 21 1646-September 1646, ibid. 
44 Hynes, The Mission of Rinuccini, p. 104. See also letters between Runuccini to Pamfili 
(cipher) February 21 1646; same to same September 25 1646 (cipher) quoted in Hynes, The 
Mission of Rinuccini. note 2, p. 106. 
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Maria, Prince Charles and Jermyn, the Queen's advisor, have been preserved 

as part of the Carte MSS at the Bodleian Library. " The previous year, 

Ormond had signed a form of peace treaty with the delegates of the 

Confederation on 25 March, 1646' This treaty was being finalised just 

before George Layburne's arrival from France on 5 April 1647. The previous 

treaty had led to nothing concrete and was being re-drafted after renegotiation 

without expectation that it would be adhered to by any of the parties involved. 

The approaching Parliamentarian troops invalidated any promises made to the 

Catholic factions, both old Irish and old English. George Layburne had been 

too late to contribute to these disingenuous negotiations on the part of 

Henrietta Maria, but he recorded in his `Memoirs' his infelicitous part in 

them. "' 

George Layburne's `Memoirs' also give us yet another point of view on the 

breeding ground for plots and misunderstandings which Irish affairs produced 

after the 1641 Rebellion. It is reasonable to assume that he represented 

Henrietta Maria's point of view. According to George Layburne, the Irish 

Rebellion, far from having been instigated by the King to deflect attention from 

misgovernment in England, was instigated by Parliament to throw suspicion on 

the King. Meanwhile "from thence divers things would follow". The 

Parliamentarians would "with the help of their Scottish friends, have a good 

occasion to destroy and extirpate that people, possessing themselves and their 

's Bod., Carte MSS, 22. f. 39, Queen Consort to Ormond, Paris, March 10 1647. Jermyn to 
Ormond, Paris, March 10 1647; Prince of Wales to Ormond, Paris, March 10 1647. 
46 Patrick J Cornish, 'Early Modem Ireland, 1534-1691' in A New History of Ireland, Eds T 
W Moody, FX Martin and FJ Byrne, Vol III, (Oxford, 1976), p. 320. 
47 George Leyburn, The Memoirs of George Leyburn DD Being a Journal of his Agency for 
Prince Charles in Ireland in the Year 1647. (London, 1722). 
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party of their lands; as also the Catholic religion in the three nations". 48 

Further, fearing to be seen to be forming an alliance with the Catholics, the 

King would give Parliament unprecedented power in acquiescing to whatever 

Act it wished to pass. Later, Parliament would be able "to convert monies to 

what use they thought fit". 49 

6. Extended Religious and Family Contact Abroad 

George Layburne stayed as a guest of Lord Clanricarde in Galway in 1647/48. 

In November 1648 he received orders, dated three months previously from 

Henrietta Maria recalling him to France. In 1648 he was made one of Bishop 

Smith's Vicars General in England, and in September 1649 was elected member 

of the English Chapter. After this period, his contact with Henrietta Maria 

seems to have petered out. Perhaps he had done everything possible to assist 

the Queen, but after Charles I's execution in 1649 there was no further 

support he could give the Royal family, and he returned to his first vocation. 

More probably, Henrietta Maria could no longer maintain him at her court. 

When the post of President of Douay College fell vacant after the death of Dr 

William Hyde, George Layburne, with Barberini's support, was elected in 

16525°. After Charles II' s defeat at Worcester, and with Cromwell's 

subsequent rise to power possibly George Layburne felt he could better serve 

English Catholicism by training priests as President of Douay College. 

08 ibid, p. viii. 
" ibid, p. ix. 
50 The Seminary Priests, vol II, p. 195. 
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George Laybume's contacts with England during the Interregnum were 

maintained, however, through his nephew, John Layburne (born 1620), who 

had also been a pupil at Douay College. He followed his uncle's vocation, and 

was consecrated priest in Paris with Frances and John Gage in December 1646 

by Cardinal Spada, the then Papal Nuncio to Frances' At this time, George 

Laybume was on the Queen's diplomatic mission to Ireland. He then could 

have introduced his nephew to the exiled court in Paris. John Layburne 

became Bishop Smith's secretary in 1652 probably through the influence of 

his uncle. " Bishop Smith's connection with the Montagues of Cowdray, 

having been chaplain there, was sufficient to recommend John Layburne as 

tutor and companion to the young Honourable Francis Browne, heir to the 3`d 

Viscount Montague, on a tour of France and Italy in 1657-8.33 As 

demonstrated in the previous chapter, there had been a long-standing 

relationship between the Montague family through the Dacres of the North, 

the Dukes of Norfolk and Arundel, and the Laybume family. The Honorable 

Francis' father, the 3`d Viscount Montague, when a boy, had been directed to 

attend Eton College in 1622 by James I, in order to dilute the familial Catholic 

influence or show up their recusancy if he refused to attend. His father's 

response was to decline the directive and to plead his son's ill health. Religion 

was behind this excuse, as his father's indictment as a Recusant in 1640 

demonstrates 
.` Shortly after he had been excused from attending Eton in 

1622, the 3 ̀a Viscount Montague was granted a licence to travel for three years 

sl ibid, p. 196. 
sz ibid, p. 196, quoting WDA XXX, no 82. 
53 An Elizabethan Recusant House. 
54 GEC, Vol IX, p. 101. 
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and was abroad in October 1624 when his father urged him to return home. " 

It is probable that the 3rd Viscount Montague had enjoyed his early travels 

abroad, and that they provided a pleasurable way of avoiding situations in 

Cowdray where his religion caused political and pecuniary disaster. He was in 

Rouen in 1644, although he and his elder son Anthony had fought on the 

Royalist side during the Civil Wars' Sir William Waller, the Parliamentarians' 

commander, billeted his troops at Cowdray, in addition to losing money 

through compounding depleted the finances of the family further. " The 3rd 

Viscount Montague, apart from family connections, could have met up with 

George and his nephew, John, in France during the 1640s. Catholic Europe 

was a haven for English Catholics then and the 3rd Viscount's happy 

experiences ensured that he encouraged his remaining son, Francis, to benefit 

from foreign travel. 

The relations between John Layburne and his tutee on the Grand Tour, the 

Honourable Francis Browne, were excellent, unlike those between James, the 

Duke of Hamilton's reprobate son and his tutor. SB Sadly there exists no 

extensive archive material about the Honourable Francis Browne's Grand 

Tour, unlike the better documented case of James Hamilton. Family 

connections apart, Francis Browne and John Layburne's time together was the 

start of a life-long friendship. The gift of an annuity of £30 was granted to 

John Layburne after the Restoration by the 3rd Viscount Montague in 1663. x' 

ss ibid, p. 101. 
16 ibid, p. 102. 
s' Julia AE Roundell, Cowdray. The History of a Great English House. (London, 1884), pp. 
80,81. 
58 Rosalind K Marshall, The Days of Duchess Ann. Life in the Household of the Duchess of 
Hamilton 1656-1716. (London, 1973), p. 130. 
59 WDA XXXII, 82. 
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John Layburne subsequently spent a period of twelve years with the Brownes 

as Chaplain and did not wish to be nominated to the post of President of 

Douay College in 1669. According to Claudio Agretti, " ... he is ... 

comfortably housed with Viscount Montague (Francis's father) who is very 

fond of him" 60 Mrs Charles Roundell noted that, Francis, 0 Viscount 

Montague "... always signed his name Montaigu", the French spelling, which 

would have reminded him of his enjoyable travels with John Layburne 6' 

7. Layburne Opportunism in the Post-Civil War Period 

In Westmorland, after the upheaval of the Civil War, the Layburne family was 

determined not to let financial ruin add to the disaster of the death of the eldest 

son and heir. It is ironic that William Laybume died under the command of 

one member of the Stanleys, fighting for the Royalists, while, some ten years 

later, another Layburne, his father John, took advantage of the dispersal of the 

Stanley estates, after the execution of the same Stanley in 1651, for his part in 

supporting King Charles II on his march to Worcester. The Witherslack 

estates were initially bought in 1652 from the Treason Trustees by 

Christopher Crosfield. 62 However, in an indenture made between the Right 

Honourable Charles, Earl of Derby and John Layburne, a large part of the 

Witherslack estate was sold to the latter. " The legend runs that this estate 

was purchased for the ridiculously small sum of £130 and, after the 

Restoration right up to 1736 despite appeals to the law by the Stanley family, 

60 WDA XXXIII, 33, No 137. 
61 Roundell, Cowdray, p. 87. 
62 LRO, RK 1,69. 
63 GP Jones, A Short History of the Manor and Parish of Witherslack C+WA+AS, Tract 
Series XVIII, (Kendal, 1971), p. 9. 
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the Layburnes refused to give up Witherslack. The purchase of Witherslack 

undoubtedly saved the Layburnes from financial decline so common in 

Catholic recusant families in England. Their legal wranglings seems to have 

given rise to a tradition that became transmuted through time and even greater 

disasters. Before the last war, JH Palmer wrote and illustrated a book on 

Westmorland houses. In discussing Skelsmergh Hall, one of the Layburnes 

original manor houses, he wrote: "The Layburnes possessed the Hall until 

1715, when it was forfeited to the crown and sold on account of John 

Leyburne (born 1668) having espoused the cause of the Earl of Derwentwater. 

The Hall was sold by auction and the purchaser, Thomas Crowle, a lawyer 

from Hull, obtained it at a bargain price by a trick. The surrounding district 

was in sympathy with the Leyburnes and agreed not to bid at the sale, 

understanding that Crowle was bidding on behalf of the Leybumes. After he 

had obtained it at a nominal figure, Crowle explained that there had been a 

misunderstanding and that he had bought the Hall for himself'. " No other 

record of this piece of double-dealing exists, but the facts of the case would 

seem to be much more understandable if applied to the John Layburne who 

had acted as Steward of the Stanleys. Perhaps, subsequently, some seventy 

years later, when John Layburne, grandson of the purchaser of Witherslack, 

was attainted for treason for rising with the Jacobites in 1715, the real truth of 

the story got twisted by sympathy for the family who had held the estates of 

Cunswick and Skelsmergh through religious and political vicissitudes for some 

six hundred years. 

64 JH Palmer, Historic Farmhouses in and Around Westmorland, (Kendal, 1952), p. 110. 
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The pattern of attendance at the Queen's court, indirectly commanding a 

position of influence over the King, was established before the Civil War, and 

this was maintained during the fighting after 1642 and in exile. Contact with 

the future Charles II, when he, was with his mother in Paris, provided the 

groundwork for a vital role for the Layburnes after the Restoration, as we shall 

see in the next chapter. Their Catholicism ensured support for the King's 

cause in a practical form, fighting for him, but the more personal contact with 

the Queen, and a shrewd eye kept open for any financial advantage, had all the 

marks of an up-and-coming family on the make. Having capitalised on 

powerful relatives such as the Howards for a position at Henrietta Maria's 

court, we now see how, through Dr George Layburne, they themselves were in 

a powerful situation. The power-base they had gained must now be examined 

after the Restoration of Charles II in 1660. 



Chapter IV 

The Layburnes in Westmorland and Whitehall 

1660-1684 

There is no recorded Layburne involvement in activities that brought about the 

Restoration of the Monarchy in 1660. The family may have they played a part 

in it through Dr John Barwick, William Layburne's friend. Barwick's 

network of friends and connections contributed significantly in persuading- 

General Monck to alter his allegiance and support Charles II's return. Dr 

Barwick's other preoccupation was to safeguard the episcopal succession and 

to reinstate the proper liturgical form of Anglican worship, especially its 

choral tradition. During the Interregnum the Presbyterian form of worship had 

never been whole-heartedly accepted in Westmorland. ' With the Restoration 

Anglicanism was quickly reinstated, and reverted with renewed vigour to its 

Anglican quasi-Catholic practices in Kendal. What amounted to the 

protection of the Catholic gentry from government legislation by Westmorland 

JPs and the anti-Quaker trials at Appleby and Lancaster conducted by those 

same JPs, some themselves Catholic, throw into relief the general sympathy in 

the county towards the Layburnes and other Catholic families in the area. 

1 Nightingale, The Ejected of 1660. Vol II, p. 879. 
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1. Anglican Friends from Westmorland at the Court of Charles II 

Dr John Barwick, William Layburne's friend, was important both at Court and 

in Westmorland's religious life. A convinced Arminian in outlook from his 

earliest days at St John's College, Cambridge, he was also, according to his 

brother, a spy of more than usual sang froid, and certainly a man of action in 

his youth. 2 He was imprisonment in the Tower of London from 1650-1652, for 

his espionage and conducted a lengthy correspondence with King Charles II in 

exile, acting as the link between the exiled monarch and his English 

supporters. 3 

After Cromwell's death in 1658 and with the end of the Interregnum likely, 

John Barwick joined forces with Sir Thomas Myddleton of Chirk, Francis 

Cresset and John Otway (another native of Westmorland), and with their 

assistance prevailed upon two Parliamentary officers related to the latter to 

encourage General Monck to expedite the Restoration of the Monarchy.! He 

accepted the post of dean of Durham in 1660, and shortly after became Dean 

of St Paul's in London. In both places he not only repaired the fabric of the 

Cathedrals, and restored the forms of service that were in danger of dying out. 

The reinstatement of the choral tradition at St Paul's was due to his especial 

efforts. 5 He died in 1664. Witherslack benefited from his will as he left funds 

to build a church there, St Paul's. It was consecrated by the Bishop of Chester 

in 1671, and John Brockbank, father of Thomas, author of the Dial, and 

2 Barwick, The Life of Dr John Barwick. pp. 12-15. 
3 ibid, p. xvii. It was suggested that these letters were widely used by Clarendon in compiling 
his History of the Rebellion. 
` DNB. Vol I, p. 1272. 
s Samuel Pepys was so struck by the return of the use of surplices and the use of the Book of 
the Common Prayer that he commented on their use, and his unfamiliarity with them as they 
were gradually reintroduced in 1660. Ed Magrath, Flemings in Oxford. Vol I, p. 137. 
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Letterbook of Thomas Brockbank. was its first incumbent. 6 Prior to the 

building of the church, the population of Witherslack was in Beethom parish 

and, to attend Sunday service, parishioners had to ford the Kent estuary. The 

executor of Dr John Barwick's will, his brother Peter, became Physician in 

Ordinary to the King and remained at court, living until 1704. In 1677, this 

inter-relationship between those at court from Westmorland and those 

remaining in the area is demonstrated by Secretary of State, Sir Joseph 

Williamson's desire to give financial assistance to the son of one of Daniel 

Fleming's servants via Dr Peter Barwick. 8 This letter gives some impression 

of the close contact maintained between the highest officials at court and their S 

friends at home. Their rise in position did not lead to any neglect of their 

fellow Cumbrians, either those at court, or those who remained in their native 

county. 

2. The Continuing Anglican Tradition in the Barony of Kendal 

The dichotomy in religious life in the Barony of Kendal at the time of the 

Restoration was well demonstrated by its then churchwarden and incumbent 

rector. They exemplify two opposing modes of thought, religious and 

political, that co-existed in Westmorland at the time, although the strong 

Royalist sympathies which protected Catholic families, such as the Layburnes, 

overcame any remaining republican sympathies. The post of church warden in 

Kendal Parish Church was occupied by a Captain French in 1659-60 and 

thereafter there is no further record of him in the churchwarden's accounts. 

6 Brockbank, Diary and Letterbook of Thomas Brockbank. p. 1, n. 1. 
7 DNB, p. 1272. 
8 CSPD, Vol 1677-1678, letter from Daniel Fleming to Secretary of State Joseph Williamson, 
June 1" 1677, Rydal, p. 166. 
9CR0, Kendal. WPR 38. Churchwarden's Accounts, 1. 
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However, in all the excitement of the radical Quaker Kaber Rigg Plot in 

Autumn, 1663, Sir Daniel Fleming, in a letter to the Secretary of State 

Williamson, refers to securing "20 who had been officers against the King ... 

and dismissed them on a good bond except Captain French, sent to Penrith at 

the request of Sir Philip Musgrave". 10 The release of almost all the prisoners 

in Appleby jail, except, Captain French, would argue that he was for some 

reason considered more dangerous than the general run of Quakers and ejected 

ministers. A subsequent letter bears this out, and it would seem that he had 

been involved in a second conspiracy quite separate from the one at Kaber 

Rigg. A letter from Fleming to Williamson on December 9th, 1663, deals with 

questioning Robert Atkinson (leader of the Kaber Rigg plot) about cavalry to 

be raised and the possibility of Studholm taking Carlisle and "whether he 

confederates with Captain French". " However, the activities of William 

Brownsword, appointed vicar of Kendal in February 1659 (after Masyhad 

abandoned the parish three years earlier) demonstrate the more prevalent view. 

Although Brownsword's appointment had been made by the Commissioners 

for Approbation of Public Preachers, in November of that year he preached an 

anti-Quaker sermon which then appeared as a pamphlet entitled, `The Quaker- 

Jesuit or Popery in Quakerisme'. 12 Associating one of the most feared aspects 

of Catholicism with the Quakers was perhaps dictated by the fact that 

Brownsword did not receive his full stipend for the parish (which was little 

10 CSPD Charles 11 1663-64, Daniel Fleming to Williamson, November 10 1663, p. 340. The 
Kaber Rigg Plot was one of the small supposedly republican-inspired plots early in the 
Restoration which was crushed almost before it began. Kaber was the hamlet in north 
Westmorland, and a rigg was an open space at the edge of a settlement (where the conspirators 
were to meet). For a fuller account see pp. 95,96. 
11 ibid, Daniel Fleming to Williamson, December 9`s 1663, p. 368. 
12 The Quaker-Jesuite or Popery in Ouakerisme by JM to be sold by Miles Harrison, (Kendal, 
1660). 
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enough in any case) as the Quakers refused to pay tithes. 13 After the 

Restoration of Charles II and despite coming from a strong Presbyterian 

background, Brownsword was prompt in changing allegiance. 14 Not only did 

he preach an ingratiating sermon, apologising for it being eleven days late to 

celebrate Charles' official Restoration, blaming Kendal's remoteness from the 

capital, but he had the sermon printed in pamphlet form, just in case his newly 

pro-monarchy views were overlooked. ls 

Early in the Restoration while William Brownsword was Vicar of Kendal, that 

we learn of practices in the Parish Church that were deeply shocking in 1900 

to John F Curwen in his research for his book, Kirkbie-Kendall " ... in 1664 

... a man being paid for varnishing a new censer for Church use. Only think 

of it! A censer - ". 16 (A censer was a brass receptacle for burning the incense 

which was used at Catholic Mass. It was only used in High Anglican services 

demonstrating the affinity between Anglican and Catholic rites in Restoration 

Kendal -a closeness Curwen found disturbing even in the twentieth century). 

Earlier, in 1661 the tower of the Parish Church was found to be in need of 

repair and a list of gentry owing church rents appeared intermittently in the 

churchwarden accounts from 1666-1673.17 The Catholic gentry families were 

included in these lists and it is evident that although there were periods when 

they did not contribute to church upkeep there were times when they did. 

13 Francis Nicholson and Ernest Axon, The Older Nonconformity in Kendal, (Kendal, 1915), 
74-75. 

Nightingale, The Ejected of 1660, pp. 74,75. Brownsword's cousin Charles Worsley was 
one of Cromwell's major generals and first MP for Manchester. His father was one of the 
Elders for Manchester at the Classis under the Parliamentarian regime, ibid, p. 65. 
15 William Brownsword, England's Grounds for Joy in His Majesties Return to the Throne 
and People. by Matthew Inman, (Kendal?, 1660). 
16 Curwen, Kirkbie-Kendall. p. 214. 
17 CR0K, WPR 38, Churchwarden's Accounts, 1. 
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Records show that only one Catholic gentleman, Sir Thomas Strickland of 

Sizergh, did not pay at any time. Mr Anthony Duckett of Grayrigg, Sir 

Thomas Braithwaite of Burnes-head (Bumeside), Mr Roger Bradley of 

Cunswick (married to a Layburne having Cunswick as part of his marriage 

settlement), Mrs Layburne of Skelsmergh (widow of John Layburne of 

Witherslack), Mrs Thornbarrow of Selside and Mr Phillipson of Hellsfall, all 

Catholic gentry, are recorded as having paid at least part of their dues, and 

sometimes there is a blank against dues paid. 18 This non-payment did not 

appear to have any religious significance as the same intermittent pattern of 

payment exists for the non-Catholic gentry. The list consists of fifteen 

families, seven of whom are Catholic, a surprisingly high proportion for an 

area with so few supposed Catholics. 

The relaxed attitude towards the Barony of Kendal's Catholic gentry was 

evident elsewhere. Alan Bellingham of Levens Hall thought Daniel Fleming's 

list of Papist Recusants cited on February 2°d, 1667, lacking as he wrote 

complaining that "nearly twice as many Papists were presented at the sessions 

in the 16`h year of Charles I (ie 1641) which marked the fidelity of the present 

constables and churchwardens appear doubtful, for it is believed that the 

number of Papists has much increased. "19 In addition, the contents of the 

chest kept in the Parish Church vestry and listed in the churchwarden's 

accounts in 1676 and 1679, would have smacked strongly of latent Popery to 

any Non-Conformist. "An accompt of the Church Goodes in the vestry, viz in 

the chest there Two Silver flaggons, two large Silver Bowles guilded and two 

18 ibid. 
19 HMC Le Fleming MSS, pp. 144-45. 
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Covers, two Silver Plaites, two pewther flaggons and a pewther bason, 3 

suplises vizt. one Hollan and two of .... cloth, 3 imbrodered Cushions and two 

pieces of imbrodered stuffe. A fine large green cloth trimed round about with 

green Silke fringe for covering of the Communion table and a hanging of same 

cloth for the backe of the table ... (sundry other Holland and green table 

clothes) ... w`h 2 large como(n) prayer-bookes and 5 little ones ... wt' 5 other 

old ones. s20 

3. Catholics, Quakers and the Law 

Daniel Fleming, unlike outside officialdom in the shape of Alan Bellingham, 

had every reason not to treat the Westmorland Catholic gentry with the full 

weight of the anti-Catholic legislation. They were, like him, committed 

Royalists. He and the majority of Cumbrian gentry were closely related to 

each other. As we have seen from "The Quaker Jesuit", Brownsword's anti- 

Quaker tract, the Quakers were regarded with suspicion even before the 

Restoration. In contrast, the local Catholic gentry lived as a well-integrated 

part of the community. The Catholic gentry had, in all aspects except religion, 

the same hopes and aspirations as other conservative Royalist gentry, even to 

the extent of supporting the local Parish Church. They regarded themselves as 

having the same position in society as their Anglican peers. 21 Whereas the 

local Catholic gentry were known in the county from the earliest times, the 

Jesuits, as unknown outsiders, were seen in the terrifying role of persecutors of 

innocent Protestants from Mary Tudor's reign. In the same way, the Quakers 

20 CR0, Kendal. WPR 38, Churchwarden's Accounts 1. 
21 Earlier in the century, in 1619-26 Sir George Preston of Holker Hall, a Catholic gentleman 
had provided a large part of the funds and the energy to restore Cartmel Priory which had 
fallen into disrepair after the Dissolution of the Monasteries 80 or so years previously. 
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were feared and vilified for a variety of reasons, enough to equate their 

movement with the excesses of Bloody Mary's Jesuits. According to Dr Barry 

Reay, fear of Quakers and other sectaries "persuaded many to look to the 

monarchy as the only salvation from social and religious anarchy. In other 

words hostility towards the Quakers contributed to the Restoration of the 

Stuarts". 22 

Quakerism's development in Westmorland threw the revolutionary aspect of 

their beliefs and behaviour into even sharper relief than in a less-conservative 

area with a larger floating population. Westmorland society in general, and 

the gentry in particular, regarded the monarch's position as sacred, and any 

attack on King or church was an attack on the gentry's own privileged 

situation. The Quaker denial of the Trinity represented a major source of 

hostility towards them and their very existence. George Fox in questioning 

the institution of paid clergy, said "that priests were maintained in idleness by 

the `labours of poor people' and that paying tithes was not necessary", shook 

the foundations of society according to the Royalist perspective 23 Their 

refusal to accept temporal authority had persuaded General Monck to purge 

his troops of Quakers as he could foresee the breakdown of army discipline in 

their denial upholding the rights of the individual 24 

Even in their mode of dress, the Quakers refused to submit to the conventions 

of politeness by refusing to doff their hats to anyone, be it court of law or 

church. In an age where one's place in society and response to others was 

22 Reay, The Quakers and the English Revolution, p. 81. 
y ibid, p. 37. 
24 ibid, pp. 50,51. 
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demonstrated by the elaborate (or not) doffing of a hat, a refusal to do so, 

especially in a court of law, was tantamount to sedition. Some converts, both 

men and women dispensed with clothing altogether as a sign of their liberation 

from the trappings of a social hierarchy, demonstrating the spiritual nakedness 

essential at the last judgement 25 In a letter from the Reverend William 

Wilson, Vicar of St Martin's, Bowness, to Daniel Fleming, we have an 

example of several other shocking Quaker habits. The letter was written on 

Boxing Day, 1666, and reported the events at the Christmas Day service. In it 

we have an account of the doings of a Quaker woman who had had the 

temerity to interrupt Wilson's Christmas Day sermon with "a lowd strange 

inarticulate noise". During "the time of prayers she spake alowd and deliver'd 

her seife in a great impetuous rabble of slanderous language against my own 

person, calling me covetous and a greedy deceiver of the people whilst wee 

were presenting our devoutest requests unto God in his holy church. 9926 To 

compound injury after the service she harangued some of his parishioners and 

worse, she was not a native of the parish, having arrived with her husband the 

year before. There was xenophobia in Wilson's remarks, but fearing that her 

example would encourage others to copy her, he requested the JP Daniel 

Fleming's help to keep the peace and halt the spread of such anarchical 

behaviour, which it was feared would undermine society and engender another 

revolution. 

Fear of a return to the chaos of Civil War had already emerged earlier in the 

Restoration period with a series of Republican plots ending in October, 1663, 

25 ibid, p. 36. 
26 The Flemings in Oxford Vol 1, pp. 164-5. 
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with the Kaber Rigg Plot in North Westmorland. 27 Only in response to the 

suppression of earlier plots had George Fox and eleven other Quakers signed 

the Peace Testimony in 1661. Others did not agree and some veterans from 

the Civil War had taken part in these conspiracies. 28 Although only in part 

anti-Quaker, the Clarendon Code Acts of Parliament from 1661-1662 had 

brought the Quakers under threat of prosecution for their non-participation in 

Anglican services. As was the case with preceding plots such as the Fifth 

Monarchy Men rising, the Tong Plots, and the Nonsuch House (or Coffee 

House Plot) "the primary objective of the Kaber Rigg Plot [or Northern Plot] 

was to force the King to implement his promises made at Breda. " 29. The 

Quakers and disbanded soldiers who comprised the plotters hoped to raise an 

army, march on London, and with the help of the Puritan peers, take power. 

Such plans came to nothing, in the Kaber Rigg Plot, because very few joined 

the uprising and the group disbanded before it had properly begun. The 

repercussions throughout a Westmorland already alarmed by the behaviour of 

the Quakers seems out of all proportion to the actual facts of the case. Letters 

from Daniel Fleming and Sir Philip Musgrave (a fellow JP in Cumberland) to 

the Secretary of State Sir Joseph Williamson were full of misgivings about the 

Kaber Rigg Plot and its revelation of possible revolutionary tendencies 

amongst the Quakers. 30 The plot existed more in the minds of the forces of 

27 Kaber is a hamlet in the North of Westmorland between Kirkby Stephen and the Stainmoor 
Gap, and the Rigg was an open space on the edge of the settlement. 
28 MJA Thompson, `The Post-Restoration Peace Testimony: Quakers and the Kaber Rigg 
Plot', New Light on George Fox. 1624-91. Thomas D Hamm et al, ed Michael A Mullet, 
(York, 1993), p. 153. PD Clarke, The Sectarian ̀Threat' and its Impact in Restoration 
Cumbria. C+WA+AS, Transactions, LXXVIII, (1988), pp. 161-175. 
29 ibid, p. 155. 
30 The Flemings in Oxford, p. 139, note 2. Sir Daniel Fleming and Sir Joseph Williamson 
matriculated at Queen's College, Oxford on the same day and maintained a life long 
friendship. Williamson's letters to Dan Fleming were addressed "For my ever honored friend 
Dan Fleming Esq. ", ibid, p. 145. 
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law and order than it did in reality. It was so loosely planned that it had no 

chance of succeeding in its vague aims. 

However, Daniel Fleming had a vested interest in suppressing the activities of 

the Quakers, and the possible threat of revolution was not his only motive. 

The Quaker refusal to attend "Steeple Houses" (i. e. churches) meant that on 

Sundays, Christmas Day and other church festivals they were free to engage in 

commerce, which they did with alacrity. Daniel Fleming's concern for the 

economic growth of Cumberland and Westmorland was not merely altruistic. 

He appreciated the revenues that he would himself accrue from trade 31 

Suspicion of outsiders added to the general suspicion of Quakers who came 

into a settled area and whose trade was in competition with the resident 

population. Further objections to incomers existed from Daniel Fleming's 

point of view in his capacity as a JP. Travelling Quakers could bring seditious 

ideas with them, encouraging rebellion in their wake. A possible return to a 

republican form of government, with its memories of civil war, made Daniel 

Fleming and his fellow JPs, some themselves Catholic, over-react towards 

Quakers, ".... the sect's mere existence drew people together in defence of 

`right' behaviour and a reaffirmation of traditional values. Friends, in short, 

were a catalyst for popular traditionalism". 32 The ultra-conservative character 

of seventeenth-century Westmorland reinforced this resurgence in traditional 

attitudes. 

31 Basil D Henning, History of Parliament. The Commons. 1660-1690, (London, 1983), p. 
334. Daniel Fleming was involved in a complicated dispute on behalf of his brother-in-law 
Sir George Fletcher with Lord Carlisle about the evasion of import tax on Irish cattle brought 
into Carlisle. 
32 Barry Reay, Popular Hostility Towards Quakers. in mid-seventeenth century England, 
Social History, Vol 5, No 3, (October, 1980), p. 407. 
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The Quakers did not react passively against their persecutors. The fact that 

they kept a record of their "sufferings" for future monetary and legal 

retribution, presents a very different reaction to recusant Catholics who 

resorted to secrecy in order to survive. George Fox was the most vociferous in 

his protests. He pointed out the discrepancy between the treatment of Quakers 

for their non-payment of tithes and refusal to take the Oath of Allegiance in 

the Assizes, and Popish recusants who, in some cases, handed down sentences 

in their role of JP. At some time before the Lancaster Quarter Sessions of 12th 

June, 1664, George Fox encountered some of them at Colonel Richard 

Kirkby's house, Kirkby Hall in Furness. Several of these were Catholic JPs, 

including Sir Thomas Preston of Holker Hall, and Sir George Middleton of 

Leighton Hall. 33 When the latter wished to incriminate George Fox, he called 

for a Bible in order to ask him to swear the Oath of Allegiance which he knew 

Fox would refuse. The irony of the situation was not lost on Fox who then 

asked Middleton, as a Catholic, if he had taken the oath. 34 His pertinent 

question was given no attention, as the Catholic JP's established position was 

amongst the Cumbrian administrators of the law, rather than those who were 

bound by it. 

A further example of Catholics' status as part of the Cumbrian judiciary and 

those who were at court is to be found later. During the Popish Plot, Sir 

Joseph Williamson responded to a motion to send the then Duke of York into 

exile. It demonstrated the moderation felt by a courtier from the Lake 

Counties and accustomed to the close association of Anglican and Catholic 

33 Both families were related to the Laybumes and 10 years or so after this date the sister-in- 
law of Sir George Middleton was married to George Layburne. 
34 Fox, The Journal of George Fox, pp. 456,460. 
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gentry there. 35 In his speech of November 4`h, 1678, he argued that to remove 

James would only "drive the heir to the throne to join the French and the 

Catholics"36, a sensible reaction to a highly charged situation. However, on 

November 18" of that same year, Williamson was briefly committed to the 

Tower of London by the House of Commons for favouring Catholic recusants 

for appointments with commissions signed by the King. It was only on the 

King's uncharacteristically rapid reaction in countermanding these orders that 

Williamson was released. The offending commissions were at the same time 

intercepted and revoked. 37 

A final piece of evidence of the esteem in which Catholic families were held 

, 
in seventeenth-century Westmorland was the fact that Daniel Fleming 

attended the funerals of two members of the Layburne family in the 

Restoration period. On February 2°d he noted that on January 25`h, 1663/1664, 

John Layburne had been buried. His accounts record that he spent four 

shillings "at my cosen John Layburne's buriall at Beetham". 38 Eighteen years 

later, the death of that same John Layburne's grandson, John, son of William 

Laybume, was noted by Daniel Fleming. The death of the 26-year-old only 

son and heir to Cunswick, an estate entailed in the male line, was sufficiently 

memorable for it to be recorded on its own. Normally expenses defrayed took 

precedence over events, but in this case the attendance at the funeral has no 

account accompanying it 39 

35 Sir Joseph Williamson was born near Cockermouth and was a fellow student of Daniel 
Fleming's at Queen's College, Oxford, DNB, Vol XXI, pp. 473-4. 
36 ibid, p. 476. 
37 ibid, p. 476. 
38 HMC, Le Fleming MSS, p. 374. CR0K, Account Book of Sir David Fleming, 
WD/RY/460, box 119. 
39Ibid, p. 394. 
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4. The Layburnes Abroad at the Court of Charles II 

What of the activities of the most prominent members of the Laybume family 

themselves at this period? In 1651, the position of President of Douay College 

became vacant after the death of Dr William Hyde. Those who supported the 

English Chapter, fearful of Jesuit domination, had nominated their own 

choices for the post, but, thanks to the influence of Cardinal Barberini, George 

Layburne's protector at Rome, George was appointed and took up the position 

in December, 1652.40 During George's presidency, which lasted for some 18 

years until his resignation in favour of his nephew John Layburne in 1670, an 

acrimonious war of words was fought between George Layburne and the 

supporters of Thomas White, alias `Blacklo' of the English Chapter. Coming 

from a Royalist family, both George and his nephew were closely involved 

with England's last Catholic Bishop-in-Ordinary, Dr Richard Smith. He and 

his supporters favoured Catholicism based on the Roman hierarchy which was 

part of their belief in the divine right of kings, and a structured society 

dependant upon that ideal with an attachment to ancient precedent. George 

Layburne rejected as unworkable heresy the unrealistic ideas of the English 

Chapter concerning the financing and structure of the Catholic Church in 

England. That the corruption and politicking at the Curia in Rome could be 

circumvented by attaching themselves to the Gallican church in France was 

unacceptable to George Layburne. Any replacement of the Bishop-in- 

Ordinary without obedience to the Pope was inconceivable. The English 

Chapter, from the anarchical period of the Civil War, had hoped to benefit 

from the disruption to Anglican finances up until the beginning of the 

40 Gillow, English Catholics, Vol IV, p. 223. 
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Interregnum. Despite philosophical arguments, the English Chapter were 

unable to propound a workable system for the existing seminary priests in 

England, and their missionary vocation to spread their religion. The subject 

has been fully treated in more extensive studies and is beyond the scope of this 

thesis 41, However, the culmination of a dangerous spate of pamphlet 

publication from either side was reached in 1661, with the appearance of one 

by George Layburne giving the names of the Dean and Chapter in the London 

area. 42 Even after the Restoration, there was danger of arrest and 

imprisonment for known Catholic priests in England. The betrayal of fellow 

Catholics, by one who could enjoy the security of living in a Catholic country, 

demonstrates the strength of feeling experienced by both sides in the battle for 

the hearts and minds of English Catholics, and what George Layburne saw as 

the threat to his concept of religion, an English Catholic hierarchy with its 

direct line of command from the Pope. 

According to G Anstruther, "Leyburne's rule at Douai was by no means 

inglorious, but he was a difficult man to work with and there are several 

complaints from his staff. 9A3 Possibly increasing age was responsible for his 

tetchiness, and after repeatedly requesting to be replaced, he stepped down as 

President after eighteen years, resigning in favour of his nephew, John, in June 

1670.44 George was already into his seventies by now and, after a final trip to 

41 Bossy, The English Catholic Community, pp. 60-72 deals in more details with the 
complicated arguments between George and the English Chapter. The philosophical 
reasoning propounded by Blacklo, John Sergeant et al are to be found in Prof Dorothea 
Krook's, John Sergeant and his Circle: A Study of Three Seventeenth Century Aristotelians, 
Edited and with an Introduction by BC Southgate, (Leiden, 1993). 
42 Layburne, An Encyclical Answer to an Encyclical Epistle. 1661. 
43 Anstruther, The Seminary Priests. Vol II, p. 195. 
44 ibid. 
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Rome and his Westmorland home in 1671, he returned to Chalons-sur-Marne 

in France where he died in 1677. He may have had a hand in the diplomacy 

surrounding the Secret Treaty of Dover, but, as with the Presidency of Douay, 

his nephew, John, was the prime mover after 1670. George was cared for by 

the Canonesses of St Augustin in the final years of his life in one of the houses 

dependant on their convent of St Marie at Chalons-sur-Marne. There he 

entered into arguments with Jeanne de Cressett d'Arundel, a foundress of a 

house of their order at Troyes, who was related to George through a common 

Howard ancestor as to which of the two of them was the more saintly. After 

his death in 1677, his nephew erected a memorial tablet to him just beneath 

the pulpit in the church of St Marie where he used to preach, voicing his only 

regret, which was not to have been able to die a martyr's death for his faith in 

England. 45 The Layburnes' martyrolgical fervour was evident in his nephew's 

attribution to George, as it had been during the Civil War for the death of 

William. 

The events leading up to, and beyond, Charles II's treaty with Louis XIV must 

be studied since both Dr George Layburne and his nephew John Layburne 

may have been involved in formulating its terms. It is a tribute to the security 

maintained by the Layburnes and English Catholics in general, allied to 

Charles II's skill in leaving few traces of his hidden political agenda, that the 

full extent of the Treaty of Dover of 1670 was not discovered until a century 

and a half after its signing. No trace of its politically explosive secret clauses 

as I am indebted to Sister Wendy Evans, of the Canonesses of St Augustin at Bridlington 
whose research into the life of Jeanne de Cressett d'Arundel uncovered the account of George 
Layburne's final years. Unfortunately she was not given the reference for the French account 
of Dr Layburne's last years and the convent church where he was buried now no longer exists 
in Chalons-sur-Marne. 
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was supposed to have survived. The only reason that any English record of 

them was found, was that Clifford of the Cabal had transcribed some 

documents and taken them to Ugbrooke Park in Devon, where they were 

discovered by Linguard and first used in his history. 46 The elements leading 

Charles to make a treaty with Louis XIV were in place at least three years 

before it was actually signed. The Second Dutch War of 1664-67 left Charles 

II with considerable debts, without the means from Parliament to settle them, 

together with feelings of humiliation and resentment towards the Dutch for his 

defeat. At the same time, the Dutch feared Louis XIV's expansionist 

ambitions after he had added large parts of the Spanish Netherlands to his 

territories in 1668 as part of his claim to his wife's inheritance, including the 

strategic town of Lille, at the end of the short-lived war of Devolution. After 

the gains of this 1667-8 war the Dutch feared the weakening of the buffer 

between France and the Republic's territories, and as a result made 

conciliatory peace terms with the French, and through them, the English. A 

Triple Alliance between the Protestant countries of England, the United 

Provinces and Sweden was drawn up, which satisfied the pro-Protestant 

inclinations of the English Parliament. Such a treaty displeased Charles II. It 

did not satisfy his thirst for revenge on the Dutch particularly for the raid on 

Chatham, but he acquiesced if it pacified Parliament and reanimated popular 

public opinion in his favour. 

Louis XIV was also smarting from his encounters with the Dutch, and as early 

as 1668, had been seeking an opportunity to punish them. Any overt attempts 

46 John Lingard DD, A History of England. from the First Invasion by the Romans to the 
Revolution in 1688. Vol VIII, (London, 1819-30), pp. 3-4. 
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by Louis to make a treaty with Charles II, to teach the Dutch a lesson, would 

be vetoed by Parliament, therefore any joint overtures had to be conducted 

with the utmost caution. The usual channels of diplomacy had to be 

circumvented if any Franco-British pact were to be drawn up. Charles U's 

sister and Louis XIV's sister-in-law, Henrietta Ann, living in France (as 

"Madame" in French court parlance) provided a conduit for clandestine 

diplomatic. Discretion in these contacts was crucial in order not to arouse the 

animosities of the English Protestants, who feared and loathed Louis XIV's 

absolutism and Catholicism. Lord Arundell of Wardour (a Catholic member 

of the English nobility), Henrietta Maria's former Master of the Horse, 

provided the go-between from England to France where the queen mother 

lived. Confidential messages could be sent from Louis to Charles, under the 

guise of family correspondence, without arousing suspicions. 7 

A Treaty was drawn up with two sets of conditions: one for general 

publication, and the other a secret treaty, which was only to be discovered in 

the early nineteenth century. In the public version, the English King would 

benefit from gaining funds from Louis XIV over Parliament's head to renew 

his fight against the United provinces, and gain the prestige of an alliance with 

the powerful French Monarch. Louis XIV in the meantime would avail 

himself of the English fleet which was superior in numbers and capacity to 

that of the French. Louis would also have moral mandate over Charles if the 

terms of the Secret Treaty were fulfilled. In this politically dangerous Secret 

Treaty of Dover Charles H would repay for Louis' 2,400,000 ̀ livres 

47 Paul Sonnino, Louis XIV and the Origins of the Dutch War. (Cambridge, 1988), p. 28. 
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tournoises' in the following way: he was to place Catholics in key positions, 

and grant freedom of conscience to Catholics and Non-Conformists alike at 

the first meeting of Parliament, followed by the announcement of his own 

conversion to Catholicism 48 The money granted by Louis XIV was in part to 

pay the army to suppress any Protestant uprising provoked by this 

announcement. Louis, also, would stand to gain from a treaty with England. 

Apart from access to a better navy than France possessed he would gain an 

extra ally to pursue his claims to the Spanish possessions due from his 

marriage settlement. All the elements for the treaty were in place as early as 

1668/9 but the chief negotiator Charles's sister, Madame, the Duchess of 

Orleans, had to postpone all her diplomatic endeavours until after the birth of a 

daughter. 

In 1669, Parliament was reconvened after a gap of eighteen months and the 

treaty might have been dropped if Parliament had not ignored Charles' 

requests for more funds. Louis also favoured a*secret treaty with England as 

he would thus not be seen to be breaking the terms of the Aix-la-Chapelle 

Treaty with Spain. About this time the King's brother, James, Duke of York 

had converted to Catholicism, and perhaps Charles was encouraged to further 

pursue his interest in Catholicism. Certainly he chose those who dealt with the 

signing of the Secret Treaty of Dover carefully. Only Catholics or those with 

Catholic sympathies from his Privy Council, the so-called Cabal, knew about 

the secret conversion clause. Clifford, although not yet declaring himself a 

Catholic, was interested in all matters of religion and eventually converted to 

48 Sonnino, Louis XIV and the Origins of the Dutch War, p. 60. 
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Catholicism. 49 Clifford who drew up most of the terms of the treaty left an 

English translation of it at Ugbrooke Park in Devon. Arlington was another of 

those wishing to promote Charles' conversion. Although not yet a Catholic, 

he later converted on his deathbed. Although Arundell of Wardour was not 

formally a member of the Privy Council he came from a strongly-entrenched 

Catholic background. He played the pivotal part in acting as messenger 

between Charles and Henrietta Ann. A sum of £230,000 per annum was 

agreed between Charles and Louis as sufficient funds to equip an army to 

repress unrest in the English population, plus a lump sum for Charles' 

conversion, the exact date of which was left to him. 50 The opportune moment 

to announce his conversion was left to his judgement. Such an occasion would 

occur probably during a successful offensive against the Dutch. Signing the 

Secret Treaty presented no problems as the terms had been agreed prior to 

May 260', 1670, and a meeting between Charles and his sister at Dover would 

not appear to have any political overtones. 51 The other clauses of the Treaty 

between Charles II and Louis XIV could be settled openly and were so, at a 

later date, in December of that same year. 

Clifford was anxious that the King's conversion to Catholicism be declared as 

soon as possible, and, in the autumn of 1670, he drew up a document to that 

end, without any consultation with any of Charles' other ministers, concerning 

the defensive measures that it would be necessary to take, once the declaration 

49 CH Hartman, Clifford of the Cabal. A Life of Thomas. I" Lord Chudleigh. Lord High 
Treasurer of England 1630-1673. (London, 1937), p. 137. His son Hugh who succeeded him 
married in 1685 Anne, younger daughter of Sir Thomas Preston of the Manor, Furness-in- 
Lancashire, who was not only a Catholic, but had been a Jesuit. Ibid p. 314. 
50 Ronald Hutton, `The Making of the Secret Treaty of Dover, 1668-70', The Historical 
Journal Vol 29, No 2, (Cambridge, 1986), p. 303. 
51 Hartman, Clifford of the Cabal. p. 149. 
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had been made. 52 Louis, through his ambassador Colbert de Criossy, urged 

Charles' declaration as he wished to proceed against the Dutch. Charles put 

him off by claiming that consultations with the Pope were necessary before 

declaring war upon the United Provinces. A suitable envoy to Rome had not 

yet been found. Louis proposed the Bishop of Laon, brother of the Duc 

d'Estrees, his ambassador in Rome, as the most suitable envoy. 53 Charles 

procrastinated over this choice, further pointing out the difficulties of dealing 

with a sick Pope who was not expected to live much longer. 54 The candidate 

capable of undertaking such delicate negotiations whom Charles finally 

suggested was John Laybume, recently appointed as President of Douay 

College. The fact that he was living abroad gave opportunities to prolong 

negotiations still further. 

Charles' choice of John Layburne was understandable. He and his uncle 

George were in close contact and the King had known the latter from his youth 

at his mother's court. He had also carried out various missions for Henrietta 

Maria in Rome in 1637 and for Charles and his mother in Ireland from 1645- 

55 Other English Catholic court contacts from that period, such as Sir 

Kenelm Digby, had died by the 1670s, while John Layburne's living abroad 

would obscure his mission to Rome from suspicious English Protestant eyes. 

Sometime after November, 1670, Clifford drew up instructions for the envoy 

to Rome without referring to the instructions of the King, although it was 

52 BL Add. MSS 65138 fl 75-76 "The Scheme & etc" proposals by Clifford for implementing 
the conversion of England to Catholicism, (1670? ). 
53 Hartman, Clifford of the Cabal, p. 159. 
54 Pope Clement IX. John Norman Davidson Kelly, The Oxford Dictionary of Popes, 
(Oxford, 1986), pp. 284-5. 
55 See preceding chapter. 
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written in Charles' name. 56 The diplomacy involved in knowing whom to 

apprise of Charles II's conversion in France, and whom to visit first in Rome, 

was inappropriate as John was not sent on the mission. He did, however, send 

to Clifford "certain queries made by the Envoy to R in order to his 

instructions. "57 These were what Hartmann called "penetrating enquiries ... 

(demanding) unequivocal answers", and they could have exacerbated the 

delays which exasperated the French ambassador Colbert de Croissy. 58 

Perhaps George Layburne's previous visit to Rome in 1637 had revived 

memories of time spent in delays so that he advised his nephew to clarify all 

aspects of his mission before setting out. The instructions for the envoy to 

Rome were eventually finalised and presented to Charles by Arlington on 

February 25`h, 1671. "Arlington told Croissy that Charles expected the 

coming session of Parliament to prove successful, so long as he did not 

antagonise the Commons by measures in favour of Catholics, who were too 

few to offer a viable basis of support ... Clifford and a Benedictine monk, 

Sevenes Cressy continued to work on Leyburn's instructions, but Charles' 

interest was at best fitful" as the King Charles received Louis XIVs money in 

the spring of 1672 and had already started his war, he felt no urgency to 

convert. 59 Arlington remarked that, especially because, of James, Duke of 

York's and Clifford's anxiety to demonstrate publicly their conversion, 

Charles' enthusiasm to declare himself waned. "Croissy received Arlington's 

assurances that he would do so at the end of the summer's campaign with 

56 BL Add, MSS 65138,11132-136, Clifford MS. "Instructions drawn up by Clifford for Dr 
John Leyburne as Charles II's envoy to Rome (1670-1). " 
57 BL Add. MSS 65138, fl 137. Clifford MS "Queries by Leyburn concerning these 
instructions; (1670-71)". 
58 Hartman, Clifford of the Cabal, p. 165. 
59 John Miller, Charles 11 (London, 1991), p. 180. 
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polite scepticism. The following spring Charles recalled Leybume from Paris 

and asked Louis to ensure that all papers relating to Catholicity were safely 

under lock and key. Croissy remarked, euphemistically, that he now saw that 

the King's declaration would be much delayed. s60 

5. The Layburnes and the Popish Plot 1678-79 

The fear and suspicion of Roman Catholicism and those who professed it 

reached a peak at the end of the 1670s. Although the Layburne family in 

Westmorland were not involved in the Popish Plot, John's, and possibly, 

William Layburne's (b. 1644) correspondence from Rome provided the 

justification for some Catholic executions in England. Writing for Cardinal 

Howard, John's letters to Edward Coleman led to the latter's execution. John 

Layburne's activities leading up to this time repay investigation. As tutor to 

the heir (Viscount Montague) on his Grand Tour, and his charge Francis 

Browne visited France and Italy together. Their relationship was so mutually 

appreciated that after their return, John was granted an annuity of £30 by 

Viscount Montague in April 1663.61 John Layburne may have acted as 

chaplain to the family, in London (not at Cowdray) for some twelve years. 

Although appointed Secretary to the English Chapter succeeding John 

Sergeant in June 1668, he had no wish to accept their nomination as President 

of Douay College, replacing his uncle George, as "he was so comfortably 

housed with Viscount Montague' 62 As discussed, George Layburne finally 

resigned from his position at Douay, to be replaced the next day by his 

60 ibid. 
61 WDA XXXII, No 82. 
62 ibid, XXXIII, No 137. The usual spelling of Francis Browne's Third Viscount Montagu, 
but in this case an ̀ e' has been added. 
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nephew, John, on June 26`h 1670.63 In addition to his responsibilities, John 

travelled widely after his appointment, perhaps as a result of his connection 

with the Treaty of Dover. He was in London in June, 167264 and in Rome on 

July 16th, 167265. He was granted, on April 7`h, 1673, "Pass to Mr Leybourne, 

a Popish Priest to embark at any English port for any place beyond the seas he 

shall desire, in obedience to the late proclamation. , 66 Such an open passport 

for (in the eyes of the government) such potentially wide-ranging uses would 

indicate some level of Royal intervention. 

There is room only for the briefest introduction to the Popish Plot here. 67 As 

discussed, Catholics living in an established community were perceived 

differently from the alien Jesuits who, during Mary Tudor's reign, were 

believed, to have tortured and executed Protestants who did not recant their 

faith. Highlighting English paranoia about the society, memories of their 

excesses were reanimated by Foxe's Book of Martyrs which, full of the 

horrors of these persecutions, was still known and used as an example of Jesuit 

plans against Protestants. 68 Coupled with these fears, James, Duke of York, 

the King's younger brother and increasingly likely heir to the throne, had 

converted to Catholicism in about 1669, and publicly refused to take Anglican 

63 The Seminary Priests. Vol II, p. 196. 
64 Bod. Wood, F, 41, f136, ? 
65 The Very Rev Bede, ed 0P Jarrett, Letters of Philip, Cardinal Norfolk, 1645-94, 
Dominicana, CRS No. 25,1925, p. 61. 
66 CSPD, 1673, p. 124. 
67 Kenyon, The Popish Plot. Kenyon's is the best account of the credence given to Titus 
Oates' paranoid disclosures which gave rise to the Popish Plot in the late 1670s. This has 
been drawn upon heavily in studying the Layburne's involvement in the Popish Plot. 
68 John Foxe, The Book of Martyrs: containing an account of the sufferings and death of the 
Protestants in the reign of Queen Mary the First etc, (London, 1596). Ed. and republished by 
Clement Cotton as The Mirror of Martyrs: The First and Second Part: etc. [Sometimes said to 
be selections from John Foxe's "Acts and Monuments" also known as "The Book of 
Martyrs"] (London, 1685). 
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communion, and as of 1676 did not attend Anglican services. In addition, he 

had remarried an Italian Catholic princess in 1673, after the death of his first 

wife. Added to these simmering anti-Catholic preoccupations, it is possible 

that the existence of the Secret Treaty of Dover was suspected, despite all the 

secrecy surrounding it. 

The rumoured plot to kill Charles II and to replace him with his Catholic 

brother would normally have received no attention, but for the murder of Sir 

Edmund Berry Godfrey, the JP to whom Titus Oates recounted his fantasies in 

October 1678. James, Duke of York's, behaviour exacerbated an already 

inflamed situation. His choice of retinue in the period leading up to the 

accusations of a Popish Plot was in part responsible for the unrest of the time. 

His choice of men of action rather than accomplished courtiers caused 

undoubted problems. His hero, the French general, Turenne, was replaced in 

England by similar men of action, especially Catholics such as Lord Belasyse 

and the Stricklands of Catterick who provided the vitality James understood 

but they were unversed in courtly intrigue 69 As has been mentioned, there 

were links between both and with the Layburnes, serving with Lord Belasyse 

during the Civil War or being neighbours with the Stricklands from Sizergh 

(the Westmorland Stricklands owned land at Catterick). James' Catholicism 

ignored the sensibilities of the majority of Catholic country gentry but there 

was a link between him and the Laybume family in the correspondence 

between his secretary (subsequently his wife's secretary) Coleman, and John 

Laybume's employer, Cardinal Philip Howard in Rome. . 

69 Kenyon, The Popish Plot, p. 33. 
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Philip Howard's proselytising had already forced him to leave England as 

early as 1669. Rome wished to appoint him Vicar Apostolic with a See in 

Partibus, but it was not until 1672 that the English Chapter agreed to the 

nomination. 70 Howard went about converting his fellow countrymen with too 

obvious an ardour and was charged with high treason by the Anglican Dean 

and Chapter of Windsor for attempting to distribute "pontifical Bulls of 

indulgence". 71 Pleading that he was following Queen Henrietta Maria's 

example exacerbated the situation as it brought to Protestant minds the 

memory of her hated entourage of Capuchin priests before the Civil War. 

Feeling ran so high that the Pope was asked by Charles II to suspend 

Howard's briefs in the interest of English Catholics, following which he then 

fled the country, arriving in Bornhem in the Low Countries in September, 

1674.72 Even though John Layburne was associated with Howard at this 

period, he seems to have had no problems with officialdom, possibly because 

of his secret connection with the King. The open pass already referred to 

earlier in this chapter gives an example of this. In July, 1675, John Layburne 

went to Antwerp to congratulate Howard on his appointment as Cardinal. The 

renewal of their contact led to Howard requesting that he should accompany 

him to Rome as his secretary and auditor, which he did after resigning his 

Presidency of Douay College in 1676. 

At Whitehall, however, Edward Coleman, a convert to Catholicism, in the 

fervour of his new-found faith and in as secretary to James, Duke of York 

(later secretary to his wife), attempted some diplomatic initiatives on his own 

70 DNB, Vol X, p. 56. 
11 ibid, p. 56. 
72 ibid, p. 56. 
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behalf after the cancellation of the Declaration of Indulgence, and the 

Introduction of the Test Act in 1673.73 In 1674, Coleman supposedly 

transferred to Mary of Modena's household, was in fact still in contact with 

James. He was in touch with the Papal Internuncio in Brussels and Pere La 

Chaise in Paris, requesting money from the Pope and Louis XIV to create a 

pro-Catholic parliament in England. He had also been in touch with Cardinal 

Howard, as letters from the Cardinal were found amongst Coleman's papers. 

Some were written in lemon juice (invisible until heated) or in code showing 

"Charles as well as James ... in the role of a good Catholic prince, son of the 

Pope. Referring to the fact that Charles and James order Howard to support 

the French interest in the Conclave of 1676 to send congratulations to Innocent 

XI on his election". 74 The Catholic tone of these letters, with their mentions of 

rosaries and the excusing of James' elder daughter, Mary's marriage to a 

heretic (William of Orange), provided an excuse for Parliament to attempt to 

exclude James from the succession and raised the climate of prejudice against 

Catholics sufficiently to write Coleman's death warrant. 

The author of these incriminating letters was supposedly John Layburne, 

writing as Howard's auditor and secretary. 75 However, in the Collection of 

Documents Relating to the Horrid Popish Plot, collected and transcribed by Sir 

George Treby, Layburne is referred to on separate occasions as either 

"auditor" or "secretary", not both together. 76 To further confuse the issue, 

they are not signed "JL" or John Layburne, but "WL", possibly William 

73 The Popish Plot, p. 34. 
74 ibid, p. 87. 
75 The Seminary Priests, Vol II, p. 196. 
76 Treby, A Collection of Letters and other Writings Relating to the Horrid Popish Plot, Vol 1, 
pp. 81,91 and 92. 
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Layburne. Perhaps the terms "auditor" and "secretary" actually refer to two 

different people. We know that John Layburne's youngest step-brother was 

called William. He was born in 1644, presumably after his parents had 

received the news of William, his eldest half-brother's, death in that year at 

the Battle of Sheriff Hutton. 77 There are records that this second William 

Laybume attended Douay College while his uncle George was President and 

was mentioned in the Douay Diaries in 1661 and 1663, being ordained in 1688 

possibly as a Secular Priest. 78 He took the alias of "Croft", his mother's 

maiden name. It is feasible that not only John but William entered the service 

of Cardinal Howard in the capacity of scribe and secretary, rather than auditor 

and secretary and it was his job to actually write the letters from John's 

direction, who in turn was directed by Cardinal Howard. 9 

6. A Renewed Layburne Presence at the Stuart Court 

Despite the anti-Catholic hysteria, in 1679 another member of the Layburne 

family in the service of a Stuart court is mentioned. Charles Layburne joined 

the court of Mary of Modena, Duchess of York, at some time between 1676 

and 1679, and he is mentioned as being a Gentleman Waiter in the twelfth 

edition of Edward Chamberlayne's Angliae Notitia. 80 He was the elder 

brother of the previously-mentioned William who may have acted as scribe for 

John Layburne in Rome in the 1670s. Charles was born about 1640, but there 

is no record of him attending Douay College, as did his younger brothers 

n See Family Tree Appendix A. 
78 Dominic A Bellinger, English and Welsh Priests 1558-1809. a working list. (Bath Downside 
Abbey, 1984), p. 82. 
79 Horrid Popish Plot. In a letter of March 14`h 1676 there is a possible reason for William 
writing the actual letters as the writer of this one, presumably, John says, "My time is quite 
spent and eyes almost out, writing so much. " 
8 Angliae Notitia. 12`h edition, Pt 1, (London, 1679), p. 7. 
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Nicholas and, of course, William. Long-standing family connections ensured 

that Charles Layburne found an opening at the court of a Catholic princess. It 

is, however, surprising that, as a Catholic, he managed to obtain a post, given 

the anti-Catholic climate of opinion during the Popish Plot. Placing of one of 

its unordained members so close to the centre of politics was nonetheless a 

shrewd move by the Laybumes. "The court of Charles II was a potential 

source of profit, power and prestige, though in differing degrees, to all who 

inhabited it. As the court was restored in 1660, its large size - nearly 1,100 

places over half of which were suitable for those of gentle or noble birth - 

provided wide opportunities for employment. These were made wider still by 

the existence of ancillary courts for Henrietta Maria, the Queen Mother (with 

around 140 places), the Duke and Duchess of York (around 300 places) ... ". 
81 

Mary of Modena had a suite of 30 attendants, 18 of whom were male, and 

Charles Layburne was one of four Gentleman Waiters, 'while his friend Robert 

Strickland of Sizergh received £80 per annum from his post as Gentleman 

Usher, making a sizeable representation of Westmorland Catholics in Mary's 

retinue. 82 The growing importance of this presence at Mary's court will be 

examined in a later chapter. 

Conclusion 

The Layburnes' network of friends included people like Dr John Barwick who 

were both actively involved in the Royalist secret service during the Civil 

War, and were influential Anglicans, who contributed significantly to the 

Restoration, with close contacts with the King and his court. In Westmorland, 

81 R0 Bucholz, The Augustinian Court of Queen Anne and the Decline of Court Culture. 
(Stanford, CA, 1993), pp. 12,13. 
82 Angliae Notitia, p. 207. 
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the local Anglican church was much more kindly disposed towards them as 

long-standing members of the gentry, and in any case its own religious 

practices were more akin to Catholic than Puritan usage. The forces of law 

and those who administered it in Westmorland were more likely to be related 

to Catholics or be Catholic themselves, and their indulgent attitude towards 

protecting Catholics from the full rigour of the law is thrown into sharp 

contrast with their draconian treatment of the Quakers. During the Popish 

Plot, tempering the anti-Catholic legislation reached farcical proportions with 

Daniel Fleming's list of weapons taken from Catholics in Westmorland on 

January 22°d, 1678/9. "From Sir Thomas Braithwaite, one rapier, one carbine. 

From Mr John Pickering, one large gun. From Mr Peter Mowson, one little 

gun. From Mr Stephenson, one old sword. From Mr Anthony Duckett, back, 

breast and headpiece, two fowling pieces, one musckett with a firelock, one 

great sword. From Widow Platt, one old gun. From Mr John Wilkinson, one 

Scottish side pistoll. From Sir Thomas Strickland, back, breast and headpiece, 

one case of pistolls, and holsters, one silver hilted rapier. From Walter 

Kendall one large fowling piece. All brought at Rydal. s83 The silver hilted 

rapier had already been taken from Sir Thomas Strickland but returned to him 

on December 15th, 1678, as had Mr Peter Mowson's little gun, only to be 

removed once again five weeks later. 84 Daniel Fleming has acted in 

accordance with legislation from London, but the list of what amounted to 

antique relics incapable of inflicting damage underlines his private protection 

of his Catholic friends and neighbours. 

83 HMC Le Fleming MSS, p. 154. 
84 ibid, p. 151. 
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The Restoration had seen the family's position consolidated abroad, Dr 

George Laybume held a position of great influence within the English 

Catholic community as President of Douay College which educated elite 

English Catholic youths who would be the next generation of the faithful and 

would provide seminary priests to minister to the spiritual needs of those at 

home. Perhaps most influential of all, John Layburne had played a part in the 

most intimate, secret negotiations between Charles and the head of the, 

Catholic world, the Pope. These contacts were well enough established for 

another secular post to be found at court for Charles Laybume, whose 

influence and loyalty to the Stuarts was to increase over the years. The 

involvement of the Layburnes with the restored monarchy was so discreet that 

in some cases it is only recently that these links have emerged from behind 

their veil of secrecy to show the full extent of the family's influence at the 

Stuart Court. They had indeed returned to the centre of power, but that did not 

mean they had lost interest in expanding their provincial powerbase. 



Chapter V 

The Layburnes and James II's Court of 1685-1688 

1. James II's Accession 

After suffering at least two strokes, Charles II died in February 1685 N. S., and 

was succeeded by his brother James despite the Popish Plot and Exclusion 

Crisis. The appointment of John Layburne as Catholic Bishop made public 

James' Catholicism. It was natural for English Catholics to rejoice in a 

Catholic monarch's accession to the throne and to expect the penal laws that 

had beggared them and excluded them from public life to be lifted, and for 

their positions of authority to be restored. After the Civil War, Interregnum 

and Charles' successful restoration, James could have enjoyed a long and 

prosperous reign, but he lacked the devious charm of his brother and the 

ability to be ambiguous or clarify his stand point which he did to his cost after 

1685 ensuring that his reign was short-lived. Despite every attempt to restrain 

him by Bishop John Layburne, who represented the leadership of the English 

Catholic community, James II forced Catholicism too hard and too fast on an 

otherwise loyal population. His views moved from hoping to relieve the 

Catholic community of its disabilities to an open campaign for the re- 

Catholicising of England and Scotland and in 1688 James II reaped the 

Protestant whirlwind that cost him his throne, leaving Catholicism, which he 

sought to advance, in disarray. 
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To understand James H's short reign, and the Layburnes' importance 

during it, we must examine the events and personalities involved. 

Both Charles and James were much influenced - albeit in different 

ways - by the inauspicious reign of their father, Charles I. The latter's 

personal ineptitude and reliance on inappropriate advice caused the 

country to descend into Civil War, ultimately bringing about his death 

by execution profoundly affecting his sons. The contrast between 

close-knit family life before the early 1640s, the chaos of the Civil 

Wars which followed, their father's execution and the many 

uncertainties of a penurious exile robbed both Charles II and James II 

of a fundamental element of their reaching full maturity -a secure 

formative period. The one most deeply traumatised was clearly James. 

His experience gave him an unbalanced attitudes towards opposition 

regarding it as republicanism in disguise. Any conciliatory moves to 

make concessions would only lead to further diminution to his position 

as monarch. ' 

The effects of his father's execution were less obvious in Charles II but they 

were there. Later in his reign, despite the political problems created by his 

brother James' religious conscience, Charles II neither chastised him publicly 

nor tried to persuade him to alter his beliefs, even during the Exclusion Crisis. 

Neither did he forbid James's second marriage to the Catholic Maria Beatrice 

of Modena in 1673. Possibly that the relationship between the two royal 

brothers had been one of the few constant elements in their shared early 

1 John Miller, James H. A Study in Kingship, (London, 1991), p. 12. 
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misfortunes. The result was that Charles was always very protective towards 

his family. The most striking example of his family loyalty was his refusal to 

divorce Catherine of Braganza because of her inability to produce an heir, and 

to remarry to secure the Protestant succession. 2 Since the reign of James VI 

and I the sacredness of Kingship had been the central obsession of the Stuart 

dynasty. To Charles II the aura of kingship was reflected by his family, thus 

endowing them with its sanctity, ensuring that he supported them in 

everything to maintain the power of monarchy. Not only did his sovereignty 

represent a security which had been lacking in his own youth, but their very 

relationship to him was the reason for him to cherish them. 

James II's attitude to kingship and to his own role in government was 

moulded by his father and by the lessons drawn from his execution. His years 

of exile also had their effect upon him. The early part of his exile abroad had 

been spent in the turmoil of the attempts by differing factions to gain an 

influence over him and the power that his relationship to Charles II 

represented. 3 If Charles I's close relationship with his children endured 

beyond the grave, Henrietta Maria's living presence was equally disliked by 

both her royal sons. In the course of competition for ascendancy over Charles 

II as king, he showed that he had enough individuality to be proof against his 

mother's machinations, and to see off her Catholic religious ambitions. 4 

James, however, was much less sophisticated and was unable to resist those 

who told him what he wanted to hear, rejecting the advice of anyone who 

maintained a stance contrary to his own. Charles II's desire to achieve his 

2 Ronald Hutton, Charles II. King of England. Scotland and Ireland. (Oxford, 1991), p. 335. 
3 Miller, James II, p. 10. 
4 Ibid, pp. 8-9. 
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own objectives was tempered by a watchfulness and an understanding of how 

best to achieve them, but obliquely, so as not to attract animosity. Neither his 

parents nor his brother had this gift. Charles II was a much more successful 

monarch, if, on reflection, not as pleasant as at first glances James, however 

was more stubborn and did not have the ability to see the problems that his 

intractability produced. These traits, coupled with his inauspicious 

upbringing, bred political ineptitude which finally culminated in his fleeing 

the country in 1688. 

James's earlier career in exile fighting for the French and Spanish under 

Turenne's leadership was perhaps the happiest period in his career. 6 In an 

army, obedience to orders is a highly esteemed quality, whereas the ability to 

foresee consequences can be paralysing. Those who obeyed orders from 

above would not baulk at the religious discipline of the Catholic Church. 

James II's great hero, Turenne, himself became a convert to Catholicism after 

reading Bossuet's "Exposition". 7 Viewed in this light, James II's conversion 

to Catholicism as a source of authority and order is entirely consistent, as was 

his urge to believe that his subjects would likewise wish to convert. He 

regarded their loyalty to Protestantism as mistaken. "Protestantism he 

believed had survived because of a mixture of pride, misrepresentation, self- 

interest and fear. "8 

S Ibid, p. 123. Hutton, Charles II. p. 458. 
6 Ibid p. 16. 
7 Malcolm Vivian Hay, The Enigma of James II. (London, 1938), p. 104. 
8 Miller, James II, p. 127. 
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2. Frustrated Expectations at Court 

James's attitude towards the head of the Catholic Church was to bring about 

his first clash with Pope Innocent XI, an intransigent upholder of the papal 

position, about John Layburne. The potential tension within Catholicism 

between Church and Crown - the extent of obedience due to the Pope - was a 

problem for James. His confidence in his rights as King meant that he 

minimised papal claims outside the field of doctrine. When James came to 

the throne Pope Innocent XI was resisting pressure from Louis XIV and 

Spain's Charles II. In contrast to the deference to the Curia the two Kings 

wanted to diminish Rome's jurisdiction in matters other than religious and to 

establish national French and Spanish churches within the universal Catholic 

Church. The French and Spanish monarchy wished to reduce papal 

involvement in their political affairs, but to retain the papacy's supremacy in 

spiritual matters. As the Pope could not agree to these restrictions of his 

power he would scarcely defer to the far less powerful James. James had 

expected the Pope to accede to his wishes as a matter of course .9 "For a long 

time the Curia had resented his [James] marrying Maria Beatrice [in 1673] 

without its approval. When he became King, James did little to endear 

himself to the Pope in either the manner or the matter of his dealings with 

him. "10 Even before Charles II died, the English Chapter had pressed for a 

Bishop to be appointed. Cardinal Howard, their first choice, was refused as 

he was still outlawed in England, having been banished in 1675.11 Howard, as 

Catholic Protector of England, had to inform the Chapter that, as the Pope still 

regarded England's state of government as illegal, he could not appoint a 

91bid p. 153. 
lo John Miller, Popery and Politics 1660-1685. (Cambridge, 1973), pp. 47,229. 
11 See Chapter V. 
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bishop-in-ordinary, as all the sees had been appropriated by the Anglican 

Church. England was regarded as pagan territory. 

To satisfy the requests of the English Chapter but still putting forward the 

Pope's own, not James's choice, John Layburne, Howard's erstwhile 

secretary, relative and protege was proposed for the post of bishop on August 

6`h 1685.12 A month later in Rome he was consecrated "Bishop of 

Adrumentum" (in partibus infidelium sub archiepiscopo Ephesino) without an 

English See. 13 John Layburne's appointment reflected three distinct, but 

interrelated, political moves on the part of Innocent XI over a period of three 

years. He did not wish to be seen to accept James II's dictates 'on nominations 

to the Catholic hierarchy. The King wanted Edward Petre, his Jesuit 

confessor, created a Cardinal and he pressed for similar promotion for Rinaldo 

d'Este. In refusing James II's repeated requests, the Pope rejected the King's 

vision of himself as being an equal with Louis XIV and his Gallican absolutist 

regime. In addition Innocent XI resented the Society of Jesus and was 

worried about increasing their power. This precluded elevating Edward Petre 

to Bishop or Cardinal on two counts. Eventually, the Pope relented on the 

lesser of these demands, and made Rinaldo d'Este a Cardinal, but with the 

proviso that under no circumstances was he to be made Protector of England 

(the post which Cardinal Howard already held). By making John Layburne 

bishop, the Pope increased the prestige of the secular clergy at the expense of 

12 William M Brady, The Episcopal Succession in England. 1400-1871 Vol I, (London, 
1883), p. 140. 
13 Adrumentum is the latinised form of Hadrumytta, a small town near the Gulf of Lesbos in 
Turkey, which was mentioned by Paul in the Acts of the Apostles, Chapter 27, v. 2. 
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the Regulars. 14 James II did not welcome Layburne's appointment. The latter 

had only fulfilled the role of Howard's secretary and auditor, writing, with the 

help of his nephew, William letters from his master's direction to James, via 

Coleman, during the Popish Plot. ls Although related to one of the premier 

families in England, the Howards, Earls of Norfolk and Earls of Arundel, John 

Layburne was a member of an insignificant gentry family from one of the 

poorest, most backward counties in England. When in July 1685 the English 

Chapter reported John Layburne's proposed appointment as Bishop and Vicar 

Apostolic James replied that: "Mr Layburne should not be received in the 

character of Vicar Apostolic, declaring further that he knew nothing of it. "16 

Despite all the power struggles between James II and the Curia, John 

Layburne was installed in Rome as Bishop of Adrumentum on 9th September 

1685. He then returned to England by way of Paris, Arras and Douay 

College. He finally reached London in October 1685. 

On his accession James II, with his new-found freedom to worship openly, 

was still obliged to respect Anglican sensibilities and not take over established 

Anglican places of worship. He solved the problem of his private place of 

worship by rebuilding and enlarging the existing chapel in the Palace of 

Whitehall. Plans were drawn up by Christopher Wren, and work commenced 

in 1685. The chapel was open for worship on Christmas Day 1686. James 

believed that, once Catholicism was given royal toleration, people would 

flock to be converted. That such converts would not come forward in any 

14 Francis Edwards, The Jesuits in England from 1580 to the Present Day. (Tunbridge Wells, 
1985), p. 95. 
15 See preceding chapter, p. 26, n 78 and 79. 
16 Gillow, A Dictionary of the English Catholics. Vol IV, p. 234. 
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numbers did not occur to him. The divergence between Anglican and 

Catholic thinking was incomprehensible to either side. Protestants were 

suspicious of Catholic obedience to the Pope and their ritualised worship 

whereas James failed to understand any Protestant's spiritual attachment to 

their beliefs. Even the Papal Nuncio, d'Adda, noted that the English accepted 

Williams H's invasion as James had ignored the strength of English anti- 

Catholic feeling. '7 

What survives of this chapel, looted and burned in 1689, after William III's 

arrival, gives an inkling of the visual offence it offered the average English 

Protestant. Part of Wren's remodelling of the Whitehall Chapel was an altar- 

piece which bore a strong resemblance to a continental Counter-Reformation 

Baroque church facade. Grinling Gibbons, more celebrated for his carved 

fruit and flowers in grand houses, with Arnold Quellin, produced many 

marble putti and life-sized angels. The exuberance of the Counter- 

Reformation, with its emphasis on the cult of the Virgin Mary, favoured by 

Mary of Modena would have been absorbed by James II during his exile in 

France and the Spanish Netherlands. Despite the fire in the chapel in 1689, 

several of the elements which went to make up the altar-piece were saved. 

The Anglican church of St Andrew at Burnham-on-Sea, near Weston-Super- 

Mare, was the resting place for some of the sculptures and carvings from 

James's chapel at Whitehall. An article on the remaining carvings in The 

Times of 28`h August 1995 stated: "Its bold papist imagery, with paintings of 

the Annunciation and Nativity, deeply shocked Protestants and provoked deep 

17 Miller, Popery and Politics, pp. 227,228. 
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distrust of the King's Catholicism. Even the Pope thought it was too opulent. " 

There is a frieze of cherubs with catholic symbols, including an incense 

burner and Chalice and a free-standing group of cherubs. "Most impressive of 

all, are the two life-sized white marble angels carved by Gibbons ... and 

Quellin which have a vigour more to be expected in Papist Rome than 

Anglican London. "18 Custom and the decline of religious antagonism have 

lessened the shock felt by the parishioners of St Andrew's, but, traditionally, 

the only usually-accepted place in Anglican churches for such carved 

exuberance was on the more important funerary memorials, such as those 

carved in the mid-eighteenth century by Roubiliac in Westminster Abbey. 

Even today, the response to them is ambivalent. Chloe Chard, reviewing a 

work on Roubiliac in the Financial Times of 5th November 1995 makes this 

plain pointing out how their setting still disconcerts viewers. 19 If late 

twentieth-century Englishmen have difficulty in coming to terms with such 

sculptures adorning funerary monuments in Protestant churches, how much 

more potent Whitehall Chapel must have seemed to their seventeenth century 

counterparts. 

Bishop John Layburne had spent most of his life in France, the Spanish 

Netherlands and Rome, but unlike James II, he had absorbed a less exuberant 

English tradition of Catholicism than that of the Counter-Reformation on the 

Continent. Since the Reformation this had been kept alive by some gentry 

families in remote country areas such as the Barony of Kendal and the north 

'8 Marcus Binney, The Times, 28th August 1995. 
19 Chloe Chard, The Weekend Financial Times, 5`h November 1995, reviewing David 
Bindman and Malcolm Barker, Roubiliac and the Eighteenth Century Monument: Sculpture as 
Theatre. (London, 1995). 
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of Lancashire, Bishop Layburne's native county. 20 Despite the fines which 

this attracted, the Catholic gentry made every effort to maintain a priest. To 

avoid Protestant educational influences, they sent their sons, and sometimes 

their daughters, abroad to Douai or St Omer to be educated in a Catholic 

environment, keeping their religion alive and also providing seminary priests 

for England. As we have seen in the preceding chapter, there existed a 

longstanding network of friends and relations amongst the local JPs who 

officially deplored the very idea of Catholicism and were supposed to 

administer anti-Catholic legislation, but who managed to shelter those 

Catholics within their own community from the full rigour of the law. Even 

with official disapproval in previous times, the Pastoral Letter written by John 

Layburne and his subsequently appointed Bishops in 1688 is remarkably free 

from bigotry. 21 The tone of this letter is seen to be at variance with James's 

urge not only to achieve toleration but to lead on to the conversion of English 

Protestants. 

"The memory of past hardships which you have suffered from 

some among them may be apt to create provoking animosities, 
and the Liberty you now enjoy may possibly tempt you to exult 
over those who formerly abridged you of it; but it must be your 
care to prevent or suppress all such irregular notions ... you are 
indulged a public exercise of your Religion, a great part of the 
Nation, whose Persuasion in point of religion doth differ most 
from yours and which in time past have been severe upon your 
persons is willing to enter into a friendly correspondence with 
you; and if some other do repine of your being sharers in the 
Liberty which themselves enjoy with much greater Advantage 

20 Miller, Popery and Politics, pp. 12-20. 
21 The three additional Vicars-Apostolic appointed in 1687 were: Bonaventure Gifford for the 
Midland District, Philip Ellis for the Western District and James Smith for the Northern 
District. John Layburn acted for London. John B Hemphill, The Early Vicars Apostolic of 
England. (London, 1954), p. 18. 
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the most effective means to convince them of their Error is to 
i22 edify them by your good example. 

Accounts vary as to where Bishop Layburne initially stayed when he arrived 

in London. Fact would favour Gillow's account of him arriving in October 

1685 as John Layburne was not consecrated until-mid September when he 

was still in Rome. Being lodged in the Palace of Whitehall implied he had 

official court status. As he had no see in England, the question of his finances 

was a problem. He had no official income from property belonging to the 

Church, even James was aware of the uproar created if he openly maintained a 

Catholic bishop. However, the King circumvented official channels by 

drawing on funds set aside for special payments. 3 It was not until 1687 that 

we have written proof of Bishop Laybume's financial affairs, but this mention 

also demonstrates how extensive the Westmorland Catholic presence was at 

court. These accounts only became publicly known after the arrival of 

William III in 1688. Henry Guy, Secretary to the Treasury from 1679-1688, 

was required by William III to give an account of Charles's and James's 

private as opposed to State expenditure up to the time of the 1688 

Revolution. 24 These accounts revealed the full complexities of James's 

payments for the services of John Layburne and the court. 25 Bishop John 

Layburne's younger half-brother, Charles then had a post at the court of Mary 

of Modena. He was one of her Gentleman Waiters, but also was engaged by 

22 WDA, XXXV, No 66. 
23 Ed JY Akerman, Moneys Received and Paid for the Secret Services of Charles II and 
James II from March 30`h 1679 to December 25th 1688. Camden Soc, Vol 25, (London, 1851), 
pp. v, vi. 
2° DNB. Vol VIII, p. 831. 
u The "Secret Services" were more in the nature of personal and private disbursements over 
and above usual salaries which were paid through more normal agencies. 
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James to pay his own brother's salary, and the cost of services in the Chapel. 26 

Money to pay for Catholic clergy and their services was channelled through 

Charles Layburne. Itemised in the period up to 22°d March 1686/7 was "To 

Charles Layburne in satisfaction of so much money by him disbursed for 

several provision bought for the use and service of the chappell £59 6 shillings 

and 3d". 7 In the section of expenses up to 24`h June 1687 was noted "To 

Chas Laybourne to be distributed (as is supposed) this £250 for Bp. Layburne, 

bounty and £140 for several priests £390". 28 According to these records, 

Bishop Layburne received "1,000 li p. ann bounty". 29 Interspersed with the 

details of Charles Layburne paying for the administration of the Catholic 

Chapel at Whitehall, are mentions of John Mawson, Goldsmith, privately 

paying the Bishop £250.30 Mawson himself had links with Westmorland and 

the Layburne family. Machell noted that the Mawson family owned an estate 

previously held by the Layburnes, Skelsmergh. 31 His brother Peter Mowson 

(Mawson) was the owner of the "one little gun" that was shuttled to and fro 

when Daniel Fleming was rounding up recusants' weapons during the Popish 

Plot. 32 The Mawsons were a well-known Catholic family in Westmorland 

sharing the distinction of having a martyr from amongst their ranks. 3 John 

Mawson kept up Cumbrian contact in London besides his links with the 

Layburnes. The records of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths give 

insights into his life in the capital. After serving a seven-year apprenticeship 

26 Edward Chamberlayne, Angliae Notitia. 10`h Edition, Vol II, (London, 1677), pp. 33,60. 
27 Akerman, Secret Services of Charles II and James H. p. 153. 
2e Ibid, p. 162. 
29Ibid, pp. 172,190. 
30 Ibid, p. 166. 
31 Antiquary on Horseback, p. 100. 
32 HMC Le Fleming MSS, pp. 151,154. 
33 Joseph Mawson, John Mawson. Layman. Martyr. 1612 and some Catholic Mawsons, 
Miscellanea, Vol 22, (London, 1921). 
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with Thomas Button (Thomas Button's daughter married Richard Townley's 

daughter some time in the second quarter of the seventeenth century). He 

became a freeman of the company in 1656 and took on apprentices mostly 

from Cumbrian Recusany families. He rose to the position of Prime Warden 

in the Court of Assistants in 1687 following the dismissal of three of the four 

wardens by order of James H. He was made an Alderman the same year for 

the City. His activities centred on banking as he did not register his maker's 

34 mark for the Brittania silver standard in 1697 ß 
3s 

The relationship between the Layburnes and John Mawson continued as the 

latter was appointed executor of Bishop Layburne's will in 1702 and letters 

from Bishop Laybume's nephew John, concerning the proving of the will, are 

still preserved in the Archives of the Archbishop of Westminster. 36 From this 

evidence the inconspicuous networking of the Westmorland Catholic families 

was seen to extend to London and the court during the reign of James II, even 

if, at a higher level, the King did not appreciate John Laybume's commitment 

to the ultramontane view of Catholicism. 

3. Wider Opportunities in the North West 

A Catholic monarch on the throne extended the participation in county affairs 

of the Catholic gentry in the North West who nominally had been excluded 

hitherto. The Declaration of Indulgence in April, 1687, suspension of the 

34 Letter to FA Wright from David Beasley, Librarian to the Goldsmiths Company, 18`h 
October 1995. 
35 Price, Hilton F G, A Handbook of London Bankers: with some account of their 
predecessors. the early Goldsmiths. Together with lists of Bankers etc, (London, 1890-1), p. 
114. Ed David Mitchell, Goldsmiths. Silversmiths and Bankers: Innovation and the Transfer 
of Skill. 1550-1750. (London, 1995), p. 58. 
36 WDA, XXXVIII, 11-12. 
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Penal laws and allowing Catholics to dispense with the Oath of Allegiance, 

gave Bishop Layburne's younger half-brother, George (elder brother of 

Charles mentioned previously) opportunities to become a JP. (Exactly how 

earlier Catholic JPs retained their posts is unclear. ) Their father, John 

Laybume senior (1592? -1663), as Steward to the Stanley estates at 

Witherslack, probably either trained his son, or directed him towards'some 

form of legal training, as George's later involvement in drawing up land- 

conveyancing deeds demonstrated some knowledge of the law. George does 

not appear in the registers of Douay College, but it seems that he learned some 

estate management from his father's day-to-day management of Witherslack, 

with its rent-collection and problems connected with almost unsupervised 

administration of an estate cut off from its main centre some 65 miles distant. 

John Layburne, senior, had been enrolled at Gray's Inn in 1605.7 At this 

time, short periods studying at the Inns of Court gave the equivalent of estate- 

management skills without embarking upon a lengthy, expensive training for a 

law degree proper. 38 This training provided opportunities for Catholics 

debarred from following the usual career choices of landless younger sons, 

those of the Church or the army. 

In January, or early February 1686/7, Sir Daniel Fleming noted "a list of those 

who were put out and those put into posts of the Commission of the peace for 

Lancashire before Lent Assizes". In this list, which pre-dates the actual 

issuing of the Declaration of Indulgence in April of that year, twelve 

Protestants were replaced by twelve Catholics, including many of George 

37 Ed Foster, Register of Admissions to Gray's Inn, p. 115. 
38 HMC Le Fleming MSS at Rydal, p. 260. 
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Layburne's friends and relations, for example - "Lord Molyneux, Sir William 

Gerrard, Sir Rawland Bellasis, Sir Charles Anderton, William Molyneux, 

Robert Dalton, William Walmsley, William Standish of Standish, Richard 

Townley, Thomas Tildesley" . 39 The latter was a particular friend of George 

Layburne, standing godfather to his second son, also named George. 40 On 

13th August, 1687, George Layburne's name had been added to the list of 

Lancashire JPs, as had the names of many of his friends. George Layburne, 

Thomas Tildesley as well as Sir Daniel Fleming were among the JPs who 

participated in a public display of cooperation between central and local 

government, being present at the Sheriff's Table during Assize Week on 13`h 

August 1687. On the preceding day, Sir Richard Allebone, accompanied by 

Dr Thomas Cartwright, the newly appointed Bishop of Chester, making his 

judicial entry into Lancaster, took offence "that no Protestants but myself, (Dr 

Thomas Cartwright) Lord Brandon, and Sir Daniel Fleming came out to meet 

them which was a great disrespect to the King's commission". 41 The 

Reverend Joseph Hunter added a footnote to the effect that it was "a curious 

fact, as indicative of the feelings of the county". 2 

The large proportion of Catholic JPs in Lancashire passed rather dubious 

resolutions when they met in August 1687, they agreed to give a certain 

"Captain Kitchin ... full powers to demand and receive as their gift to dispose 

39 Ibid p. 202. The records dealing with the Lancashire magistry for this period are extensive 
and unusually well recorded. Lionel KJ Glassey has been thus able to devote a whole chapter 
to them in his book: Politics and the Appointment of JPs. 1675-1720, (Oxford, 1979), pp. 270- 
296. 
40 Joseph Gillow and Arthur Hewitson, eds, The Tyldesley Diary. Personal Records of 
Thomas Tyldeslev... During the Years 1712-13-14. (Preston, 1873), p. 46 
41 The Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright. [Personal Records of Thomas Tyldesley ... During 
the Years 1712-13-141, p. 71. 
42 Ibid, p. 71, note 6. 
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of to his use, all the wages due according to the statutes, to them and each of 

them respectively as Justices of the Peace of the County of Lancaster for this 

ensuing year' . 43 The footnote to this entry explained that this was a devious 

way of securing income from their position. The motives of the Lancashire 

Catholic JPs were not entirely as altruistic as they hoped the records would 

make out. "A group of mainly Catholic justices were at this time trying to 

revive the practice of the payment of 4 shillings per day for JPs, long 

lapsed. "44 Four shillings per day was a considerable sum at the end of the 

seventeenth century and then the position of JP was considered an honour, any 

financial burden falling on whomever filled the post, rather than the county. 

Prior to this time, George Layburne living at Nateby, had been fund-raising 

for the rebuilding of Femeyhalgh chapel, and so any contribution, from 

whatever source, would have been welcomed. Soon after James II's 

accession, Catholics in and around Garstang set about the restoration of the 

chapel at Ferneyhalgh which was rededicated as Ladywell chapel completed 

in 1686.45 In 1687 "Bishop John Layburne confirmed at Ladywell chapel 

(Ferneyhalgh) 1099 persons. "46 George Layburne continued to serve at the 

Sheriffs Table during Assizes Week until Friday 3 1St August, 1688. 47 

43 Ed BW Quintrell, Proceedings of the Lancashire Justices of the Peace at the Sheriff's Table 
During Assizes Week 1578-1694. The Record Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol 
CXX1, (Chester, 1981), p. 151. 
44 Ibid, Note 189, p. 191. 
45 Nateby, the Layburnes estate was close to Garstang and had been let to George Layburne 
for "one peppercorn per year" some time before 1674 by the Stricklands of Sizergh. Henry 
Hornyold, Strickland of Sizergh. (A Genealogical Memoir of the Family of Strickland of 
Sizereh. p. 251. 
06 Dom Frederick Odo Blundell OSB, Old Catholic Lancashire. 3 vols, Vol I, (London, 1025), 
p. 169. 
47 Quintrell, Proceedings of the Lancashire Justices, p. 155. 
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The Layburnes, at this period, had contacts with prominent courtiers. One of 

these was Dr Thomas Cartwright, appointed as Anglican Bishop of Chester in 

1686 by James 11.48 At this period, the Diocese of Chester included the 

Barony of Kendal and Lancashire, apart from Cheshire to itself, thus its 

Bishop had dealings with the Layburnes (in his official capacity) 49 However, 

Dr Cartwright's diary reveals that these contacts were more intimate than 

more official contacts would indicate. Through the diary we have a record of 

John Layburne's wide circle of friends, Catholic and Protestant, showing that 

he led the opposite of a ghettoised existence. Dr Cartwright's diary also 

makes clear that he visited Bishop Layburne frequently, dining with him or 

attending some function at the new Whitehall Chapel 50 While on his progress 

confirming Catholics in the summer and autumn of 1687, Bishop Laybourne 

was feted by Bishop Cartwright at Chester in the September shortly after 

James II had been entertained there by his Anglican bishop. Both the Catholic 

and the Anglican bishops were entertained by Lord Molyneux, as well as 

George Layburne (Bishop Layburne's half-brother) . 
51 He then "brought 

Bishop Laboume and his brother George in my coach to Chester who with Mr 

Mawson (Mawson, probably a relation of the silversmith previously 

mentioned) ... supped with us". 52 Bishop Layburne's movements were 

important enough for Narcissus Luttrell to comment on them throughout 

James II's reign, and after. 53 Anthony A Wood regarded Bishop Layburne's 

48 The Whig Commentator Gilbert Burnet had little time for Dr Cartwright. Gilbert Burnet, 
Supplement from unpublished MSS to a History of my own Times, Ed HC Foxcroft, 3 vols, 
4Oxford, 1902), pp. 215,216. 
9 The Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright pp. 49,52,71. 

so Ibid p. 52. 
51 Ibid p. 79. 
52 Ibid p. 80. 
53 Narcissus Luttrell, A Brief Relation of State Affairs from September 1678-April 1714.6 
vols, (Oxford, 1857). 
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arrival notable enough for a brief but detailed description of his appearance: 

"Dr John Layburne, (Bishop of Adrumentum in partibus infidelium) goes in a 

long cassock and cloak, with a golden cross hanging to a black ribbon about 

his neck, goes in a chaire (sedan chair) or sedan, but his traine is not held up 

... He confers Popish orders". 54 

By 1686, Bishop Laybourne was one of Sunderland's unofficial Catholic 

"cabinet beyond a cabinet", held in response to James II's religious 

aspirations. " It was part of the price Sunderland paid to remain James' 

leading minister. It included "all the Catholic Lords of consideration and took 

place in Will Chiffinch's56 or his own lodgings every Friday in which day at 

dinner they were all treated by Lord Sunderland without the inter-mixture of 

any other company, which ended, they conferred notes (sic) and agreed what 

was to be proposed and debated before his majesty". 57 According to 

Bonrepos, the special French envoy, Bishop "Liborne" was "un esprit 

mediocre" (an undistinguished individual) as was Castlemaine, and the rest, 

including Tyrconnell were no match for Sunderland, the only Protestant 

present, but who directed the group. 58 Gradually, as Rochester's influence 

waned at court, more and more business was handled by this unofficial group 

headed by Sunderland, the architect of Rochester's fall. The disparate aims 

within this group even came to the attention of Burnet. He commented on 

James Petre's influence over James II and his presence in the Privy Council 

54 The Life and Times of Anthony Wood. Vol III, p. 171. 
55 John P Kenyon, Robert Spencer. Earl of Sunderland. 1641-1702. (London, 1958), p. 128. 
56 William Chiffmch was Keeper of the Closet to Charles II and James II, Kenyon Spencer, p. 
128. 
57 Ibid, p. 128. 
58 Ibid, p. 128. 
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... "the King, though he is really governed by the Jesuit's cabal, yet would not 

absolutely disgust the secular priests, whose head is Layburne, that was sent 

over by Cardinal Howard; so he is likewise made a privy councillor, though 

he has not as great a share in the councels as the other has. This creates a 

faction among them, which has been sometimes upon the point of breaking 

out very grossly; but the King is so partial to the Jesuits that the other must be 

content". 59 Thus all Bishop Layburne's diplomatic skills, learned during the 

formulation of the Secret Treaty of Dover with Charles II, were ignored 

through James II's partiality for radical courses and advisors. 60 

In Lancashire, anti-Catholic feeling was evident, not against Catholics per se, 

but because established and hard-working Protestants had lost their positions 

as JPs to make way for Catholics. The conflict stirred up by the appointment 

of so many Catholic JPs was revealed by a list of complaints drawn up by 

Lord Derby to be submitted to James II in the autumn of 1688. Even though 

the Catholic JPs had been avid for positions of power in local affairs, their 

abuse of authority was sufficient for even James II to intervene. Viscount 

Molyneux had been appointed Lord Lieutenant of Lancashire in place of Lord 

Derby early in his reign. Lord Derby took a list of "things which must 

dissatisfy his Majesties Protestant subjects" as an aide-memoire at an 

audience he had with the King on 140' October 1688. The list of grievances 

felt by the population in general, both Protestant and Catholic, while James 

59 Burnet, Supplement to a History of my own Times, p. 260. 
60 See preceding chapter. 
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II's Catholic representatives were in power, reveals an unattractive picture of 

life under the control of Catholic JPs in Lancashire. 61 Lord Derby itemised: 

"The removal of officers without any falt charged upon them, 
both military and civil, and placing men unqulaified by law in 
their rooms; and the illegal and maladministrations of such 
officers. The extravagant methods practised by the new 
magistrates in the ancient loyal corporations, contrary to the 
express concessions in their charters to the ruin of the burrows 
(boroughs) destructive of the government thereof. 

That if his Majestic would please to have the cases truly stated 
and sent up from Wigan; Liverpoole and Preston, the returns 
to be made by displaced officers and truly done at their perills. 

*That the Protestant gentry will not, can not joyne in Lancashire 
in the execution of any office with such as will not qualify 
themselves to act according to the law. 

That the Popish clergie so bussie themselves in secular affairs 
no way relating to their function, that they are greuvouse to his 
Majesties Protestant and vexatiouse to his Roman Catholique 
subjects. 

That these persons and his Majestie's new made justices have 
made frequent addresses to his Majestie egregiously abusive by 
false representation of things quite contrary to the dispositions 

of the generality of his -subjects. 9,62 

The indignation, voiced by Lord Derby, convinced James II to remedy affairs 

in Lancashire and Derby was reinstated in the autumn of 1688. After William 

III's arrival in November 1688, there is no further mention of George 

Layburne in the public life of Lancashire. Elsewhere, the disillusionment with 

61 Roger Kenyon, Deputy Clerk of the Peace at Lancashire Assizes kept his correspondence 
from this time which has given us an invaluable insight into events during James Its reign., 
HMC The MSS of Lord Kenyon, 14 Report, Appendix, Pt IV, (London, 1894), pp. 198-199. 
62 HMC The MSS of Lord Kenyon, pp. 198-99. 
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James II's pro-Catholic policies were made known even by the Catholic 

population, who were supposed to be the first to benefit from a less repressive 

regime. On 27th December, 1688, Richard Fleming, writing from Coniston to 

his father Sir Daniel, gives a sidelight on fundraising for building new 

Catholic chapels. 

"The gentle-women in the fields and contrie thereabouts are 
very angrey with the priests and tells them but for them they ha 
leiued (lived) very happily, but now must they and theires be 

undone. The yeomandrie of the contrie of that perswasion 
several of them having formerly moneys lying by them and did 
furnish their neighbours from 1OL do a 100L the same men 
hath not now money to suplie their own necessities and gives 
out was by reason of the charge of building of chaples, 
maintaining of priests and other charges which they put on 
them. 9963 

The resentment voiced in the letter not by the farmworkers, but by the gentry, 

gives an insight into the fact that the sacrifices endured were not willingly 

given to restore James II's vision of a Catholic England. The zeal of the 

Catholic clergy and the Layburne family as a whole, was contrasted sharply 

with this less enthusiastic response from the Catholic gentry in Cumbria. 

With waning support from his co-religionists, we have no further publicly- 

advertised attempts by George Layburne to break out of a closely-prescribed 

sphere of influence, as larger political events overwhelmed England after the 

Revolution of 1688. The most obvious sign of a more liberal attitude towards 

Catholics was their ability to attend mass publicly after James II came to the 

throne. The outrage caused by the decoration of James II's chapel in 

Whitehall has already been discussed earlier in this chapter, but the first 

63 HMC Le Fleming MSS, p. 231. 
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celebration of mass in it on 29`h December, 1686, sent shock-waves through 

the Anglican community, as articulated by John Evelyn who witnessed the 

event. His entry opened in a restrained tone as he described "the Musique of 

the Italians in the new chapel, now first of all opened at Whitehall publiquely 

for the Popish service". M The sculpture and paintings were appreciated, but 

his indignation was manifest when he described Bishop Layburne celebrating 

mass: 
"Here we saw the Bishop in his Miter, and rich capes, with six 
or seven Jesuits and others in Rich capes richly habited, often 
taking off and putting on the Bishop's Miter, who sat in a 
chaire with Armes pontifically, was adored and censed by three 
Jesuits in their capes, then he went to the alter and made divers 

cringes there, censing the images, and glorious Tabernacle, 

placed upon the Altar and now changing places; the Crosier 
(which was of silver) put into his hand, with a world of 
mysterious ceremony the Musique playing and singing; and so 
I came away; not believing I should ever have lived to see such 
things in the King of England's palace, and after it had pleased 
God to enlighten this nation; but our great sinn has (for the 

present) eclipsed the Blessing, which I hope he will in his 

mercy and his good time restore to its purity. "65 

Evelyn attempted to restrain his indignation, but the use of "cringes" coloured 

the description and thereafter he gives vent to his true feelings. 

In the summer of 1687 Bishop Layburne set off on a Pastoral Progress, mostly 

to the northern counties of England. This was a high-profile enterprise, noted 

by Narcissus Luttrell, Dr Cartwright and Anthony A Wood 66 This was an 

opportunity for John Laybume, as bishop, to confirm newcomers to his flock, 

64 John Evelyn, The Diary of John Evelyn, now printed in full from the MS belonging to Mr 
John Evelyn, Ed ES de Beer, 6 vols, Vol IV, 1673-1689, (Oxford, 1955), p. 534 
65 ibid, p. 535 
66 Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright, p. 64, Luttrell, Vol I, p. 405, Anthony a'Wood p. 409. 
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and encourage steadfast members who had endured privations for their faith. 

Even though the secular clergy and the Regulars could administer the 

sacraments of baptism, marriage, burial and mass as well as hear confessions, 

the last Episcopal confirmation of English Catholics had been performed by 

the Vicar Apostolic, William Bishop in the London area in 1623.67 Many of 

the Catholics Bishop Layburne's care had already been confirmed while they 

were at school abroad, but it is possible that James II took a close personal 

interest in the Bishop's progress. The King may have wished to have proof 

that his policies were increasing the numbers of new converts. His 

expectation of increasing numbers would determine his future programme for 

re-Catholicising England. 

At approximately the same time, in the summer of 1687, James II 

accompanied his wife to Bath. All their children had died and for the ten 

preceding years, the Queen had not produced the longed-for heir. James left 

his wife to take the waters of Bath hoping to improve her health while he 

continued his royal progress through Gloucester, Worcester, Shrewsbury, 

Whitechurch and on to Chester. 68 This Royal progress was to fulfil more than 

one function. He wished to suspend and eventually repeal the Penal laws was 

to allow Catholics to participate in local government (as we have seen in the 

case of Lancashire) contrary to the Protestant consensus. Also he wished to 

assess the reaction to his promotion of Catholics to the town and city 

corporations from the townspeople themselves and to use his presence to 

67 Eds John A Hilton, AG Mitchinson, B Murray and Peggy Wells, Bishop Lavburn's 
Confirmation Register of 1687. (Wigan, 1997), p. 2. 
68 Luttrell gave an itinerary of James II's progress in August 1687. Luttrell, Vol I, pp. 411, 
412. 
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persuade them to accept his pro-Catholic agenda. 69 At the same time, the 

King wished to assess how many new converts to Catholicism his pro- 

Catholic legislation had produced. " In fact, it was at Chester, the embarkation 

port for Dublin, that James met Richard Talbot, Earl of Tyrconnell, his Lord 

Deputy of Ireland, whose own policies were designed to advance the Catholic 

Old English70. Tyrconnell, a representative of the Old English families, 

arrived from Ireland and stayed with Dr Cartwright from 22°d to 30`h August, 

1687 (along with Sir Richard Nagle, Rice and Churchill). 71 Tyrconnell 

"was particularly directed to admit Roman Catholics to all corporations and to 
offices generally. A simple oath of allegiance was prescribed for all officers 
and soldiers, and no other oath was to be required of them. With packed 
corporations, subservient sheriffs, a judicial bench and commission of the 
peace to his liking, and an army carefully raised for a particular purpose, 
Tyrconnell had everything his own way (in Ireland)". 72 

James II may have met Tyrconnell to compare notes with him on the strength 

of the Catholic position in Ireland as compared to that elsewhere. Certainly, 

the King was disappointed by his lack of progress with the Chester 

Corporations. On 31$` August 1687 James II was "closetted with several 

Gentlemen both of the City and the County, in order to prevail upon them to 

approve of the repeal of the penal laws and Test Act, but met with very little 

encouragement in that affair. On Thursday, September the first, the King left 

Chester not much satisfied with the disposition of the people". 73 

69 Miller, Popery and Politics in England. p. 218. See Chapter V. 
70 English settlers who had been part of the early invasions remained Catholic as opposed to 
the Old Irish Catholic indigenous population like O'Neill. 
71 Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright pp. 73,74 and 75. 
72 DNB Vol XIX, p. 333. 
73 Chester Record Office, Collecteanae Devana: A Historical Collection made by Dr William 
Cowper. Vol I, pp. 253,254. (Chester City Collection, Z Cowper). 
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James II's desire to discover how projects for the advancement of Catholicism 

were progressing at this period, demands reassessment of Bishop Layburne's 

visitation which was taking place at the same time. From the itinerary of both 

men, it is apparent that their routes do not converge. Bishop Layburne is 

recorded as having visited Chester from 24`h to 27`h September, 1687, but 

made no attempt to perform any confirmations there, or in that county, 

returning to London via Stafford, Wolverhampton, and Peterley in 

Buckinghamshire. 74 In analysing the list of names of those who stood sponsor 

to those confirmed, 75 it becomes apparent that Bishop Layburne was related to 

at least thirty-one of the sponsors mentioned out of forty-five, had either close 

friendships with the rest in the Spanish Netherlands or was a Catholic 

neighbour in the North West. 76 Three possibilities emerge from this 

information. Firstly, it would be reasonable to assume that Bishop Layburne 

would stay with relatives. We have already seen in a previous chapter how 

widespread the Layburnes' network of relations was during the seventeenth 

century. Kinship to a Catholic family boasting a martyr among its number, 

gave the Layburnes added importance in the higher echelons of the Catholic 

nobility and gentry. The second possibility was that, lodged in a secure 

Catholic environment, with no danger of informers and having the additional 

loyalty of kinship, an increase in the number of conversions could be 

discussed with no danger to those who had performed the deed or those who 

had converted. The risk of contravening penal laws still punishable 

technically was in this way avoided. Even though the broad-minded Bishop 

74 Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright pp. 80,81,82: Hilton, Bishop Layburne's Confirmation 
Register of 1687. p. 306. 
75 Bishop Layburne's Confirmation Re ig ster. pp. 303-306. 
76 GCC, DA Bellenger, English and Welsh Priests. (numerous references according to name). 
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Cartwright had no qualms about entertaining his Catholic opposite number, 

his own Chancellor and Consistory declined to meet Bishop Layburne when 

he was in Chester in September 1687, "(it) being against the law to 

acknowledge anyone that acted by authority of the See of Rome". 77 

As has already been demonstrated, Tyrconnell met James at Chester to assess 

the progress of conversions in Ireland and the placing of Catholics in positions 

of responsibility. From that meeting, one could surmise that James had been 

sounding out the comparable state of affairs on his Progress though the West 

Country-and the Welsh Marches. His criteria for success in England had to be 

more discreet and confined to enquiring into the progress of his notorious 

"Three Questions" on the repeal of the Penal Laws from town and city 

corporations. Possibly Bishop Layburne had been given a similar brief with 

the cover of making Episcopal Visitations and performing confirmations at 

the same time. The south of England, including the area around London, was 

not amenable to conversion, whereas the north of England, -especially the 

Barony of Kendal and north-western Lancashire, was already strongly 

Catholic, and pressure could be brought to bear on tenants, friends and 

relations. Thirdly, Bishop Layburne's progress may have had the added 

purpose of raising money for rebuilding churches and paying priests. The 

Catholic Church in England was cut off from its traditional diocesan income, 

and the problem of financing the clergy to minister to the existing flock as 

well as bring in expected converts, posed a problem. The Episcopal Visitation 

could very well have masked fundraising from those most susceptible to such 

77 HMC Leyborne-Popham MSS, p. 266. 
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an appeal - the Catholic gentry already related to Bishop Layburne. This 

chapter has shown that James II maintained Bishop Layburne and other priests 

working in and around the court through his wife's servant, the Bishop's 

brother Charles, or their silversmith-cum-banker friend from Westmorland, 

John Mawson. Similarly, George Layburne, another brother, had drawn up 

deeds to finance the rebuilding of Ferneyhalgh chapel in Lancashire. 78 During 

the trials of the Lancashire Plot in 1694, some of Lunt's evidence was that 

Bishop Layburne had been the beneficiary of similar trusts to fund priests and 

Catholic seminaries abroad. Taffe, Lunt's brother-in-law, maintained that he 

had been present at the Papal Nuncio's house in Warwick Street in London in 

1686, where Bartholomew Walmsly, Sir Nicholas Sherborne, Sir William 

Gerard, Thomas Gerard, Lord Molyneux, William Standish, Thomas 

Eccleston and William Dicconson had signed over part of their estates for the 

use of the Catholic church. As they all had unshakeable alibis for that time, 

the year was deleted and 1687 substituted in the witnesses' sworn testimonies 

without rewriting the accusation. 79 Bishop Layburne visited Sir Nicholas 

Shireburn, Lord Molyneux, William Dicconson, Sir William Gerard and 

Thomas Eccleston, five out of the seven who would be accused, in 1694, on 

his visitation in the late summer of 1687. The need for secrecy would account 

for records being destroyed or hidden. The previously-quoted letter from 

Richard Fleming in Furness to his father at the end of 1688, shows the 

resultant poverty suffered by the Catholic gentry who had signed over parts of 

78 Blundell, Old Catholic Lancashire, Vol I, p. 169. 
" 79 Enid Lonsdale, John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot. 1694. Transactions of the Historical 

Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol 115, (Liverpool, 1964), p. 94.. Ed William Beamont, 
The Jacobite Trials at Manchester in 1694. Chetham Society, (Manchester, 1853), p. 3. 
Margaret Blundell, Cavalier: Letters of William Blundell to his Friends. 1620-1698, (London, 
1933), p. 27. Paula A Hopkins, The Commission for Superstitious Lands. Recusant History, 
Vol 15, No 4, (October, 1980), p. 273. 
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their income to advance the Catholic cause. 80 Interestingly it is the women 

who are complaining, as they usually ran a family's finances and so would 

have had to balance a shrinking budget in order to fund the building of 

chapels and maintenance of priests, and their complaints give an idea of how 

widespread was the practice of donations. In Cumbria it was possible to give 

air to such indignation, as new ideas imposed from outside and other 

innovations were regarded as worrying, rather than treasonable as they came 

from well-known, often related neighbours. 

Despite James II's best efforts, and Tyrconnell's success in filling army and 

official posts in Ireland, the number of converts in England proved to be 

disappointingly low. Scotland had produced so few that Lord Perth, writing 

in February, 1688, to Cardinal Howard in Rome, "chose to be silent rather 

than afflict you with the prospect of affairs here .... There have been very few 

conversions of late". 81 The Catholics were aware of the situation. 

"Lord Molyneux, a Catholic appointed to the lieutenancy of Lancashire, made 

an unfavourable report even of that country, then the secluded abode of an 

ancient Catholic gentry; and Dr Leyburn, a Catholic bishop, who had visited 

every part of England in the discharge of his episcopal duty found little to 

encourage the hopes and prospects of the King. "82 Ironically enough, Sir 

William Petty was quoted as comparing Quaker conversions unfavourably 

with Catholic ones: "George Fox made five times more Quakers in forty-four 

80 HMC Le Fleming MSS, p. 231. Lonsdale, John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot, p. 94. 
81 HMC, Calendar of Stuart Papers, Windsor Castle, VII vols, (London, 1902-23), Vol I, pp. 
30-31. 
82 Rt Hon Sir James Mackintosh, History of the Revolution in England in 1688.2 vols, 
(London, 1834), Vol I, p. 336. 
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years than the Pope, with all his greatness, has made Papists". 83 Before this 

avowal of failure, in late 1687, James II, having collated the information on 

English converts from Bishop Layburne, and on the Irish situation from 

Tyrconnell, decided that he needed to intensify his campaign and to 

reconsider his strategy. If adult-conversion was proving to be a sticking point, 

then education would provide a solution. The Anglican hold on the English 

establishment came though their monopoly on education and that now became 

the focus of his attention with the clear intentions. 

4. The Alienation of Traditional Tory Royalists 

After the Reformation, Catholic gentry families had the problem of how to 

educate their children in their beliefs. The legal strictures on Catholic 

education encouraged Cardinal Allen to found colleges abroad in placed such 

as Douai. Their function was to train seminary priests, and provide a Catholic 

education for the children of England's persecuted Catholic gentry. James I 

understood the importance of changing beliefs through education, as was the 

case with Francis Browne's father, when as a child he had been ordered to 

attend Eton. 84 

Except briefly during Oliver Cromwell's rule, Oxford and Cambridge 

universities provided the training for Anglican clergy, at all levels, and non- 

Anglicans were refused entry. 85 Despite official disfavour, there were some 

posts filled by Catholic sympathisers. Obadiah Walker, the Master of 

83 Ibid; p. 339. 
84 See previous chapters: Chapter 3. 
85 Early in the Restoration, both William Penn and Robert Spencer, Lord Sunderland had been 
rusticated from Oxford for refusing to wear surplices, DNB, Vol XVIII, p. 777. 
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University College, Oxford, was one such. He was installed in 1676 and 

probably converted before James II's accession. Possibly he already knew 

Bishop Layburne from his residence in Paris and Rome before Layburne's 

elevation. Certainly, Walker and Bishop Layburne were often together after 

1685.86 

Not only Walker, but Boyse, Norse and Nicholson (other members of 

University College), contacted Bishop Layburne soon after his arrival from 

Rome. Catherine of Braganza's Chapel of Somerset House became such a 

focus for Catholic worship in London that Charles II had attempted to exclude 

all but members of the Queen's Portuguese household from attending mass 

both in 1678 and in 1680.87 In January 1686, Obadiah Walker was reported to 

have been seen with Bishop Laybume, immediately before absenting himself 

from Anglican communion. In March it was said that he had declared himself 

a Catholic to some of his friends, causing considerable gossip and 

consternation. 88 

The number of converts at University College grew by ones and twos, and, in 

1686, Bishop Layburne himself was responsible for converting Massey, the 

sub-warden of Merton who was one of Walker's circle of friends89. 

... it was feared that they were the first trickle in James's 
expected flood of converts who would ruin the Church of 

86 The Life and Times of Anthony A Wood. Vol III, pp. 155,156,164,165,171,176,177, 
193. - 87 Robert A Beddard, ̀ James II and The Catholic Challenge' in The History of the University 
of Oxford, ed TH Aston, Vol 4, The Seventeenth Century, ed Nicholas Tyacke, (Oxford, 
1997), pp. 918,919,920, n. 95, n. 97. 
88 The Life and Times of Anthony ä Wood, Vol III, p. 177. 
89Ibid, pp. 176,177. 
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England. Their appearance together in Oxford, which of all 
places was regarded as the staunchest of Protestant redoubts, 
seemed to give colour to the dissenting and Whig accusation 

... that the high church contained ... covert "church papists", 
just waiting for a safe opportunity to ride post-haste for 
Rome. 90 

James II ensured that these converts were immune from the usual penalties of 

the Penal code, thus enabling them to continue in their posts and allowing 

them to travel to court, thereby, maintaining their Catholic connections beyond 

Oxford, Bishop Layburne being one of the most influential 91 Walker's 

position as legitimate publisher of Catholic literature made him one of James 

II's lynchpins. In August, 1686, at University College, he opened "his 

chappell for public mass, where some scholars, and many troopers were 

present". 92 Massey was appointed to the post of Dean at Christ Church in 

December, 1686, (a few days after Bishop Layburne had officiated at the 

opening of the chapel at Whitehall), but was exempted from his Anglican 

duties by royal dispensation. 93 Christ Church was an Anglican cathedral, 

founded by Henry VIII to advance the spread of Protestantism, and it took 

very seriously its role in keeping alive the . spirit of the Reformation. On 

Massey's installation well might have "the cannons looked grave". 94 

On the death of the Bishop of Oxford, Dr John Fell, in 1687, James II 

appointed Samuel Parker as his successor at the same time as Dr Cartwright 

was made Bishop of Chester. He and Bishop Parker were the subject of one 

90 Beddard, The Catholic Challenge, pp. 918,919,920, n. 95, n. 97,924. 
91 Ibid, p. 925. 
92 Life and Times of A Anthony Wood. Vol III, p. 194. 
93 Ibid, p. 201. 
94 Ibid, p. 201. 
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of Bumet's descriptions of their compliance towards James II and his Catholic 

ambitions. 95 Christ Church would not accept the appointment and showed its 

displeasure throughout its ranks, from the surly, demeanour of the 

undergraduates, to the argumentative behaviour of the canons. 6 Only James 

II's personal financial support kept Massey in his post, giving Wood another 

opportunity to report gloomily yet another convert in his university. 97 Dr 

Cartwright mentioned Bishop Layburne's return to London from his 

Visitation in his diary on 146' October, 1687. The remaining diary is filled 

with Cartwright's preparations for his role on the Ecclesiastical High 

Commission examining the expulsion of the President and Fellows of 

Magdalen College, Oxford. 98 After recording the initial sittings at Magdalen, 

the diary ends with no further mention of Bishop Layburne. Magdalen 

College was determined not to go the way of University College or Christ 

Church and fought to keep its Anglican integrity intact. This brought out 

several aspects of James II's determination to Catholicise the country. What 

had escaped the King's notice was that other colleges had gradually become 

pro-Catholic through the conversion of members already there, which was 

accepted, albeit grudgingly. Although University College had opened its 

Chapel doors for mass, it was not the wholehearted object of censure as 

Walker had already held his position as master for some years. 

There was no such influence at Christ Church and only James II's personal 

intervention kept Massey in his post, despite many attempts to have him 

95 Burnet, A Supplement to the History of my Own Times. Vol III, p. 211. 
96 Beddard, The Catholic Challenge, p. 935,935, n 189. 
97 The Life and Times of Anthony A Wood. Vol III, pp. 215,245. 
98 The Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright, pp-85,86. 
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ejected. No other Oxford colleges had Catholic leadership, but there were 

converted Fellows in several other colleges 99 When James II directed 

Magdalen College to elect Anthony Farmer as their President in April 1687 

they ignored his instructions. 100 They had already nominated from among 

their number Dr John Hough, a Fellow since 1674, and chaplain to the Duke 

of Ormonde. 101 His election was in direct opposition to the King's directions. 

James II's reaction in September 1687, after receiving disappointing news 

about the lack of conversions, was extreme. An Ecclesiastical High 

Commission was sent to Oxford to subdue the unruly college, and James II, 

accompanied by William Penn, went there in person to attempt to persuade 

them "to yield to the King's desire". 102 On 25th October, 1687, the 

commission forcibly placed Parker's proxy in possession of the President's 

lodging after breaking the locks to gain entry. 103 James II's ill-contained 

outrage at the fellows' resistance to his wishes led to the only logical solution 

in his mind: that of the expulsion of the Fellows and their chosen President, 

and their replacement by Catholics. 

Anglican Tory reaction to the public infringement of their traditional territory 

meant that, in their eyes, James lost whatever respect his position as monarch 

had brought him. Hough and the Fellows refused to go quietly. The former 

declared: "We have a religion to defend 
.... 

The Papists have already got 

Christ Church and University College; the present struggle is for Magdalen, 

and they threaten that in a short time they will have the rest". His tactics were 

99 The Catholic Challenge, p. 939. 
100 Luttrell, Vol I, (Oxford, 1857), pp. 339,406. 
101 The Catholic Challenge, p. 939. 
102 The Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright. pp. 92,93. 
1°3 The Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright, pp. 92-93. 
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to show that: "The world see that they TAKE it from us, and that we do not 

GIVE it up". 104 However, James' urgency to push forward his conversion 

timetable rebounded on him. Divesting Hough and the Fellows of their 

livings only served to make Protestant heroes out of them. '05 To Bishop 

Layburne's credit, though he was prepared to make willing conversions and 

raise funds to finance chapels and priests, he disapproved of James II's 

behaviour towards the Protestant incumbents of Magdalen, and, said so 

publicly. Petre had a profound influence on James H's thinking, but Bishop 

Layburne was politician enough to realise that excluding the Protestants from 

Magdalen College would rebound on the Catholics, undoing all his patient 

work to re-establish their credibility and position. According to Dr Thomas 

Smith, writing in his diary on 31st December, 1687, 

The Bishop of Chester said he had spoken to Bishop Layburne 
about it (the expulsion of the Magdalen Fellows) and that the 
Papists should not have the use of the chapel there being 
chambers enough to make a chapel for their use and that 
otherwise this would be like turning Protestants out of it and 
that Bishop Layburne answered him that he was of that mind 
and declared as much adding that his advise signified nothing 
and meaning as he said, that all was done by Father Peters 
(Petre, James Us Jesuit confessor). 106 

On Bishop Parker's death, Bonaventure Gifford was made President of 

Magdalen in March 1688, after having been made Catholic Bishop of the 

Midland region, at the same time as Ellis and Smith. 107 These additional 

104 Rev JR Bloxam, Magdalen College and King James II. 1686-1688, (Oxford, 1886), p. 105. 
105 The Catholic Challenge. p. 944. 
106 Bloxam, Magdalen College and King James 11, p. 230. Dr Thomas Smith, An Account of 
the Proceedings at Magdalen College. (Oxon, 1687). 
107 Luttrell, pp. 430,435. 
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Catholic bishops were elevated in response to Bishop Layburne's visitation, 

considering the number of confirmations he performed in the preceding 

summer. Throughout the year 1688, attempts to turn Magdalen into the 

English equivalent of Douai College, to provide seminary priests, revealed 

James H's true intentions about promoting Catholicism in England. "That 

such occurrences should take place in the very heartland of the English 

reformation brought home to James's former Tory friends what his Whig 

adversaries had long ago realised: that, as the laws stood, a Catholic monarch 

could not be trusted to respect either the property or institutions of Protestant 

England. 11108 

James revisited Oxford in July, 1688, but his impatience to spread the 

Catholic religion had already undone all the patient work done by Bishop 

Laybume and others in building up toleration for Catholics in the country. 

This had relied on what worked so well amongst the Anglican and Catholic 

gentry communities in Westmorland - mutual trust and co-operation based on 

a respect which had its foundation in a belief in ancient precedent, and the 

appreciation of what had served their ancestors, with the Monarch as the 

centre and source of their best endeavours. What James had overlooked was 

that the successful interdependence between Protestants and Catholics in the 

northwest was based on the geographical and political isolation of the area. 

Areas more open to modernisation in agriculture and industry had produced a 

more outward looking mind-set, not amenable to the traditionalist thinking 

that sheltered the Catholic and Tory gentry there. 

108 The Catholic Challenge, pp. 948,949. 
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Clarendon persuaded James to reinstate the expelled President and Fellows of 

Magdalen late in September, 1688, when his throne was probably past saving, 

and William of Orange was awaiting the "Protestant Wind". Bishop Gifford 

was permitted to leave the college in a dignified manner, but the rejoicing 

which greeted the return of President Hough and the expelled Fellows did not 

bode well for James. Appealing for volunteers from Oxford to repulse 

William of Orange after his landing in Devon on 5th November 1688, only 

Catholics responded, in marked contrast to the support against the Duke of 

Monmouth James had received in 1685.109 In Oxford, James II's insistence 

on placing Catholics in positions of influence eventually alienated those who 

had the longest lasting tolerance towards him, the Anglican Royalist Tories. 

Discreet public conversions had been, in part, the work of Bishop Layburne. 

His experience of diplomacy as Cardinal Howard's auditor, and involvement 

on the fringes of the Secret Treaty of Dover, taught him the consequences of 

mixing politics and religion injudiciously. Coleman's execution for his 

correspondence with Layburne and his part in the Popish Plot were warning 

enough to persuade him of the folly of James's over-reaction to Dr Hough and 

the Protestant Magdalen Fellows. In these dealings, the King not only lost 

credibility, but he damaged irreparably the delicate interdependent trust 

between subject and monarch and made people question the validity of the 

divine right of a Catholic king in a Protestant kingdom. 

109 The Life and Times of Anthony ä Wood. Vol III, p. 281. 
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5. James II, William Penn and the Quakers 

Layburne, from a very conservative background, was conscious of the 

tensions generated by the close association between James and the most 

radical of dissenters - the Quakers. There can be little doubt that Bishop 

Layburne, James H's Catholic Bishop, came across William Penn, James II's 

friend and confidant, at Court in Whitehall. As ever, we have no documentary 

evidence of these encounters. Both men were in close contact with their 

monarch. Catholics in general were reviled by the Quakers, but we know that 

Penn held Bishop Layburne to be a moderate, unthreatening representative of 

his religion. "" On a more personal level both men were moderate in their 

views, and their primary consideration was the overall good of the country 

and their communities under the continuing reign of James II. In a letter as 

late as 2441 December, 1716, to Father Lawson at St Germains, a Father Blake 

quotes Bishop Layburne's opinion of the Oath of Allegiance, presumably 

formulated after the arrival of the Protestant William of Orange in 1688. "I 

knew ... it had been the sentiment of the late Bishop Laybume, with whom I 

had formerly discoursed about the Oath of Allegiance, and he seemingly was 

for it ... he said if a formula could not be found it would be a sad thing to see 

all the Catholics of England set down on Gravelines Sands. ""1 His placatory 

sentiments would put Bishop Laybume firmly in the moderate, Compounders 

camp and perhaps explain his remaining in England after 1688. (He died in 

1702, some fourteen years before the date of this letter, so it is interesting to 

note how influential his opinions were even after the 1715 Rising). 

110 William Penn, Good Advice to the Church of England. Roman Catholic and Protestant 
Dissenter. in which it is endeavoured to be made to appear that it is their Duty, Principles and 
interest to abolish the Penal Laws and Tests, Pt III, (London, 1687), p. 46. 
111 HMC Calendar of Stuart Papers at Windsor, Vol III, (London, 1907), p. 349. 
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The irony was that both Penn and Layburne may have been moderate men, 

but it was not the Catholic question alone that brought down James II. Penn's 

power and influence at court, played a part. As established in the last chapter, 

Sir Daniel Fleming's extreme reactions towards the Quakers in Westmorland 

were indicative of the suspicion with which the sect was regarded. "To their 

Anglican persecutors, the Quakers were the most radical of the dissenting 

sects they hoped to quell. Their principles were perceived as a threat to the 

English legal, social and religious fabric. They refused to swear oaths, to bear 

arms or to support the established church. "112 Their almost heretical denial of 

the Trinity was also crucial. If James had tried to alienate his Royalist Tory 

supporters, he could not have done it more efficiently than by showing 

preferment to a leader of the Quaker movement, William Penn. The King's 

association with the Quakers and his support for them made an intractable 

situation, brought about by his pro-Catholic policies, even worse. The King's 

support for the Quakers could be interpreted as a stalking horse for his pro- 

Catholic schemes. Toleration was not meant to be for the benefit of 

Dissenters alone in James II's strategy. Religious comprehension, that is to 

say, toleration across the Protestant spectrum, was intended to make his 

policies over Catholicism more acceptable to the English. Anglican Tories - 

thought Quaker beliefs amounted to treason. It was an attack on their 

economic, social and religious way of life. Conversely, the gulf between 

Catholicism and Quakerism was one of suspicion and incomprehension on 

either side. Both sides felt that the other represented the Antichrist himself, 

112 Craig W Horle, The Quakers and the English Legal System 1660-1688. (Philadelphia, 
1988), Dustjacket. 
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which made any close association between James II, not only Catholic, but 

with a convert's missionary zeal, and William Penn, an advocate of 

Quakerism, all the more incomprehensible. To understand the individual 

motivation of these individuals from the opposite ends of the spiritual 

spectrum, their preceding common history must be understood. 

Penn's father, Admiral Sir William Penn, was James's General-at-Sea, while 

he was still Duke of York. Prior to this, Sir William had lent Charles II 

£16,000 in 1660. Despite his disgust at his son's Dissenter leanings, Sir 

William endeavoured to bring Penn to the notice of both Stuart brothers. 

After his victory over the Dutch at the Battle of Lowestoft in 1665, Sir 

William arranged for his son to give Charles II the news, thereby maximising 

the impact of the encounter. '13 In 1670, before his death, Sir William Penn 

wrote to King Charles II and James, Duke of York, begging their protection 

for his son. 114 His service must have been of great value to the royal brothers 

as they responded to his wish and abided by it. lu William Penn epitomised 

the Quakers' attitude towards persecution. Instead of evading persecution 

through secrecy and relying on a widespread network of friends in high places 

to escape the full rigour of the law, the Quakers kept records of their 

"sufferings" to seek retribution through the law. William Penn used his legal 

knowledge and his position at Court to free Quakers and argue for the legality 

of their beliefs. It was Penn's influence on James, Duke of York in 1673, who 

113 Victor Buranelli, The King and the Quaker: A Study of William Penn and James II. 
(Philadelphia, 1962), p. 34. 
114 William Penn, The Sandy Foundation Shaken. (London, 1667). William Penn, Cross. 
No Crown. (London, 1668). 
"S Granville Penn, Memori Is of the Professional Life and Times of Sir William Penn. Vol II, 
(London, 1833), p. 562. 
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in turn prevailed upon his royal brother, Charles II, which secured the release 

of George Fox, imprisoned in Worcester for refusing to take the Oath of 

Allegiance. ' 16 In April, 1676, Penn travelled to Westmorland to settle a 

dispute that had arisen amongst the Quakers there. 117. Penn would have had 

ample time to hear first-hand about the grievances which the Friends in 

Westmorland had against the JPs and especially Sir Daniel's unremitting 

pursuit of their infringements of the law. "8 

Penn's contacts at court were strengthened when he pleaded successfully on 

behalf of George Fox. James gave orders that, thereafter, Penn was always to 

have ready access to him. 119 James took a keen interest in colonial expansion 

and in Pennsylvania he found a concrete example on which to experiment 

with the formulation of legislation for religious toleration in an ideal state. 120 

The American Territories owned by the Duke of York were the repayment of 

the £16,000 debt owed by Charles to Admiral Sir William Penn which were 

then left to his son. Despite Penn being involved in the Popish Plot and 

experiencing difficulties in the settlement of West Jersey, the Charter for 

Pennsylvania was signed in 168 1.121 In that year he left for America to 

administer the new territory, returning to court in 1684. Besides the shared 

idealism for framing the legislation for a new settlement, Penn and James also 

116 Buranelli, The King and the Quaker. p. 49. CO Peare, William Penn. A Biography. 
(Philadelphia and New York, 1957), p. 16. 
117 The preparations for Penn's visit were elaborate. A box was sent from Lancaster "with 
oringes in, a sage chees" and Robert Briggs was paid seven shillings and six pence "for a fatt 
sheepe when William Penn was here". Ed Norman Penney, The Household Account Book of 
Sarah Fell of Swarthmoor Hall (Cambridge, 1920), pp. 261,263. 
"8 Joseph Besse, A Collection of the Sufferings of the People called Quakers for the 
Testimony of a Good Conscience. 2 vols, Vol II, (London, 1753), p. 27. 
119 Buranelli, p. 49. 
120 Hay, The Enigma of James II, pp. 77-80. 
121 William Penn prefixed "Sylvania" with "Penn" in honour of his father. 
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detested Cromwell and the Puritans. Penn endeared himself to the Duke of 

York by referring to Cromwell as the "English Phocas" whose crime of 

regicide appealed to James's vengeful turn of mind. 122 

In 1685 when James came to the throne they found a common ground in 

loathing the Anglican Tories, but for different reasons. For James the zeal to 

promote his religion was thwarted by the Church of England preventing the 

population from returning to the Catholic fold. Penn regarded the Anglican 

clergy as hypocrites leading their benighted parishioners astray, keeping them 

away from the Light. Sir Daniel Fleming represented everything that the 

Quakers found unjust about the Tory Anglican legal system. He turned a 

blind eye to Catholic contraventions of the Recusancy legislation, but 

punished Quakers for the least infringement. By punishing the Quakers and 

fining them at every possible occasion, Sir Daniel earned the fear and loathing 

of Quakers in the northwest. Penn, with James' protection and authority in an 

official request from the Lord Treasurer, Rochester, attacked the very roots of 

support for the monarchy. 

London, November 6th 1686, William Penn to Sir Daniel 
Fleming. I could not so easily informe the Ministers of the 
present disturbance of our friends in Westmoreland, but in a 
case further gone at Salisbury, the Lord Treasurer gave me his 
letter not only to stop further proceedings, but to restore the 
goods taken from them on the Act against Conventicles, and I 
dare venture to say that the King is averse to such troublesome 
work and that those justices that discourage it are more grateful 
to him than those that forment it. I say this to prevent any 
warrant for seizure till the next, when I doubt not a more 
engaging assurance than is in my power to give and I know not 

122 Buranelli, p. 71. 
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if it may not go this very post. Excuse this freedome and place 
it to the account of thy kindness to stay till some account come 
from London. 123 

Up until 1678, Fleming had unlimited access to his friend Joseph Williamson, 

the former Treasurer, and had enjoyed the latter's full support in dealing with 

the Quakers. He now had to receive instructions from Penn, a Quaker, on 

how to deal with what he saw as their threat to his jurisdiction in 

Westmorland, which must have exasperated him beyond endurance. It was a 

threat whose menace was couched in terms of such reasonableness that it 

would have been the final insult to a Royalist who had given more than 

twenty years' faithful service to the crown. To make sure that the threat was 

not ignored but its orders implemented, the official letter from Rochester was 

accompanied by a note from William Penn whose barbed content did not 

escape Sir Daniel Fleming: "November 9`h 1686, William Penn to Sir Daniel 

Fleming. `The inclosed is from the Lord Treasurer to the effect of my last I 

am sure it must succeed well when it meets with so neighbourly and generous 

inclinations to be kinde. I say noe more but that I am with all sincerity thy 

very reall friend. m124 Interestingly, in his letter, Rochester employs a cool 

tone and the passive voice, possibly to cover the source of the information, 

possibly as he was not warmly disposed towards the Quakers. 125 Ten days 

later, Sir Daniel Fleming replied to Rochester, itemising his dealings with the 

malefactors, "and stating that he had at their request, when summoned, 

adjourned the case for a fortnight to give time for an appeal to London". 126 

123 HMC, Le Fleming MSS, p. 201. 
'24 Ibid, p. 201. 
'25 Ibid, p. 201. 
126 Ibid, p. 201. 
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James might persuade those at Court to turn a blind eye to the so-called 

inoffensive Quakers, but Sir Daniel knew what was happening to Royalist 

grass roots support, if this group of tax dodgers, with no respect for the 

foundations of secular and ecclesiastical sacred authority, got away with 

flouting the law. The original draft of the letter to Rochester in Sir Daniel's 

normally neat, hand was full of crossings out and additions, a good indication 

of the difficulty he had composing a reply that was not disrespectful to a 

Court official, and yet ensuring that the proper legal processes were 

observed. 127 As Professor MacFarlane has demonstrated, it was due to the 

hard work of this JP that criminals of all sorts were brought to justice in a 

potentially lawless region at the very edge of the English rule of law. 128 As 

we have seen in the previous chapter, it was the same Sir Daniel Fleming who 

protected and sheltered another source of Royalist support, the Catholic 

gentry. By alienating those who had initiated the Restoration of the Stuarts 

and enraging the source of normally unquestioning support, both James II and 

Penn could only enforce passivity in the change in allegiance from the present 

occupant of the throne to William of Orange. The Catholics might have 

gained positions such as JPs under James's protection, but the support of the 

pro-Royalist Tory-Anglicans was vital to maintain their precarious position. 

It was only the tight network of interrelation that allowed them to retain their 

status in the county. 

In the summer of 1687, William Penn accompanied James II on his progress 

through the West country. He preached at Chester. The almost blasphemous 

'27 CROK WD/RY/HMC. 3050. 
128 MacFarlane, The Justice and the Mare's Ale. 
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description of Penn holding a Meeting in a tennis court at Chester, while 

Bishop Cartwright officiated at the Cathedral, and James II attended Mass, 

was lost on Dr Cartwright. 129 Only when other accounts of James's visit to 

Chester are examined is it clear how great was the local antipathy to his 

meddling in the affairs of the corporation. 130 The Declaration of Indulgence 

which James II had brought in in 1687, alarmed Penn, not because of the 

relief it would bring to Catholics as well as to Quakers, but because it had not 

been passed by Parliament which alone could give it permanence. To express 

his unease at this state of affairs, Penn prevailed upon Charlwood Lawton to 

write letters anonymously expressing his dislike of the Declaration of 

Indulgence. 131 In theory Penn, might was pro-parliament, but he found his 

position at court was so valuable to the Quaker movement that he used it 

unscrupulously, ignoring the hierarchy of court etiquette. An account of 

Penn's presence at court gives an idea of the turmoil he produced in the 

official courtiers, whose very positions at court helped support the king. 132 

James II was oblivious to the jealousy engendered by his sessions with Penn. 

The latter's closeness to the King was understandable, as it was in this way 

that he achieved relief for the hard-pressed Quakers. After 1685 James could 

opportunistically disguise his pro-Catholic assistance when coupling it with 

more acceptable toleration for Dissenters including the Quakers. Beyond that, 

their friendship appeared as inexplicable as any close relationship and as 

129 The Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright, pp. 74,75. 
130 Chester Record Office, HEM 942.714, pp. 263,264,265. 
131 Buranelli, pp. 92,93. 
'32 Gerard Croese, The General History of the Quakers: containing the Lives. Tenants. 
Sufferings. Tryals. Speeches and Letters of all the most Eminent Quakers. both men and 
women: from the first Rise of that Sect. down to this present time. Book II, (London, 1696), p. 
106. 
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incomprehensible to all shades of opinion. The strength of such mutual 

esteem was to last beyond the reign of James II, right up to Penn's 

involvement in the 1696 Assassination Plot - one of the earlier abortive 

Jacobite plots to restore his old friend. 133 According to Dean Swift, Penn was 

a fluent talker, whilst James bordered on the taciturn, although it seems that 

they were both lacking in any sense of humour. Penn may have spoken "very 

agreeably and with much spirit", but an ability to laugh and not take things too 

seriously, like pleasure-loving Charles II, might have seen a different outcome 

to the events of December 1688.134 

Although Penn and Bishop Layburne represented different strands of James 

II's mission to increase conversions, they would have been familiar figures to 

each other at court, although not sharing common ideals. However, Penn did 

understand that Laybume's Catholicism was not as bigoted or blinkered as 

Petre's (the King's Jesuit Confessor). In 1687, Penn wrote Good Advice to 

the Church of England, Roman Catholic and Protestant Dissenter, in which 

he argued that it would be in the Anglicans' own interest to abolish the Penal 

Laws and Test Acts. He argued that, as there was so much fragmentation 

among the Catholics themselves, not having any common purpose in such 

small, isolated groups, they could represent no threat to the Anglican Church. 

... The Seculars and Regulars have ever been two interests all 
the Roman Church over and they are not only so here, but the 
Regulars differ amongst themselves. There is not a Coffee- 
house in Town that does not freely tell us that the Jesuits and 
Benedictines are at Varience; that Count Da Da (D'Adda) the 

133 Buranelli, pp: 62-3. 
134 CROK WD/RY/HMC, 3044. Penn's large loose handwriting speaks of a larger than life 
personality, November 9`h 1686. Letter from William Penn to Sir Daniel Fleming. 
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Pope's Nuncio and Bishop Lybom (Laybume) dissent mightily 
from the Politicks of the first; Nay, t'other day the story was 
that they had prevail'd entirely over them. The Lords and 
Gentlemen of her communion have as warmly contested the 
lengths they ought to go: moderation seems to be the 
conclusion. Together they are little and can do little; and 
divided they are contemptible instead of terrible. 135 

William Brownsword's "The Quaker Jesuit" has already been commented on, 

as the expression of the distrust that ordinary Tory Anglicans had for both the 

Jesuits equating their modus operandi with that of the alarming new sect, the 

Quakers. 136 Gerard Croese used exactly the same analogy in talking about 

William Penn at court: "The Protestants exclaimed that Penn as well as the 

King aim'd at Popery with his outmost endeavour, calling him not only a 

Papist, but also a Jesuit, an order that's equally crafty and hated. "137 

Penn and James II, two obsessive, unimaginative ingenues, were bound 

together by their shared odium of the Church of England and the grasp it had 

on the country. The King ignored what he did not wish to see, therefore was 

easily manipulated by the political opportunist, Sunderland. Petre appealed to 

James in the same way, but, being guided by the trio of Penn, Sunderland and 

Petre, who actually was a hated Jesuit, could only offer the deepest offence to 

the backbone of the monarchy's real support, the Anglican Tory gentry. The 

Anglican Royalists would have little to do with James attempting to abrogate 

their power and convert them, but this was as nothing compared to the threat 

represented by Penn's pleas for unlimited freedom of conscience. For the 

uS Penn, Good Advice to the Church of England. Pt III, (London, 1687), p. 46. 
'36 Brownsword, The Quaker Jesuit. 
137 Croese, The General History of the Quakers. Bk II, p. 108. 
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traditional gentry family, the mainstay of James' support, the Quakers 

embodied all the threat to social order that they had only escaped by the 

Restoration of the monarchy. 

Penn noted some of James II's thoughts on the Society of Friends in 1673, 

which in some way explains how lacking in understanding both Penn and 

James II were about his subjects' motivation. James told Penn "that he looked 

upon us as a quiet industrious people and tho he was not of our judgement, yet 

he liked our good lives". 138 This has in the past been used as an example of 

James II's tolerance. It rather shows how naive James II was not to realise 

how disturbing the Quakers were to the population at large, and his main 

supporters in particular. It also throws into relief how unimaginative Penn 

was to accept as a compliment that which had far deeper implications. He had 

no conception of the potential turmoil it caused, arousing fears that the 

country would again descend into Civil War (as in the case of the Kaber Rigg 

Plot). James and Penn were obsessed with their own real aims and objectives 

which were at opposite ends of the scale of religious beliefs. They were 

equally mistrusted by Whig and Tory alike, but neither James nor Penn 

understood this. Both believed, to the exclusion of all else, that theirs was the 

way ahead and if only minor obstacles like the Penal Laws and Test Act were 

dispensed with, the population would embrace their religion. If their rigid 

mental attitude had been less inflexible, each would have recognised the 

other's rigidity and the chasm that separated their true beliefs. 

138 William Penn, Fragment of an Apology, Whereabouts unknown and undated. 
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Bishop Layburne, however, was more understanding of the true state of affairs 

in the country and, after James had tried to impose Catholicism on Magdalen 

College, he was astute enough to recognise the damage being done to those 

who supported the monarch. He was reported by the London Gazette in 

October, 1688, as agreeing with the restitution of the President and Fellows of 

Magdalen College: "Leyburne declared himself of the opinion that it had been 

a spoilation, and that the possession in which the Roman Catholics now found 

themselves was one of violence and illegal therefore it was not a case of 

depriving these [the Catholics] of an acquired right, but of restoring to others 

that which had been taken by violence. "139 

By 1688 James had alienated almost every supporter in his short reign. The 

accumulation of affronts began with attempts to dictate the appointment of a 

Bishop, objecting to the Pope's choice of Layburne. He upset the delicate 

interaction of town and city corporations by replacing Anglican corporations 

and JPs with Catholics. He went too far in foisting a Catholic President upon 

Magdalen College, the seat of Anglican High Tory education, and provoked 

unrest in turning out Dr Hough and the Fellows. The final affront was to have 

a Quaker favourite at court. Penn's position was cause enough for subjects of 

all creeds to look towards William III's straightforward Protestantism which 

would protect Anglicans and remove the fear of economic and social 

instability that the Quakers radical religion and non-sabbatarian practices 

threatened. In the following chapter we shall examine the role the Layburnes 

139 The London Gazette. October 15`h, 1688. 
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played in James H's final, disastrous months before he fled to France in 

December, 1688. 



Chapter VI 

Nascent Jacobitism: The Layburnes, the Birth of the 

Prince of Wales, the Royal Flight and its Aftermath. 

As James II's interference in Magdalen College's administration and his 

increasingly desperate projects to convert the country to Catholicism 

continued during 1688, a major event added to the disaffection of the nation: 

On 10`h June, 1688, the birth of a Catholic heir attracted particular odium from 

the Whigs who were supporting William and Mary as James II's heirs. James 

II's Catholicism could be tolerated as long as he had a Protestant heir, thus 

defining and limiting the period of time a Catholic head of state was in power. 

The Layburnes were directly involved in these events. Charles Layburne, 

Bishop John's younger half-brother initially employed as one of Mary of 

Modena's Gentlemen Waiters, and from 1687 as one of her Equerries, would 

have been closely involved with the practicalities surrounding the birth, as was 

Bishop Layburne as head of the Catholic church in England. ' Charles 

Laybume's association with Mary of Modena and the infant Prince was to be 

consolidated during their escape to France in December, 1688, and, while in 

exile, the Layburne family, their friends and relations played a part in efforts 

to restore the Stuarts. This chapter investigates such responses to the events 

occasioned by the birth of the Prince of Wales from the opposing Jacobite and 

Williamite factions, covering the period of the Glorious Revolution of 1688 to 

' Chamberlayne, Angliae Notitia, 10th edition, Pt I, (London, 1679), p. 236: ibid; 12th 
edition, pt 1,1687; p. 200. CSPD James II. Vol II. Jan 1686 - May 1687. (London, 1964), 
p. 274. 
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1689. During this period, the Laybumes were involved in assisting the Stuarts 

in London and France and were poised to remedy what was seen as a 

disastrous state of affairs for the old Tories in Westmorland, and other 

traditionalist parts of the Kingdom. 

1. Repercussions of a Royal Birth 

Mary of Modena, James H's consort, had not given birth to any live children 

born at full term since 1677. From then, up until 1688, she had suffered many 

miscarriages, and none of her previous off-spring had survived. Thus the 

population had had time to consider Mary, his elder Protestant daughter by 

Anne Hyde, to be James H's heir. The general opinion of the announcement 

published on 2°d January 1687/8 that the Queen was again pregnant, was 

voiced by John Oldmixon, one of the many anti-Jacobite Whig pamphleteers 

and historians writing in vindication of the Glorious Revolution in the early 

eighteenth century. In his History of England During the Reigns of the Royal 

House of Stuart, Oldmixon opens his comments on the event of the year 1688 

with a disrespectful gloss. "One of the first events in this wonderful year very 

much hastened the Revolution, which was the greatest wonder of it, and that 

was the publishing a proclamation the second of January declaring very falsely 

and blasphemously, `That it has pleas'd God Almighty to give his Majesty 

apparent Hopes and good Assurance of his having Issue by his Consort, who 

was now with Child. "2 Reaction to the ominous news was manifest as early 

as 21S` January, 1687/8, when "a scatter'd libell" was found blowing about the 

streets of Oxford "containing an account of three women to be brought to bed 

2 John Oldmixon, The History of England During the Reigns of... the Royal House of 
Stuart (London, 1730), pt 2, p. 729. 
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and if any of the children is a boy, he must be nursed up and be King. "3 It is 

noteworthy that a version of the myth of the Prince of Wales's substitution 

into the Queen's bedchamber via a warming pan was being hatched almost as 

soon as the announcement of her pregnancy. This gives an indication of the 

strength of popular feeling generated by the prospect of a Catholic dynasty. 

An exasperated people were ready to accept any kind of rumour which 

nullified the legitimacy of the Prince of Wales by whatever means possible, 

and increased the claims of James II's Protestant daughter Mary and her 

husband William of Orange. As the pregnancy progressed, there is an 

impression that Ann, James II's younger daughter, saved up incidents which 

would bring into question the whole course of the pregnancy. 4 

Conversely, Catholic hopes were buoyant at the news of the impending birth. 

A poem written by Charles Layburne, in celebration of the announcement of 

the prospective birth of the Young Pretender, Charles Edward in 1720, gives 

an inkling of the rejoicing the Layburne family must have felt at the prospect 

of a Catholic heir to the throne 5 The establishment of a Catholic dynasty 

would alleviate their suffering for their religion and it would promise financial 

gain by rewarding past services, and provide future employment at court. All 

the undercover secret services they had performed would place them at the 

centre of royal decision-making, and ready to receive any important posts and 

the emoluments that went with them. We do not have any direct mention of 

3 The Life and Times of Anthony A Wood. Vol III, pp. 254,255. 
Oldmixon, The Histoj3ý of England. pp. 729-30,32. Two days after William's marriage to 

Mary in 1677, Mary of Modena gave birth to a son who only survived a matter of weeks. It 
was said at the time that William's churlish behaviour was, according to Charles II, due to 
having his hopes of inheriting the English throne apparently dashed by the birth of a male 
heir. A Strickland, Lives of the Queens of England. Vol VII, (London, 1972), pp. 38,40. 
3 The Stuart Papers from the Royal Archives at Windsor Castle, Vol 47, No 151, "Poem by 
Charles Layburne to the King upon the Queen being with Child, July 17`h 1720" 
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the Laybumes' joy at the birth of a Catholic male heir, but we do have an 

account of the intense alarm and despondency experienced by their circle at the 

news of the supposed death of the Prince of Wales at the home of Francis, 

brother of Viscount Montaigu. 6 

James II and his Queen demonstrated their lack of political foresight in their 

behaviour at the time of their sons birth. Errors of political judgement were 

committed by a headstrong monarch and ineffectual courtiers during the 

delivery and lying-in of Mary of Modena. The choice of St James's Palace, 

rather than Whitehall, the cramped room, crowded with mostly Catholic 

courtiers which meant that official witnesses could see nothing, and the 

position of the bed, with a door to an inner room at the bedhead, only served 

to increase the suspicions of the Whigs. These errors in court etiquette were 

redressed when the Prince of Wales's sister, Louise-Marie, was born at St 

Germain-en-Laye in June 1692, which demonstrated how James II and his wife 

had learnt their lesson from bitter experience, but too late to remedy the 

situation they had created at the time of their heir's birth. 7 

Even after the 1688 birth, the Queen allowed her religious zeal to overcome 

political prudence. The deaths of her previous children, and her probable fear 

of an unbaptised child dying and entering purgatory, must have encouraged her 

to ensure that the Prince of Wales was given the emergency form of baptism 

by Bishop Layburne (which involved sprinkling with holy water without 

naming the child). Mary of Modena's religious beliefs had almost caused a 

6 See chapter on Bishop Layburne's earlier life; Oldmixon, pt 2, p. 735. 
7 Agnes Strickland, The Lives of the Queens of England ... 

from the Norman Conquest. 12 
vols, Vol VI, (London, 1972), p. 337. 
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political incident in January 1675, when her first child was born. Using Mary 

of Modena's own memoirs, Agnes Strickland wrote: "A few hours after the 

birth ... she took an opportunity of sending for her confessor, Father Gallis, 

and persuading him to baptise (the baby) privately on her own bed according 

to the rites of the Church of Rome... .' 
On discovering this grave error, her 

brother-in-law, Charles II, had the baby baptised publicly by a Protestant 

bishop into the Anglican church, despite Mary of Modena's protestations 

about committing a sin by having the child baptised twice. Rather than incur 

the displeasure of the King once again, the three subsequent children she bore 

prior to the Prince of Wales were all baptised into the Church of England. 

Charles II's political foresight had saved the monarchy any further 

embarrassment by heirs to the throne being baptised into the Church of Rome. 

The dormant antipathy towards a Catholic succession culminating in the 

Popish Plot and the Exclusion Crisis was not provoked and exacerbated at that 

time by any Catholic royal baptisms. This valuable lesson in political acumen 

was ignored or forgotten when the Prince of Wales was born in June 1688. 

The lack of properly appointed Anglican witnesses to the birth and the 

informal approach to such a politically significant event could be explained by 

Mary of Modena's prudish, over-zealous religious views, but it was viewed 

and presented by Whig commentators well into the nineteenth century as part 

of a conspiracy. 9 

ibid, Vol VI, pp. 68,69. 
9 Oldmixon, pt 2, pp. 729-738,752. He devotes no fewer than nine pages of proof as to why 
the Prince of Wales was not the legitimate heir, in support of William and Mary's claims to 
the throne. Armand Carrell, History of the Counter-Revolution in England. (London, 1867), 
pp. 238-239,243-247, gives seven pages of reasons why a dead Prince of Wales was given a 
live replacement. One of the reasons for belief in a substitute hinges on the obstetric detail 
that the Queen continued to menstruate up until the birth of the baby. According to Dr JDO 
Louden, sometime President of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, 
despite threatened miscarriages throughout the time of her pregnancy, which would have been 
explained as menses, it would have been possible to give birth to a healthy baby. The 10 
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On Trinity Sunday, 10th June, 1688, while all the Protestant ladies of the court 

were attending divine service, James II's son and heir was born after a very 

brief labour, and, at about 4.00pm the same day, was baptised by the Bishop 

of Adrumentum. This baptism was not publicised. The only English report 

of it was made in Narcissus Luttrell's thrice-weekly digest of contemporary 

affairs. After announcing the birth Luttrell mentions the baptism almost as an 

afterthought. "The young prince kath been troubled with the gripes and had 

some fits but is pretty well again: he was admitted into the church by Bishop 

Layburne, a popish bishop. "10 Some traces of common-sense and the example 

of Charles II's acumen in attempting not to antagonise public opinion 

evidently remained, in not publicly announcing the Catholic baptism. Charles 

II had at least understood the importance of a future King of England being 

baptised into the Anglican church he would later head and this concern 

influenced his brother. Hence, there is no public notice of the baptism in "The 

London Gazette", only a reference to the birth. " For details of the baptism 

we need to examine accounts sent to those foreign rulers who had most to gain 

from the baptism of a future Catholic King of England: namely, the Pope and 

Louis XIV. D'Adda, the Papal Nuncio, who was closely associated with 

Bishop Layburne, wrote to the Cardinal Secretary of State in the Vatican 

giving a full description of the baptism. 12 

June 1688, the birthdate of the Prince of Wales, would have given a conception date of 17`h 
September 1687, which was within the time James II rejoined his wife after his visitation to 
Chester. 
10 Luttrell, Vol I, p. 443. 
" The London Gazette. 10" June 1688. 
12 The author's translation from the original Italian is as follows: "Monsignore, the Bishop 
of Adrumentum, put on his vestments, that is his surplice and stole in order to perform the 
ceremony, which took place near the bed of the said Queen. Everything being ready, the little 
Prince was brought in by a lady, attended by other important ladies and gentlemen of the 
court. ... (the same) Monsignore (John Layburne) (the Dowager Queen holding the baby in 
the prescribed position) pouring water on his head with a bowl and saying the necessary 
words, he was baptised without being given a name, or the performance of any other 
ceremony either before or after. " Marquise Campana de Cavelli, Les Derniers Stuarts A St 
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Barillon, Louis XIV's ambassador to James II's court, also 
wrote to his monarch to inform him of the birth of the Prince of 
Wales, again using the new style date of June 21', 1688.13 

As his siblings had died prematurely, it was advised that the Prince should not 

be breast-fed, as it was felt that this had contributed to their early deaths. Not 

surprisingly, the infants' health was precarious until at the beginning of 

August, 1688, he was given a wet-nurse at his father's insistence and began to 

thrive. 14 

Partly because of his delicate health, and partly because of the increasingly 

disaffected state of the country, the Prince was not officially named until 

October 15th, 1688, when William of Orange's imminent arrival was only a 

matter of a Protestant wind from the east. " Prior to this date, James II was 

unable to even name his son without giving offence to his subjects and his 

shrinking Tory support. As early as August 9th, 1688, Luttrell reported that: 

"It is said that the Prince's name is to be Ludovicus Innocentiüs Carolus 

Jacobus. 9916 By then, William of Orange's invasion plans were so well 

advanced that even James II realised that to call his son and heir after the two 

most hated and feared men in England, Louis XIV and Pope Innocent XI, 

revealing his true aspirations towards absolutism and Catholicism, would be a 

Germain-en-Lays, (Paris, London et Edinburgh, 1871), Vol II, Doc DXCVIII, p. 219-220. Le 
Nonce D'Adda au Cardinal Secretaire d'Etat, le 21 juin (NS) 1688. 
13 The Author's translation from the original French is as follows: "... he has been baptised, 
or rather has been given a private shortened form of baptism (one to be used if there were any 
danger of the child dying without being baptised, and thereby being sent to purgatory) at 4pm 
by Bishop Lyboine (Layburne) at the Queen of England's bedside. When he is baptised with 
all due ceremony, the Pope will be god-father and the Dowager Queen, god-mother. " Ibid, 
Vol II, p. 225, Doc DCIII. M de Barillon au Roi Louis XIV, Londres, le 21 juin '88. The 
French verb "ondoyer" is defined in the Grand Harrap Dictionaire Francais-Anglais as: 
v. trans. Ecc; to baptise privately (in emergency). 
" Luttrell, Vol I, p. 453. 
15 Ibid, Vol I, p. 469. 
16 Luttrell, Vol I, p. 455. 
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grave mistake. '7 In the event, some measure of reason prevailed and Luttrell 

recorded that on "15`h (of October 1688) in the Chapel at St James, the Prince 

of Wales (being before christened) was named James Francis Edward: the 

Pope represented by the Nuncio (D'Adda) godfather and the Queen Dowager, 

godmother. " 18 Having a Catholic godmother could be excused on the grounds 

that she was Charles II's widow, but to nominate the Pope as godfather, who 

was regarded as the Anti-Christ by many Protestants, was abhorrent, but at 

least the heir to the throne would not be named after two of the principal 

enemies of the country. 

With so many of his projects collapsing, his attempts to bypass Parliament 

and have the second Declaration of Indulgence introduced via the pulpit, 

resulting in the Trial of the Seven Bishops; his packing of town corporations 

with Catholics; his failure to introduce Catholicism to Oxford via Magdalen 

College, and with William of Orange poised to plunge the country into another 

Civil War, James II had one final attempt to regain support. 19 He dismissed 

Sunderland and, in the deteriorating state of the country, and to secure his 

son's inheritance while he went to fight William, James II summoned an 

extraordinary council on October 22°d, 1688.20 In an attempt to convince his 

alienated subjects that his heir was legitimate and no changeling, the Lords 

Spiritual and Temporal were summoned to hear depositions made on oath to 

"As a lesson in political acuity, compare James II's ineptitude in dealing with potentially 
explosive situations, and William III's political sensitivity in BP Lenmans article, `William 
III his "blessed and auspicious" name crowned Virginia's new Capital' in Colonial 
Williamsburg, Summer 1998, p. 33. 
18 Luttrell, Vol I, p. 469. 
19 Ed LD Dover, Letters written during the years 1686.1687.1688 and addressed to John 
Ellis (The Ellis Correspondence. (London, 1831), Vol I, pp. 354,360,365,380,381. Vol 
II, pp. 5,7,11,61,153,154. 
20 Rev JS Clarke, James II King of Great Britain and Ireland. The Life of James II, (London, 
1816), p. 198. 
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validate the birth of the Prince of Wales. Even the Dowager Queen Catherine 

of Braganza was brought to attest to a normal delivery. In the event, this 

exercise proved irrelevant and did not change the animosity the country felt 

towards James. Many Peers declined to attend this desperate attempt to 

retain power. 

From the early autumn of 1688, James II had attempted to reverse some of his 

more disastrous policies. On September 18`' a declaration was issued for 

Parliament to be recalled in November and the King's campaign to pack the 

legislature with obedient tools was abandoned. 21 In Oxford, the Fellows of 

Magdalen College were reinstated. In the north west, the Eighth Earl of Derby 

was re-established in Lord Molyneux's place as Lord Lieutenant of 

Lancashire, after enumerating his complaints concerning the behaviour of the 

Catholic JPs there. 22 A proclamation was issued on October 17th to restore 

"all corporations to their ancient charters. "23 Even Father Petre, James II's 

detested Jesuit confessor, was removed from the proceedings of the 

Extraordinary Council concerning the birth of the Prince of Wales to ensure 

the attendance of Protestant Peers. 24 Reconcilliatory gestures were made 

towards traditional Tories like Richard Graham, Viscount Preston, who 

became Secretary of State. 5 Preston; originally from Cumberland, (his mother 

had remarried Sir George Fletcher of Hutton-in-the-Forest, near Penrith, after 

the death of her first husband) was related to Sir Daniel Fleming by marriage. 

21 Luttrell, Vol I, p. 462. 
22 HMC, MSS of Lord Kenyon. pp. 198-199. 
23 Henry Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, Correspondence of Henry Hyde. Earl of Clarendon 

... with 
the Diary of Lord Clarendon. 1687-1690.2 vols, Vol II, (London, 1828), p. 195. Luttrell, 
Vol I, p. 469. 
24 Luttrell, Vol II, p. 196. 
25 Ibid, p. 197. 
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Shortly after, William of Orange had sailed for England. Finally, with an 

easterly wind which carried him far down the channel past James II's waiting 

fleet, William landed at Brixham on November 5t', 1688. Such was the 

suspicion of his subjects towards James II, that not even promises to recall 

Parliament could win back their loyalty. At first the gentry were cautious of 

William but he encountered almost no opposition as he marched in an 

unhurried way on London, and as a result, very little blood was shed. 

Gradually, increasing numbers of James II's court and army abandoned him 

and joined William. 

Signs of pro-James resistance were to be found amongst the Catholic gentry of 

the north-west. On November 27`h, 1688, "Lord Molineux's Lancashire 

regiment (mostly Roman Catholics) entered the city (Chester) which caused 

general consternation and citizen's rising up in arms, but by the prudence of 

the magistracy, matters were quieted and no violence committed. "26 The news 

of this attempt to hold the port of Chester for the King was even reported by 

Luttrell in London. 27 This Lord Molyneux was the son of Caryll, Lord 

Molyneux, and his action in attempting to hold Chester for King James, and 

his family's involvement in attempting to restore him, were not isolated 

individual acts of bravado. During the Civil War, members of the Molyneux 

family had fought on the Royalist side, and Caryll, Lord Molyneux who 

succeeded his brother to the title after the latter's death in battle, had 

distinguished himself at the Siege of Liverpool in 1644.28 Having fought in 

26 George Ormerod, The History of the County Palatine and City of Chester, Vol 1, Revised 
by Thomas Helsby, (London, 1882), p. 248. 
2 Luttrell, Vol I, p. 482. 
28 GEC, The Complete Peerage. Vol IX, p. 46. 
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and around Cheshire during the Civil War, Caryll, Lord Molyneux, was aware 

of the strategic importance Chester held. Its surrender after the protracted 

siege of 1644 - 1646 deprived the Royalists of a vital port of disembarkation 

for Irish reinforcements. 9 During the seventeenth and early eighteenth 

centuries, Chester's industrial and manufacturing base tended to breed strong 

Whig sympathies 30 

Lord Delamere was Cheshire's principal Whig peer and, while Lord Molyneux 

was holding Chester for the King, Delamere was raising troops on behalf of 

William of Orange. 31 As we have seen, the huge diocese of Chester, including 

the areas of Catholic Lancashire and the Barony of Kendal, was mainly 

pastoral and conventionally Tory and pro-Catholic in outlook. 32 The tension 

between the pro-Catholic See of Chester (whose Bishop Cartwright had 

attempted to carry out James II's Catholicisation of Magdalen College), and 

the Whig supporters of the county, were to uncover one of the many attempts 

to restore James II, after his flight, which involved the Layburne family. 

2. Flight and the English Court in France 

In the face of mounting opposition to his extreme policies in his own country 

and the threat of invasion from abroad, James II reacted in the simplistic way 

that had provided his salvation during the Civil War. He could envisage no 

29 RN Dore, 'The Civil Wars in Cheshire' vol 8 of A History of Cheshire. Gen. Ed JJ 
Bagley, (Liverpool, 1966), pp. 45-57. 
30 Howard J Hodson, 'Cheshire 1660-1780; Restoration to Industrial Revolution', vol 9 of. A 
History of Cheshire. Gen Ed JJ Bagley, (St Helens, 1978), p. 117. 
3' Delamere told his tenants that they could choose whether "they would be slaves and papists 
or protestants and freemen". DNB Vol 2, Henry Booth, 2nd Baron Delamere, 1" Earl of 
Warrington, p. 843. Previously Delamere was charged with treason for returning to Cheshire 
after having been imprisoned for involvement on the Rye House plot while Monmouth was 
there looking for support for his claim to the throne in 1682. Ibid, p. 842. 
32 Hodson, Cheshire 1660-1780, p. 8. 
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compromise with his son-in-law, William, and he was unable to staunch the 

flow of courtiers and soldiers who flocked to join the Dutch on his arrival. He 

fled, hoping to repeat his brother's successful return to England in 1660.33 

Initially, he. attempted to send the Price of Wales to France, via Portsmouth, 

with the co-operation of Lord Dartmouth and the Royal Navy. Lord and 

Lady Powis (Governess to the Prince of Wales since his birth) were among 

those responsible for his safe keeping, as was Charles Layburne. On their 

journey, they were sheltered at the houses of various trustworthy families, 

including Viscount Montague's seat Cowdray, the home of the Powises' 

daughter, Mary. She had a double connection with the Layburnes and the 

Lancashire Catholics. Her first husband was the Honourable Richard 

Molyneux, son of Caryll, Lord Molyneux (who had pre-deceased him). On 

his death, she had married Francis Browne, Viscount Montaigu, Bishop 

Layburne's distant relation and erstwhile charge and friend. 34 

Once at the coast, James H's directives to Lord Dartmouth were to embark the 

infant prince and his attendants for France. It was Charles Layburne who 

endorsed the arrival of this missive to Lord Dartmouth in the evening of 

December 6'h, 1688.35 Dartmouth, although one of James II's loyal 

supporters, could not sanction James's setting aside the laws of the kingdom 

for his own absolutist purposes. Furthermore, he blockaded the entrance to 

Portsmouth harbour to any vessel attempting to break through it. 36 

" Miller, James I p. 4. 
" Carola Oman, Mary of Modena. (Bungay, 1962), p. 123. 
'S Campana de Cavelli, Vol II, pp. 367,368. 
36 Rev James Stanier Clark, James II. King of Great Britain and Ireland. The Life of James 
IL (London, 1816), pp. 233,234. 
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On the night of 9`h/10`h December, another attempt, involving fewer people 

was made to smuggle the Prince of Wales and his mother out of the country. 

For the second attempt to reach France, initially, only the Queen's Italian 

servant, Riva, and the French Comte de Lauzun were to be involved in the 

escape from the palace of Whitehall. Amongst those who were to be involved 

were members of the closest Catholic circle at court, the Duke and Duchess of 

Powis as before, aided by Lady Strickland of Sizergh, Under Governess to the 

Prince, a neighbour of the Laybume family in Westmorland. The Prince of 

Wales was taken to a waiting carriage, on the banks of the Thames. Charles 

Layburne, in his role as equerry to the Queen, again played a part in this 

escape. He met the coach on horseback outside the city with an extra horse 

and boots for Riva. 37 According to an anonymous French account of the 

escape, which tallied with Riva's eyewitness details, Charles Laybume was 

one of those on board the vessel which took the royal refugees from 

Gravesend to France. 8 Certainly, on January 3 ̀d, 1689 (NS), it was Charles 

Layburne at Beauvais who was entrusted to take Mary of Modena's letter to 

James II who had recently arrived in France after his escape. 39 Charles 

Laybume was officially an equerry but was part of an intricate web of 

Catholics serving Catholic monarchs. We have already seen his and his 

associates' additional roles as trusted members of the royal personnel dealing 

with payment of Catholic clergy for James II - payments which were illegal 

and could not be done openly through the Privy Purse. 40 

37 This account of the Queen's escape with her son is taken from Riva's own, published in 
Campana de Caveli, Vol II, p. 385. 
38 Ibid, p. 394. 
" Ibid, p. 387. 
40 Akerman, Secret Services of Charles I and James II. 
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By 9t' December, 1688, many of James II's Catholic court had fled the 

country, including Petre, his Jesuit confessor. He had advised James to remain 

at Whitehall, but he himself left for France the day before James II's first 

attempted flight. 41 Bishop Layburne with his fellow bishop, Gifford, also 

attempted to leave England together on the same day. Bishops Laybume and 

Gifford reached Feversham on their way to the coast the night before James II 

on 10th December, 1688.42 The next day they were captured and taken back 

to London to be imprisoned in the Tower. 43 By imprisoning these escapees, 

William of Orange did not wish to court unpopularity by excessive 

punishment of James II's supporters and he operated a policy of releasing 

prominent Catholic figures after a term of imprisonment. More severe 

punishment was reserved for a second offence . 
44 Bishops Layburne and 

Gifford were recorded as having been released on bail on 9th July 1690, but 

William's apparent graciousness revealed his political acumen, and moderation 

was an element of a greater overall view. 45 He did not wish to create martyrs 

to a cause, but, having released prisoners, there remained a constant threat of 

re-arrest. 46 

James II's initial escape-plans for himself failed. Despite his attempts at 

disguise, he was recognised at Feversham en route for France on 12`x' 

41 DNB Vol XV, p. 978. 
42 Gillow, Dictionary of English Catholics, Vol IV, p. 236. 
" Campana de Cavelli, Vol II, p. 413. 
40 GH Jones, Charles Middleton. the Life and Times of a Restoration Politician, (Chicago, 
1967), p. 242. 
`s Luttrell, Vol II, p. 73. 
46 CSPD William and Mary, May 1690-October 1691; "August 28`b, Warrant for the arrest of 

_ 
Leybourne on suspicion of High Treason", p. 503. It is not sure which Layburne is 

referred to in this instance. Possibly the Bishop's nephew, John Layburne was the one 
referred to, as he was involved in plotting rebellion in Lancashire at about this time, but as " 

_ 
Gifford" is mentioned on the same page it is probable that the Bishop is the one meant. 
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December, 1688, and taken back to London. On the 18th December, he 

managed to slip away, as William requested that he vacate the palace of 

Whitehall. Middleton followed him on 20th December, taking the Great Seal of 

State and electoral writs with him, which he dropped into the Thames in order 

to cause as much administrative chaos as possible, as no official document 

could be validated without the seal, and Parliament could not be convened 

without the writs. In effect, it suited William's purposes to have James II's 

supporters presenting an external threat to the government of England, as they 

acted as a foil to his image of reliability and moderation. James II's rule had, 

in some cases, acted as a unifier of both Whig and Tory, and the threat of his 

invasion might continue to keep them together in support of William's war 

against France. Jacobite activity ensured Parliament provided William with 

grants to pursue his inconclusive, military campaigns against the French. 

"William took no action against known Jacobites unless they were engaged in 

dangerous conspiracy or unless a domestic event called for adroit use of the 

Jacobite menace. "47 

Louis XIV made available to James and his court the palace of St Germain-en- 

Laye, midway between his palaces of Versailles and Paris. There, James II 

established the alternative English court, gathering round him courtiers and 

servants who expected to return to England in triumph. Charles Layburne, the 

Queen's equerry, was not the only Westmorland Catholic to serve James II 

and Mary of Modena in France. Lord Strickland was made keeper of the 

Queen's purse and his wife had already been made Under-Governess to the 

47 Jones, Charles Middleton. p. 243. 
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prince since his birth 48 The Strickland's cousins from Catterick, in Yorkshire, 

Sir Roger, Rear-Admiral of the navy, and his elder brother, Robert Strickland, 

who had been in James II's service for many years, were also part of the court 

of St Germain-en-Laye 49 Robert Strickland had been made Vice-Chamberlain 

to the Queen at James H's coronation, and his wife, Bridget, was one of the 

Queen's Ladies of the Bedchamber. These two branches of the Strickland 

family had no less than twelve of their children in the palace, several of whom 

were later to hold posts at the court of James III. 50 From 1679, Robert 

Strickland was one of Mary of Modena's four Gentlemen Waiters in her court 

when she was Duchess of York, thus ensuring that Westmorland Catholics 

were well represented, by close friends and family of the Laybumes and the 

Stricklands. i s 

As has already been discussed, Lord and Lady Powis had close connections 

with the Lancashire Catholics through the marriage of Mary to the 

Honourable Richard Molyneux. Her second marriage to Francis Browne, 

Viscount Montaigu, brought them into closer proximity to Bishop Layburne. 

One of Viscount Montaigu's brothers, a Mr Browne, was made Secretary of 

State at St Germain-en-Laye. S2 Richard Graham, Viscount Preston, had 

already served as James II's Secretary of State, replacing Sunderland in the 

autumn of 1688. Even though Preston and his brothers were not Catholic, he 

joined the Jacobites and eventually continued in his post at St Germain-en- 

48 Edward Corp, La Cour des Stuarts a St Germain-en-Lage, (Paris, 1992), p. 174. 
09 Leslie Peter Wenham, Roger Strickland of Richmond, (Northallerton, 1982), p. 3. There 
are many portraits of the Strickland family painted at St Germain by Alexis-Simon Belle, to 
be found at Sizergh Castle, now owned by the National Trust. 
so Corp, Le Cour des Stuarts A St Germains, pp. 174,776. 
51 Chamberlayne, Angliae Notitia, 12t' edition, (London, 1679), p. 207. 
52 E Grew and M Grew, The English Court in Exile. (London, 1911), p. 271. 
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Laye, where his younger brother, Fergus Graham, became keeper of the Privy 

Purse. 53 Another Graham brother, Colonel James, as well as acting as Keeper 

of the Buckhounds and a go-between for James II and his mistress, Catherine 

Sedley, had been Keeper of the Privy Purse since 1688. He was instrumental 

in forwarding funds and bonds to James after his departure from England. It is 

generally thought that Colonel James Graham purchased Levens Hall in 

Westmorland (a scant mile south of Sizergh, the Strickland estate) from his 

cousin Bellingham in 1689 as a form of insurance policy. Even though Colonel 

James did not join James II's court in France permanently, he considered it 

judicious to have a bolthole far beyond William III's reach or notice. 54 

Preston, his brother Colonel James Graham, and his friend Dartmouth, formed 

the nucleus of Protestant Jacobite plots very soon after James II's departure. 

Even Dr Thomas Cartwright, from whose diocese of Chester this core of 

North Western Catholic and Protestant courtiers came, accompanied James to 

France and then on to Ireland, where he died in 1689. 

In addition to all these loyal Catholic families with Westmorland connections, 

James II's court relied upon the Scots and the Irish, for example the two 

Drummond brothers, the Earl of Middleton and Earl of Tyrconnell, and Sir 

At his succession, James II had reduced the number of his Richard Naigle 55 

33 Ibid, p. 270. Andrew P Barclay, `The Impact of King James II on the Departments of the 
Royal Household', unpublished thesis, PhD (Cambridge (Darwin College), 1993), p. 22. 
According to Dr Barclay, the Graham family were permeating James' English Court as 
dynastically in one generation as the Apsleys had done in three. HMC Le Fleming MSS, 
January 24' 1690 (NS) Sir George Fletcher to Sir Daniel Fleming, p. 13. 
54 Eds Annette Bagot and Julian Munby, "All Things is Well Here". Letters from Hugh 
James of Levens to James Grahme 1692-95. C+WA+AS Record Series, Vol X, (Kendal, 
1998). Even though Colonel James Graham actually continued to live in London, or at 
Bagshot Park in Staffordshire, he carried out many alterations to the largely Elizabethan 
Levens Hall, under the stewardship of Hugh James. He even employed James II's French 
gardener, Monsieur Beaumont to lay out the topiary gardens there, which remain to this day 
as a magnificent example of late seventeenth century formal garden style. 
5s Grew and Sharpe, The English Court in Exile, pp. 267-269. 
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attendants from the amorphous mass of his brother's debt-ridden court. 

Furthermore, unlike his brother, who mostly drew his courtiers from nearer to 

London, James II seemed to favour courtiers from unsophisticated, Tory areas 

remote from the capital. What James II saved in money, Charles II made up 

for in other ways. The advantages of having sophisticated courtiers in larger 

numbers, was the diversity of information and opinion Charles II gleaned from 

them, also providing the most important of his subjects with a pleasurable 

focus for inspiration. 56 James II did not have the wit to understand his 

brother's motivation in using his court as a sounding-board of public opinion. 

Unlike Charles II's hedonistic court, James II and his retainers led a mournful, 

introspective existence at St Germain-en-Laye. 57 Back in England however, 

William bided his time and consolidated his position in the scheme of things, 

by now, determined to reach the vacant throne whether the English would or 

no. 

3. The Aftermath of. the 1688 Revolution in England 

Soon after reaching London early in 1689, William summoned a convention to 

consolidate his position as acting monarch. The convention was, in effect, a 

Parliament in all but name. There, William made it plain that he would not act 

as a passive consort to his wife, Mary. By threatening to abandon the 

country to chaos and returning to the United Provinces, William succeeded in 

convincing the convention to accept him as joint-monarch with his wife. 

Finally, agreement was reached. James II was deemed to have abdicated and 

56 R0 Bucholz, The Augustan Court . (Stanford, California, 1993), p. 
57 Jones, Charles Middleton, p. 265. Grew and Sharpe, pp. 264,265. 
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William and Mary were to be offered the crown jointly, with the final power 

in William's hands, rulers "de facto" if not "de jure". 

The Bill of Rights was 'read to the new royal pair, but it was a conservative 

document, complaining of abuse of royal power rather than restricting it. In 

no way was it presented as a condition of their accession to their throne. A 

new form of the Oath of Allegiance was drawn up to take into account the fact 

that their accession was controversial, by asking only for recognition of them 

as "de facto" not "de jure" rulers. Herein lay encouragement for nascent 

Jacobite support in varying sections of the community, especially the 

backward-looking proto-Catholic areas, like the north-west. 8 The importance 

of James II continuing to "touch for the King's Evil" in St Germain-en-Laye 

was the proof of his divine right. Nowhere was more demonstrable the quasi- 

religious belief in the King's assumption of inherited god-like attributes, than 

in touching for scrofula. James II even had medals which were touched by him 

to cure this form of tuberculosis as proof of his rightful inheritance. William 

on the other hand grudgingly consented to giving one session, with an 

accompaniment of sceptical comments as to its efficacy. 59 

To swear allegiance to one who was not in the direct line of succession 

profaned the divine right of -Kings even for non-Catholics. Swearing on oath 

to William caused heart-searching for many. Some, like the "Trimmer" Halifax 

took the oath as a prudent insurance, arguing to themselves that, as soon as 

conditions altered with James II's reinstatement, their proper allegiance would 

58 Jane Garrett, The Triumphs of Providence. The Assassination Plot. 1696, (Cambridge, 
1980), pp. 10,11. 
59 NLS The Diary of David Naime, 1655-1708. MS 14266 fl. 96. 
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outweigh an oath to any provisional head of state. Some, like Sandford and 

five of the seven bishops whom James II had imprisoned for refusing to allow 

the Second Declaration of Indulgence to be read in their dioceses in 1688, 

refused to take the oath of allegiance to William, thereby forfeiting their sees 

and their source of livelihood. They would not contribute to what was seen as 

a violation of indefeasible hereditary right. Remaining English courtiers who 

had served James II were offended that William's Dutch adherents were 

appointed over their heads. For William, the Dutch had been tried and tested 

over a period of time, whereas he had no confidence in doubtful English 

trustworthiness: Furthermore, his unprepossessing presence and inability to 

charm, edged further numbers of potential supporters towards Jacobitism. 60 

Large sections of James II's army, which initially had outnumbered William's, 

had been disbanded, including all the Irish Catholics. Even though many 

officers and men had deserted to William at the end of 1688, misunderstanding 

of James II's orders resulted in Feversham's chaotic discharge of regiments at 

Uxbridge and the troops were not even disarmed. 61 

The Irish Catholics, with no pay, food or shelter were left in the surrounding 

area, provoking anti-Catholic riots in London when they attempted to fend for 

themselves. 62 Some of this abandoned army still felt loyalty to James II, and 

regarded him as their monarch, joining him at St Germain, to become active in 

plotting rebellion in England. All these disaffected sections of the community, 

besides the Catholics, had their own reasons for wanting James II's 

60 Garrett, The Triumphs of Providence, pp. 11,12. 
61 Miller, James H. pp. 195,196,201. 
62 HMC 20,11th Report, Appendix, Pt V, The MSS of the Earl of Dartmouth, (London, 
1887), pp. 230-33. John Childs, The Army. James 11 and the Glorious Revolution. 
(Manchester, 1980), pp. 195,197. 
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restoration. Gaining popularity with these alienated elements would be vital if 

William were to achieve his aims after the Glorious Revolution. A contented, 

united population would support his position as head of state, allowing him 

to pursue his hostilities against Louis XIV. Rebellion at home would divert 

energies and money and occupy troops William needed for fighting the French. 

However, a number of discontented individuals, went over to France to 

uphold James-II's right to the throne, thereby swelling a rival English court 

which was, and was meant to be, an open challenge to the legitimacy of the 

new Williamite regime in the British Isles, a regime locked in war with France 

until 1697 as part of a European coalition. For the French destabilising 

William and Mary represented a promising option. 

William's unpopularity was nothing new to him, and, from his christening 

onwards, he and the Dutch side of his family were well acquainted with 

delicate political situations which called for the utmost tact. 63 The fine line 

between punishing confirmed troublemakers with real severity, possibly 

executing them to discourage imitators, and alienating public, and especially 

parliamentary opinion, left Jacobite activists more scope than ideally he 

would have liked. In May 1689, he was continuing to wage war upon Louis 

XIV from England. He had lost no time in showing that his real interest in 

accepting the throne of the British Isles was the access it gave him to troops 

and funds to pursue Louis XIV on the continent. M Part of William's plan to 

acquire James H's numerous troops had been frustrated by Feversham's 

63 His very name, William (or Willem) could be as easily English or Dutch. This admirable 
compromise had been reached by his Dutch grandmother, but enraged his Stuart mother, who 
had not even attended the ceremony. BP Leaman, `William II His "blessed and auspicious" 
name crowned Virginia's new capital', Colonial Williamsburg, Summer 1998, p. 33. 
64 Garrett, The Triumphs of Providence, p. 13. 
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misunderstanding of James II's orders and the subsequent disbanding of 

regiments. Even though he was careful to cause as little offence as possible, 

William's lack of physical size and presence (which both his Stuart uncles 

possessed whatever other failings they had) did not compensate for his 

unpopularity. Above all, his motivation in being circumspect with possible 

Jacobites was so as not to offend the two houses of Parliament, who held the 

purse strings to his ambitions to defeat the French. Despite his cautious 

approach his presence in England and the terrible price of making war on the 

French, was enough to swell the ranks of the Jacobite supporters. Fighting 

the French in Flanders and, subsequently, on the Rhine, involved the creation 

of the first mass British Army. William treated the nominally separate 

Scottish Army as part of a larger whole. Funding came from England where 

many would have preferred a less-costly and, primarily naval war. Such was 

the strain on the balance of payments, weight of taxes, and decay of trade, 

that, by 1695, the English currency was on the verge of collapse and the 

government deeply unpopular. 

The equation was further complicated by seasoned army officers going over to 

James II to fight to regain their native land. One such thorn in William's flesh 

was Colonel John Parker, who had joined James and acted as a recruiting 

officer and strategist for the Jacobites in England 65 Had Parker's considerable 

panache and energy in attempting to galvanise Jacobite support been matched 

by organisational skills and logistics, William's rule could have been presented 

with a very real threat. 66 Parker's activities touched on all the plans for 

65 Luttrell, Vol III, pp. 342,357. His frequent captures and escapes were avidly followed by 
Luttrell. 
66 The Triumphs of Providence, pp. 17-18. 
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revolution in every pocket of Jacobite support throughout England, and his 

career will be examined more fully in a later chapter. 

Silver coins were in short supply before James II came to the throne creating a 

considerable cash crisis that tokens were in circulation as common currency, 

and a brisk trade existed in coin-clipping and counterfeiting which went hand- 

in-hand with other felonious activities. 67 William's need to send revenue from 

taxes to pay for and provision his armies abroad, fighting the French, 

exacerbated the liquidity crisis. Furthermore, because of William's 

commitment of the Royal Navy to European and Mediterranean theatres, 

there was inadequate protection for the lucrative Atlantic trade with the 

colonies in North America, and, indeed, for other long-range trades, leading to 

losses of ships through privateer attacks, and unseasonable sailings in bad 

weather designed to avoid attack. 68 

The inevitable decision to re-coin in order to save the currency and its 

attendant civil disruption, like the riot in Kendal on June 9`h, 1696, reported to 

Sir Daniel Fleming, only served to increase William's unpopularity. 69 William 

could trust only his fellow Dutchmen, whose loyalty was of long standing. 

He knew that even his closest English advisors like Sunderland and Halifax 

might be ambivalent. Confusion as to which King was legitimate was genuine, 

but the instinct for survival meant that only the truly committed, and, above 

all, the Catholics, like Charles Layburne and his fellow companions from the 

67 DW Jones, "The Economic Consequences of William III", Essays in Knights Errant an 
True Englishmen: British Foreign Policy 1660-1800, Ed J Black, (Edinburgh, 1989), p. 36. 
68 Jones, "The Economic Consequences of William III", pp. 25-27,33. 
69 Ibid, p. 38. HMC Le Fleming MSS, pp. 343,344, fl 4995. 
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North West who were members of James II's household, made the 

unequivocal step of joining him as soon as he left the country. James H's 

other adherents, the non-juring Anglicans, the disbanded army officers, those 

who felt slighted by William's insusceptibility to flattery, even the smugglers 

who carried Jacobites and their messages from the south coast over to France, 

were not as irrevocably committed as the Layburnes and their companions in 

religion to the Jacobite cause. 0 The sacramental reverence for the direct line 

of succession was part of their religious reasoning, but expectation of rewards 

of their own potentially fruitful careers had been cut short, giving them an 

urgent motive to remedy affairs. 7' In common with the other exiles, plans to 

invade England were under way as soon as James II had arrived in France, and 

set up his court in St Germain-en-Laye. These plans and the Layburnes' part 

in them, and their extended network of friends and relations, will be examined 

in the next chapter. 

70 Monod, Jacobitism and the English People, p. 28. 
71 Barclay, `The Impact of King James IF, p. 28. 



Chapter VII 

"A Whispered Thing"1: Jacobite Conspiracy and of 
Legal Surveillance 1689-96 

After James II's flight, the Layburnes and their circle were ready in 1689, to 

play active roles in planning a Jacobite return to power. Charles Layburne's 

part, both in Mary of Modena's escape and later his role as equerry at the 

Jacobite Court, has already been discussed, as have his alternative duties 

towards the Catholic clergy, giving him a more prominent capacity at court 

than his official post would imply. Although his half-brother, Bishop John 

Layburne had been imprisoned in the Tower of London for a time in 1688-89, 

he provided a natural focus for the Catholic Jacobite community. It will be 

demonstrated that his correspondence was with far more than the 

administration of English Catholic affairs in the pastoral field. Finally, the 

remaining members of the Layburne family played an active part in planning a 

Stuart restoration in Lancashire. In particular Charles' eldest brother, George 

Layburne, having acquired the estate of Nateby, was even more closely 

associated with the Lancashire Catholic network after his term as JP2. Thus, 

the Layburnes covered the three main areas of importance to the Jacobites: St 

Germain in France, London, and Lancashire. As ever, documentary evidence 

of their activities (which they took great care to conceal) is sparse, but from 

this period there are numerous references to the Layburne family in the 

Calendar of State Papers Domestic for the years immediately after the 

HMC, MSS of Lord Kenyon, p. 238, fl 727: Lancaster, William Hayhurst to Roger Kenyon, 
MP in London, April 1" 1690. 
2 See Chapter VI. 
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Glorious Revolution. There were Government passes issued for travel to and 

from France and warrants drawn up for arrest for high treason. The activities 

underlying these records will be discussed in this chapter. During 1689-96, 

for a Catholic and now Jacobite family, the threat of financial penalties and the 

increasing danger of imprisonment, with the ultimate risk of execution for 

high treason, ensured that the Layburnes destroyed as much incriminating 

documentary evidence as possible. Apart from official records, however, 

sufficient proof of their movements exists in other surviving Jacobite records 

for us to reconstruct the importance of their position at the court of St Germain 

and in Jacobite circles in London and the north-west. 

1. Early Days 

In order to maintain the standing of their English Court in France, James II 

and Mary of Modena needed suitable transport. Reciprocal formalities of 

monarchy ensured that in January, 1689, William and Mary agreed to a 

request to send over both James II's and his wife's carriages and horses. 

Ralph Sheldon, James II's equerry was given a pass on February 23`d 1689, to 

return to France after carrying out his task. Listed with him were, amongst 

others, Richard Graham (Viscount Preston's cousin), Mrs Salvin and Walter 

Strickland from the Westmorland Jacobites going to St Germain, and a total of 

26 horses and "45 couple of hounds", plus their attendants, who were also 

given permission to embark for France. 4 However, four days later, a warrant 

was issued to "recall the passports lately granted for the transport to France of 

3 As did the majority of Jacobite plotters in England. Josceline Bagot, Colonel James Grahme 
of Levens. A Biographical Sketch of Jacobite Times (compiled from contemporary letters and 
papers at Levens Hall), (Kendal, 1886), p. 31. 

CSPD William and Mary, 13th February 1689 - April 1690, pp. 7-8. 
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persons, horses, coaches and etc belonging to the late King James' .5 William 

had countermanded his previous generosity when he heard that James II was 

about to invade Ireland. 6 However, Charles Layburne, who accompanied 

Bevil Skelton to take charge of Mary of Modena's coach and horses, had 

managed to get away on February 17`h 1689, before William's change of 

heart.? As with Charles Layburne's positions at court, routine tasks may have 

diverted attention from more delicate missions. According to a newsletter of 

January 22°d, 1689 in the Le Fleming MSS, not only had "Mr Skelton and Mr 

Laban came for his Majesty's coaches and horses"$, they had also brought 

with them electoral writs. Without such parliamentary writs, a Convention 

assembly offered the Crown to William and Mary on 22°d January, 1689 (NS). 

Technically, as it was a Convention, not a duly-elected parliament, they had 

no authority to do so. James's act of returning writs could be seen as astute, 

rather than placatory behaviour. The writs could have been returned on the 

assumption that they would operate on a franchise in the towns and 

corporations, largely determined by James, underlining his claim to be 

sovereign, in whose name alone a parliament could be called. Why these 

surviving writs were returned is uncertain, but without them a duly constituted 

parliamentary election had not yet taken place. However, there seems to be no 

other mention of these writs elsewhere, so their purpose in being returned 

must remain an enigma. 

s Ibid, p. 9 
6 Grew and Sharpe, p. 84. 
7 CSPD William and Mary, 1689 - 1690. February 17`h 1688/9, p. 3. "Passes for ... the 
following persons to embark at Dover for Calais ... Charles Leybourne, esq". 
8 HMC Le Fleming MSS, p. 233. DNB Vol XVIII, Bevil Skelton, pp. 325-326. It may be 
presumed that "Laban" is yet another variant of Layburne as the CSPD notes Mr Leyburn 
returning to France in February 1689. Unfortunately, the original document is no longer 
amongst the Le Fleming archive in CROK and cannot be re-examined. 
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Lancashire's importance for ports of disembarkation from Ireland has already 

been emphasised, but we must also consider the proximity of the north- 

western counties to the Scottish border. As early as October, 1682, 

presumably with a view to receiving payment for his information during the 

aftermath of the Popish Plot, Edmund Threllfall of "The Ashes", Goosnargh, 

near Garstang, gave information that Edward Tyldesley of Mynescough Lodge 

(son of the Royalist Sir Thomas Tyldesley, executed for his part in the Battle 

of Wigan Lane) had been in correspondence with the Earl of Lauderdale in 

1679.9 The Earl of Lauderdale, who had been part of Charles II's Cabal, had 

died two months earlier in August, 1682, and whatever conspiracy had been in 

the making, was already four years out of date. By 1682, the Popish Plot was 

over and no action on Threllfall's information was recorded. A feud in the 

Catholic Community may have been the cause as both Tyldesley and 

Threllfall were committed Catholics. At a later date, we learn that Edward 

Tyldesley's son, Thomas, had further contact with the Scottish peerage. 

Thomas Tyldesley was on friendly terms with the Duchess of Hamilton who 

came to supervise rents in and near Preston. He met and entertained her on 

several occasions when she was visiting the area. 10 The Duchess of 

Hamilton's eldest son, the Earl of Arran, was known to be involved with the 

Jacobites, whatever other placatory gestures he made towards William and 

Mary. " Any contact with Scotland was disquieting to the government, as 

there was a long history of trouble along the border counties, and John 

9 HMC Kenyon MSS, p. 150. 
10 John Lunn, The Tyldesleys of Lancashire. the Rise and Fall of a Patrician Family, 
(Altrincham, 1966), pp. 103-104. There was a close relationship between Thomas Tyldesley 
and the Layburnes. Thomas Tyldesley was godfather to George Layburne, the second son of 
George Layburne JP. 
11 MSS of Lord Kenyon, p. 218, William Banks to Roger Kenyon, February 21°` 1689. 
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Graham of Claverhouse, Viscount Dundee, had risen against William III with 

fellow Jacobites and led the first rebellion in the Scottish Highlands in the 

spring of 1689.12 

Jacobite activity in Scotland, culminating in the Battle of Killiecrankie in July, 

1689, made Lord Preston's activities around Carlisle on the north-western 

Scottish border in March of that year less innocent than he would have the 

authorities believe. Colonel Bubb, governor of Carlisle Castle, wrote to Lord 

Lowther with an account of a skirmish between his men and a party of riders 

headed by Lord Preston. (Lowther was Cumberland's premier Whig leader, 

now Vice-Chamberlain to King William). In the light of Preston's subsequent 

involvement in Jacobite plots in 1691, his account of his ambivalent behaviour 

lacks credibility. To leave one group of tenants and borderers outside the 

Scottish gate at the north of Carlisle, and another outside the English gate at 

the south looked threatening. On being challenged by the garrison troops "to 

stand ... they refused and ̀ bid them kisse their briches"', an episode scarcely 

explained away by Preston insisting that he was on his way to visit his mother 

at Hutton-in-the Forest. 13 As his tenants and borderers were mounted, their 

behaviour was all the more suspicious, as owning a horse, especially one 

valued at above £5, and carrying out manoeuvres on horseback, was part of 

the training for mounted warfare in the seventeenth century. 14 The episode, 

'2 Jacobitism and the English People, p. 309. 
13 CSPD, William and Mary, 1689-90, J Bubb to Sir John Lowther, Vice-Chamberlain to King 
William, March 25th 1689, p. 40. Lord Preston to the Earl of Shrewsbury, March 25`s 1689, 
pp. 40-41. 
14 Rounding up any Papist's horses above the value of £5 represented a method of controlling 
possible armed rebellion from the Catholics. The authorities in turn mounted their own troops 
on the confiscated mounts. Thomas Bellingham, The Diary of Thomas Bellingham. An 
Officer under William III. Eds A Hewitson and AR Maddison, (Preston, 1908), p. 55. CSPD 
William and Mary, 1689-90, p. 33. 
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barely four months earlier when Lord Molyneux and his Catholic coterie had 

taken over the City of Chester, would be fresh in the minds of William's 

supporters in the north-west, giving Lord Preston's actions an added menace. 15 

In the town of Preston at about this time there were similar rumours of unrest 

in the Borders. Colonel Thomas Bellingham, a distant relation of Alan 

Bellingham, who sold Levens Hall to Preston's brother, Colonel James 

Grahme, noted in his diary on March 19th, 1689, that he had been drinking 

with Captain Bubb in the Mitre in Preston. There they had heard rumours of 

seven Irishmen "sent hither by Sir Richard Standish suspected to designe for 

the North to meete Oglethorp". 16 Sir Theophilus Oglethorpe had served in 

James II's army and in 1685 had been made the King's principal equerry. 

Royal patronage had been the foundation of his growing wealth, and he was 

reluctant to serve against James when William first arrived. From the 

encounter between Bubb and Bellingham, it appeared that Oglethorpe was 

attempting to assemble forces for some form of rebellion in the north. In 

April, a month after Preston's abortive sally against Carlisle, the Earl of 

Shrewsbury wrote to congratulate a certain Colonel Heyford (whose identity is 

unknown) for arresting Sir John Fenwick, and asked him in addition to arrest, 

amongst others, Lord Preston and Sir Theophilus Oglethorpe. '? No more was 

heard of Sir Theophilus Oglethorpe until 1698 when he took the Oath of 

Allegiance to William. Presumably his excuses satisfied the legal challenges, 

'5 GEC, Vol IX, p. 47. 
16 Bellingham, Diary of Thomas Bellingham. p. 58. 
11 CSPD William and Mary, 1689-90; Earl of Shrewsbury to Colonel Heyford, April 25`4 
1689, p. 77. Oglethorpe had written an account of his part in the Battle of Sedgemoor, against 
the Duke of Monmouth to Peter Legh of Lyme. EC Legh, Baroness Newton, The House of 
Lyme from its Foundation to the End of the Eighteenth Century, (London, 1917), p. 335. 
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but his fellow prisoners, Sir John Fenwick and Lord Preston, were deeply 

involved in Jacobite conspiracies over a long period of time. The former was 

to be executed for his part on the Assassination Plot of 1696, and the latter, 

although sentenced to death for his part in a 1691 conspiracy had the sentence 

commuted in exchange for the names of fellow conspirators. 

The activities of Fenwick and Preston gave an indication of how early and 

extensive the network of Jacobite conspiracy was, and what a wide area it 

encompassed. They were from different parts of the north, Fenwick's - 

activities being centred on Tyneside and London, and Preston's loyalties and 

formative years having been in the Borders and north-west. The two major 

conspiracies in which they were involved were separated by five years, and 

Preston's plot comprised Protestant non jurors, with connections in the north- 

west, whereas the Assassination Plot was much more centred on the capital 

and had closer links with the Jacobites in France who were in Calais awaiting 

an English rising across the Channel. 18 However, Sir John Fenwick and Lord 

Preston were brothers-in-law, Sir John having married Lady Mary Howard 

and Lord Preston having married her sister, Anne Howard, both being 

daughters of Charles, Earl of Carlisle. In this relationship, we begin to 

understand the continuity of conspiracy and how widespread was this closely- 

interrelated Jacobite network of collusion. The disparate information recorded 

in the Calendar of State Papers Domestic only takes on an overall pattern of 

plotting when viewed from a distance. At the time, Jacobite activity was 

regarded as a series of ill-timed, geographically separate attempts to restore 

18 Garrett, The Triumphs of Providence. p. 146. 
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James II. They looked like self-contained, uncoordinated acts of rebellion 

rather than part of a widespread inter-related movement. However, these early 

incidents must be considered to have been more than apparently separate 

events and were not isolated examples. According to the partial information 

uncovered by the government they did not represent a fully fledged alternative 

culture with allegiance to its court in France. 

2. The Climate of Resentment and Conspiracy 

Proximity to Jacobite support from Scotland, Ireland and France was not the 

only reason Jacobitism flourished in the diocese of Chester. Areas of 

Lancashire (the Derby Hundreds) and the County of Cheshire were 

predominately Whig in allegiance, but Jacobitism was still well-entrenched 

there. The backward-looking Tory, Anglican gentry and their close relations 

with the Catholic population were not sufficient reason to explain the 

ineffective Whig control of the counties. Only when the feuds between the 

Whig peers in late-seventeenth century Lancashire and Cheshire are examined 

is there any real explanation of why there were so few successful prosecutions 

of Jacobites. 

Animosities between Whig peers dated from the Civil War. The Earls of 

Derby were fanatical in their backing of the Royalists, the fourth Earl being 

executed for his support for the King. 19 The Gerard family had also supported 

Charles I. Charles Gerard was created Viscount Brandon and Earl of 

Macclesfield in 1679 for his services. Later, however, he became a Whig and 

19 See Chapter V. 
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supported Monmouth's claim to the throne. He was outlawed, but returned to 

England after William came to power. Another Cheshire gentleman, Sir 

Thomas Grosvenor, had lodged the indictment that led to the exile of the Earl 

of Macclesfield for his involvement with Monmouth, giving an added twist to 

local hostilities. In addition, Lord Delamere's father, George Booth, a 

republican in his sympathies, had fought for Parliament in the Civil War. 

However, in 1659 he organised a royalist rebellion against the Protectorate 

regime. He was ennobled by a grateful King Charles II after the restoration. 

His son Henry Booth, however, reverted to the family's puritan sympathies 

and supported Monmouth during the latter's visit to Cheshire and later 

rebellion, being imprisoned for complicity in the Rye House Plot. Lord 

Delamere's extreme Whig sympathies had led to his promise to support the 

Prince of Orange and other Whig peers at Nottingham against James II. 

Delamere joined the Prince with 400 horse at Hungerford on December 7`h, 

1688.20 He was one of the three peers deputed to request James II's removal 

from London prior to his flight to France, demonstrating William's trust in 

him. In assisting William's claim to the throne, the nobles were rejecting 

James II's vision of a monarchy divorced from the support of the peerage. His 

absolutist aspirations interfered with their traditional social and political 

dominance, and their running of the country for their own benefit. In offering 

William the crown in 1688, the Whig peers were instigating a more mutually 

supportive contract between the nobility and the king, each reliant on the other 

20 The Complete Peerage XII, pt II, p. 354. 
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for his position. It was the consultative aspect of kingship with the nobles that 

James II had entirely overlooked, one of the factors leading to his downfall. ' 

Delamere knew who was a Williamite in Lancashire and Cheshire and little 

escaped his zealous eye. An old family friend writing to Peter Legh in 

January, 1688/9, warned him, "It is already observed, not to your advantage, 

that you contributed nothing towards Lord Delamere's expedition in the 

Prince's service ... ' 
22 It was a perceived insult to the Earl of Derby when 

William III halved the Lord Lieutenantship of Lancashire and Cheshire, which 

was hereditary in the Derby family (after having it restored from Molyneux in 

the Autumn of 1688), and gave Cheshire to Lord Delamere, who did not share 

Derby's Royalist Tory traditions. As a result, Derby rejected the diminished 

post as Lord Lieutenant of Lancashire alone. Viscount Brandon, whose 

trustworthiness was questioned by fellow Protestants, then accepted the post Z3 

Delamere was further convinced of Lord Derby's animosity towards him, 

despite the fact that they were the two leading Protestant peers in the north- 

west. He accused Derby of publicising their joint support for William and 

plans *to raise the militia and secure Chester, thus enabling the Catholic 

supporter of James II, Viscount Molyneux's son to reach and hold Chester 

before them. Moreover, despite assurances to the contrary from Lord Derby, 

insufficient protection had been given to Delamere's house, which was 

21 Ibid, pp. 120-124. DH Hosford, Nottingham. Nobles and the North. Aspects of the 
Revolution of 1688. Studies in British History and Culture, Vol IV, (Hamden, Connecticut, 
1976). 
22 Lady Newton, Lyme Letters 1660-1760, (London, 1928), p. 163. 
23 HMC MSS of Lord Kenyon, pp. 212-13,233,234-5. The resultant outrage at Brandon's 
appointment is recorded on three separate occasions in Roger Kenyon's MSS. 
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damaged by fire by rebels while he was away supporting William at the end of 

1688.24 Thus the conflict in personal interest between Delamere and Derby, 

two major Protestant influences, allowed the post of Lord Lieutenance to be 

filled by "Brandon, who stepped into an appointment which amazed and 

outraged Derby's friends and allies, and went close towards providing an 

influential body of Lancashire gentry with permanently anti-Revolutionary 

attitudes". 25 The list of complaints against Lord Brandon contained the 

accusation that "He was intimate with Father Leaburne (Bishop Layburne), 

Father Gooden and all the popish gentry". 26 Bishop Cartwright's Diary gives 

a more precise picture of Lord Brandon's relationship with the Catholic gentry 

of Lancashire, and from this we see that he was on close terms with George 

Layburne as well as Bishop Layburne 27 In the light of the list of grievances 

itemised three times in the Kenyon MSS, Lord Brandon's concern for the 

Jacobite intrigues, which he expressed in a letter to the Earl of Shrewsbury in 

June, 1689, has a deceptive appearance. He informed Shrewsbury of what he 

intended to do with the papists he had captured in his role of Lord Lieutenant 

of Lancashire and he continued: 

"There are several young gentlemen of quality who 
were so scared of the noise of these commissions that 
they have forced a boat away with them, and it is 

supposed that the person who brought them over is 

gone with them. It is impossible to guard such a coast 
as this of 100 miles, without troops well acquainted 
with the creeks. It is absolutely necessary to have three 
or four small frigates to coast between Liverpool and 

24 Ibid, pp. 205-207. 
u Lionel KJ Glassey, 'Political Parties in Late Seventeenth Century Lancashire', in 
Transactions of the Historic Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol 136, (Liverpool, 1986), 

46. 
26 HMC MSS of Lord Kenyon, pp. 212-213,233,234-5. 
27 Diary of Thomas Cartwright, p. 71. 
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Whitehaven .... This conspiracy must be vigorously 
prosecuted or else it will not go off without blows for I 
fear it is more deeply laid than we imagine". 28 

In the seventeenth century the diocese of Chester covered the area between 

Whitehaven in Cumberland, Carlisle's nearest port, and Liverpool in 

Lancashire. Lord Brandon was acquainted with the local conditions which 

would favour illicit Jacobite traffic from Ireland and France, and, whatever he 

told the authorities, he understood the impossibility of policing such a long 

stretch of coastline with its many inlets. Thomas Tyldesley, apart from his 

main residence at Myerscough Lodge next to the Layburne's estate near 

Garstang, owned Fox Hall on the Lancashire coast at Blackpool. We know 

that Myerscough Lodge was used as a Jacobite ̀ safe house' by Lunt in 1689 

(one of the chief witnesses in the Lancashire Plot in 1694) 29 The Layburnes 

also owned land on the coast at Heysham, and, in the Diary of Thomas 

Tyldesley, John Layburne (George's eldest son) called in at Mysercough 

Lodge on his way to collect rents. 30 Both Blackpool and, particularly, 

Heysham would make convenient landing places for a small, or in the case of 

the latter, larger vessels from Ireland or France, landing agents without 

difficulty. 

In 1689 Lord Brandon had several prominent Lancashire Catholics arrested 

and taken to Manchester. They were not kept in close confinement, but 

billeted on householders and were free to meet together at coffee houses and 

28 CSPD William and Mary, 1689-90, Lord Brandon to the Earl of Shrewsbury, Ormskirk, 
June 25th 1689, p. 166. 
29 Lonsdale, ̀ John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot, 1694', p. 96. Diary of Thomas Bellingham, 

115. 6 Eds Gillow and Hewitson, The Diary of Thomas Tyldesley, p. 46. 
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to distribute copies of King James II's declarations 31 The inadequate custody 

of these members of the Catholic gentry, who were subsequently released on 

bail prior to the parliamentary election in order to vote for Lord Brandon, was 

one of many charges levelled against him. 32 George Layburne's name did not 

figure on the available records of the prisoners, but the lists were not 

exhaustive, and later correspondence with Sir David Fleming reveals that 

George had been one of the number of Jacobites held at Manchester from 

June 1689 to January, 1690.33 Thus the Laybume family was apparently 

involved in plotting rebellion in Lancashire from the very inception of the 

Jacobite movement. Elsewhere, in areas where the Whigs co-operated, they 

were able to make concerted efforts to contain Jacobite schemes, and so the 

Layburnes and their friends and relations would have had no opportunity to 

promote James II's restoration openly. 

Even though some of the Jacobite Catholics were still detained in 

Manchester, it did not prevent their relatives from preparing an invasion. In 

January, 1689/90, the Lancashire Catholics were drilling on horseback in the 

Furness area. In a letter Richard Fleming complained: " ..: Mr Mullineux, 

cosin Diconson's sons, Mr Tinsleys [Tyldesley] Golden the priest and he that 

brought the letters from King James [possibly Colonel Parker] with Causen 

and several others have been seen riding at unseasonable times armed up and 

31 Bod. Lib. Carte MS 228, fl 202, Manchester, July 24`h 1689. Those prisoners mentioned 
were: Lord Molloneux, Sir Will. Gerrard, Mr Townly and his bro, Mr Dikinson, Mr Stanley 
and two of the Clifftons. 1 32 HMC MSS of Lord Kenyon, p. 213. Considering his pro-Catholic tendencies Lord 
Brandon's concern for Jacobite traffic round the coast of the diocese of Chester was more a 
face-saving exercise than any serious attempt to curtail Jacobite activities. To be seen to assist 
Williamite forces while making life comparatively easy for his detained Catholic gentry 
friends would be politically judicious, keeping his options open to side with eventual victors. 33 Ibid, p. 34. Bod Lib Carte MSS 228, fl 202. CROK Le Fleming MSS. CWD/RY/HMC, fl 
4964, Tranthwaite (Westmorland) Geog. Leyburne to Sir Daniel Fleming, April 10' 1696. 
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down the country which doth alathrom [alarm] severall". 34 Even though the 

Anglican Flemings were aware of Jacobite activities local solidarity 

prevented them from taking it further. Molyneux and Dicconson were still 

prisoners in Manchester, but they were represented by other members of their 

families. Interestingly, those named by Richard Fleming came from areas 

south of Furness and there is no reference to any Westmorland Catholics. Sir 

Daniel Fleming's protective relations with local Catholics has already been 

discussed, as has his tacit support of them during periods of active 

persecution. Again Fleming safeguarded his Layburne kin, not only because 

of his relationship with them, but through local solidarity. 

Meanwhile, Jacobite schemes continued in the north-west and they can only 

be followed by consequence of their betrayal to the authorities. Mathew 

Hanley gave information against several Lancashire Catholics to the Mayor 

of Carlisle on May 5th, 1690, demonstrating how the influence of 

Lancashire's Catholic gentry extended to the Scottish border. In the 

deposition, Mr Houghton, Mr Townley and Mr Tyldesley were said to have 

commissions to raise troops for King James, and Tyldesley was to be a 

colonel. 3S No recorded action seems to have been taken on this information, 

but in the same month an impoverished Westmorland Catholic, Robert 

Dodsworth, gave an official in Kirkby Lonsdale a list of Catholics involved in 

plotting to restore James II, as he himself had been. His betrayal of his fellow 

conspirators was occasioned by jealousy - another had been given a position 

in Lord Molyneux's regiment which he had regarded as his. From memory, 

34 HMC Le Fleming MSS, p. 266. 
35 Lunn, The Tyldesleys of Lancashire. p. 106. Lunn does not give the source of his 
information, but his other research is reliable. 
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he produced a detailed list of those involved. 36 Again Thomas Tyldesley was 

to be a colonel, as was Townley and Molyneux. It does not include any 

Layburne, although a subsequent one from St Germain, dated 1693, which 

was almost identical, included George Layburne as a captain under Colonel 

Tyldesley. 37 As Dodsworth's supposed motive for revealing the names of 

Jacobite conspirators was one of revenge, it is possible that he held back from 

betrayal of his Westmorland relations, wishing to implicate only those who 

had slighted him, therefore omitting George Layburne, towards whom he 

bore no grudge. Dodsworth was paid for his information and his activities 

went unrecorded until his suspicious death by stabbing in a London tavern in 

1694 was recorded by Luttrell. 38 The readiness of the Lancashire Jacobites to 

rise in support of an invasion, which emerges from these records, contrasts 

with the disorganised state of the Jacobites in the south. De Tourville's 

victory over the English navy off Beachy Head in June, 1690, demonstrated 

French strength as they effectively controlled the English Channel, and it 

would have been an optimum time for James to invade with French support. 

James did not take advantage of this opportunity, and, coupled with the 

unreadiness of Jacobite supporters in the south, the auspicious set of 

circumstances slipped away. James returned from Ireland to France in July, 

1690, and the Irish campaign fizzled out with the Treaty of Limerick, thereby 

disappointing any Lancashire hopes for an immediate invasion from that 

quarter. 

36 Ed Beamont, The Jacobite Trials at Manchester, p. xxv. 
37 Bod Lib Carte MS 181, fl 561. 
38 Luttrell, Vol 3, p. 224. 
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While official attention was focused on Catholic Jacobite activity in the 

north-west, at this period a Protestant Jacobite conspiracy was also centring 

on Viscount Preston, involving several members of the court in London. In 

December, 1690, Preston was arrested leaving England for France carrying 

incriminating documents, in his own handwriting, addressed to James 11.39 At 

his trial he was found guilty of high treason, and, in exchange for a pardon, 

Preston gave evidence against his fellow conspirators. Those involved were 

. eminent Protestants such as the Marquess of Halifax, the Earl of Clarendon 

(Queen Mary's uncle), the Earl of Dartmouth, the Bishop of Ely, Francis 

Turner (one of the seven Bishops imprisoned in 1688) Preston's own brother, 

Colonel James Grahme, and William Penn (James II's erstwhile favourite and 

Quaker courtier). They had attempted to draw up a formula for James II's 

return permitting him to worship privately as a Catholic, but to acknowledge 

the Anglican Church in his official role as monarch. Apart from a brief spell 

of imprisonment, they were released by William, without further penalty. 

Only John Ashton, a protege of Bishop Cartwright and secretary to Mary of 

Modena, was made a scapegoat and executed for his part in the scheme. The 

usual explanation given for William's leniency was his tolerant attitude 

towards his opponents. Nevertheless, Francis Bickley has pointed out that the 

evidence against the other accused was insufficient and too tardily collated to 

bring about a successful prosecution against them. 0 During his 

imprisonment, Preston's step-father, the Cumberland Whig, Sir George 

39 HMC, Report on the MSS of the Late Allen Finch, No 71, Vol III, 1691, (London, 1957), 
pp. liii, liv. 
40 F Bicldey, Introduction to the HMC, Report on the MSS of the Late Allan Geore Finch, p. 
liv, GH Jones, The Mainstream of Jacobitism, (Cambridge, Mass, 1954), p. 20, n7l. He 
maintained that William Penn's involvement in the plot should not be dismissed on the 
grounds of his inoffensive character. 
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Fletcher, made every effort to maximise the impact of his stepson's 

confession and to bring an end to his term of imprisonment without further 

involving the north-west gentry. 4' 

During the years up to 1694, the Lancashire Jacobites, both Protestant and 

Catholic, continued to make preparations for a landing by James II in 

England. `Colonel Parker was sent over from St Germain to co-ordinate plans 

and direct future operations and armaments in London and in Lancashire. In 

Lancashire where Parker had been handing out commissions in 1692, it was 

accompanied by planning and exercises. In May of that year, the French 

army were on the French coast and the French navy gathered off La Hogue, 

but the English Admiral, Russell, won a victory over the French and, 

thereafter, their navy was virtually crippled. After this defeat, Louis refused 

to provide his armed forces to assist James II's attempts to invade without a 

prior Jacobite rising in England. James II in Boulogne awaiting the French 

naval attack on the English coast, had to return to St Germain, no nearer 

reaching English soil. 42 The Lancashire Catholics continued to arm 

themselves secretly and prepare for whatever action might restore James II to 

the throne. In contrast the most noteworthy members of James II's court in 

England were now at William's court, opting for compromise with the new 

regime. The Lancashire Jacobites' plans were betrayed, however, and eight 

of their number were brought to trial at Manchester in 1694. 

41 Ibid, p. 308-320. 
42 The Triumphs of Providence. pp. 18-20. 
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3. The Lancashire Plot in Context 

To understand the motivation of John Lunt, who had operated on the fringes 

of the Jacobite intrigue and gave evidence against Lancashire Catholics in 

1694, the thinking that existed in the seventeenth century around conspiracies 

and the trade of informers must be explored. The Jacobite context of plotting 

in Lancashire, which Hanley and Dodsworth had revealed, was strengthening, 

and the confidence the plotters gained from surviving the 1694 Manchester 

trial to be found not guilty, gave them renewed vigour. Inducements to 

inform against the enemies of William III ultimately led to the collapse of the 

government's case. The consequent loss of credibility allowed further 

Jacobite conspiracies to flourish, despite setbacks, up to twenty years later, 

culminating in the 1715 Rebellion. 

Catholic worship during the reign of Elizabeth I and throughout the 

seventeenth century meant skill in subterfuge. The celebration of mass and 

other sacraments with a priest, or the education of children outside the 

Anglican schools, necessitated great secrecy. Early in the seventeenth 

century, the aftermath of the Gunpowder Plot exacerbated the situation. 

Later, the outbreak of the Civil War, with its anti-Catholic origins, made both 

sides in the conflict, Royalists and Parliamentarians, hone their skills in 

espionage. 3 During the Interregnum, both sides' spies continued to watch 

each other. Secretary of State, Thurloe, the Parliamentarian spymaster, "kept 

the Protector admirably informed" of the exiled Royalists' movements abroad 

and at home. 44 After the Restoration in 1660, a close scrutiny was maintained 

43 See Chapter IV. 
44 DNB Vol XIX, pp. 821,822. 
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upon Dissenters for any signs of republican insurrection, like the Kaber Rigg 

Plot, and governmental retribution was swift and uncompromising when 

conspiracies were discovered. 45 With such a well-established culture of 

spying and its corollary, informing, in the Catholic community and beyond, 

the fervour of the Popish Plot was a progression of a way of life dating from 

the previous century. Since Dr George Layburne's earliest contacts with 

Queen Henrietta Maria, the Layburnes had taken part in religious and 

political intrigue, not only for their faith, but also for the Stuart throne and to 

enhance their roles in the courts of the Stuart queens. The proof of their 

success in concealing their true objectives lay in the absence of evidence they 

left to betray them. In the case of the Secret Treaty of Dover in 1670, only 

the carelessness of another conspirator (Clifford of the Cabal) in leaving 

evidence, indicated the part Bishop Layburne played at all, and that evidence 

did not come to light until the nineteenth century46 

The attractions of informing were greatly increased by the second 

Conventicle Act of 1670 which offered financial remuneration for 

intelligence given to the government. J Walker, writing on the state's 

espionage network during the Restoration, pointed out that, although 

espionage was condoned, informing was disdained by men of honour in the 

seventeenth century. As a result, those who gave information to the 

authorities were themselves often operating on the borders of legality, and 

they were frequently involved in activities such as counterfeiting, coin- 

clipping or highway robbery, all very serious crimes. The Secretary of State 

as See Chapter V. 
46 See chapter V for a fuller treatment of Bishop Layburne's part in this plot. 
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had no option but to employ such men if he wanted to uncover disaffected 

plotters. 7 

Profit was not the only motive in informing, as had been the case with 

Dodsworth. Malcontents suffering from real or imagined slights could have 

revenge on their detractors and also make financial gain. The informer was 

not always content with an initial revelation. There were positive 

inducements to act as an "agent provocateur", since increasing payments were 

made as a plot unfolded. 48 This favoured the protracted revelations of Titus 

Oates, leading to the Exclusion Crisis. Only after Oates's disclosures were 

discovered to be lies, encouraged by the profits he received and the influence 

he wielded, were the*excesses of the culture of informing called into question. 

Because the authorities were seen to have given credence to a charlatan, they 

failed to recognise the threats in the treasonable intrigue in 1689 and the early 

1690s allowing conspiracy against William to go unpunished, and, eventually 

undermining the government in the 1694 Lancashire Plot. Political opinion 

was ambivalent about William, whose position was shaky, and another fiasco 

like the Popish Plot would render an unpopular leader more odious, and 

making his position almost untenable. 49 

The trial of eight Jacobite Lancashire gentlemen at Manchester in 1694, 

supposedly involved in a plot to reinstate James II, is scarcely mentioned in 

most accounts of the Jacobite movement, particularly as all the accused were 

47 James Walker, `The Secret Service under Charles II and James II' in Transaction of the 
Royal Historical Society. 4`h Series, Vol XV, (London, 1932), p. 220. 
48 Ibid, p. 221. 
49 For a perceptive analysis of Titus Oates' revelations and their impact, see Kenyon, The 
Popish Plot. 
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acquitted. However, it attracted considerable contemporary attention. 

Narcissus Luttrell, whose accurate commentaries on the affairs of the late 

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries provide an invaluable source, 

recorded every development of the Lancashire Plot in detail. S° The effect the 

trial had upon the Jacobites led them to alter their subsequent modus 

operandi. It also emboldened them to see how much power they could wield 

in bringing about public ridicule of judicial authority which was unable to 

secure convictions. The government were also seen to give credence to the 

evidence of semi-criminals which drew parallels with the Titus Oates debacle. 

George Layburne had a commission in the army from St Germain, dated 

1693, but he was not named among the prisoners in the Lancashire Plot. 

However, action against Bishop Layburne played a pivotal role in the 

governmental attempts to curtail Catholic and Jacobite activity in the north- 

west in 1693-94. The Bishop's progress through the northern counties in 

1687 had been to perform confirmations and also to collect funds from rents 

conveyed to Catholic colleges in France and the Low Countries-51 Although 

Sir James Poole of Poole Hall in the Wirral was not indicted in the Lancashire 

Plot, his involvements in Jacobite conspiracies in Lancashire demonstrate 

how closely the Layburnes worked with the Catholic supporters of King 

James. Bishop Cartwright's diary includes many references to Sir James 

Poole and Bishop Layburne, and Cartwright was on excellent terms with the 

so Luttrell, Vol 3, (Oxford, 1857), pp. 309,310,314,331,334,348,349,354,366,370,374, 
378,380,386,387,403,409,412,414,433 etc. Luttrell did not go beyond the confines of his 
house in Chelsea, making the overall reporting of the Plot at second hand 400 miles away all 
the more striking. 
51 See Chapter VI. 
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Lancashire and Cheshire supporters of James II during his reign, both 

Catholic and Protestant. 12 

Sir James Poole was a neighbour on the Wirral of Sir Rowland Stanley of 

Houton, one of the Cheshire defendants in the Lancashire Plot. Sir James 

Poole was involved with the Jacobites and in 1690, had been arreseted by 

order of the council and committed for high treason at Chester. 53 In April, 

1690, two Irishmen had been captured at Myerscough Lodge (the 

neighbouring Tyldesley estate to the Layburnes, then based at Nateby) with 

"letters about them to Sr James Poole, Sr Rowland Stanly, Sr Wm Creagh and 

to young Mr Mollineaux" . 54 There is no record of Poole tried then. In May 

1690 he made over "the town and lands of Buerton in Andlam, Cheshire, 

conveyed by Sir James Poole of Poole, to Father Layborne for use of the 

English College at Douai". 5S The authorities involved in discovering rents set 

aside for "superstitious uses" discovered this deed in June, 1691. Predatory 

agencies had been on the look-out for any portions of estates given to 

supporting Catholic education abroad, which was illegal. 

From about this time three Lords of the Treasury were granted permission to 

track down any conveyancing of land for these "superstitious uses" provided 

that they personally financed the investigations. Their reward was to be a 

52 Diary of Dr Thomas Cartwright, pp. 23,25,26,27,33,34,38,39,40,46. Sir James Poole 
was one of the Catholic families from the Wirral in Cheshire, the others being Sir Rowland 
Stanley of Houton, and William Massey of Puddington. Sir Thomas Grosvenor, the Protestant 
peer with his Catholic wife also made part of the group. 
3 HMC Kenyon MSS, p. 238. 

54 The Bellingham Diary, p. 112. HMC Kenyon MSS, p. 239. 
55 PRO Chancery classes, C 205/17 (Chancery: Petty Bag Office: Special Commissions of 
Inquiry: superstitious uses). I am indebted to AP Barclay for drawing my attention to this 
deed. 
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third of the value of estates thus forfeited to the government. Their searches 

in Monmouthshire, Herefordshire and Gloucestershire had been fruitless. 

Lord Delamere (made Earl of Warrington in 1690), Chancellor of the 

Exchequer and, as has been discussed, arch anti-Catholic and anti-Tory 

Cheshire peer, invited the commission to commence enquiries in Warrington 

in February, 1694. Charges were brought that as early as 1686, Bartholomew 

Walmsley, Sir Nicholas Sherborne, Sir William Gerard, Thomas Gerard, Lord 

Molyneux, William Standish, Thomas Eccleston and William Dicconson had 

put "lands and goods" to "superstitious uses" at D'Adda, the Papal Nuncio's 

house in Warwick Street, London, witnessed and presided over by Bishop 

Laybume 56 As has been demonstrated in Chapter V, Bishop Layburne had 

visited five of the eight Lancashire Catholics listed above during his progress 

in the summer of 1687, ostensibly to confirm Catholics there, but also to 

review the number of converts and to raise funds for the seminary colleges on 

the continent. During the Warrington investigations, all the above had 

unbreakable alibis for 1686, as they had proof that they were either in 

Lancashire or abroad at the time, and the witnesses' miscalculation by a year 

saw the accused about to be set at liberty. Despite efforts to replace 1686 on 

the indictment with 1687, without drawing up a fresh document, the whole 

case was collapsing for lack of credible evidence. 57 Taaffe, a renegade 

Catholic priest who had been employed by William Standish as chaplain at 

Standish Hall, summoned his Catholic brother-in-law, John Lunt, as a witness 

56 Blundell, Cavalier: Letters of William Blundell to his friends, p. 272. Beamont, The 
Jacobite Trials at Manchester, pp. 3,4,5. 
S' Paul A Hopkins, `The Commission for Superstitious Lands', Recusant History, Vol 15, No 
4, (London, 1980), p. 273. 
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to the events in Warwick Street. The failure to secure a conviction of those 

involved led to attention being focused on other evidence produced by Lunt. 

Lunt typified the semi-criminal element who believed that there was a living 

to be made from informing. He operated on the fringes of the Lancashire 

Jacobite circle from 1689. He had also been a highwayman from time to time 

and had bigamously married Taaffe's sister. 58 Strangely; he was included in 

the company of Dutch troopers who arrested the Lancashire defendants on his 

evidence. Lunt, together with a carrier called Womball, who, with Wilson, 

had given evidence that the accused had brought arms and other 

accoutrements of war up from London to Standish Hall, stole from the 

prisoners who were being arrested, as did Taaffe. 59 The list of those who 

were arrested differed from the enquiry at Warrington. Caryll Lord 

Molineux, Sir William Gerard, Bartholomew Walmsley, and William 

Dicconson were still accused, but Sir Rowland Stanley, Sir Thomas Clifton, 

Philip Langton and William Blundell were added to the list of prisoners at 

Manchester. Peter Legh of Lyme and Sir Thomas Stanley were imprisoned in 

the Tower, but not tried at Chester for lack of evidence. Lunt's decision to 

inform and give evidence against the Catholic gentlemen, according to him, 

had followed a "crise de conscience" as he discovered, while he was at St 

Germain in 1693, that part of the plans for invasion were to include an 

attempt to assassinate William III. Oddly enough this highly treasonable 

aspect of his information was ignored because it was not seen as a serious 

threat, and although he gave evidence of the involvement of many Lancashire 

58 Ibid, p. 266. 
59 Lonsdale, 'John Lunt and the Manchester Plot', p. 104. Legh, pp. 361-362. 
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Catholic families in Jacobite conspiracy, only the ten mentioned were 

arrested. 60 

Lunt's previous brush with the law for having brought over open 

commissions from James II in Ireland to the Lancashire Jacobites, with 

Threlfell of the Ashes, in 1689, was augmented by descriptions of activities at 

Standish Hall. 61 As Standish had not paid Womball for firearms, swords, 

battle saddles, red cloaks, and other paraphernalia, he had gone bankrupt and 

needed little encouragement to inform on the Jacobites and make good his 

losses. 

Lunt described in detail how he had evaded capture after having landed on the 

Lancashire coast with open commissions in June or July, 1689.62 He and 

Edmund Threllfall had escaped from customs officers and reached 

Myerscough Lodge where Sir Thomas Tyldesley's mother provided a "safe 

house" for them. Threllfall and Lunt were then sent on to various other "safe 

60 The incidents leading up to the trial at Manchester, Lunt's evidence, the eventual acquittal, 
the Parliamentary investigation and Kenyon's investigations into the criminal life led by John 
Lunt have been thoroughly covered by the following authors: Ed, William Beamont, The 
Jacobite Trials at Manchester in 1694, Chetham Society, Vol XXVIII, (Manchester, 1853). 
Enid Lonsdale, 'John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot, 1694', Transactions of the Historical 
Society of Lancashire and Cheshire, Vol. 115, (Liverpool, 1964). PA Hopkins, 'Aspects of 
Jacobite Conspiracy in England in the Reign of William III', (unpublished PhD thesis), 
(Cambridge, 1981). PA Hopkins, 'The Commission for Superstitious Lands of the 1690s', 
Recusant History, Vol. 15, No 4, (London, 1980). HMC MSS Lord Kenyon, 14 Report, 
Appendix, Pt IV, (London, 1894). 
61 In a minority community like the Catholics in Lancashire, where it was dangerous to leave 
written traces to betray their involvement in seditious affairs, it was strange that the Jacobites 
in the north-west held out for written commissions. As PA Hopkins pointed out, the old 
cavaliers (many of whom were still alive and involved in plans to restore James II) had 
suffered so much during the Civil War, without the expected recompense from Charles II that 
they would not risk their lives or estates for a Stuart without some official record, and thus 
receive recompense after a second Restoration. Hopkins, 'Aspects of Jacobite Conspiracy in 
England in the Reign of William III', pp. 429-30. 
62 Previously in this chapter, Sir Thomas Tyldesley's Blackpool house, Fox Hall, and the 
Layburnes land at Heysham have been discussed, and their location on the Lancashire coast. 
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houses" which lay in opposite directions. Lunt was guided to Warrington 

when he was able to make a safe crossing of the Mersey. Sir Thomas 

Tyldesley and other members of his family held major commissions in James 

II's army and they provided secure accommodation for Jacobite agents 

arriving on the Lancashire coast from Ireland or France. 3 The Tyldesleys 

were close friends of the Layburnes and they were also related to the Pooles 

of Poole Hall. Although not mentioned by Lunt, Sir James Poole was to be 

given a commission to command a Jacobite Regiment of Foot, according to a 

deposition given by John Kelly (another informer) to the Mayor of Evesham 

on February 27th, 1690.64 The position of Poole Hall, on the shores of the 

Mersey, with a large sand bank offshore, adjacent to the Hall, gave rise to the 

suspicion that Poole ran part of the Jacobite escape routes. William Massey 

of Puddington Hall, on the opposite side of the Wirral, reportedly swum his 

horse across the Mersey from Speke Hall to Houton, Sir Rowland Stanley's 

house, and then escaped to his home after the siege at Preston. To ford the 

Mersey, which is wide at that point, he then had to cross Sir James Poole's 

estate 65 These incidental details give an insight into how profound was 

Lunt's knowledge of Jacobite affairs, and raises the question of how the 

Tyldelsleys and their circle, including the Layburnes, avoided arrest in 1694. 

63 An act was brought in by William and Mary in 1691 making it a treasonable offence to 
correspond with any Jacobite (or other) supporter going to France or any French dominions, or 
to return from France without official leave. Twelve months imprisonment was the sentence 
the offences carried. 
6' Possibly as a result of this information he had been arrested on March 29`h 1690 as has been 
noted earlier in this chapter. Richard Kingston, True History of Several Designs and 
Conspiracies against his Maiester person and government as they were carried out from 1688 
till 1698 quoted in The Jacobite Trials at Manchester, p. xviii. 
65 Blundell, Old Catholic Lancashire, Vol 2, pp. 30-31. 
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Several causes discredited Lunt and his fellow witnesses' depositions. From 

the outset, the accused were assisted by the Clerk of the Court. Roger 

Kenyon went against accepted practice at the time by telling the prisoners the 

offence for which they were indicted. This allowed William Dicconson's 

brother, Roger, and Legh Banks, a relation of Peter Legh, in turn to act as 

"agents provocateurs", to gain Lunt's confidence, and to inform on the 

informers who showed them how to forge false commissions from James II. 

Taaffe also suffered a change of heart and gave evidence against Lunt, jibbing 

at the manufacture of false testimony. 66 Added to this, Lunt's account of his 

involvement with the Lancashire Catholics, undoubtedly true in its essentials, 

was full of inconsistencies. Many of the accused had been imprisoned in 

Manchester in June and July 1689, when they were supposed to be receiving 

commissions from Colonel Parker at Standish Hall. Despite the efforts of the 

judge, Lunt was unable to recognise two of the defendants with whom he was 

supposed to have conspired. " The final proof of Lunt's and Womball's 

inelgibility as witnesses, was their theft from defendants homes. 7 Despite 

the careful selection of the jury attempting to weed out those patently pro- 

Jacobite, a conviction could not be secured. The judgement was greeted with 

wild jubilation by the Manchester crowds, but the influence of the verdict was 

to have far-reaching implications beyond Lancashire. 

66 W Fergusson Irvine, Notes on the Old Halls of Wirral. (Liverpool, 1933), p. 26, n18. Mr 
Irvine pointed out in this story, that within living memory a ford existed across the Mersey at 
Oglet, beyond Speke, but even allowing for a ford, it was still an extremely difficult crossing, 
therefore only of interest to hard-pressed fugitives from the law. Lonsdale, John Lunt and the 
Manchester Plot. p. 105. 
67 Blundell, Cavalier p. 279. "Walter Thelwall and Mistress Bridget Blundell had deposed 
that the King's messengers had stolen money on the occasion of their search of Crosby Hall". 
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4. The Aquittals' Repercussions 

No official transcript of the Trial exists, but Roger Kingston, a government 

spokesman, printed details of it, together with other allegedly treasonous 

materials found in the room of one Major Walker Crosby, in a pamphlet 

attempting both to exonerate the government from charges of an excess of 

zeal in bringing the prosecution, and to cover their subsequent loss of face. 68 

This account corresponded with the record Roger Kenyon kept of the 

proceedings, and, further, the investigations he made into Lunt's life: " ... 

the most significant document is a list of twenty-five vital questions 

concerning Lunt's life and activities during the plot period". In this way, 

Kenyon could reconstruct Lunt's life and allowed him to give "public proof 

of the innocence of the Lancashire gentlemen". 69 

Roger Kenyon's assistance was acknowledged in a letter written by Peter 

Legh's mother. In it Lady Molyneux wished her thanks to be conveyed to 

Kenyon and to be sure to "tell him of her surprise as she never expected 

Kenyon to be a friend of Roman Catholics' . 70 Kenyon was the solicitor to 

Peter Legh's father, Richard Legh, and a family friend. Although Kenyon 

was closely associated with the Earl of Derby, a Whig, and was hereditary 

Clerk of the Court, one of his relations, Dr Roger Kenyon, was physician to 

James II and Mary of Modena at St Germain; where he was part of their court 

in exile. 7' Later Lunt and his associates were themselves accused of perjury 

68 Richard Kingston, A True History of the Several Designs and Conspiracies against his 
Majesties sacred person and there were continually carried out from 1688 until 1697, (no 

place or date of publication). The Jacobite Trials at Manchester, p. 1 xxxv. 
69 Lonsdale, John Lunt and the Manchester Plot, p. 551. 
70 Lonsdale, John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot, p. 94. 
71 HMC MSS of Lord Kenyon, MSS, p. viii. Complicated instructions for evading censorship 
in sending letters to him from Madam Kenyon via Brussels are given on p. 385. 
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by those they had accused, although this prosecution did not result in any 

punishment after conviction. 

The collapse of the Manchester treason trials was due to a number of causes. 

Perjured, unreliable witnesses, who were themselves on the fringes of 

criminality, and the lack of credible evidence, ensured that, even though 

specially selected, the jury would not'conform to the governmental line and 

condemn their fellow Lancastrians on such flimsy proof offered by the 

prosecution, and unshakeable alibis provided by the defendants. No matter 

how pro-Jacobite the jury were, they might not have been able to acquit the 

prisoners if certain material had come to light at the time of the trial. At 

Standish Hall, the supposed headquarters of the Jacobite army of rebellion, 

various arms and accoutrements of war were discovered, but William 

Standish had already fled the country and could not answer any charges. 72 

Most incriminating of all were papers discovered at Standish Hall when an 

old coppice wall was demolished in 1757. Tucked into the stonework were a 

number of blank army commissions signed by James II. One bundle had "to 

be filled in by Colonel Parker and William Standish" connecting him and the 

Lancashire gentry with Jacobite plans for rebellion. 3 Colonel Parker was not 

the only link in planning for rebellion in Lancashire and London, as the 

Standish Papers also include many letters to a Captain Chivery whom 

Porteous identifies as Robert Charnock, executed in 1696 for his role in the 

plot to assassinate William. 74 Also implicated in a plot to assassinate him 

72 Lonsdale, John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot, p. 104. 
73 Rev TC Porteous, ̀New Light on the Lancashire Plot 1692-4', Transactions of the 
Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society, Vol. 50, (Manchester, 1936), p. 61. Lonsdale, 
John Lunt and the Manchester Plot p. 93. 
74 Porteous, New Light on the Lancs Plot_ pp. 2,10,11,12. 
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were the Lancashire defendants and their friends, who were not tried: 

Colonel Richard Townley, Charles Townley, Thomas Tyldesley and Ralph 

Standish. 75 This evidence indicated that the Lancashire element in plotting 

was not isolated, but part of a cohesive, if badly organised, conspiracy 

embracing London and the north-east. 

Troops discovered a cache of money, jewels, plate and decorated war 

caparisons for horses (elaborate protective harness) behind a wall at 

Myerscough Lodge. Also, according to Kingston, battle harness and weapons 

were found at Standish Hall in quantity, but neither Thomas Tyldesley nor 

William Standish were arrested in 1694.76 Further, numerous weapons, 

flintlocks, matchlocks and swords, one with a silver hilt, were discovered, 

when a pond was drained at Poole Hall, Sir James Poole's house, in 1844. ý 

Complaints about Lord Brandon's Lord Lieutenancy were that arms were 

brought up from London and stockpiled by Jacobite supporters with Lord 

Brandon's connivance and support by turning a blind eye to Jacobites with 

whom he sympathised to their destination after pretending to seize the arms. 8 

It would be feasible that the arms in the pond at Poole Hall were part of a 

consignment for arming a Jacobite rebellion in Lancashire. There was proof 

of Sir James Poole's involvement in other aspects of Jacobite plotting and it is 

difficult not to see a connection. He was arrested shortly after the entry about 

the shipment of arms, suggesting that his consignment was dangerously 

75 Lonsdale, John Lunt and the Manchester Plot, p. 93. 
76 Lonsdale, John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot, p. 104. 
n Cheshire County Council Sites and Monuments Record, Map SJ3 7NE, Ellesmere Port, 
Record No 11/1/2. William Fergusson Irvine, Letter to Cheshire Sheaf, Yd series, Vols 1.2, 
(March, 1898), p. 30. 
78 HMC MSS of Lord Kenyon, p. 234. 
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incriminating, and had to be disposed of until a later date. 79 There can be no 

doubt that a major rebellion was being planned in the north-west. It was 

unfortunate for the government that they put reliance upon such disreputable 

witnesses as Lunt, Taaffe, Wilson and Wombell. 

However much the government was convinced of the guilt of large numbers 

of Lancashire gentry, the Manchester Trial forced them to devote their 

energies to settling judicial problems, rather than root out sedition. The 

House of Lords spent time and energy in revising the whole process of 

prosecution in a treason trial. 80 Enid Lonsdale persuasively argues that the 

Lancashire Plot Trial was a test case for the government, and many more 

prosecutions would have followed had the prosecution of the accused been 

successful. 81 Instead, public opinion had been alienated by governmental 

ineptitude, as they had relied upon patently criminal witnesses. Had the 

precedent of the Popish Plot some fifteen years previously not followed a 

similar pattern, with appalling repercussions for innocent men who were 

accused by Oates, perhaps some more detailed investigations would have 

secured a different verdict against the Lancashire plotters. 

The effect of this trial on the accused and on Jacobite affairs in general was 

that attention was diverted from one group of plotters to another, with the 

former left with a sense of security in which to pursue their effort. It also led 

79 In a Newsletter of December 20`h 1688, after the mob had wrecked the Earl of 
Peterborough's Catholic chapel, they demanded the whereabouts of arms and were told that 
they had been thrown into the fish pond. There "arms for two hundred men, 200 weight of 
gunpowder and several sorts of frework" were found. HMC Le Fleming MSS, p. 230. 
° Jacobite Trials at Manchester. pp. lxxxiv - xc. Luttrell, Vol III; pp412,414,4330,431,433, 

435,438,441. 
81 John Lunt and the Lancashire Plot, p. 105. 
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to greater care being taken against infiltration. Middleton proposed the 

introduction of a cellular method of correspondence between Jacobites in 

England and Scotland and St Germain. 82 David Nairne's journal echoes this 

alteration noting that named individuals corresponded with other designated 

individuals at St Germain who reported only to James II. Prior to the arrest of 

the Lancashire gentlemen, packets of letters were sent according to their 

weight in ounces from St Germain openly, but, after the trial aliases were 

employed, and careful directions were given as to the various ways the letters 

were to be sent to England through several intermediaries. 83 

The change from openly planning rebellion to a more discreet form of 

sedition akin to modem terrorism is suggested in the ultra-sensitive response 

by the Jacobites in these developments. Lancashire Catholics were 

sufficiently powerful and numerous to seize control on a localised basis, but 

only if certain conditions were fulfilled. They could be successful if given 

sufficient warning to organise themselves as part of a movement involving 

the whole country. In addition, only with surprise in seizing the initiative 

could they have hoped to be successful. When the Jacobites adopted one-to- 

one correspondence, they increased security, but sacrificed the ability to be 

more widely organised, reducing their capacity for guerrilla war to individual 

acts (such as the plot to assassinate William in 1696). These would have lost 

the sympathy of the population, creating an anti-Jacobite backlash. The 

assassination of William would have brought them victory only if 

92 Jones, Charles Middleton. p. 262. 
83 In August 1694 Bishop Lab(ourn)'s letter to EM was recorded, thereafter in May 1695 Dr 
Bentham was writing to John Grey, Bp Layb which gradually became letters to Mr John Grey 
which would indicate the way that letters were sent. NLS David Nairne, The Journal of 
David Naime. MSS 14266, fl 56,78,81,82,83,86,88,90,91,94. 
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accompanied by a rising timed to coincide with a French invasion. Certainly, 

plans for invasion continued to be made, and in 1695 Bishop Layburne was at 

the forefront of affairs. In a letter from the Earl of Arran to James II at St 

Germain, dated March 13th, 1695 (NS), he quoted Lord Sunderland as saying 

that Bishop Layburne and Sunderland were in agreement that James should 

act decisively. The lack of firm arrangements to invade was ruining 

everything, making the English Jacobites fearful and suspicious. With Louis 

XIV's troops (the more the better) " ... success will be assured. ... (but) 

only twenty or twenty five men are needed. Properly deployed in England 

this number will end the war rather than one hundred men used randomly. s84 

This may have seemed unrealistic, but they were convinced that an invasion 

would be conclusive. A complicated code included with letters discovered 

under the floorboards of Bishop Layburne's lodging on September 23`d, 1695, 

demonstrated that he used it for his correspondence with France. He was 

concerned with plotting at the highest level, after the debacle of the 

Manchester Plot. It is the only vestige left of his activities with the Jacobites, 

as care was taken to destroy any other evidence. 85 The Bishop's nephew, 

John Layburne, George Layburne's eldest son, was also involved in travelling 

to and from France, almost certainly to St Germain where his uncle Charles 

was Mary of Modena's equerry. John Brockbank, rector of Witherslack, 

writing to his son Thomas on April 23'', 1694, giving him news of his 

neighbours doings said that John Layburne had "lately come out of France". 86 

84 Bod L Carte MSS, 209, fl 178,179. Letter from the Earl of Arran to James II, March 13/23 
1694/95. 
85 Ed CIA Ritchie, Papers from Lambeth Palace Library, 1, Leyburn papers, Catholic Record 
Society, Vol 56, (Newport, 1964), p. 116,129,130. 
86 The Diary and Letterbook of the Rev Thomas Brockbank. p. 99. The CSPD has no 
permission mentioned for John Layburne to go to France at this date, therefore one must 
assume that his visit was clandestine and on Jacobite affairs. 
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In Westmorland the outcome of the treason trials following the Manchester 

Plot and Assassination Plot in 1694-96 had predictable consequences. Orders 

to imprison known Catholic recusants were treated as merely an 

inconvenience by Sir Daniel Fleming, who, as JP, was ordered to secure all 

potential enemies of the King. The charade he engaged in at-the height of the 

Popish Plot in confiscating obsolete weaponry from harmless, elderly 

individuals had not been forgotten. 7 He wrote to the Earl of Carlisle giving a 

half-hearted list of Catholics in the county. 88 Sir Daniel's careful editing of 

the list of Catholic recusants in Westmorland after the Assassination Plot 

must be set against his commercial interest in the county. One of his reasons 

for treating the Quakers so harshly, was the threat of their business ventures 

(they had no qualms about trading on a Sunday). 89 As a Tory Anglican, his 

sympathies lay more with his Catholic relations with whom he served as JP in 

Lancaster during James II's reign. At this time he was also dealing with a far 

more dangerous threat in Westmorland occasioned by the re-coining riots, 

caused by William III's deflationary monetary policy which rendered the 

government odious 90 To Carlisle he minimised the Jacobite threat posed by 

the ageing George Laybume, but he did not mention the younger members of 

the family and was ignored their activities. One of the strengths of English 

peace-keeping in the country was that officials were appointed as Justices of 

the Peace from their own areas. The benefit of the system, as opposed to the 

French appointment of Royal officials ("intendants") from outside, was that 

they were familiar with local affairs and were respected by their peers. 

$7 See chapter VI. 
88 HMC Le Fleming MSS, p. 341,342,343. 
89 See chapter VII. 
90 HMS Le Fleming MSS, pp. 343(3), 344 (5), Ap 14 - June 11 1696. 
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Problems were bound to arise, however, when there was a conflict of interest 

when the dictates of the centralised government meant carrying out 

unpleasant directives on friends and relations. Close association made 

potential enemies of the state less threatening. However, Carlisle was not 

convinced and wrote to Fleming telling him to comply with his orders. 91 Sir 

Daniel Fleming replied to George Layburne, whose letter begged not to be 

imprisoned, or if need be "it would be a favour that it might be somewhere in 

our own county to be a little nearer our own homes and business", saying 

that he had already written to the Earl of Carlisle hoping it might prevent his 

arrest 92 Sir Daniel Fleming's loyalty to his Catholic friends and relations has 

already been discussed, but his experience of the Popish Plot was reinforced 

by the outcome of the Lancashire Plot, and, as a result of both fiascos, he 

continued to provide protection to Catholic families despite orders from 

central government to arrest and punish them. No amount of chivvying from 

authority would make him comply. 93 

The Layburnes were active in plotting for a Jacobite rebellion in London at 

the highest levels in the thick of north-western schemes, and at the court of St 

Germain. At least four members of the family were engaged in schemes for 

the restoration of James II. The failure of the government to contain Jacobite 

plotting after the treason trials at Manchester left other plotters free to 

continue their work elsewhere. The parallels between the excesses of the 

Popish Plot and the Lancashire Plot, with subsequent loss of credibility for 

the government, allowed Jacobite activity to flourish and meant that the 

91 CROK WD/RY HMC fl 4949. 
92 Ibid, p. 342. 
93 CROK WD/RY HMC 4944; ibid, 4951: ibid, 4963: ibid, 4965. 
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governmental restrictions on Catholics after the 1696 Assassination Plot went 

unheeded by local JPs in the north-west. Finally, it encouraged an enjoyment 

of subverting authority amongst the Lancashire Jacobites which became a 

full-time occupation. It appeared to produce the same pleasure in the 

participants as games such as gambling and horse racing. The danger- 

element gave an added spice to outwitting William and his supporters. 

Ritualised ceremonies were all part of the game of hoodwinking the 

government, and the period between 1694 and 1715, with its element of 

participating in the sport of government-baiting leading up to the 1715 

Rebellion, will be discussed in the following chapter. 



Chapter VIII 

Towards the '15: The Transition in Jacobite Culture in 

Northern and Western England, 1651-1714 

The previous chapters of this study have shown how few archives survive 

which concern the Laybume family. For the period from 1696 until the 

1720's more documents have been preserved relating to Jacobite activities in 

the north-west, London, and at the Stuart court in St Germain. The largest part 

of these records concerned John Layburne (the eldest son of George Layburne, 

nephew of Bishop Layburne) and the forfeiture of Cunswick. after his 

participation on the 1715 Jacobite Rising. ' Apart from official trial records 

and seizure of Jacobite estates after the siege of Preston in November, 1715, 

many private diaries and notebooks from the end of the 17`' century and 

beginning of the 18th century still exist, which include references to the 

Laybumes in Westmorland and Amounderness. In some cases these diaries 

were written by fellow Catholic Jacobites and in others by Tory Anglican 

neighbours. 2 These sources have provided an intimate picture of the 

Layburnes social world in the north-west and their part in Jacobite plans for a 

restoration of a Stuart monarchy. 

In addition to the primary sources cited, there was a considerable body of 

scholarship devoted to the Jacobite movement. The majority of works include 

1 PRO KB8 and FEC 1. 
2 William Dicconson, Diary MS 88, Ampleforth Abbey, Yorks. Antiquary on Horseback. 
Diary and Letterbook of Thomas Brockbank. The Rakes Diary. Nicholas Blundell, The Great 
Diurnal of Nicholas Blundell. The Tyldesley Diary. 
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both the 1715 and the 1745 Risings, with the emphasis on the latter. This is 

understandable as it was a more prolonged campaign with its after-effects on 

the Highlands of Scotland. 3 Nevertheless, it must be emphasised that the 1715 

Rising, which was so short-lived had widespread support in England and had a 

better chance of succeeding than the later, better-known 1745 Rising. The 

death of Queen Anne in 1714 and the Hanoverian succession of George I was 

a blow to the Catholic Jacobites and to the Anglican Tories whose power had 

been in the ascendant in the post-1710 government of Queen Anne. In 

addition, the political resentment engendered by George I's expulsion of the 

Tories from office gave an added impetus to the Jacobite cause. Had the 

Rising of 1715 not suffered a lack of strong leadership, poor timing and 

inadequate planning, it had every chance of attracting large enough numbers 

of supporters to oust George I, restoring Catholic Jacobite families like the 

Layburnes to the positions of power and influence they felt were rightfully 

theirs. 

1. The Civil War's Enduring Legacy 

Carefully examined, sources show the roots of Jacobite support in the north lie 

in the Royalist campaigns of the Civil War. Royalist archives are sparse for 

reasons explained in an earlier chapter. An investigation of the military 

careers of many northern Jacobites' fathers, grandfathers and even great- 

grandfathers, reveals a consistent and fanatical support for the Stuart kings. 

Networks of future Royalist gentry families among both Catholic and 

3A selection of works ranged from Sir Charles Petrie's, The Jacobite Movement, (London, 
1931). GH Jones, The Mainstream of Jacobitism. (Cambridge, Mass, 1954), BP Lenman, 
The Jacobite Risings in Britain 1689-1746, (London, 1980), PK Monod, Jacobitism and the 
English People 1688-1788. (Cambridge, 1981), D Szechie, The Jacobites in Britain and 
Europe 1688-1788, (Manchester, 1994). 
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Anglican already covered both the north-east and the north-west of England 

prior to the outbreak of Civil War in 1642. These closely-linked families were 

reinforced by the national scale of the Royalist military operations. Shared 

experiences cemented contacts with other like-minded supporters of the 

monarchy. The Earl of Newcastle's defence of York, and the battle of 

Marston Moor in 1644 bonded loyalties which continued until the last 

engagements of the Civil War in the battle of Wigan Lane and the Siege of 

Worcester. 

In the north-west James Stanley, 7`h Earl of Derby, exhibited a strand of the 

fervent devotion to Charles I and Charles II that was shared by many in the 

area, including Catholics. Despite the Earl of Derby being an Anglican, his 

steward for the Westmorland estates of Witherslack, John Layburne (father of 

the Bishop John Layburne), and one of his most faithful colonels (later Major 

General), Sir Thomas Tyldesley were Catholic. Sir Thomas Tyldesley was 

said to have fired the first fatal shot in Manchester in 1642 at the start of the 

Civil War. The fact that he carried a firearm rather than a sword, which would 

been the weapon of choice for a gentleman of that period, gives an inkling of 

pre-meditated trouble-making, consistent with the rash, loyalist support from 

this Royalist group. The attitudes shared by this group of ultra-loyal Royalists 

drew them together for two generations from the Civil War through to the 

Rebellion of 1715. The lengths Lancashire Royalist families like the Stanleys 

4 Sir Thomas Tyldesley's exploits in the Civil War and his association with the 7h Earl of 
Derby were noted in Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, History of the Great Rebellion, Vol VI, 
(London, 1826), p. 506. Stuart Reid, The 1" Knight in England: Being a History of the 
Regiment of Horse. Foot and Dragoons of Sir Thomas Tyldesley, (Aberdeen, 1979). F 
Holcroft, The English Civil War around Wigan and Leigh. (Wigan, 1993). His grandson 
Thomas Tyldesley's diary from 1712-14 recorded the events among the Lancashire Roman 
Catholic community up to 1714. 
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(Earls of Derby), the Tyldesleys, the Standishes, the Andertons, Lord Morley 

and Moutheagle, the Butlers and the Layburnes, plus the Widderingtons from 

Northumberland went to in support of their monarch, was demonstrated in 

fighting the rearguard action at Wigan Lane in August, 1651. After being 

crowned King of Scotland, Charles II marched south at the head of a Scottish 

army hoping to gather support as he went. Compounding of finances was 

already in operation against the King's adherents at this time, thus only the 

most extreme Royalists were prepared to join their King in a hopeless cause S 

It was suggested by Ernest Broxap that Charles II chose the road south 

through Lancashire because he could count on aid from the old gentry families 

there, in the way, seventy years later, the Jacobite army marched through the 

same area believing loyalty to the Stuarts from the Catholic and Tory gentry 

would swell their ranks in 1715 6 Fealty to the crown was given a personal 

dimension when the two Stuart brothers, Charles II and his brother James, 

Duke of York, stayed at the houses of their adherents. Charles II, in his march 

south through Lancashire, was grateful to accept hospitality in modest 

surroundings. Myerscough Lodge, Sir Thomas Tyldesley's estate, was one 

such, where he stayed on August 13th, 1651. The host in such cases was 

flattered, but led to expect future recompense. The Royalist Leghs of Lyme 

had no male old enough to fight in the latter stages of the Civil War, but, when 

the Duke of York stayed at Lyme in July 1676, a plaque celebrating his killing 

of a stag was erected. The act of commemorating James's visit demonstrated 

the intense feelings of service the family experienced, perhaps laying the 

5 Newman, Royalist Officers in England and Wales. pp. 2,286,355,381. 
6 Broxap, The Great Civil War in Lancashire, p. 181. 
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foundation of Peter Legh of Lyme's support for the Jacobite cause later in the 

century. 7 

During the engagement at Wigan in August, 1651, between the Royalist 

rearguard of the King's Scottish army and the Parliamentarians, the fighting 

was so fierce that 300 soldiers were killed in the space of two hours. 8 Despite 

being wounded, the Earl of Derby escaped to rejoin the King at Worcester, 

after hiding out at Boscabel. 9 He was captured after escaping from Worcester, 

tried at Chester, and sentenced to execution at Bolton in October, 1651. 

Amongst the Royalist dead at Wigan Lane were Sir Thomas Tyldesley and 

Lord William Widderington of Northumberland, whose respective great- 

grandsons Edward Tyldesley, Charles, Peregrine and William Widderington 

came out for James II's son in 1715. The veneration in Royalist Jacobite 

circles accorded those who died in this minor engagement at Wigan bordered 

the martyrological. After the Glorious Revolution in 1689, Sir Thomas 

Tyldesley's comet, Alexander Rigby of Layton, then High Sheriff of 

Lancashire, erected a monument to his commander at the site of his death. 10 

Perhaps his position allowed him to carry out such a politically-charged 

gesture. In 1689, when William III had taken control of the English throne, 

emphasis on a Royalist Stuart martyr was a veiled criticism of the new regime, 

indicating covert pro-Jacobite sympathies. " Perhaps a parallel between 

William III and Cromwell was intended. The atmosphere of veneration 

7 The House of Lyme, pp. 192,279,283. 
8 Reid, The First Knight in England, unpaginated. 
9 After the defeat at the Battle of Worcester the Earl of Derby's experience was influential in 
Charles II going there to avoid capture. Broxap, p. 195. 
10 This monument can still be seen in Wigan. 
11 Quintell, Proceedings of the Lancashire JPs, pp. 155,157,160,161, Note 199. 
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surrounding the martyrdom of those Wigan Lane Royalists existed even in the 

immediate aftermath of their defeat. On his way to execution in Bolton, the 

Earl of Derby asked to visit Tyldesley's grave in Leigh parish church, but he 

was refused. '2 

The Laybumes' involvement at the Battle of Wigan Lane was problematic. In 

a letter dated August, 1651, the Royalist Lord Morley and Mounteagle 

directed his kinsman Edward Parker of Browsholme to make his way to 

Hornby Castle for a commission in the Royalist force with "Mr Leyburne of 

Cunswick". 13 Further Layburne involvement in this last Lancashire 

engagement of the Civil War was to be found in an indenture of 10`h July, 

1651, mentioned in the will of the 7th Earl of Derby. There John Layburne 

was nominated as a trustee of the Derby estates with other notable Royalists 

"Sir Edward Nicholson, Sir Philip Musgrave, Sir Edward Savidge, and 

Edmund Windham". 14 It appears from this document that John Laybume was 

highly esteemed by the Earl of Derby, and his relationship with him was more 

than one between steward and lord. This closeness was emphasised by a 

12 Ed G Omerod, Tracts Relating to Military Proceedings in Lancashire during the Civil War, 
Chetham Society, Vol II, (Manchester, 1844), p. 306. 
13 Lord Morley and Mounteagle and the Layburnes were related and which "Mr Leyburne" 
referred to it is in doubt. Presumably Thomas, John Laybume's eldest son or his half brother 
George or Charles, the rest being seminary priests. Jessica Lofthouse, Lancashire's Old 
Families, (London, 1972), pp. 58-59. Unfortunately the author did not give a reference and 
despite many efforts it has been impossible to trace the source quoted from the Parker of 
Brownsholm papers deposited at LRO at Preston. 
14 Edmund was the younger brother of Francis Wyndham of Trent in Somerset. He sheltered 
Charles II after the defeat at Worcester. Despite grave risk to himself he arranged a passage 
abroad for Charles. He was to be recompensed at the Restoration for his faithful service to the 
monarch, but apart from a peerage, he received very little money. The Wyndham brothers 
represented the same class of extreme Royalists as the Earl of Derby and the Layburnes. 
Another related member of the Wyndhams was to be imprisoned for his Jacobite sympathies 
in 1715 which will be dealt with later in this chapter. Antonia Fraser, King Charles II, 
(London, 1979), pp. 123,124-128. The Honourable HA Wyndham, A Family History 1410- 
1688. The Wyndhams of Norfolk and Somerset, vol II, (London, 1959), pp. 241-248,266- 
267. The modem spelling of the Wyndham family has adopted a 'y' whereas it was usually 
spelt with an 'i' in the seventeenth century. 
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proviso in the Earl of Derby's will that, in the event of John Layburne's death, 

his responsibilities as trustee were to be assumed by the latter's elder surviving 

son, Thomas Layburne. Charles II had already reached Lancashire in his 

march south from Scotland when the Earl drew up his will on 1" August, 

1651, and possible death in battle made him wish to leave his estates under 

Royalist control before leaving his refuge on the Isle of Man. His affairs 

would thus be in the hands of those whose loyalty to the king was as complete 

as his own. 15 

The ardent Royalists who had survived the Civil War and Interregnum, heirs 

of martyrs to the cause, expected positions at court close to Charles II at his 

Restoration. Those who received Charles II en route to Worcester and fought 

at Wigan Lane felt that they possessed an almost mystical claim to share in the 

divine right they had suffered to protect. They assumed that they would 

receive patronage for their hardship and for the loans they had made to 

Charles I for his war effort. Over the course of the seventeenth century, their 

dwindling fortunes, rooted in a pastoral economy in the north-west Royalist 

heartland of the Tories, had been further diminished for the Catholic gentry by 

compounding and fines. At the Restoration, Charles II was expected to 

remedy this situation and to return those families to financial and political 

power. They were oblivious to the difficult political situation facing Charles 

II. He had to maintain a balance between the competing aspirations of the old 

Royalists and the erstwhile Parliamentarians without whose support he could 

not govern the country. Furthermore, parliament held his purse strings. Given 

15 Ed Rev FR Raines, The Stanley Papers. Pt III, Private Devotions and Miscellannies of 
James 7`h Earl of Derby KG with a Preparatory Memoir and an Appendix of Documents, Vol 
2, Chetham Society, Vol 67, (Manchester, 1867), pp. ccclxxviii-ccclxxix. 
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the nature of the Restoration, Charles's settlement was uncompromisingly 

Anglican in nature, laid down in the Clarendon Code. He did not have much 

latitude in these matters. Also Charles II was too consummate a politician to 

allow an ultra-Royalist clique to monopolise his patronage. In doing so he 

would be allowing them a dangerous amount of power which would curtail his 

choice at court. After James II's abdication in 1688, the ultra-Royalist 

Catholics were unable to hold on to the positions of local influence they had 

regained under James II, but their fanaticism became focused on restoring him 

to the throne. Supporting Jacobitism would provide a restoration of their own 

fortunes with the reinstallation of a Stuart king. 

Jacobite activity, culminating in the Lancashire Plot Treason Trials of 1694 

reveals that the plotting was mostly directed by Royalist veterans. Their 

military experience, gained fifty years previously during the Civil War, gave 

them the status of heroes amongst the younger Catholic Jacobite gentry who 

were denied any army training or careers, as the Oath of Allegiance precluded 

their participation in such occupations. Among those arrested in 1694, 

Viscount Molyneux, William Blundell of Little Crosby, and Sir Thomas 

Clifton had held commissions in the Royalist Army, acquitting themselves 

with bravery during the Civil War. They, George Layburne, Thomas 

Tyldesley and other Catholics had served as JP's during the reign of James II 

whose attempts to include Catholics in prominent positions has already been 

discussed in Chapter VI. Their experience, leadership and knowledge of 

military tactics began to die with them towards the end of the seventeenth 

century. They left an inheritance of old soldiers tales and braggadocio without 
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the substance of military training: viz skills in planning, use of arms and, 

above all, discipline and experience of battle. 16 Deprived of gainful 

employment by a Whig government, the Royalists' heirs saw their attempts to 

re-arm discovered and reprisals against them swiftly meted out by central 

government. 

Opportunities to fill any governmental posts were likewise denied the non- 

juring Catholics. Employment open to these families of ancient lineage was 

despised by them, although some Catholic gentry became doctors or lawyers. 

John Layburne's (b 1668) cousin, Catherine, of Witherslack, married a 

Catholic doctor, Dr Witham, and Layburne's father-in-law, Thomas Dalston of 

Homby, near Penrith, also a Catholic, was an attorney at law. None became 

involved in commerce as the non-juring Quakers were to do with such 

spectacular success in the late eighteenth century. In contrast, their juring 

Anglican contemporaries gained military experience fighting for William III 

against the French. '7 The lack of success of William III's government in 

prosecuting the Jacobites in the 1694 Lancashire Plots buoyed them up giving 

them a sense of their invulnerability. Their complacent confidence in their 

military prowess was fed by the old Civil War combatants in their midst, and 

these nostalgic enthusiasts helped develop full blown plans for rebellion. 

16 Sir Thomas Clifton died shortly after his acquittal in 1694, William Blundell died in 1698, 
closely followed by his son, Nicholas in 1700. Bishop Layburne died in 1702 and his half 
brother George in 1704. The guiding principle of the latter part of Caryll, Viscount 
Molyneux's life (he died in 1700) could stand for most of the above, "and when he could no 
longer as in his youth, ride in the fields of battle ... he gathered round himself countless 
intrigues". Ed Thomas Heywood, The Norris Papers, Chetham Society, Vol 9, Old Series, 
(Manchester, 1846), p. 20. 
17 Fighting with the Duke of Marlborough gave the Duke of Argyll his skill which was used to 
such good effect during the Jacobite Rising in Scotland in 1715. Sir Daniel Fleming's son 
Michael also fought in Flanders. His leave at Rydal Hall was carefully recorded by his father 
in his notebooks. CROK, WD/RY/Box 19. Typescript of Sir Daniel Fleming's Account 
Book, Pt 2,1694-1701. Entries for March 11`s 1694/5, Sept 5th 1699. 
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Rebellion finally came for the Lancashire Catholics in 1715, though not as 

they had envisaged it. Only when the disparity between their inadequate 

military capacity and that of the seasoned regular troops of George I became 

obvious were they brought face-to-face with the reality of their situation. The 

only ways the Jacobites could develop their horsemanship and marksmanship 

were in horseracing and hunting. These were the skills common to all 

gentlemen. Experience of organising, feeding, drilling and deploying troops 

could only come from regular army service. Hunting, horseracing and playing 

bowls also provided cover for large groups of Jacobites to meet together 

without attracting suspicion. Information could be collated and plans made. '8 

Arming for invasion and military training had already almost deprived several 

Jacobites of their estates and lives, thus extreme caution had to be exercised in 

any military-looking exercises. All too easily meetings at which information 

was exchanged degenerated into an excuse for a self-indulgent life-style, and 

conviviality took over from the discipline of well-motivated strategic 

planning. Near Preston, in the early years of the eighteenth century, the 

"Mock Corporation of Walton-le-Dale" provided an example of a mildly 

seditious Jacobite drinking club. (The activities and membership of this 

organisation will be discussed later in this chapter). PK Monod pointed out 

that diaries written by two Catholic Jacobites contrasted two different ways of 

thinking. Nicholas Blundell, the conscientious paterfamilias who worked hard 

to improve the yield of his estate, compared with the hard drinking, hard 

riding Thomas Tyldesley, whose entire political identity centred on the social 

side of Jacobitism where plotting was almost reduced to a game. 19 

'8 The Tyldesley Diary, p. 39. William Nicolson, Diaries of William Nicolson. Bishop of 
Carlisle, C+W A+AS New Series XIVI, (Carlisle, 1946), p. 198. 
19 The Tyldeslev Diary. The Great Diurnal of Nicholas Blundell. 
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In his diaries, Thomas Tyldesley frequently attended "prayer", his way of 

describing mass. The religious observance of the Catholic Jacobite gentry 

showed another facet of the influences upon the Jacobites. Much of the 

socialisation between Catholic Jacobites was aimed at reinforcing religious 

cohesion amongst the group. Religion was aligned with political allegiance as 

demonstrated by Thomas Tyldesley's displeasure on October 26`h, 1712. The 

priest, Shirdy, saying mass for Tyldesley and the Layburnes, would not pray 

for James III. Tyldesley's influence was such that his displeasure ensured that 

Shirdy was dismissed from his post. To emphasise his influence, within two 

days Tyldesley also went to mass at Henry Madsley's where "honest Mr Gant 

being loyall" had prayed for the King. ° Thereafter, Shirdy was not mentioned 

by the diarist, presumably being given no further patronage by the Lancashire 

Catholic community. Tyldesley's influential position, either through his own 

personality or because of the martyrdom of his grandfather at Wigan Lane, 

carried enough weight to dictate who was employed by other members of the 

Jacobite cell in Lancashire. 

Careful analysis of date headings in another Catholic Jacobite diary, written by 

George Hilton, adds to our understanding of how closely tied the Catholic 

Jacobites were to the agrarian cycle of feast days and fast, as late as the 

eighteenth century. 21 Hilton did not record his attendance at mass, but by 

comparison of diary headings and his bouts of drunkenness, interspersed with 

vows of abstinence, it is possible to see that confession prior to mass on feast 

20 The Tyldesley Diary, p. 59. 
21 George Hilton, The Rake's Diary. The Journal of George Hilton. Trans Anne Hillman, 
Curwen Archive Texts, No 2, (Berwick-upon-Tweed, 1994). 
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days was the trigger for these bouts of self-abrogation. 22 The nostalgic cycle 

of festivals of the Catholic year gave an indication of how important 

maintaining past precedent was in the lives of Catholic Jacobites. During the 

Civil War loyalty to a divinely appointed monarch, and those who were 

martyred in support of that view bolstered the Stuarts claim to the throne in 

1651 and in 1715. Vigorous enterprises initiated by Whig supporters of 

William III in richer areas with a less well-established gentry, like Cotsworth 

in the north-east, could overtake deeply ingrained allegiances. The lack of 

resources in the Barony of Kendal and Amounderness, with their pastoral 

economy, meant that the Catholic and Tory gentry continued to enjoy their 

hereditary position within this backward-looking elite. Those families who 

had, heroes involved in the final stages of the Civil War had a strong moral 

claim to exercise leadership. 

2. North-Western Presence in France, and at the Court of James III 

The frequency of contacts between the rural north-west of England and France 

and the Low Countries could be regarded as unusual until one remembers that 

large numbers of the region's Catholic gentry were educated there. Young 

men received the Catholic education denied them by law in England and some 

became ordained seminary priests to serve their co-religionists back home. 

Severe fines forced recusant families to retrench as best they could. One 

solution to the problem was not to divert available funds outside the family 

through marriage. Dowries for daughters were saved by encouraging those 

sent to convents abroad for their education to remain and become nuns. 

u Ibid; the companions listed on the day before Ash Wednesday (ie Shrove Tuesday) had 
included George Layburne, in all probability the seminary priest, brother of John Layburne (b 
1668) who had been officiating at confession and mass. 
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Whole religious establishments were founded to cater for the daughters of the 

English Catholic gentry. 23 Once installed in convents abroad, Catholic girls 

and women did not return to England unlike their seminary priest brothers. 

Concern for the welfare of these daughters was satisfied by sending portraits 

back to their homes in England. At the Vyne near Basingstoke there is a full- 

length portrait of Winifred Anne Layburne, the cousin of John Layburne (b 

1668)24 in the white habit of the Canonnesses of St Augustin by the St 

Germain painter Alexis Simon Belle. A more tactile way of showing a mother 

her daughters' new habit was worked out by a sister of the seminary priest 

James Swarsbrick, who died in prison in 1717 shortly before execution. The 

wooden doll which accompanied the girl to her convent in the Low Countries 

was sent back to the family dressed in the Jesuit habit adopted by her young 

owner. This doll, dated 1680, was preserved and recently put up for sale at 

Sotheby's in London. 25 

The court at St Germain swelled the ranks of English Catholics abroad. They 

attended their monarch and his wife, Mary of Modena and their children. 

James II died in 1701 leaving his heir, then aged thirteen, to inherit his 

struggle to regain the English throne. Louis XIV's acknowledgement of 

James II's son's legitimate right to the English throne was made to the dying 

James. Louis did not intend to imply any further military or financial 

assistance to put the Old Pretender on the throne of England. After costly 

23 Old Catholic Lancashire, Vol II, (London, 1938), p. 165. 
24 Portrait of Winifred Ann Layburne by Alexis Simon Belle at The Vyne, NT Property, 
previously thought to be La Nonne Cufaud. Letter from Edward Corp to Author, September 
16th, 1995. 
25 The Times, May 25th 1996, Sotheby's Catalogue, Fine Dolls. Teddy Bears. Automata. 
Biscuit Tins. Chess Sets. Model Trains and Toys, (Lot 138), London, Wednesday 22"d and 
Thursday 23" May, 1996. 
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French involvement in Ireland in 1689/90 and the Battle of La Hogue, Louis 

XIV did not have the funds, naval strength, or military resources to divert in 

supporting James III's claim. Without proof that the English had risen for a 

Stuart restoration creating an opportunity for French intervention, Louis XIV 

would concentrate on more achievable military goals. 

The north-western Catholics continued to be promoted even before James II's 

death to posts close to the Prince of Wales. On August 4`h, 1700, Mr 

Strickland was appointed Queen's treasurer at the same time as Charles 

Layburne left the post of Equerry in Queen Mary of Modena's household and 

joined the Prince of Wales as Groom of the Bedchamber. William Dicconson, 

having survived the Lancashire Plot of 1694, was appointed an under- 

governor to the Prince. 26 Eight years later he became Mary of Modena's 

Treasurer and General in place of Mr Strickland who had died. Amongst other 

duties, Dicconson utilised his contacts back home in the north-west to organise 

espionage in England in preparation for a Jacobite rising. 

Until Queen Anne's death, there was uncertainty on the part of many 

politicians as to which monarch to back. We have seen in the last chapter how 

Sunderland hedged his bets plotting with Bishop John Layburne, and, 

similarly the Duke of Marlborough wanted to have a foot in both camps. The 

Duke of Berwick and James III were sceptical about his intentions but Mary of 

Modena, with William Dicconson's help made every effort to persuade 

Marlborough to join the Jacobites. Their envoy in these proceedings was 

26 HMC Calendar of Stuart Papers at Windsor Castle, Vol I, p. 151. 
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Francis Tunstal (Tunstall) 27 Francis Tunstall was related to John Layburne's 

brother-in-law, Marmaduke Tunstall of Cliffe, near Barnard Castle. 28 From 

surviving evidence, efforts to persuade Marlborough to join James III 

emanated from Mary of Modena, with the assistance of William Dicconson, 

demonstrating the impact that the Lancashire Catholic exiles exerted, 

especially within the fervently devout and ever-hopeful household of Queen 

Mary of Modena. The first mention of Tunstall's visits to Marlborough dates 

from October, 1713, when James III had already left St Germain for Bar-Le- 

Duc in Lorraine as a consequence of the Treaty of Utrecht. Mary of Modena 

had been allowed to stay with her retinue at St Germain and wished to exert as 

much influence on the Jacobite plans for invasion and rebellion as possible. 

Hence her urgency to persuade Marlborough to join them. Despite the Duke 

of Berwick and James III's instincts about Marlborough, Tunstall was sent to 

conduct negotiations on their behalf from October, 1713, to the very eve of the 

1715 rising on September 27`h of that year. 29 

3. Bath in the Networks of Catholic Jacobitism 

Many northern Catholic families owned land on both sides of the Pennines as 

a result of intermarriage. 0 The mutual support essential during the Civil War 

continued during the Jacobite plotting for a second Stuart restoration which 

culminated in the 1715 Rising. Contacts between the North of England 

Jacobites and those in the West Country, with Bath as its focal point, may 

27 1b1d, pp. 274,278,281,321,325,327,328,329,335,336,337. 
28 The family trees of the Tunstalls are not clear, but the two Tunstalls had a common great 
grandfather. The Tunstall family had owned Thurnam Castle, near Kirby Lonsdale until 1605 
when they sold it and one branch of the family crossed the Pennines to Yorkshire. 
29 HMC Calendar of Stuart Papers at Windsor Castle, pp. 274,427. 
30 FJA Skeet, A History of the Families of Skeet. Somerscales. Widderineton. Wilby. Murray. 
Blake. Grimshaw and others. (London, 1906), pp. 94,100,113. 
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have been previously overlooked. There was no obvious liaison between the 

two pro-Jacobite communities so distant from each other, but connections 

between the two areas did exist. A similarly relaxed attitude towards 

Catholics in both areas sheltered them from the letter of the laws against 

Recusants. From the time of the Reformation, Bath and Wiltshire Justices did 

not fine the Catholic gentry stringently. In neither the north-west nor the 

south-west was the full weight of the law against Recusants implemented. 31 

The local Tory gentry in both places, if not actively pro-Catholic, were related 

for the most part to their Catholic neighbours and did not regard them in the 

same way as Catholics in general were viewed during the Popish Plot when an 

imaginary threat was felt nationally. 

Some of the largest landowners in the south-west, though not themselves 

Catholic, were involved in plans to bring back the Stuart Pretender after 

George I's accession. Lord Lansdowne at Longleat, Sir William Wyndham at 

Orchard Wyndham, and the second Duke of Beaufort at Badminton were high 

Tories and active Jacobite supporters. In particular the area around Bath was 

much influenced by the Somerset family at Badminton. There had been a 

connection between the then Earl of Glamorgan (later Somerset) and Dr 

George Layburne in Ireland in the 1640's. 2 These contacts could have been 

maintained up until the beginning of the eighteenth century when Henry 

Somerset, second Duke of Beaufort the great grandson of the Royalist 

Glamorgan was part of the group influenced by his Jacobite uncle, the second 

Duke of Ormonde. The high Tory atmosphere prevalent in parts of the south- 

31 John Anthony Williams, Bath and Rome. The Living Link. (Bath, 1963), p. ii. 
32 H Durant, The Somerset Sequence. The Story of the Somerset Family. (London, 1951), pp. 
86-94. 
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west encouraged Jacobitism and countenanced open attendance at Mass by 

Catholics 33 There were many examples of a relaxed attitude towards 

Catholics in Bath. 34,35 

The existing pro-Catholic milieu was given a further Jacobite perspective by 

Mary of Modena's successful visit to "take the waters" in Bath in the summer 

of 1687. After her visit to Bath she gave birth to James II's son and heir which 

was, in effect, the precipitant of the 1688 revolution, but became the focus of 

hope for a future Catholic and Stuart monarchy. Thereafter Bath become a 

place of pilgrimage, quite apart from any recreational or restorative qualities 

the springs might confer. The success of Mary-of Modena's cure was given 

further royal approval by her own step-daughter, Anne, who went to Bath in 

the early summer of 1688 to avoid having to witness the birth of the Prince of 

Wales. She was thus able to persist in her declarations that Mary of Modena's 

pregnancy was feigned. Anne was not alone in visiting Bath for political 

reasons. The Marquess of Atholl took refuge to avoid having to declare for 

William III or James II in the first Jacobite Rising of 1689 headed by Dundee: 

Having garrisoned Blair Castle asdirected to frustrate Dundee's progress on 

May 11`h, 1689, "the Marquess (accompanied by the Marchioness) set out from 

Edinburgh for Bath, to take the waters for the benefit of his health, '. 36 The 

motives for the Marquess's absence from his estates became understandable as 

his baillie, Stewart of Ballechin, took Blair Castle for the Jacobites contrary to 

33 Williams, Bath and Rome. The Living Link, pp. 22,23. 
34 Ed John Anthony Williams, Post-Reformation Catholicism in Bath, Vol I, (London, 1975), 

p. 45. Ronald S Neale, Bath 1680-1850 a Social History. or. a Valley of Pleasure yet a Sink 

of Iniquity, (London, 1981), p. 306. 
35 Ed JA Williams, Post-Reformation Catholicism in Bath, p. 47. 
36 Duke of Atholl, The Chronicles of the Atholl and Tullibardine Families, Vol I, p. 277. 
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written instructions. Bets were further hedged by Atholl's son, John Murray, 

besieging the Castle for the Williamite cause while yet another son, James, 

was openly in arms for the Jacobites. 7 The letter written by the Marquess 

from Bath on June 23d, 1689, complained that "my enemies give it out as if I 

had come a way to purpos to lett them [my tenants] joyne with Dundie and 

myselfe to pretend otherwayes to the Kinge as if I knowe nothing of it" does 

not have the ring of truth about it. 38 

There were connections between Bath and the Jacobites in the north-west 

through Atholl's wife, Amelia Sophia Stanley. She was daughter of the 

previously mentioned 7`h Earl of Derby beheaded in 165139 The Marquess 

and Marchioness spent the Interregnum at Knowsley in Lancashire with the 8`h 

Earl of Derby and the Dowager Countess Charlotte. The Atholls' eldest son, 

John, was born at Knowsley in 1660. Thus the Atholls would be familiar with 

Anglican and Catholic gentry families in Lancashire. The Atholls' cautious 

approach to William III after the 1688 Revolution allowed them, like so many 

other members of the Peerage, to keep their options open 40 Royalist 

connections in the north and south-west of England, who later developed into 

Jacobite supporters, featured as trustees in the Earl of Derby's will. When 

John Layburne died in 1664, his son Thomas, and Francis Wyndham of Trent 

in Somerset, were nominated, amongst others, as trustees to Derby's children. 

Bath provided cover and a haven for the indecisive Atholls. There they would 

be in the pro-Jacobite circle of the Duke of Beaufort, to whom they were 

37 Lehman, The Jacobite Risings, pp. 37,38. 
38 Atholl, The Chronicles of the Atholl and Tullibardine Families, p. 283. 
39 GEC Vol 4, pp. 214,215. 
40 Lehman, The Jacobite Risings, pp. 37,38. 
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related, and the Wyndhams, trustees of the Marchioness's father. However, 

the government saw through Atholl's attempts to confuse the issue of his 

loyalty to William Ill. By August 8`h, 1689, he had been taken prisoner from 

Bath to London, showing how little confidence William Ill placed in Atholl's 

protestations of innocence 41 

Towards the end of the seventeenth century royal visits elevated Bath to the 

status of a fashionable spa. Beau Nash tempered its earlier reputation for 

licentiousness and had organised its gambling along more socially-acceptable 

lines without detracting from the pleasures of either activity. Sir Daniel 

Fleming's reluctance to allow his son, William to go to Bath on 2nd 

September, 1692, was thus understandable. 2 This visit was one of several 

William paid to Bath, as did his uncle, Sir George Fletcher. 43 Visiting Bath 

was well established among both Anglican and Catholic gentry of the north- 

west before the beginning of the eighteenth century. As Queen, Anne's 

subsequent visits in 1702 and 1703, together with Beau Nash's programme of 

improvements sealed the town's position as a resort for the nobility and 

gentry. Beneath the umbrella of sociability, the opportunity was offered for 

large numbers of Jacobites to meet and scheme unnoticed together. William 

Dicconson, acquitted of treason in the Lancashire Plot trial of 1694, reached 

Bath on June 22nd, 1697, where he rejoined his wife and dined with a Mr 

Fleetwood and a Mr Leigh (both with Jacobite connections) 44 

41 The Chronicles of the Atholl and Tullibardine Families, p. 314. 
42 CROK WD/RY Box 119, Typescript of Sir Daniel Fleming's Account Book. Pt 1 1688- 
1694. September 2°d 1692. 
43 William Fleming to Sir Daniel Fleming from New Inn, Bath, September 1692, quoted in 
Lewis Melville, Bath under Beau Nash - and After (London, 1926), p. 88. Magrath, The 
Flemings at Oxford. Vol III, p. 119, n. 11. 
44 William Dicconson, Diary, fl. 48; Henning, ed, The History of Parliament: The House of 
Commons 1660-1690. Vol II, pp. 329,330; PRO, FEC 1/ 1585. 
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Amongst the Catholics there was the perennial problem of marriage, and 

increasing family wealth rather than spending it on dowries, further 

impoverishing recusants. Bath provided a convenient marriage-market for 

them. Early connections already existed between the Duke of Norfolk and the 

Layburnes in the north-west 45 In 1696, these north-western Jacobite ties were 

enhanced by the marriage of Ralph Standish to the 8th Duke of Norfolk's 

sister, Lady Philippa Howard. 6 Further intermarriage between the Norfolks 

and the Catholic north-west was initiated at Bath in 1706. Baron Rupert Price, 

writing to Robert Harley in September, 1706, reported that the (8`h) Duke of 

Norfolk had designs "upon Sir Nicholas Sherborne's, of the north, daughter 

and heir who is here also, who has upwards of £3,000 per annum and red 

lettered". They were married three years later. 47 Among the other notables 

mentioned by the Baron as being at Bath were the Duke of Beaufort, the 

Duchess of Shrewsbury and Lord Granville, who were either Catholic or had 

Jacobite sympathies 48 The settled Jacobite presence in Bath was swelled by 

visiting nobility and gentry, affording easy social commerce and opportunities 

to collate ideas. 

Thomas Tyldesley recorded the arrival of letters from John Layburne (b 1668) 

from Bath. They arrived on the 12`h and 24h. of June, 1713, and he noted the 

payment of seven and eight pence for them respectively. On the 16`h of July, 

Tyldesley notes John and Lucy Layburne's recent return from "ye Bath" 49 

Their trip may have concerned Lucy's inability to produce any more children 

°S See Chapter VIII. 
46 Ibid, fis 11,39,49,52,53,54. 
47 HMC MSS of the Duke of Portland, 15`h report, Appendix, pt IV, (London, 1897), p. 329. 
48 DNB, Vol XIX, p. 305. 
49 The Tyldesley Dial, pp 94,97,100. 
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after the deaths of their two infant sons. At thirty-seven, she was on the 

margins of being too old to have more children. 50 However, another reason to 

visit Bath was that John Laybume had connections with the Duke of Beaufort 

and his uncle, the Duke of Ormonde, through his own great uncle, Dr George 

Layburne, and their joint activities at Queen Henrietta Maria's behest to 

provide troops from Ireland for Charles I in 1646-49. Tyldesley was one of 

the acknowledged leaders of the Lancashire Jacobites, and possibly Layburne 

had been sent as a courier to keep abreast of Jacobite plans in the south-west. 

The Jacobite connections between Bath and the north-west were further 

underlined at the trial of Richard Gascoigne, an Irish Catholic Jacobite 

captured at Preston in November, 1715. In the evidence it was stated that 

there was a warrant for the arrest of Gascoigne on November 2°d, 1715, at 

Bath, but that he had "gone from there about a fortenight. " Furthermore, one 

of the Rebels' Quatermasters from Preston had been told that Gascoigne was 

from Bath "a warrant being out against him. " The opening indictment for his 

original arrest had also included the fact that "there had been several Boxes or 

Chests of Arms directed to the Prisoner who was in great trust and favour with 

some of the Chiefs engag'd in the Rebellion in the West. "51 Gascoigne's trial 

also drew attention to the lines of Jacobite communication between 

Lancashire, (where he was captured), Ireland, his home, and France, from 

where he had gone to give the Duchess of Ormonde news of her exiled 

husband's welfare. 52 

50 Tyldesley had been to comfort the sad couple at Nateby the previous December after the 
death of one of their children. Ibid, pp. 64,66. 
s1 Abel Boyer, The Political State of Great Britain; Vol XI, (London, 1716), pp. 546,547,550. 
52 Ibid, p. 547. HMC Stuart Papers; Vol I, pp. 433,531. James III to Bolingbroke 10`h 
October 1715; James III instructions, 10`s October 1715. 
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Boyer gave a history of Gascoigne's life after he had been found guilty of high 

treason. In it he stressed that this personable man had been drawn to London 

and Bath by the people of quality to be found there. His skill at gambling and 

his card-sharping ability afforded him a livelihood and he had found favour 

amongst the Tory Jacobites in the West such as the Duke of Ormonde, Lord 

Bolingbroke, Sir William Wyndham, and Mr Harvey of Comb. Gradually he 

became involved in the Jacobite plans for a rebellion. In Gascoigne we see . 

Bath's reputation as a resort of the shadier sort and centre for rebellion, which 

went hand in hand. The complex motivations of Gascoigne's period in Bath 

give an indication of the strength of the Jacobites' attraction to the place, not 

least for John Layburne. His family's long involvement with the Stuarts made 

him an ideal courier between the west country and Lancashire, as he already 

had strong family connections with the Dukes of Ormonde and Beaufort and 

did not need skill at gaming tables to provide him with an entry to their circle. 

At this time Francis Tunstall, a relation by marriage, was acting as an 

intermediary for the Jacobites in France to woo Marlborough to the Jacobite 

cause, reporting back to the Duke of Berwick and Mary of Modena. 53 The 

correspondence between Layburne and Tyldesley could have had a bearing on 

Tunstall's activities. Interestingly no other payment for letters had been 

mentioned (in Tyldesley's diary) suggesting that the correspondence from 

John Layburne in Bath was of importance. The Jacobites used the postal 

service when necessary, attempting to encode their plans, but the post office's 

53 HMC Stuart Papers, Vol I, pp. 274,278,281. M Haile, James Francis Edward: The Old 
Chevalier, (London, 1907), p. 116. Bryan Bevan, Marlborough the Man. A Biography of John 
Churchill. 1" Duke of Marlborough, (London, 1975), pp. 277,278,280. 
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regular reading of such letters was acknowledged by Lansdowne in his letter 

incriminating Sir William Wyndham on his arrest. 54 

After Queen Anne's death in August, 1714, the Jacobites prepared for a 

Rebellion with renewed vigour. According to Robert Patten, the 

Northumberland clergyman, who turned King's evidence after his 

involvement in the 1715 Rising, "Bath was both the Rendezvous and one of 

the Arsenals of the Conspirators. "SS As far back as November, 1714, the Duke 

of Berwick had suggested Bristol and Plymouth as disembarkation ports for' 

invading troops. The position of Bath and its Jacobite and Catholic 

sympathies was convenient for both the English and Bristol channels. 56 The 

, main thrust of a Jacobite Rising was therefore to be centred in the West 

Country. Simultaneous risings in the North and in Scotland were meant to 

draw attention and forces away from this area. The Jacobites would then 

march on the capital which was more accessible than the decoy sites further 

north. George I's treatment of High Tories after the election of a Whig 

Parliament in March, 1715, and the impeachment of Bolingbroke in April and 

Ormonde in June, 1715, forced the Jacobites into premature action. However, 

Bolingbroke left England for France in April and Ormonde in July, so Jacobite 

planning in the West was left to Wyndham and Lansdowne. Their estates 

covered a large area in that region. Unfortunately, for Jacobite organisation, 

Sir William Wyndham was a young inexperienced plotter. In addition, spies 

bringing news from England had to choose their destination between Mary of 

54 Wyndham, A Family History. p. 53. 
55 Robert Patten, 'History of the Rebellion of Scotland', History of the Late Rebellion in 1715, 
(London, 1717), p. 126. 
56 James FitzJames, le Marechal - Duc de Berwick, mire , Tome II, (Paris, 1778), pp. 
210-211. Jones, The Mainstream of Jacobitism, p. 101. 
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Modena's court at St Germains and Bar-le-Duc in Lorraine where James III 

had gone as part of the settlement of the Treaty of Utrecht in 1713, remaining 

there after the death of Louis XIV in September, 1715. The distances 

involved meant that agents, like Francis Tunstall, had difficulty in passing on 

information and keeping the Jacobites abreast of developments in England. 

Jacobite security had been a recurrent problem and spies were vulnerable to 

the attentions of the post office and betrayal on many occasions due to their 

indiscretion and bad planning. Lord Stair, on the contrary, appointed 

Ambassador to Paris by George I in April, 1715, ran a highly efficient 

espionage operation which kept the English government abreast of Jacobite 

plans, both real and imaginary, on both sides of the Channel. Through Stair in 

Paris, with the privileged and efficient diplomatic couriers, the government in 

London knew of every move planned by the Jacobites in France and England. 

The exception was Mar's impetuous flight from London to raise troops in 

Scotland and to start the 1715 Rebellion there. This was an individual's 

action, taken without conferring with the Jacobites in France, and it was the 

one piece of information that could not be passed on, however 

unconsciously. 57 

The post office also played a role in uncovering Jacobite plans. In 1715, a 

post office clerk, Ralph Allen (who was later to make his fortune out of 

providing stone for the rapid expansion of Bath in the eighteenth century) 

appraised the government, and General Wade in particular, of a load of arms 

being brought up to Bath from the West. Allen had access to suspicious 

s' Sir Charles Petrie, Bolingbroke, (London, 1937), pp. 279,280,281. 
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correspondence 58 On 14th September, 1715, Parliament assented to the arrest 

of the following MPs: Sir William Wyndham (MP for Somerset), Sir John 

Packington (MP for Worcester), Edward Harvey (MP for Clitheroe in 

Lancashire), Thomas Forster (MP for Northumberland), and John Anstis (MP 

for Launceston). 59 One week later, at the mustering of Jacobites at Bath, bells 

were rung to greet the arrival of Sir William Wyndham, but the warrant for his 

arrest had already been issued. News of what was afoot in London meant that 

the Jacobites had waited too long, according to Wyndham, and had missed 

their opportunity to rise. The hundred gentlemen enrolled in the cause were 

disbanded by him. 60 Lansdowne was arrested the same day, and Wyndham 

only just escaped arrest on 26`h September. 61 Five days later, on 16` October, 

1715, Major-General Wade was given orders to garrison Bath for the 

government. 62 On 3`d October Sir William Wyndham surrendered 63 Thus 

any viable rebellion had been pre-empted in the south-west. 

Communications in the Jacobite network were so poor that Tunstall was 

quoted by the Duke of Berwick in a letter dated 27`h September, 1715, to Mary 

of Modena saying, "that the King is expected by everybody. All this 

concludes for His Majesty parting as soon as possible". 64 There was no hint of 

the projected strike against the Jacobites in the south-west nearly a fortnight 

previously. On 27th September, the Whig Lord Lieutenant of Gloucester, Lord 

Berkeley, had secured Bristol, which had been supposed to be held for the 

58 Benjamin Boyce, The Benevolent Man. A Life of Ralph Allen of Bath. (Cambridge, Mass., 
1967), p. 18. 
59 Petrie, The Jacobite Movement, (London, 1959), pp. 223,224. 
60 Ibid, p. 224. 
61 Ibid, pp. 224,225. 
62 PRO SP 54/9/1. 
63 Wyndham, A Family History, Vol II, p. 57. 
64 HMC Stuart Papers, Vol I, Duke of Berwick to Queen Mary, St Germain, p. 427. 
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Jacobites by a merchant called Hart. The Plymouth garrison was assumed to 

have been brought over to the Jacobite cause, but had been betrayed before 

18th October, 1715.65 Despite rumours of Sir William Wyndham's surrender 

and the unwillingness of the West to rise, Ormonde sailed to Cornwall but 

returned to Brittany when he found that the rumours were true. By 24`h 

October, 1715, James III had reached St Malo in preparation for the invasion 

of the West. On Ormonde's ignominious return, James abandoned his plans to 

land in the West. Thus, late in October, he decided to make his way to 

Dunkirk and to sail to join the rising on his behalf in Lancashire and Scotland. 

The diversionary tactics had become the 1715 Rising itself. 

The collapse of organised Jacobite plans in the West Country and Bath had 

unforeseen consequences. The arrests of so many of James's supporters 

forced unpremeditated impulsive action to be taken elsewhere. All the weight 

of preparation of arsenals, logistics and troops had been concentrated on that 

area. The North and Scotland were not nearly so well prepared. What could 

have been a concerted blow against George I had fizzled out in England before 

the middle of November, 1715, and despite James landing in Scotland, did not 

survive long into 1716. Both areas may have been a natural focus for 

Catholics and Jacobites, but prompt Whig action saw to it that they had lost 

what national impetus they may have had. 

65 Petrie, The Jacobite Movement, pp. 233,234. 
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4. The 1715 Risings in Scotland and the North of England 

The Risings both in Scotland and particularly, the north-east of England, were 

more the result of individual reactions to events than carefully executed 

planning. In the case of the Earl of Mar, pique could be said to be his 

motivation rather than any long-standing devotion to the Jacobite cause. 

George I's snub of the Earl of Mar's offer to be of service after his period as 

Secretary of State for Scotland under Queen Anne in 1713-14, provoked his 

decision to return to Scotland and rise for James III. As he had been a 

supporter of the Union of English and Scottish parliaments in 1707, one of the 

Jacobites' main grievances against the English government, his Stuart 

sympathies were relatively recent. Added to his humiliation at being rejected 

by George I, Mar was aware that as a Tory, he was now in danger of arrest. 

Leaving London on August 8`h, 1715, was more to avoid arrest than to renew 

any previously-held loyalty to James III. Mar's hasty flight to Scotland was 

unexpected and, in the overall Jacobite scheme of things, it was never intended 

that he should lead the main thrust of the Rebellion. In early August, the 

south-west was still the preferred main site of the proposed rising. Once he 

had reached Scotland, Mar organised a gathering of the clans near Aboyne. 

Under cover of a Great Hunt, a traditional highland pursuit, plans were 

finalised for a Rising among the clans. Those present dispersed to their homes 

to raise family and friends. 66 On the 6th September, 1715, Mar raised the 

Jacobite standard at Braemar and James Francis Edward Stuart was declared 

King, marking a point of no return for the Rebellion in Scotland. 

66 Scottish National Portrait Gallery, The Jacobite Rising of 1715, RE Hutchinson, 
(Edinburgh, 1965), pp. 16,17,19,21,22,23,24. I am indebted to the author of this cogent 
account of the 1715 Rising in the following resum6 of the events in Scotland in late 1715. 
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However willing the Highlanders were to rise, there were several drawbacks to 

starting a rebellion there. The fact that they were so far removed from the 

Scottish capital and from London meant that any advantage of surprise attack 

was lost. Highland allegiances to a feudal system might provoke a wish to 

reverse the Union engineered with England in 1707, but some of the Scottish 

peers, such as Argyll, were supporters of the Union. They had suffered at the 

hands of the Stuarts and were against their reinstatement. The majority of the 

Lowland Scots did not share the convictions of the clansmen, and were 

strongly Presbyterian and Hanoverian in sympathies. The greatest impediment 

to the success of Mar's action was the chronic shortage of guns and trained 

cavalry. As Scotland had been considered a sideshow rather than the main 

arena of the Rebellion, there was neither the need, availability nor logistics in 

place for the wholesale arming of the Highlands. The only point in favour of a 

Scottish Rising was the small number of government troops stationed there. 

Only one thousand five hundred English soldiers were in Scotland, as opposed 

to Mar's force of five thousand. However, the rebels could not compete with 

George I's regular troops. These were disciplined, well-trained dragoons, 

well-armed infantry with properly mounted cavalry support as opposed to the 

simple Highland infantry. Moreover, the government could count on 

reinforcements from the Dutch Republic and Ireland, whereas in the face of 

hostilities the Highland rebel forces were prone to desert and return to their 

homes, especially when they reached the English border. Lack of experienced 

leadership frustrated the Jacobites' attempts to secure any military advantage. 

A military career was not open to non jurors and the experience gained in the 

Civil War was two or three generations removed from the Jacobites' new 
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military leaders. The government, however, could call on seasoned generals 

of the calibre of the 2nd Duke of Argyll who had fought with Marlborough in 

the war against France. He was able to use his military experience to good 

effect against the raw Highlanders. 

Mar was more of a liability than an asset to the Rebellion. Once he had 

reached Perth on September 14th, 1715, instead of pressing on to take Stirling 

and Edinburgh castles, which were the military keys to opening up the way 

south, he remained at Perth for almost the next two months. Mackintosh of 

Borlam had more success in the north of Scotland, managing to take Inverness 

for the Jacobites. He was one of the few Jacobite leaders to have military 

experience. He made a disciplined advance southwards and, finding that 

Argyll was already in control of Stirling and Edinburgh, crossed the Firth of 

Forth to the East of Edinburgh. As the capital was already in government 

hands, Mackintosh after attempting to capture the port of Leith, headed 

southwards with his troops, leaving Mar inactive in Perth. On the 22nd 

October, 1715, Mackintosh met up at Kelso with Viscount Kenmore and his 

troops from the Borders, and with the Earl of Derwentwater and his general, 

Thomas Forster, from Northumberland. 

If Mar's action was unplanned James Radcliffe, 3`d Earl of Derwentwater, was 

forced into rebellion in the north-east of England as a reaction to events in the 

south-west. His Catholic ancestry and early life made him an obvious 

candidate for imprisonment by the Hanoverians, once reports of rebellion were 

rife. On his mother's side James Radcliffe was first cousin to the young Stuart 
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Prince of Wales by illegitimate descent from Charles 11 . 
67 In 1702, James 

Radcliffe and his brother, Francis, were sent to St Germain-en-Laye to be 

companions to their cousin, the Prince of Wales. There they were given a 

Catholic education with him. In 1709, they were permitted to return to 

England. 68 The following year the young Earl went to visit the family estates 

in Cumberland where the Radcliffes had originally risen to prominence 69 At 

this time, he continued on to Lancashire where he was present long enough to 

be elected Mayor of the Walton-le-Dale Mock Corporation, in 1711, which 

emphasised the close relations that existed between the north-eastern and 

north-western Catholics. This was a Catholic Jacobite drinking club which 

met at the Unicorn Inn at Walton-le-Dale near Preston. The roll of honour 

included the 8th Duke of Norfolk, elected Mayor of the Corporation in 1710, 

one year after his marriage to Sir Nicholas Shireburne's daughter, father and 

son-in-law having joined at the same time. This association of like-minded 

Catholic Jacobites had been founded in 1700 and its raison d'etre was to flout 

authority, giving mock offices to the families whose hereditary county posts 

had been removed after James II's flight. 70 Amongst the office-bearers in the 

Corporation were Catholics from the north-east, like Derwentwater. William 

Tunstall, Poet Laureate from 1705 to 1712, related to John Layburne (b 1668), 

came from north Yorkshire. The Catholic gentry from around Preston 

included Tom Tyldesley, the diarist who was appointed "slut-kisser" in 1708, 

and Charles Townley, Deputy Mayor, in the same year. Many of the members 

67 William Sidney Gibson, Dilston Hall: or Memoirs of the ... Earl of Derwentwater. A 
Martyr in the Rebellion of 1715. to which is added a visit to Bamburgh Castle ... Forming the 
second series of descriptive and historical notices of Northumbrian Churches and Castles, 
LLondon, 1850), pp. 29-30. 

Ibid, p. 39. 
69 Their title was taken from the Isle of Derwent, in Derwentwater in Cumberland. 
70 Monod, Jacobitism and the English People, p. 298-299. 
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of the Mock Corporation were to be captured at Preston in November, 1715.71 

Although Derwentwater was recorded as having been elected Mayor only for 

1711, the contacts that he had made with Lancashire Catholic families while at 

St Germain were reinforced by this period spent with them and were to 

influence the direction the 1715 Rebellion took. 

In 1712, Derwentwater married Anna Maria Webb, whom he had first met at 

St Germain, arguing a strong Catholic Jacobite allegiance on the part of her 

family. 72 The first two years of their married life were spent in 

Gloucestershire, thus within the ambit of Bath, the Jacobite centre of planning 

for a rising in the south-west. Her father, Sir John Webb was an ardent 

Jacobite supporter contributing funds to the cause. 73 Tradition had it that it 

was his wife from the south-west who was instrumental in his persuading 

Derwentwater lead the uprising. 4 They returned to Dilston in autumn 1714.75 

There was no intention on the part of the Jacobite courts in France to include 

him in their plans for a main insurrection and invasion, or that the 

Northumbrian Jacobites regarded him as a leader. Plans at this stage centred 

on Bath in the better-placed south-west. 6 Derwentwater's period in the south- 

west could account for his awareness of events there and their wider 

implications for his situation. From his correspondence it is clear that 

Derwentwater knew of Ormonde's flight from England on the 2 1$` July, as he 

wrote to a Whig neighbour on 27`h July, one week later, asking him to look 

71 HH Barker, The Walton-le-Dale Mock Corporation, (Blackburn, 1873), pp. 6,8,9,10,18, 
19. 
n The Webbs were also related by marriage to the family of the Montagues of Cowdray. Ed 
John Orlebar Payne, Records of the English Catholics of 1715, (London, 1889), pp. 13,64. 
73 Williams, Catholic Recusancy in Wiltshire, p. 250. 
74 Gibson, Dilston Hall: Memoirs of the ... Earl of Derwentwater, pp. 41-41,50. 
75 Ibid, p. 45. 
76 Ibid, p. 47. 
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after a grey horse. 77 (Legend had it that Derwentwater rode a grey during the 

Rebellion). Legislation prohibiting Papists from owning a horse over the 

value of £5 (ie a cavalry mount) was not yet operational in the north-east, 

which argued some other source of information possibly from his father-in- 

law in the south-west. The likelihood of Derwentwater being arrested grew as 

Mar fled London, and warrants were issued for Jacobites. He was left with the 

choice of being placed under house arrest with the possible confiscation of his 

estates, or fleeing to avoid imprisonment. He decided to leave Dilston Hall 

and live rough, taking shelter with sympathetic tenants and relatives in the 

area around Corbridge and Hexham, rather than suffer confinement. A 

warrant was finally issued on 22nd September, after Mar's rising in the 

Highlands. After some time in the hills, it became clear that Derwentwater 

either had to surrender to the government, as had Sir William Wyndham and 

risk the confiscation of his estates, or follow Mar's example and rise for the 

Pretender with his Jacobite relations and friends. He could not continue living 

in the open as winter approached. Finally, on 5`h October, a scant month after 

Mar had raised his standard at Braemar, Derwentwater began the Rising in the 

north-east. 

Under cover of a race meeting near Dilston, Derwentwater presided over a 

gathering of Jacobites. On the following morning, a small armed group 

gathered on the north bank of the Tyne. The small number of adherents and 

tenants Derwentwater headed was indicative of the unpremeditated nature of 

n Ibid, p. 48. Francis JA Skeet, The Life of the Rt Hon James Radcliffe. Third Earl of 
Derwentwater, with an account of his Martyrdom for the Catholic faith and loyalty, (London, 
1929), p. 54. Frances Dickinson, The Reluctant Rebel. a Northumbrian Legacy of Jacobite 
Times, (Newcastle upon Tyne, 1996), p. 26. 
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the rising. Tenants joined him because he had large estates, and was well 

respected 78 He was accompanied by his brother, Charles Radcliffe, and 

kinsman, William, Lord Widderington, and his brothers Charles and 

Peregrin. 79 The Widderingtons had heard of the proposed Rebellion only the 

night before, emphasising its unexpected nature. This small company met up 

with the MP for Northumberland, Thomas Forster, an Anglican Tory. A 

warrant for his arrest had been issued at the same time as Sir William 

Wyndham's. A month previously Forster found himself in the same situation 

as Derwentwater -join the rising or suffer arrest. It was decided to make 

Forster their General, as they saw the dangers of their Rising being equated 

with Catholicism deterring would-be Tory Anglicans. It was agreed to march 

to Warkworth on 7`h October, midway between Berwick and Newcastle. As 

many estates on the coastline between Berwick and Blyth were owned by 

Catholics this move by the rebels was not as eccentric as it might first appear. 

Part of the invasion plan following the Assassination Plot in 1696 had been to 

land at Newcastle. 8° From a base there, they could await the hoped for arms 

and reinforcements from France and prepare to march on Newcastle. Further 

up the coast, two Erringtons attempted to hold Holy Isle for the Jacobites as 

part of this manoeuvre. They were awaiting French assistance unaware that 

this was unlikely to materialise and that the Old Pretender was still planning to 

cross to the south-west, even though Major General Wade had occupied Bath 

and the Jacobite arsenals had been captured. 81 

78 Patten, The History of the Late Rebellion, pp. 60,61. 
79 Francis JA Skeet, A History of the Families of Skeet. Somerscales. Widderington, 
(London, 1906), p. 109. Patten, The History of the Late Rebellion. 
80 Leo Gooch, The Desperate Faction? The Jacobites of North East England 1688-1745. (Hull, 
1995), pp. 32,33. The Mainstream of Jacobitism, p. 46. 
81 A History of the Late Rebellion. pp. 27,28. As there was no known French involvement in 
this part of the 1715 Rebellion this last might be wishful thinking on the part of the rebels. 
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Newcastle, the centre of the coal industry supplying the capital, was the goal 

for the main body of the insurgents. They had counted on Sir William 

Blackett's winning over his keelmen (dock workers) to the Jacobite cause. 

London depended upon six to eight hundred colliers per year supplying fuel to 

the capital. 82 The rebels knew how important this trade was to the'capital, but 

their attempts to capture Newcastle were checked by the local magistrates 

who, having news of the Rebellion, garrisoned the town and repaired the 

dilapidated walls. The Whig entrepreneur, William Cotesworth, had acted as 

an efficient governmental agent on Tyneside and, besides strengthening 

Newcastle against attack, had ensured that Sir William Blackett had been 

placed under virtual house arrest, thus ruining any chances the Jacobites had 

of capturing Newcastle'. 83 The small Jacobite band then made their way to 

Hexham, where, as at Alnwick, Warkworth and Morpeth, James Stuart was 

proclaimed King. Despite previous assurances that Northumberland would 

rise, the rebels attracted very little support of the sort they needed, namely 

well-mounted, well-armed gentry with experience of military leadership. On 

the 15`h October, General Carpenter and his troops sailed from London and 

arrived at Newcastle three days later to defend the city, ensuring the failure of 

any rebel attack. 

News of Carpenter's arrival at Newcastle forced Derwentwater to abandon 

plans for its capture and, rather aimlessly, he and his band of three hundred or 

so headed north into the Scottish borders, joining up with'Brigadier 

Mackintosh of Borlum at Kelso on 22nd October. Mackintosh, one of the few 

82 Hughes, North Country Life in the Eighteenth Century, Vol I, p. 207. 
83 Ibid, pp. 59-60. 
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seasoned Jacobite commanders, had managed to keep his one thousand five 

hundred foot and six hundred horse intact, whereas Derwentwater had not 

managed to attract troops in the numbers he envisaged. According to Patten, 

the Anglican clergyman who accompanied the Northumbrian rebels and who 

later turned King's evidence, it was the arrival of letters from friends that 

persuaded Derwentwater and the Scottish rebels at Kelso to go to Lancashire 

where they were sure of support from the Catholic gentry. 84 The connections 

that existed between north-east and north-west have already been outlined, not 

least in the case of Derwentwater's own estates which straddled the two areas. 

The links between the two regions dated in certain cases from the Civil War. 

Derwentwater's kinsmen, the three Widderington brothers, had a grandfather 

killed at the Battle of Wigan Lane in 1651 with Sir Thomas Tyldesley, also 

their aunt Mary Widderington had married Richard Towneley of Towneley in 

Lancashire. Lord Widderington, with the help of his uncle Towneley had 

already been to Manchester to enlist possible recruits. 85 After a period of 

indecision, the arrival of Lord Widderington in Kelso with letters from the 

Lancashire Jacobites promising support led to the small Jacobite army 

crossing the English border. However, they neglected to send word ahead of 

their march south until much later, thus preventing the Lancashire Catholics 

preparing for their arrival. By the time the Jacobite army reached Penrith, 

William Tunstall, the sometime Poet-Laureate of the Mock Corporation of 

Walton-le-Dale, had now been made paymaster general. Any money received 

from excise collected by the Jacobites from the towns where they declared 

James Stuart rightful King, was to be paid to him. 86 Tunstall's family, like 

84 A History of the Late Rebellion, p. 71. 
85 Lancashire Memorials of the Rebellion 1715. p. 27. 
" Ibid, p. 86. 
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Radcliffe's, had originated on the west side of the Pennines and, like him, his 

membership of the Corporation of Walton-le-Dale showed how closely- 

integrated were the Catholics from both sides of the country. 

The only encouraging news the Jacobites received on their advance was the 

flight of the Posse Commititatus from Penrith Fell on hearing of their 

approach. Peter Clarke, an attorney's clerk accompanying the army, kept a 

diary of this part of the Jacobite advance from Penrith to Preston. 87 At 

Kendal, Colonel Forster's connections with the north-west were brought. out in 

Clarke's diary. There Foster attempted to visit Madame Bellingham, his 

godmother. However, she was hostile to the Jacobite cause and showed how 

linked Catholicism and Jacobitism were. She gave him "two or three boxes on 

the ear and called him a rebel and a Popish toole". 88 The Westmorland gentry 

were prepared to tolerate their neighbours' discreet Catholicism, but there 

were limits. The lack of recruits who joined the rebels bears this out, as the 

Rising was obviously equated with a uniquely Catholic offensive in the minds 

of the majority. It was not until the Jacobite army left Kendal on November 

6`h, to march to Lancaster via Kirkby Lonsdale, that Charles Widderington was 

despatched to inform the Lancashire Catholic community of their advance. 89 

The disorganised nature of the Rebellion became increasingly apparent by the 

haphazard method of informing Jacobite supporters in Lancashire of their 

army's imminent arrival. The decision to head to Lancashire had been taken 

at Kelso in October, but it was a fortnight later that the information was 

87 Lancashire Memorials of the Rebellion 1715, p. 80. 
88 Ibid, p. 82. 
89 Ibid, p. 85. Patten, A History of the Late Rebellion. p. 91. 
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despatched south, allowing the recipients very little time to assemble arms, 

equipment and men. Their nominated Colonel-in-Chief, Thomas Forster, had 

no military knowledge or aptitude and hated the Scots who made up his army. 

In the stress of engagement at Preston, he took to his bed, overwhelmed by the 

enormity in flesh and blood of the fighting. In addition, he and Mackintosh 

hated each other, further ensuring that there was no shared plan of campaign. 

Despite having planned for a Rising to restore a Stuart monarchy for so long, 

organisation by the Lancashire Catholics was woefully inadequate. They had 

been preparing for action for twenty seven years. The authorities were aware 

of their activity against the government and had attempted to prosecute them 

in 1694, only to be foiled by unconvincing witnesses and a biased jury. This 

prolonged period of waiting and planning was not sufficient for the Catholic 

gentry to react promptly with any co-ordination or efficiency when the 

summons finally came. Poor, ill-thought out communications meant that the 

majority of Lancashire Catholics joined the Jacobite forces in Preston only on 

November 10`h, five days after their army had reached Kendal, only 40 miles 

to the north. In addition, members of the Cheshire Club, the group of 

Jacobites further south headed by Peter Legh, had no time to come to join the 

Catholic army. 

Warrington Bridge, one of the main routes to the south and into Cheshire, was 

already in government hands making Jacobite communications (between the 

two areas) even more difficult. 90 Tradition has it that the members of the 

Cheshire Club took a vote on joining the rebellion. Peter Legh had the casting 

90 Ibid, p. 104. 
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vote and voted against their involvement. It must be noted, however, that 

certain members of the club, disbanded in 1720 with portraits painted to 

commemorate the members' association, were subsequently implicated in the 

1745 Rebellion 91 Even though Peter Legh voted not to join the rebels at 

Preston, his younger brother, Francis, was captured there. 92 A younger brother 

sent to join a rebellion suggests more an attitude of caution at a time of 

political upheaval rather than outright support or rejection of a long-held ideal. 

Peter Legh's imprisonment for his part in the supposed Lancashire Plot of 

1694 made a lasting impression upon him. He had personal experience of the 

consequences of Jacobite involvement, therefore he hesitated before risking 

his life and considerably large estates until he was sure of joining the winning 

side. 

The Rebels' poor intelligence was shown by events at Stoneyhurst Castle. On 

10`h November, when news arrived of the Jacobite army's arrival in Preston, 

guests of the absent Sir Nicholas Sherburne appropriated the tools of a mason 

working there. Lead and a crucible for repairs were taken and used to cast 

bullets. Early the following morning, the mason saw the party, Sir Nicholas's 

Jacobite friends, armed with guns and blunderbusses riding off to join the 

rebels mounted on their host's coach horses. 3 Total lack of planning was 

evident from this account of rebels' preparations to join the Rebellion, as was 

the unexpected nature of the news which prompted their actions. There had 

91 Wilbraham Egerton, The Cheshire Gentry in 1715: drawn from their portraits at Ashley 
Hall, (1871), pp. 10,13. Hennage, The History of Parliament 1660-1690, pp. 255-6. 
92 PRO FEC 1/1585. The portraits are presently hanging at Tatton Park in Cheshire, owned by 
the National Trust. 
93 Payne, Records of the English Catholics of 1715, p. xi. 
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been no prior scheme for any action in Lancashire in 1715, strengthening the 

theory that preparations for an uprising were all too centred on the south-west. 

General Wills, who reached Preston from Manchester, might possibly have 

been repulsed by the Jacobites, now under Mackintosh of Borlam's command. 

Rather than hold Ribble Bridge over a river which was easily fordable, he 

elected to barricade the narrow streets of the town, inflicting heavy casualties 

on the attacking troops. The arrival of General Carpenter with reinforcements 

caused the Jacobites to surrender three days after arriving at Preston. 4 The 

Jacobites' desperation to gather together arms, ammunition and horses in 

Preston prior to Will's arrival, was evident in the depositions of the witnesses 

at the prisoners' trials for High Treason in London in 1716.95 Some of the 

insurgents were armed only with a sword, the badge of a gentleman, rather 

than an efficient weapon such as a broadsword. Several of the Lancashire 

Catholic gentry were described as having "a case of pistols in [their] breast" 

in addition to a sword, which could hardly be said to be a match for the 

government troops with their powerful muskets and bayonets. 96 Gunpowder 

was also lacking. A witness described William Tunstall, Quartermaster, 

searching for supplies of it. A wiley tradesman parted with only one hundred 

to one hundred and twenty pounds of it, saying (in his deposition) that the 

militia had taken a large amount, while managing to hide from the rebels 

between five and six hundredweight in his warehouse. 

94 Lancashire Memorials of the Rebellion, p. 139. 
93 PRO FEC 1/1585. The following descriptions of the rebels' 1715 activities at Preston are 
drawn from these witnesses depositions, all to be found under the above catalogue number. 
96 Ibid. A case of pistols is defined as a pair, or brace of pistols in the Oxford English 
Dictionary. 
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Although many of the Catholic gentry answered the call to arms at Preston, 

very few of them brought more than one or two servants with them. John 

Layburne was cited by witnesses as being at the Mitre Inn, Forster's 

headquarters at Preston. He was "armed with a case of pistols and a sword by 

his side". He brought with him only two servants, similarly armed and 

mounted, and they all had cockades in their hats. Considering his family's 

long involvement with the Stuarts, to bring two servants and only such 

weapons as might be found in a gentleman's home, spoke of no prior warning 

of the Rising and an undignified scramble to join the Jacobite forces at the last 

minute. There were only a few muskets mentioned by the witnesses as being 

in rebel hands, plus the odd blunderbuss. These were, again, domestic arms 

rather than weapons of war. Only Edward Tyldesley and Towneley headed 

what was described as a troop of fourteen to twenty armed men. Tyldesley 

commandeered a horse from the innkeeper where he billeted his men just 

outside Preston, and was seen taking them down to Preston Marsh "to 

discipline and exercise them". In other words, he was attempting to give his 

tenants some rudimentary military training. Perhaps Peter Clarke's 

description of the air of holiday and flirtations with the Preston beauties gives 

the key to the way in which the Jacobite forces viewed the whole enterprise. 

The spirit of the Mock Corporation of Walton-le-Dale, which directed 

operations, was totally inadequate when the serious business of battle began. 

When General Wills arrived to surround Preston, Mackintosh could have 

overcome the government troops by the tactic of barricading the narrow 

Preston streets. Firing from the overlooking houses, even with their limited 

weapons, the Jacobites caused a large number of casualties. However, 
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Carpenter's arrival from Newcastle with reinforcements made inevitable 

Derwentwater's surrender of his badly-trained, ill-equipped and poorly-led 

troops on Monday 13th November, 1715. 

So ended the enterprise in England which had its thinking moulded by 

excessive loyalty to the Stuart dynasty in the Civil War and an enduring and 

exaggerated remembrance of this. Power re-invested in the Catholic gentry 

during the reign of James II guaranteed a continuing fidelity to the Stuarts, and 

it has been shown how Old Cavaliers continued to plot a second Stuart 

Restoration well into their old age. Nevertheless, the lack of access to military 

training in succeeding generations blunted their ability to rise in concert. The 

Lancashire Jacobites in 1715 did not have their forebears' experience of 

warfare, only old soldiers' tales of bravado. This, in turn, bred an attitude of 

mild defiance to authority which became a ritualised game. The fact that 

many Jacobites in Lancashire belonged to the Mock Corporation of Walton-le- 

Dale set the tone for their attitude of flouting the ruling regime. The 

Lancashire Plot Trials in 1694, where the government failed to prosecute a 

group which was patently guilty of subversion, added to the misplaced self- 

assurance of this culture. There was every chance of the Rebellion in 1715 

succeeding in England and Scotland, as there was general support for the 

Stuarts and disaffection for George I and the Hanoverian succession. The 

chaotic state of Jacobite planning, lack of leadership and ineffectual 

intelligence when confronted by Hanoverian attention to detail and military 

experience, ensured the collapse of the Jacobite offensive in England at 

Preston. On the very same day, November 13`h, 1715, the inconclusive Battle 
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of Sherrifmuir in Scotland ensured that open Jacobite rebellion was smothered 

for a generation, and it was beyond saving when the Old Pretender at last 

arrived at Peterhead in December, 1715. When his son, the Young Pretender, 

reached Scotland in 1745, the mood in England had changed and the moment 

for restoring the Stuart Kings had passed, never to return. 



Chapter IX 

"Heroically Resigned in Adversity"? 

Catholic Confusion and Whig Triumphalism, 

1716-1745 

The stoicism on John Layburne's memorial plaque stating that he was 

"Heroically Resigned in Adversity" gave no indication of his own plight and 

that of other Jacobite supporters' in December 1715. The shock of capture at 

Preston, public disgrace of imprisonment and trial and the forfeiture of their 

estates represented an appalling change in fortunes. The effects of the post- 

1715 period on the Layburnes and their Catholic fellows must now be 

considered. The prisoners taken at Preston were not dealt with en masse, but 

according to the exemplary impact their punishment would have on the 

populace. The Government was aware of the unpopularity of the new 

Hanoverian monarch, and after the collapse of former treason trials, it had 

learnt from previous mistakes, such as those made in the 1694 Lancashire Plot. 

Careful consideration was given to where each class of prisoner was tried. 

The severity of sentence was also influenced by the place of trial. The failure 

of the Jacbobites to seize power gave the pro-Hanoverian Whigs an 

opportunity to govern England for the next thirty years or so. One of the 

foundations'of this long-lived ascendancy was their shrewd exploitation of the 

rebellion. 
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After the Jacobites' capture and trial, both Whig and Jacobite responses, 

especially in the north-west to the establishment of the Forfeited Estates 

Commission in 1716, were very important. The main Whig objective was to 

divest the rebels of their monetary and social powerbase, which was conferred 

by ownership of land. Long years of evading discrimination and prosecution 

had taught the Catholic Jacobite community techniques whereby most 

managed to retain their estates despite Whig legislation. A few families were 

not so fortunate, like the Layburnes, and were betrayed to the Commission by 

apostate priests or neighbours. These supplemented their income by pursuing 

the statutory rewards available to informers. Despite successfully imposing 

fines on Catholics, central government could do little to alter the Jacobites' 

frame of mind. The quasi-superstitious notions of long-term divine retribution 

for a usurping heretic regime, allied to a belief in the indissoluble hereditary 

succession, persisted unshakeably in these relatively remote areas, especially 

when rooted in confessional loyalties. A similar point of view was held by the 

Scottish Episcopal clergy. For them and Scotland, William III's wars with 

France, affecting Scottish overseas trade, corruption leading to barbarities 

such as the Massacre of Glencoe, the crop failures of 1695-1699 culminating 

in the Act of Union in 1707 were manifestations of human intervention in a 

divinely instituted hierarchy of kingship. ' Despite government attempts to 

purge the bench, local justices in the northern counties (for the most part 

related to Jacobites) were not widely replaced after 1715, even though the 

Whigs managed to exclude non jurors from office. 

1 BP Lenman, `The Scottish Episcopal Clergy and the Ideology of Jacobitism' in E 
Cruickshanks, ed., Ideology and Conspiracy: Aspects of Jacobitism 1689-1759 (Edinburgh, 
1982), pp. 33-43. 
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The experience of the Laybumes must be placed in the context of the various 

changes taking place in the first half of the eighteenth century. Their role of 

inconspicuous service to the Stuart monarchs could imply that they and other 

Catholics had led an enclosed ghetto-like existence in the north west. 

However, the very survival of Catholic Jacobite culture depended on secrecy. 

After the final failure of the Layburne family fortunes, and the extinction of 

their male line, they tended to disappear from local consciousness. 

Nevertheless, they had contrived to survive very well before 1715 due to their 

disciplined discretion in religion which expanded to cover their Jacobite 

activities. John and Lucy Layburne's two sons had died in infancy, and they 

had no daughters. In addition, John's remaining brothers, George, Nicholas 

and James (all of whom pre-deceased him), were seminary priests with no 

progeny. His sisters had married, but their sons were not in the direct line to 

inherit the estates. Even though the direct male line died out with John in 

December 1737, to this day there are stories and legends about the family 

which surface in Cumbria. Had the family not died out, there would be every 

likelihood that they would still occupy a position of prominence in the north- 

west as fellow Jacobites the Ashtons and Towneleys still do in Lancashire. 

1. Treason Punished 1716 

The Jacobite rebellion which ended in ignominy at Preston in November 1715 

gave the Hanoverians an opportunity to avenge themselves on their opponents 

in several ways. Finally, they had a legally irrefutable case enabling them to 

punish their Jacobite enemies for open rebellion. In Lancashire this in effect 

meant the Catholics. Seventy-five percent of Jacobites in that county were 
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Catholics. This Jacobite sub-culture in Lancashire had been a cause for 

concern to the government since William and Mary's succession in 1689. 

The ineffective prosecution of the gentry in Manchester in 1694 had only 

served to increase Jacobite complacency and confidence in Lancashire and 

elsewhere. Many participants in the 1715 Rebellion could easily and 

effectively be punished by a government which had taken many prisoners in 

arms at Preston. Their punishment would serve as a warning to other Jacobite 

sympathisers while neutralising the local influence and activities of the 

convicted participants. The Rebellion also conveniently reminded the general 

population of the threat that the Jacobites represented to stable Whig 

government. - 

Propaganda was an important weapon in the Whig armoury when dealing with 

their prisoners. The allocation of prisoners to gaols and their place of trial was 

carefully thought out by the government. Not all participants had been 

captured at Preston. Some like John Laybume's distant relation, George 

Hilton, who had joined the rebels at Lancaster, was taken prisoner at Preston 

but escaped en route to Manchester for trial and went into hiding. A warrant 

for his arrest was issued at Kendal on November 26th 1715, but he was not 

discovered despite the best efforts of Constable Browne. Other rebels 

escaped but were captured, like William Massy of Puddington who died 

imprisoned at Chester Castle before coming to trial 4 There were Catholics 

who supported the rebellion, but either did not know of the Jacobites' advance 

2 Monod, Jacobitism and the English People, p. 322. 
3 CROK, WD/TE, Vol I (Box I), fl 156, Constable Browne's heavy workload at this time was 
related by his wife to their son. Hilton, The Rake's Diary, pp. xxviii, xxix. 
4 Omerod, Vol II, p. 500. 
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in time to join them, or like some members of the Cheshire Club, were waiting 

for them to cross Warrington Bridge. Even though the Cheshire Club 

(discussed in the previous chapters) had voted by a majority of one not to 

come out in 1715, it was obvious that some, such as Lord Barrymore, 

sympathised with the Stuart cause, as he was active prior to the 1745 

Rebellion. 5 Even Peter Legh of Lyme who was supposed to have given the 

casting vote against involvement, had a younger brother, Francis Legh, who 

was seen amongst the rebels at Preston. 

Nicholas Blundell, of Little Crosby, in the parish of Sefton (now part of 

Liverpool) obviously sympathised with the activities of the Jacobites, as his 

writings show he followed the vicissitudes of James III with great attention, if 

a little naively. 7 He has married a relation of the Earl of Derwentwater by 

marriage, Frances Langdale, in 1703. Her sister-in-law was also Lord 

Widderington's youngest daughter. 8 Considering his relations he feared 

reprisals even though he had taken no active part in the rebellion. After the 

defeat at Preston, he and probably a priest "set in a streat place for a fat man", 

until after his house had been searched by Hanoverian soldiers .9 In December 

1715 he and his family left England for Flanders where they remained for the 

following eighteen months. There he met his wife's relations, Sir John and 

Lady Webb, after their best attempts to serve their other son-in-law, the Earl 

of Derwentwater, had failed. 10 The 8`h Duke of Norfolk, whose father-in-law 

s Sedgwick, History of Parliament: The House of Commons. 1715-1754. Vol. I, pp. 440-42. 
6 PRO, FEC, I, fl 1585. 
7 Blundell, Vol II, pp. 254,264. 
8 Ibid, Vol II, p. 144, n. 37. ibid, Vol I, pp 0,3,37. 
9 Ibid, Vol II, pp. 152,159-206. 
10 Ibid, Vol III, pp. 100,114-15. 
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was Sir Nicholas Sherborne, also went to Flanders after using his influence to 

secure the aquittal of his brother and brother-in-law Ralph Standish. " 

Norfolk's return to England from Flanders on October 21s` 1716 was noted by 

Abel Boyer. 12 These Catholic Jacobite sympathisers left the country rather 

than suffer the indignity of imprisonment. Nicholas Blundell's grandfather 

suffered imprisonment when, innocently or not, he was involved in the 

Lancashire Plot of 1694.13 These families went into voluntary exile as 

insurance against retribution taken against all Catholics, especially those with 

connections amongst the rebels. 

Of those rebels arrested at Preston, some deserting Hanoverian regular officers 

were shot immediately after conviction by courts martial. 14 Other, less 

important prisoners were taken to Lancaster to be tried, and a large number 

were executed for treason, although some from Garstang were hanged there, 

presumably as part of the Whig assertion of power in the strongly Catholic 

area surrounding the town. 15 The remaining ordinary prisoners were divided 

between Liverpool, Manchester and Chester. In order to try the bulk of those 

taken at Preston, a Commission of Oyer and Terminer was issued to three 

judges who, with their attendants, made an unhurried progress from London to 

Lancaster. To produce the maximum intimidatory effect on the places they 

stayed, their journey was leisurely and no ceremonial was skimped as was 

usual in eighteenth century trials, especially when executions were to be 

11 Boyer, Vol XII, pp. 33-34,40. 
12 Ibid, p. 469. 
13 See Chapter VIII. 
14 Hibbert-Ware, Lancashire Memorials, p. 182. 
15 Ibid, pp. 193,194,195. Some accounts even erroneously include John Layburne in this 
number, giving an idea of the family's importance in the area. Anthony Hewitson, Our 
Country Churches (Preston, 1872), p. 474. 
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carried Out. 16 Every possible effect to maximise the impact of their task was 

used to drive home the Whig triumph and discourage potential Jacobite 

sympathisers. 17 The trials at Lancaster were protracted and relentless. In a 

display of public retribution executions were carried out at Manchester, 

Liverpool, Wigan, Lancaster and Garstang. These executions were part of the 

judges' commitment to continue the theatre of government begun on their 

journey north, with the whole setting of court room, elaborate ritual and 

costume of the judges being part of the intimidatory process. 18 Of the 

prisoners found guilty at Lancaster, Liverpool and Chester, some one thousand 

"submitted to the King's mercy and petitioned for transportation". 19 The 

majority of these were embarked at Liverpool for Virginia, South Carolina or 

Jamaica and the West Indies, as colonial slaves. In part, in an era when long- 

term imprisonment was impractical, it rid the country of dangerous rebels, and 

enabled the government to profit from the sale of prisoners as a marketable 

commodity. 

The logistical problems and expense of sending the more important prisoners 

under armed guard to London to be tried, were more than compensated by the 

impact of a public demonstration, both of the fate of rebels and of 

governmental strength. The roundabout journey from Lancashire to London 

via Coventry and St Albans, gave ample opportunity for maximum exposure 

of the rebels' subjugation to any aspiring Jacobite, whilst leaving the country 

16 Peter Linebaugh, The London Hanged: Crime and Civil Society in the Eighteenth Century 
(London, 1991), pp. xx, 83. 
'7 Hibbert-Ware, Lancashire Memorials, pp. 190,191. 
'8 Pieter Spierenburg, The Spectacle of Suffering: Execution and the Evolution of 
'Repression' from a Pre-industrial Metropolis to the European Experience, (Cambridge, 
1984), pp. 43-80. 
19 Ibid, p. 195. 
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in no doubt as to George I's new position of strength. As far as Highgate to 

the north of London, most prisoners rode unfettered, but for increased effect, 

from there on, their arms were pinioned and they were led. It was reported 

that the London mob greeted the prisoners' entry into the city with jeers and 

clattering of warming pans, perpetuating the myth that the Old Pretender had 

been a substitute child. However, Nicholas Rogers pointed out that this pro- 

Whig demonstration was orchestrated by the Whigs themselves. The City had 

a tradition of independence from central government which gave both Charles 

II and Cromwell problems in raising finances during the seventeenth century 

in administering the country. 20 Lady Mary Cowper, wife of William Cowper 

(Lord Chancellor, 1714-1717) and George Is Secretary of State, was a 

witness to the sorry procession entering London. In recording the rebel trials 

in February 1716, she made much of the supposed discovery in the house of a 

Catholic Jacobite of metal gags destined for use upon heretics, after a Stuart 

Catholic restoration. This version of a scold's bridle was no doubt part of 

Hanoverian attempts to terrify the Protestant population into equating 

Jacobites with the worst excesses of Jesuit Counter-Reformation autos da fe. 21 

There were additional reasons for trying the nobility and gentry outside their 

own region. Hanoverian justice could thus be imposed on the rebels without 

the complication of local partiality, which hitherto had influenced related 

justices and juries. The wheels of governmental justice had to be seen to grind 

slowly but extremely finely, especially where high-profile prisoners were 

concerned. Local juries could not be used in trials of the gentry as they had a 

20 N Rogers, ̀ Popular Protest in Early Hanoverian London', Past and Present, No. 70, (1978), 
80. 

21 Hibbert-Ware, Lancashire Memorials, p. 185. 
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tendency not to convict. Thus there was a marked division between the lower- 

order prisoners who were tried near or at their place of capture, suffering 

execution or transportation, and their social superiors, who might well have 

influential friends to assist them in their own county. Upper-class Jacobites 

were sent to London where they were beyond local bias and where their trials 

could be used to further Whig propaganda aims to bolster themselves in 

power. The executions in Lancaster continued long after those in London, 

where the final execution took place in May 1716, and the last trial was over 

by the end of July 1716. However, five rebels were tried and executed in 

Lancaster on October 20`h 1716.22 (The leniency accorded to prisoners taken 

in Scotland, none of whom were executed, throws into relief the vengeful 

retribution visited on the Jacobites taken in Lancashire). 3 However, far fewer 

executions were carried out in the capital than in Lancashire, which would 

appear to counter the theory of Whig triumphalism, when it felt itself secure in 

its very home. 

The citizens of the capital were not as pro-Whig as anti-Jacobite 

demonstrations might infer. Amongst the commercial classes, the reverse was 

true. Rogers has argued that the generality of city tradesmen were anti-Whig 

because of the government restrictions imposed on them and their liberty. The 

impositions of the Riot Act in 1715 before the Rebellion, as well as the 

suspension of Habeas Corpus, were designed to curtail their pro-Jacobite 

activities. After the Rebellion, juries drawn from those tradesmen who were 

also small landowners in their own right refused to convict some of the rebels. 

22 Hibbert-Ware, Lancashire Memorials, p. 240. 
23 Ibid, p. 242. 
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Peter Linebaugh has demonstrated by his breakdown of the discrepancies in 

trials in 1715 between estimated value of goods pilfered and the juries' 

assessment of their worth, a reluctance to estimate above defined limits, to 

avoid a felony, reducing the crime to misdemeanour. Housing of prisoners 

was expensive and rapid corporal punishment or even execution was normally 

to be preferred. 24 Juries were extremely reluctant to deliver the accused to the 

barbarity of hanging, drawing and quartering and the exposure of the victim's 

head on Tower Bridge. Friends of an executed criminal sometimes made off 

with the body to prevent "anatomising surgeons" taking the corpse for 

anatomical dissection . 
25 Willingness to bring in a "guilty" verdict was 

especially notable after the butchery carried out on Colonel Oxburgh. 26 

The written evidence against Edward Tyldesley and Richard Towneley was 

plentiful and unambiguous at their trial following Oxburgh's execution. 7 The 

two defendants were observed with the rebels on many separate occasions by 

numerous witnesses in and around Preston, behaving with soldierly mien. 

They both pleaded that, against their will, they had been forced by the rebels 

to join them. These transparently specious excuses were accepted by the jury 

and both were acquitted. This'trial became celebrated perhaps because it 

backfired on the Whigs, and their attempt to emphasise their victory over the 

Jacobites. At least three different contemporary accounts of this trial were 

published. Perhaps the fullest, most impartial version was written by the Whig 

commentator, Abel Boyer (he was a Huguenot refugee, with no love for the 

24 Ibid, pp. 79-86. 
23 Philip Woodfine, Britannia's Glories: The Walpole Ministry and the 1739 War with Spain, 
Royal Historical Society Studies in History, New Series (Woodbridge, Suffolk, 1998), p. 149. 
26 Rogers, 'Popular Protest in Early Hanoverian London', pp. 70-100. 
27 PRO FEC 1/ 1585. 
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Catholic Jacobites). 28 A more partial version was published in Dublin in about 

1716.29 The Protestant elite in that rapidly expanding city would have 

regarded the rebellion as a visceral threat to their new stability and prosperity. 

Jacobite Ireland was Catholic Ireland. Yet another abridged version found its 

way to Avignon via "La Gazette de la Hollande" where James and the Stuart 

court in exile had set up their base at that time. 0 In orchestrating punishment 

of rebels, the Whigs were conscious of the dangers of alienating popular 

sentiment by an excessive display of brutality. Executions were therefore 

selective. 1 Despite obvious frustration that juries would not always bring 

desired verdicts, the management of the treason trials was reasonably well 

attuned to the popular consensus. The danger of alienating juries was 

understood and therefore in some cases defendants who could cause the Whigs 

major embarrassment were assisted in their escape. The prisons in London 

were not difficult to escape from. They were in the nature of squalid, 

expensive lodging-houses where every convenience could be purchased, 

including spirits, albeit for a considerable sum. Too many trials like those of 

Tyldesley and Towneley could make a laughing-stock of Whig justice. 

Arrangements for the Anglican Tory leader of the revolt from 

Northumberland, Thomas Forster32, to escape en route for London were being 

planned as early as November 1715. It is highly likely that the many other 33 

28 Boyer, Vol IX, pp. 531-33,535-46. 
29 Albert Nicholson, Lancashire in the Rebellion of 1715, reprinted from the Transactions of 
the Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society, Vol. 3,1885 (Manchester, 1886), pp. 82-86. 
30 Georges Dickson and John Sibbald Gibson, Jaques III Stuart: un Roi sans Couronne: 
extraits de la "Gazette de Hollande" (1716) et du Journal du M6decin Brun (1716), (Paris, 
1993). 
31 Peter Linebaugh, 'The Tyburn Riot Against the Surgeons' in D Hay, P Linebaugh, JG Rule, 
EP Thompson, C Winslow, Albion's Fatal Tree: Crime and Society in Eighteenth Century 
England (London, 1975), p. 67. 
32 Linebaugh, The London Hanged, pp. 28,29. 
33 Mary, Countess Cowper, Diary of Countess Cowper. Lady of the Bedchamber to the 
Princess of Wales 1714-1720. ed. Samuel Cowper (London, 1865), p. 62. 
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escapees fell into the same category. The infamous Jack Sheppard was 

perhaps the most celebrated thief and gaol-breaker of the eighteenth century. 34 

As long as the most prominent Catholic leaders were seen to be punished, the 

message sent to any putative Jacobites could not be clearer. No amount of 

pleading by the Webb family could have saved the Earl of Derwentwater. 35 

His position as a Catholic peer brought up at St Germain in the Jacobite court 

sealed his fate. He was to be a painful message sent to English Catholic 

Jacobites, whereas Viscount Kenmore was the symbolic sacrifice of a 

Protestant Episcopalian nobleman. Adverse reaction to the sort of blood- 

letting committed in Lancaster had to be avoided in London. Thus it made 

more sense to allow less prestigious, more embarrassing prisoners to escape, 

than risk their too-frequent acquittal by anti-government juries in the capital. 

On Saturday, May 12th 1716, the jubilant uproar in court after a "not guilty" 

verdict had been brought in on Francis Ferguson reduced the judge to fining 

two of those present. 36 

Apart from escape, or anti-government juries, prisoners with powerful 

connections could rely on patronage to influence the courts. An efficient 

family network outside jail could likewise bribe witnesses for the defence. 

One William Dale, who was a servant of Richard Towneley, was captured 

making attempts to "corrupt some of the King's Evidence". 37 Even though 

Dale was found guilty he was later pardoned, while Towneley was acquitted 

for lack of witnesses. The Duke of Norfolk's brother Edward, however, was 

34 Linebaugh, The London Hanged, pp. 8-41. 
35 Diary of Lady Comper. pp. 56-57,81. 
36 Boyer, pp. 330-331. 
37 Ibid, p. 31. 
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acquitted on the word of a sometime rebel Anglican parson called Patten, who 

had nominally turned King's Evidence, "though not without suspicion of 

corruption, somewhere or other" 38 

As with prominent members of the nobility, those who had occupied positions 

of influence in local government or the Anglican church were subjected to 

exemplary punishments. Jack Hall, JP of Otterburn, Northumberland and 

Parson Paul, an Anglican vicar, were executed for their part in the Rebellion. 

Aside from prominent examples made in London, in Lancashire the 

government reserved its most swingeing punishments for ordinary Jacobite 

followers with no influential friends. For the rebel gentry in London, in some 

cases, it was simply enough to plead that their status required the wearing of a 

sword as a badge of their standing, in order to be acquitted. (Patten reduced 

the cause of Edward Tyldelsley's acquittal to the fact that his sword had a 

silver hilt, which was therefore purely ornamental) 39 Patrick Blair, Surgeon- 

Apothecary from Dundee, avoided execution after being captured with 

Mackintosh of Borlam at Preston by pleading that his occupation depended 

upon his clients from the nobility and gentry. If patients needed his services 

he was obliged to follow them, even on a rebellion, as they provided his 

livelihood. His sword was no weapon, merely the correct form of dress for 

one of his social status. Intercessions were made on his behalf by noted 

London physicians Sir Hans Sloane and James Petiver, with whom he had had 

previous correspondence. They, and their fellow members of the Royal 

38 Ibid, p. 42. Patten, The History of the Late Rebellion, p. 132. 
39 Patten, p. 137. 
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College of Physicians, were successful in having Blair pardoned. 4° In this, as 

in other cases, and the Act of Grace, pardoning those still awaiting execution 

in 1717 Whig Justice was a model of moderation. However, this moderation 

was not extended to the uninfluential group of Jacobite adherents tried in 

Lancashire. 

The very existence of the Jacobites and their potential for further rebellion 

allowed the Whigs to generate real paranoia about further Jacobite subversion, 

backed by a foreign Catholic power. The aim of this paranoid style in British 

politics was to make the Whig ascendancy undisputed. They had already been 

able to tighten the grip they exerted on the government by the introduction of 

the Riot Act prior to the Rebellion in 1715. With the fear of Jacobite-inspired 

unrest still fresh in the memory the Whigs were able to introduce the 

Septennial Act in 1716, raising the Parliamentary term from three to seven 

years. The electorate expanded rapidly between 1688-1714, but Walpole 

replaced the Triennial Act of 1694 with the Septennial Act, which gave the 

Whigs seven-year mandates 41 

This long period between elections now gave Walpole and the Whigs a vice- 

like grip on power, as at the time the Act was voted in, the Tories were tainted 

by association with the Jacobites. In addition to this bid to cripple Tory 

electoral potential the Forfeited Estates Commission introduced in July 1716 

was an opportunity for the Whigs to destroy key elements in the ideological, 

40 Bruce P. Lenman, `Physicians and Politics in the Jacobite Era' in E Cruikshanks and J 
Black eds., The Jacobite Challenge (Edinburgh, 1988), pp. 79-80. 
41 J. H. Plumb, The Growth of Political Stability in England 1675-1725 (London, and 
Basingstoke, 1967), pp. 173-4,177. 
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social and economic underpinnings of Jacobite support. Its remit was not only 

to confiscate traitors' estates, but also to lay bare the methods of financing the 

Seminary Colleges in the Low Countries (and elsewhere) to pay the stipends 

of priests and to finance the building of chapels in England. This act, with its 

movement to curtail monetary flow for "superstitious uses", was not directed 

at the Jacobites in general, but specifically at Catholics. Walpole and the 

Whigs knew many Jacobites were not Catholic, but in their minds a Jacobite 

Restoration was inextricably linked with foreign Catholic domination and the 

attendant exclusions from real power that non-Catholics would suffer. The 

rearrangement of Public Offices to Catholic benefit under James II a scant 

twenty-eight years previously had demonstrated what might happen in the 

event of a Catholic restoration 42 

2. Legal Penalties and Jacobite Evasions 1716-20 

As has been mentioned, Jacobite disturbances had allowed the Whig 

Hanoverians to introduce the Riot Act in 1715 and to suspend Habeas Corpus. 

The aim was to reduce popular demonstrations of pro-Jacobite sympathy and 

to curb the tendency of London juries to find for the accused, when such cases 

reached court . 
43 To counteract the influence of any remaining pro-Jacobite 

support, popular Pope-burning ceremonies in London were paid for by 

prominent Whigs like the Duke of Newcastle. Other Whig attempts to stage- 

manage spectacle to gain popular support were lavish celebrations in the 

Hanoverian calendar, such as Guy Fawkes Night. 44 With the recent Rebellion 

42 See Chapter VII. 
43 Lenman, The Jacobite Risings in Britain, p. 156. Linebaugh, The London Hanged, pp. 16- 
17. 
44 Rogers, pp. 74,75. 
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as justification but in reality to maintain their ascendancy, the Whigs passed 

the Septennial Act in May 1716, before the Treason trials had even come to an 

end. The passing of this act in effect meant that the electoral process was in 

abeyance for seven-year periods. William III had only reluctantly accepted 

the Triennial Act because of a weak political position. After 1716 the 

executive was far more independent of opinion in the country and with the 

resources of government patronage behind them, governments in the 

eighteenth century simply did not lose general elections. At most, as in the 

case of Walpole in 1741, they could be weakened; careful manipulation of the 

electorate ensured that they made good use of their office to strengthen their 

power base 45 

As has already been demonstrated in the trials of the Lancashire Plot in 1694, 

the Whig administration was very keen to cut off English financial support for 

Catholic (and violently Jacobite) seminaries abroad, as well as funds for the 

maintenance of priests and chapels in England. The Colleges of Douay and St 

Omer were heavily dependent on the fees brought by its pupils from England, 

as their priests were destined to return there and they had no other source of 

support. The Forfeited Estates Commission was set up with legislation which 

passed the House of Lords on 22 June 1716 about a month after the Septennial 

Act was passed, while treason trials were still taking place. The Whigs 

included for seizure estates given for "superstitious uses" which supported 

these Catholic seminaries and this resulted in the confiscation of two thirds of 

Catholic Jacobite income sources. Non jurors (and in Lancashire this was 

45 F O'Gorman, The Lone Eighteenth Century: British Political and Social History. 1688- 
1832, (London, 1997), pp. 139-141. 
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directed towards Catholics rather than non-Conformists) were to register their 

estates and the annual income they returned for government assessment. Two 

thirds of the return from those estates was to be handed over to 

commissioners. The registration of the estates to be forfeited provided a 

loophole for the Catholic Jacobites who were to surrender this proportion of 

their already encumbered income. Fictitious complications as to ownership 

and payment of debts suddenly appeared when these estates were registered. 

The habit of secrecy proved a formidable obstacle to the efficient 

implementation of the legislation in proceedings overseen by Chambers 

Slaughter, Accountant-General for the Forfeited Estates Commission in the 

north from 1716. Obscure leases and re-leases, large outstanding debts owed 

to minors, worked-out mines, stripping of valuable timber and ploughing up 

pasture to render it worthless, while conveying land to trustees, who held it for 

the owner, were all ruses used to baulk the Forfeited Estates Commission of 

their financial due 46 There was a possibility that this statute would prove 

ineffective because of the impossibility of identifying the real assets of 

recusant families. The only procedure government agencies could use to 

uncover the operations of those they wished to penalise was to depend on 

informers. There was no modem police force, capable of enforcing 

government regulations. In the absence of this force, the normal way of 

upholding certain kinds of statutes was to reward informers. In the first half of 

the eighteenth century, they provided the authorities with intelligence on 

operations as varied as unlicensed gin-selling, the prevention by mobs of the 

activities of press-gangs recruiting for the Navy, poaching, and smuggling (the 

46 P Purcell, `The Jacobite Risings of 1715 and the English Catholics', English Historical 
Review 45, No. 175 (1929), p. 421. The Very Rev. E. C Estcourt and J. O. Payne, The English 
Catholic Non- Jurors of 1715 (London, 1886), p. 353. 
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solidarity of smugglers could only be ended by cultivating informers and 

offering vast rewards). 7 Faced by the doubly secretive culture of Catholic 

Jacobites this was the only way to give any bite at all to the financial penalties 

imposed on them. For the Whigs, it was essential to break the economic 

backing which powered the Jacobite machine. 

Rewards were offered, and the most useful renegades from Catholic ranks, 

who had been part of the Jacobite financial effort, were lapsed priests. These 

apostates had lived as part of the Lancashire Catholic gentry network and had 

insider knowledge of family affairs and the wider circle of their friends and 

relations. The association between Catholicism and the nobility and gentry is 

borne out by the damage apostate priests did to the Jacobite network. One 

such apostate priest, Richard Hitchmough, who had been the Chaplain at 

Croxteth in 1709 to Viscount Molyneux, was responsible for informing the 

Forfeit Estates Commission of many sources of income for "superstitious 

uses". 48 His widespread connections with the Catholic Jacobite network in 

Lancashire were used to earn him a living, and he was understandably anxious 

to remind the Commission of the money owing to him for services he 

rendered 49 It was the Layburnes' misfortune that, unlike many of their 

friends, they could not hide their intricate plans to conceal their ownership of 

the estate at Hornby Hall, Lucy's inheritance from her father, Thomas Dalston. 

Hitchmough did not betray them, even though John's younger brother, James, 

07 Woodfine, Britannia's Glories pp. 149,150. D Hay, 'Poaching and the Game Laws on 
Cannock Chase' in D. Hay et at., Albion's Fatal Tree, pp. 198-199. C Winslow, 'Sussex 
Smugglers', in ibid, pp. 119-166. 
48 Blundell, Old Catholic Lancashire. Vol I, p. 70. 
49 Payne, Records of the English Catholics of 1715, pp. 124,141. Estcourt and Payne, English 
Catholic Non-Jurors of 1715, p. 353. 
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had been steward cum seminary priest to Viscount Molyneux at Croxteth also, 

around 1713.50 Had John and Lucy Layburne opted to remain at their 

Lancashire estate of Nateby, they might have been able to avoid detection, as 

it was surrounded by staunchly Catholic friends and relations S1 A possible 

reason for not being based there was that Bishop John Laybume had left his 

nephews in the priesthood an annuity. It was evident from the returns for the 

Forfeited Estates Commission that James Laybume received an annuity of E15 

out of the Manor of Nateby, whilst his younger brothers, priests George and 

Nicholas, each received £10 per annum from the same source 52 These figures 

may not reveal all of the income the brothers had from Nateby, but as the 

Forfeited Estates Commission was interested in returns from an estate rather 

than assets, it was important to conceal the size of a rental. Unfortunately for 

John and Lucy Layburne, Hornby Hall was close to Penrith in Cumberland 

and to Lowther Castle, the home of Lord Lonsdale and a bastion of Whig 

support. Thus they had no pro-Catholic local support in the immediate area to 

shelter them. 

Thomas Dalston, Lucy's father, had been an Attorney-at-Law of some skill 

based at Penrith in the late seventeenth century. In the early eighteenth 

century before the rebellion, he and his son-in-law John had frequent social 

contacts with William Nicolson, the Whig Bishop of Carlisle, noted in the 

latter's diary. 53 Dalston must have been skilled at his profession as he had 

50 Blundell, The Great Diurnall of Nicholas Blundell, Vol I, p. 7. 
51 According to JO Payne in the preface to English Catholic Non-Jurors of 1715 one fourth of 
the Lancashire returns for the Forfeited Estates Commission were ̀  ommitted altogether", p. v. 
52 Estcourt and Payne, English Catholic Non-Jurors of 1715, pp. 121,149,150. 
53 William Nicolson, Diaries of William Nicolson. Bishop of Carlisle, Bishop of Barrow in 
Furness, Gen. Ed. R. G. Collingwood, C+WA+AS New Series 1 (Carlisle, Kendal, 1901), pp. 
184,193,194,206. 
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been retained by the Howard family of Greystoke (distant relations of the 

Duke of Norfolk) in a dispute and settlement concerning the upbringing of 

their children as Anglicans or Catholics. 54 Thomas Dalston's standing as 

younger son of a cadet branch of a powerful Cumberland family, still carried 

enough influence for him to incorporate his wife's elaborate memorial tablet 

into Penrith parish church, when it was rebuilt in 1710 (she had died in 1676). 

He was responsible for framing deeds for the Layburne family and the funding 

of the Catholic church. 55 After the Rebellion and sometime before his death in 

1716, Dalston drew up his will, ostensibly leaving Hornby to his sister 

Dorothy, to avoid the forfeitures that he feared would follow the Rebellion's 

defeat. There was either a spoken or written codicil leaving it for his only 

surviving child, Lucy. In this way, the Forfeited Estates Commission would 

have no access to her inheritance, despite her marriage to a rebel. 

Unfortunately a neighbour, Thomas Fletcher, a lapsed Catholic, of Hutton-in- 

the-Forest not far from Lowther Castle, informed on them. Fletcher's mother 

was the sister of Thomas Tyldesley, the diarist, thus he was intimately 

connected to the Catholic Jacobite network in the north-west. Being then a 

Catholic he probably inherited Hutton-in-the-Forest in 1712 from a cousin, Sir 

Henry Fletcher, for whom he had worked as a steward. 56 Sir Henry was the 

second son of Sir George Fletcher, related by marriage to the Jacobite Lord 

Preston, and brother-in-law of Sir Daniel Fleming. Sir Henry converted to 

Catholicism and withdrew to a religious life in Flanders. Having no direct 

heirs, he left his estate to his cousin for his lifetime, to revert to his sister's 

54 Ibid, II, (Carlisle, 1902), p. 54. 
55 George Layburne's will, his own, and many of the deeds funding seminary priests were in 
Dalston's clerks' handwriting. LRO, WRW/A, 1704, Will of George Layburne. 
56 CRO at Carlisle, DNAN, [30], Hardrigg in Skelton, 26 January 1709/10 "Thomas Fletcher 
Esq, Steward on behalf of Sir Henry Fletcher of Hutton in the Forest". 
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family on his death. In 1718 he began betraying his former Catholic 

connections and the Layburnes headed the list. Part of his motivation was 

financial, but part was probably political expediency. Not only was Lowther 

Castle near Hutton-in-the-Forest but his original estate has been at Moresby 

Hall just outside Whitehaven. At the beginning of the eighteenth century 

another branch of the Lowther family were responsible for the highly 

profitable expansion of Whitehaven into the second most important seaport in 

the country. Their influence was felt throughout Cumberland. 57 Revenge 

could have constituted yet another strand of the betrayal of Fletcher's one time 

co-religionists. His betrayals were numerous, but other grudges in the north- 

west would have been paid off in like manner. After refusing a challenge to a 

duel for scurrilous verses had had written about Richard Butler's brother-in- 

law, Henry Curwen, Fletcher informed the Commission against Mary Butler, 

insisting that, despite her protestations that her children would be brought up 

as Protestants, she "then was and now is a Papist", thereby excluding them 

from the family estate in 1717.58 Henry Curwen's claim to the estate was 

likewise void as he was also Catholic. 

These renegade informers did not have it all their own way. Henry Curwen 

managed to persuade one of Thomas Fletcher's creditors to call in his debt, 

and failing repayment, had him imprisoned in 1718. Engaging enemies in 

protracted expensive lawsuits was one of the few methods Jacobite Catholics 

had open to them of defending themselves against any sort of offensive. 

57 Sedgwick, The History of Parliament: The House of Commons 1715-1754, Vol II, pp. 226- 
7. 
58 JF Curwen, A History of the Ancient House of Curwen, (Kendal, 1929), p. 169. Payne, pp. 
136,137. 
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Assassination was not a viable option, because it alienated everyone else in a 

relgiously plural society. Jacobite plans to assassinate William III in 1696 had 

caused the death of more of their supporters than it had furthered their cause. 

A time-wasting lawsuit, however, could tie up an opponent in red tape, 

rendering him harmless. John Layburne's father-in-law, Thomas Dalston, was 

-responsible for a large amount of secret legal deeds drawn up by Catholic 

families and their wills. He was a skilled lawyer and abetted the Catholic 

community in its conveyancing of estates for church use. 59 The Catholic 

Jacobite community would employ legal or illegal means to hinder the 

Hanoverian Whigs from depriving them and their church of income. 

Informers who were part of the community did some damage in exposing 

sources of income, but many Catholic families managed to hide the true state 

of their finances. The Layburne family were unlucky to be discovered living 

on an undeclared estate, but as the area around Penrith was staunchly Whig, 

with the close proximity and influence of the Lowther family it was hardly 

surprising. 

3. A Spent Force? 1720-1745 

It has been argued that after the 1715 Rebellion, the Lancashire Catholics were 

unwilling to risk their lives and estates to further the Stuart cause in 1745.60 

They were not included in the two previous attempted rebellions. The ill-fated 

Jacobite invasion, attempt with Spanish troops in Scotland in 1719, had never 

involved the north-west of England and grievously damaged the already 

39 Durham University Archives, Durham Probate Records, HAW, Book 28, No 16. Will of 
Lucy Layburn, 1749. CRO, Carlisle, Will of Thomas Dalston, 1716,25 July. 
60 Lenman, The Jacobite Risings, pp. 258. JCH Aveling, The Handle and the Axe. Catholic 
Recusants in England from Reformation to Emancipation, (London and Tiptree, Essex, 1976), 
pp. 253-5. 
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battered Jacobite image. In 1720 after the collapse of the South Sea Company, 

when the Whig government's unpopularity was at its height, Francis 

Atterbury, Tory Bishop of Rochester, joined the Jacobite cause. Prior to 1716 

he had taken no part in Jacobite plans, but his hatred of Walpole's one-party 

state drove him to plot with the Jacobites. 61 The plot failed before it had 

properly started. There was no military or financial support from abroad and 

without it, even the most sanguine Jacobite commander could not expect 

victory after the experiences of the '15. Despite the widespread knowledge 

that the official Post Office used the mails as a means of spying on the 

Jacobites, the Atterbury plotters were discovered through their naively sending 

letters to the Jacobite court through the regular post. 62 Although charges 

against the majority of the plotters were dismissed through lack of evidence, 

Walpole used the renewed threat of Jacobite invasion to force through acts 

which suspended Habeas Corpus and fined Catholics £ 100,000 to recoup 

money lost by the government in putting down this Jacobite plot. 63 In reality 

it was a convenient excuse to whip up paranoia against the Jacobites, and to 

frighten the country into continuing to return a Whig government, making the 

South Sea fiasco drop from public consciousness. 

From a period of 1720 to 1740, Walpole's manipulation of patronage to keep 

the Whigs in power has been considered all powerful. However, in examining 

the electoral records in Newton, Preston and Wigan, Harrison shows that in 

61 I am indebted to Bruce Lenman's account of the Atterbury Plot in the following section: 
The Jacobite Risings, pp. 196-202. 
62 Woodfine, Britannia's Glories, pp. 33-34. 
63 PS Fritz, The English Ministers and Jacobitism between the Rebellions of 1715-1745 
LToronto and Buffalo, 1975), pp. 113-115. 

Ibid, p. 104. 
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these north-west boroughs the Whigs were for a large part successfully 

excluded as there was a conflict between trade interests and high finance as 

well as provincial versus metropolitan culture. Newton was a pocket borough 

for the Legh family until the 1832 Reform Act and their Jacobite involvement 

has been studied. 65 Although the Anglican church in Preston was in the gift of 

Houghton Tower, a low church Whig was the member. There were times 

when the Whigs did not regain Preston, losing it to the Tory Fazakerley in 

1732 and 1734. Despite the 1745 Rebellion, Preston returned many Tory 

members from 1740 up to. 176866 Walpole himself attempted to finance the 

unseating of Lord Barrymore from Wigan by supporting his son-in-law, Lord 

Malpas, in 1723 although the sums expended did not further his cause in an 

area historically Tory, and greatly influenced by the Bradshaigh family. Whig 

influence in Cumberland was due to the expansion of the Lowther family and 

their enterprises. The proportion of Tory members to Whigs diminished after 

1715. However, the Lowther influence did not extend to the south of Shap 

Fell, and Westmoreland returned the same proportion of Whigs to Tories 

before and after 1715. 

It was old Catholic and Tory convictions that epitomised Francis Strickland 

and other younger members of north-western Catholic families. North-west 

Catholic Jacobites did not rise in 1745 but were involved on their families' 

behalf. Younger sons represented their families so that their reduced fortunes 

and estates were not compromised, but yet Catholic families could reap the 

65 Ibid, pp. 30,78. 
66 Ibid, p. 129. RD Harrison, 'Parliamentary Elections and the Political Development of 
Newton, Preston and Wigan' (Unpublished PhD thesis, University of Lancaster, 1996), pp. 24, 
268. 
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benefits should a Stuart invasion prove successful. The forfeitures and 

penalties imposed after the 1715 made a community, already protective of 

their diminished resources, doubly wary. Younger sons from the families who 

had previously supported the Stuarts did join Prince Charles Edward, but they 

were few in comparison to the much larger Scots' response. Some, like 

Francis Strickland of Sizergh, had been born while his parents were serving 

James III at St Germain. Even though he was regarded as having a bad 

influence on Prince Charles Edward because of a debauched lifestyle he 

accompanied him to Scotland. He landed in the Highlands in July 1745 with 

Prince Charles Edward. Francis was the least well-known of the "Seven Men 

of Moidart". 67 He had experience as Colonel in the French army but acted as 

major-domo or Treasurer to the Prince. After the Prince invaded England 

little was recorded about his movements until the retreat from Derby, when, 

too ill to continue Strickland was left at Carlisle Castle. He was taken 

prisoner, but died before coming to trial in January 1746. Although a 

peripheral figure in the '45 he was representative of the north-western 

Catholics who did join the Rebellion. He was a younger son, thus not 

endangering family estates and fortunes, came from a family with a long 

history of loyalty to the Stuart cause, and it might be said that his debauched 

lifestyle was the product of frustration borne of unreasonable expectations 

without the ability to gain the power or prestige which he felt he was entitled 

to by birth. This was a frustration suffered by all Catholics at that time. 

67 The information on Francis Strickland was drawn from Hornyold, Stricklands of Sizergh, 
pp. 272-273. David Daiches, Charles Edward Stuart. The Life and Times of Bonnie Prince 
Charlie (London, 1973), pp. 103,104. 
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Although there was not a large presence of Catholics in the '45 from the north- 

west who had come out more extensively in the '15, those who were involved 

represented the ultra-loyal families who had supported the Stuarts since the 

Civil War. Less is known about Edward Tyldesley's son James, who also 

joined the Rebellion on the march south, but he was continuing a tradition 

started by his great-great grandfather Sir Thomas Tyldelsely, who was killed 

at the Battle of Wigan Lane in 1652.68 His father, Edward, had escaped 

execution after the '15 at his trial with Richard Towneley, brother of Francis 

who became Colonel of the Manchester Regiment. 69 Towneley, who had 

served with an Irish regiment in France, was voted to be the commanding 

officer of the group of anti-Whig artisans who made up the Manchester 

Regiment. 70 Towneley attempted to persuade fellow Catholic neighbours, the 

Shuttleworths of Gawthorpe Hall, to take part in the Rising but he was 

unsuccessful. 71 Towneley, like Francis Strickland, was left to defend Carlisle 

Castle with the remnants of the Manchester Regiment on the retreat from 

Derby in January 1746. There he was taken prisoner, tried in London and 

executed for his part in the Rebellion. Tyldesley remained with the Prince and 

escaped from the battlefield of Culloden. He died in 1765.72 Yet another from 

the group of Lancashire Catholic families about whose movements verylittle 

is known was a Dicconson who was a Lieutenant in Lord John Drummond's 

68 See Chapter IX. 
69 A Livingstone, CWH Aikman, B Stuart Hay, eds., Muster Roll of Prince Charles Edward 
Stuart's Army 1745/46, Forward. Sir D Cameron of Lochiel; Introduction, BP Lenman 
(Aberdeen, 1984), p. 195. F McLynn, The Jacobite Army in England 1745 (Edinburgh, 
1983), p. 77. E Cruikshanks, Political Untouchables. The Tories and the '45 (London, 1979), 

39. P6 
Ibid, pp. 99-100. 

71 McLynn, The Jacobite Army, p. 77. J Harland, ed., Collecteanea Relating to Manchester 
and its Neighbourhood at Various Periods, Chetham Society, Old Series 68 (Manchester, 
1866), pp. 225-34. 
72 Diary of Thomas Tyldesley, pp 13,14. Blundell, Old Catholic Lancashire, Vol II, p. 166. 
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French Regiment of Royal Scots. He must have been part of the family who 

were related to the tutor of James III and subsequently Secretary to Mary of 

Modena. 

If military support in 1745 was thin from the men in Catholic families in the 

north-west, moral support came from the women who regarded the Stuarts 

with the same superstitious reverence reserved for religion. While he was 

Brampton Prince Charles Edward was entertained by a Mrs Warwick, one of 

the daughters of the Howards of Corby Castle. (These Howards were part of 

the extended family of the Dukes of Norfolk. ) She did not exhibit quite the 

ardent support that Maria, Duchess of Norfolk, showed for the Jacobites but it 

was there nevertheless. 3 Elizabeth Parker of Browsholm showed her support 

for the Jacobites despite her father not participating in the '15. She had garters 

embroidered with slogans as a gift from her cousin and future husband, Robert 

Parker. There were no less than three pairs of these seditious garments. They 

were quite unequivocal in their anti-Whig sentiments, including one which 

read "Down with the Rump" and another "Our Prince is Brave - Our Cause is 

Just" and "In God Above we Put our Trust". There had been gifts of 

pincushions and handkerchiefs in the Stuart tartan. 74 There were also legends 

that the Earl of Derwentwater's wife had shamed him into coming out in the 

'15. Walpole was prepared to admit that the penalties paid by some noble 

Jacobite families were a little extreme and ran counter to deep respect for 

social rank. In 1737 Walpole was even prepared to do a deal with the Welsh 

Jacobite Tory, Sir Watkin Williams Wynn. He promised that the ministry 

73 See earlier in Chapter. 
74 J Lofthouse, Lancashire's Old Families, p. 162. 
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would assist the executed Earl of Derwentwater's widow with £20,000 (as the 

Radcliffe estates had been confiscated and sold after 1715) if Wynn would 

influence the Tories and Whig opposition to vote against increasing the 

allowance of their leader, Frederick, Prince of Wales', against the wishes of 

his father, George 1.75 In the event, Wynne did not influence the Thories and 

no help was given to Derwentwater's widow. 

Impoverished, the Catholics in the north-west became more focused on their 

allegiance to the church. It discouraged Jacobite involvement and wished its 

flock to concentrate on gaining the right to worship as part of an integrated 

nation, rather than support the restoration of a foreign-influenced monarchy. 76 

Lady Derwentwater certainly came from the ultra-Jacobite family of Sir John 

Webb of Hatherop in Gloucester. The latter was under suspicion after the 

Atterbury Plot and a warrant for his arrest had been issued prior to Price 

Charles Edward landing in Scotland in 1745. To escape arrest he fled to 

France where he died a month later. 77 As late as 1761 Lady Mary Webb paid 

1,695 French ̀ livres' into the Prince's account at Paris. These women with 

garters harking back to Royalist and Parliamentarian conflicts, and stressing a 

paranoid fear of radical religious and social revolts (the Rump), were part of a 

reminder that women had played a large part in preserving Catholicism in 

England. Just as earlier Catholic wives had persuaded husbands to remain or 

join the faith and kept alive devotion to the old church by celebrating feast 

days and fast days in the seventeenth century, so these Catholic Jacobite 

75 Woodfine, Britannia's Glories, p. 122. 
76 Gernot O. Gürtler, Thomas, JF Strickland (? 1682-1740): The Political Cleric of his 
Ecclesiastical Zenith, C+W, A+AS, Vol XC (1990), p. 217. 
77 PRO, SP 35/32, No. 106,25 August 1722; PRO SP 36/70 No. 40,20 October 1745. 
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women equated Jacobitism with Catholicism. True religion was identified 

with Prince Charles Edward and the Jacobite cause despite that Prince's very 

detached attitude to his ancestral faith. 78 

Although scarcely any notable members of the Cumberland, Westmorland or 

Lancashire gentry joined Prince Charles Edward on the march south, his aim 

was to reach Cheshire and Staffordshire where Lord Barrymore, regarded as 

one of the leading English Jacobites, had large estates. Barrymore had been 

an active member of the Cheshire Club prior to 1715. In 1744 he had been 

arrested for his Jacobite sympathies but had been released for lack of proof. 79 

Sir Watkin Williams Wynn of Wynstay near Wrexham, with great influences 

in Wales, Chester and the Marches, was also poised to bring his support to the 

Jacobite cause. Jacobite disorganisation and their inability to pass on 

communications meant that neither source of help was reached. Messages 

sent by the Prince reached neither of them, this just possibly depriving the 

Jacobite army of added English support. 8° 

Had there been a big supportive French invasion more Lancashire Catholics 

would have doubtless supported Prince Charles Edward, and joined with 

Barrymore and Wynn, but the whole point of starting the '45 was that the 

French had dropped that idea. The Jacobites had to rely on their own 

resources though, of course, Prince Charles' undeclared main aim was to 

78 Bossy, The English Catholic Community 1570-1850. pp. 153-161. Daiches, Prince Charles 
Edward Stuart. p. 285. 
79 Egerton, The Cheshire Gentry. pp. 10-11. Cruikshanks, Political Untouchables, pp. 60-61. 
80 McLynn, The Jacobite Army in England, pp. 38-39. Cruikshanks, Political Untouchables, 
pp. 87,192. 
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persuade the French to reactivate their invasion option when they saw the 

success of the rising. 

As it was, few members of the Catholic Jacobite families supported the '45 

from the north-west. There were some who crossed from France where they 

had been living in exile. They preferred to keep a low profile and to preserve 

their estates from further depredations. Accounts of their straitened 

circumstances into the eighteenth century after the 1715 forfeitures and of 

their eventual disappearance were not strictly correct. Their alleged poverty 

was based on the records of the Forfeited Estates Commission which, as they 

were compiled by the families themselves, were mostly a work of fiction. 81 

Many families retained their estates and increased them with careful 

management and dynastic marriages. 82 They had too much to lose in 1745 to 

risk their stability, both economic and religious, in another rebellion unless 

they were convinced of its success from the outset. In Cumberland, the 

overpowering Whig influence of the Lowther family ensured that Jacobite 

sympathies were not discovered, or were kept secret. Thomas Fletcher's 

betrayal of the Layburnes at Homby meant that John and Lucy had to retire to 

the family dowerhouse in Highgate in Kendal. The Cunswick estate was sold 

by the Forfeited Estates Commission, thus they had no access to Hornby rents, 

or to Nateby which had been bought for the family but which was to provide 

George, James and Nicholas Layburne, the seminary priests, with a 

81 R Sharpe France, ed., Registers of Estates of Lancashire Papists 1717-1788, Record Society 
of Lancashire and Cheshire, 98,108,2 vols, (London, 1945-1977). Monod, p. 326. Estcourt 

and Payne, English Non-Catholic Jurors, 
82 Mark Bence-Jones, The Catholic Families (London, 1995), pp. 39-41,190-192. Gooch, 0 
Desperate Faction, pp. 177-179. 
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livelihood. 83 John and Lucy, in contrast to their wealthier co-religionists, were 

so poor that they had even contemplated joining the Jacobite court in exile, but 

were dissuaded by the aged Charles Layburne, who sent them his savings from 

St Germain and in 1720 was himself in dire financial straits. He himself had 

to write to James III in Rome begging a pension. 84 In 1737 John Layburne 

died at the age of 69, the last of his family to follow the tradition of service to 

the Stuarts. He was unlucky to have been betrayed by a former Catholic, and 

it was unusual for him to have no children or nephews to continue the family 

name. Considering the long list of English Catholic families who flourished 

into the twentieth century and beyond, he was the exception rather than the 

rule. 85 Many Whig families met a similar fate. As it happened, Cunswick was 

bought by Thomas Crowle, whose relation George died bankrupt after lavish 

expenditure in obtaining the election for the Whigs in Hull, thereby 

demonstrating that financial ruin and a family dying out were not a uniquely 

Catholic or Jacobite misfortune. 86 

83 PRO FEC 1/757. 
84 Letter from Charles Layburne to James III, 23 September 1718, Calendar of Stuart Papers 
Belonging to his Majesty the King preserved at Windsor Castle, 7 Vols. (London, 1902-1923), 
Vol. 7, p. 317. 
85 Bence-Jones, Catholic Families, pp. 290-316 
86 Sedgwick, The History of Parliament. The House of Commons 1715-1754,596-97. 



Conclusion 

From Futile Rebellion to Established Prosperity 

This thesis develops from a regional study and so care must be taken not to 

force an argument from the particular example of the Layburnes and their 

circle, to the general case of Catholic Jacobites throughout England. Yet the 

prevailing impression created by much of the evidence is that because the 

Laybumes moved between court and country, the subject possesses an 

intrinsic unity. There is no clear cut division between local and national or 

even international spheres. This suggests that the experiences of the 

individuals and families which stand at the heart of this thesis were 

representative of a wider section of the whole English Catholic Community. 

A central theme concerning the early modem English Catholic community has 

been the notion of the "Catholic ghetto". This idea is particularly prominent in 

the writings of John Bossy. ' Was this true of north-western England? 

According to the definition in the Oxford English Dictionary, the classical 

ghetto as it existed in Jewish experience was inward-looking, and having few 

contacts with people or places beyond a restricted area. However, this was not 

applicable to the Catholics in the north-west of England. During the period 

examined, there were relatively few Catholics and they were mostly gentry. 

However, there was a general scarcity of gentry in the Barony of Kendal and 

the north-west as a whole. 

1 Bossy, The English Catholic Community. 
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In contrast to the notion of a ghetto, the Catholic recusants from the north-west 

mingled freely with their Protestant neighbours. The careers of many 

Layburnes, for instance, took them to court in London. Dr George Layburne 

had a position at Queen Henrietta Maria's court as chaplain. As her emissary, 

he went from France to Ireland during the Civil War. At the same period, his 

nephews, William, and other brothers served in the Royalist army, fighting in 

and around York and Pontefract. Their father John's stewardship of 

Witherslack was sufficiently important for the seventh Earl of Derby, in the 

south of Lancashire, to make him a trustee of his children in his will. 

From a young age, the Catholics' contacts extended to the Continent. To 

avoid Anglican indoctrination, girls as well as boys were sent abroad to be 

educated as it was only there that their educational requirements would be 

met. Douay College or St Omer attracted the majority of north-western boys, 

while girls went to convents at Gravelines, Rouen or Paris. Dr George 

Layburne received his Doctorate of Divinity from the Sorbonne, Paris. Before 

the Civil War, he had been sent to Rome on an unsuccessful mission for 

Henrietta Maria. He eventually became President of Douay College and was 

so accustomed to life abroad that he chose to retire to and eventually died at 

Chalons-sur-Marne. 

His nephew, John Layburne, travelled even further afield. During the 

Interregnum, he accompanied Francis Browne on an extensive Grand Tour of 

Italy, living in London with Browne's family on their return. Apart from his 

spell as President of Douay College, John became secretary to Cardinal 
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Howard in Rome, only returning to London as James II's Catholic bishop in 

1685. His half-brother, Charles, joined Mary of Modena's court in 1677 and 

accompanied her into exile in France where he served her and her son, James 

III, dying in poverty there in 1721. 

There is evidence to suggest that John Layburne (d. 1737), who was educated 

at Douay College, as were his brothers, travelled to France at the time of the 

Assassination Plot in 1696 and he was also in Bath in 1713, before the 1715 

Rising. In all, there was a family tradition of extensive contacts and 

experience outside the confines of north-west England. This tradition was 

echoed by Catholic families elsewhere in England. 

The notion of a ghetto mentality implied that the north-western Catholics 

would not be a part of local society, from which they would be excluded by 

their religion. They would not have participated in local affairs, nor would 

they have been seen as contributing members of a ruling elite. This was far 

from the case, however. Roger Kirkby sat on the Bench with Sir Daniel 

Fleming despite his Catholic recusancy, a fact which did not escape George 

Fox, the Quaker, who was being indicted for refusing to take an oath which 

Kirkby would also refuse. Provided the Catholics were discreet about 

practising their religion, they were protected from the recusancy laws by their 

peers. This facilitated their rapid re-emergence during the reign of James II 

when George Layburne and his circle accepted with alacrity the opportunity to 

serve as Justices of the Peace in Lancaster between 1686and 1688. They 

regarded themselves as among the elite of the county, fulfilling their natural 
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role. It was as the elite that they mixed indiscriminately with the leaders of the 

Anglican church, especially during the episcopate of Bishop William Nicolson 

in Carlisle, and that of Bishop Thomas Cartwright in Chester. 

The Laybumes still regarded the local Anglican parish church as part of their 

patrimony. During the Restoration they had contributed to its upkeep, unlike 

the Quakers, but in common with other gentry families, both Anglican and 

Catholic. They were buried in the Parish church as opposed to the churchyard. 

John Layburne of Witherslack's burial at Beethom was attended by Sir Daniel 

Fleming as a mark of respect from one leading Westmorland family to 

another. George Layburne and his second wife were buried in St Helen's, the 

Parish church of Garstang, and his son John's memorial adorns Holy Trinity in 

Kendal. The memorial to Lucy Laybume's mother in St Andrew's, Penrith, 

was reincorporated into the fabric of the new church, rebuilt in 1710, even 

though she had died in 1676. Finally, Lucy's own memorial, on her own 

death in 1749, was placed in St Oswald's Church, Durham. These were all 

Anglican Parish churches dating from long before the Reformation. The 

Catholics of the north-west were such a part of the community that Nicholas 

Blundell was actually a churchwarden for Sefton Parish Church. 

Examples of the Layburnes' own standing in their localities are numerous. 

The interaction between Anglican and Catholic families was unrestricted. Dr 

John Barwick's friendship with William Layburne from before the Civil War, 

Sir Daniel Fleming paying the fiddler whilst attending Layburne celebrations, 

2 Blundell, The Great Diurnall. Vol. II, p. xi. 
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and George Layburne entertaining Thomas Brockbank's father and friends, 

stand as evidence that social contacts were frequent, informal and lacking in 

any kind of tension. The Catholics' longstanding social position was more 

relevant than their faith. Even Bishop Nicolson, a renowned Whig, socialised 

on a regular basis with Lucy Layburne's husband and father, Thomas Dalston, 

prior to the latter's death in 1715 4 

Having established that north-western Catholic gentry were unquestionably 

participating members of the local ruling class in this era, there remains the 

issue of whether, social pleasantry apart, they marched to a different drum. 

Had they a radically different long-term agenda? They were not seen by their 

fellow Anglican members of the gentry as belonging to a different world. 

Catholic gentry were regarded as an integral part of the local community, and 

social solidarity overcame official legislation. However, social interaction and 

religious purpose were two distinct things. The Anglicans were not fully 

aware of the Catholics' eventual aims. For Catholic Jacobites, travel was not 

intended to widen horizons, it had the opposite purpose. It confirmed them in 

their religious and political beliefs. What was forbidden then in England was 

the norm in lands they visited. They travelled to reinforce their commitment 

to a given point of view rather than to expose themselves to other cultures as 

was the case, however superficially, with other English travellers on the Grand 

3 Transcript of Sir Daniel Fleming's Account Book, Pt 1,1688-1694,30`" October 1691,21 
September 1692,26`h October 1695,29" January 1700. 

William Nicolson, Diaries of William Nicolson, ed. Bishop of Barrow in Furness; Gen. ed. 
W. G Collingwood, C+ WA + AS, New Series, I, (1901), pp. 170,184,193,206, iv, (1904), p. 
25, xivi, (1946), pp. 196,198. 
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Tour, which had emerged by about 1660 as a normal part of upper-class 

education. 5 

Catholic children were educated abroad to confirm religious orthodoxy and so 

to avoid exposure to Anglican indoctrination. Boys were sent to the Spanish 

Netherlands, to St Omer or Douay College. Some became seminary priests 

and returned to minister to their co-religionists in England, reinforcing a faith 

which was proscribed in England. Girls were sent to convents in France. 

Those who took the veil, although sparing their families expensive dowries, 

paid less costly spiritual dowries to the convents relieving, to some extent, 

encumbered estates, especially if the families had many daughters. In these 

religious foundations a militant Counter-Reformation culture served to 

intensify a mind-set already shaped by Catholic orthodoxy. The flagrantly 

baroque altar-piece constructed in James II's chapel at Whitehall (whose 

ostentation even shocked the Pope) exemplified the Counter-Reformationary 

bent English Catholics had acquired during their education, which was mostly 

administered by the Spanish in the Netherlands and northern France. The 

emphasis on Counter-Reformation imagery in the Whitehall chapel outraged 

English Protestants. Dr George Layburne's stance against the English 

Chapters' attempts to domesticate and to anglicise Catholicism illustrates the 

tensions that existed between Continental ultramontane thinking and more 

empirical home-grown attempts to create a financially self-reliant English 

Catholicism less at odds with the society in which it was set. 

S JW Stoye, English Travellers Abroad. 1604-1667: Their Influence in English Society and 
Politics (London, 1952), pp. 449-60. 
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The divergence between Catholic experience abroad, intensifying 

ultramontane and absolutist beliefs, and the changing state of English politics, 

was exacerbated by the installation of James II's court in France. It must be 

noted that this court was maintained in some magnificence. 6 The Catholic 

Jacobites naturally regarded it as the only legitimate court, and those who had 

their children educated there were concentrating the Counter-Reformation 

focus of their faith in the France of Louis XIV with its absolutist regime and 

its intolerant official culture. Added to that, the stasis of an exiled community 

aggravated and alienated the Catholic Jacobites from the mainstream of 

English society. Derwentwater, leader of the 1715 rising, and his brother, 

Charles Radcliffe, had been sent to St Germain to be educated with James III, 

as had Francis Strickland. Their involvement in the 1715 and 1745 risings 

illustrated the lessons they had absorbed abroad, and could be seen as an 

attempt to impose the values of an exiled regime on a country that had already 

accepted William III. The new monarchy drew its legitimacy either, as some 

have argued, from a change to a contractual basis of kingship, or from a 

transference of the divine right to William, away from James who was thought 

to have abused it. 

Some north-western Catholics, after involvement in unproductive plotting, 

went to France, regarding St Germain as their spiritual home. Six years after . 

his acquittal in the 1694 Lancashire Plot, William Diccinson went to St 

Germain to become tutor to James III. He then became secretary to Mary of 

Modena who was allowed to remain at St Germain after 1713 despite her 

6 Robin Nicholson, `Sponsor's Preface' in Edward Corp, The King over the Water. Portraits 
of the Stuarts in Exile after 1689, Scottish National Portrait Gallery (Over Wallop, 2001), p. 6. 
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sons' expulsion, and was involved in her attempts to influence the course of 

the 1715 in directions which were more extreme and less realistic than those 

regarded as workable in her son's court at Bar-le-Duc in Lorraine. 

In the long run, cosmopolitan experience and failure in 1715 were to combine 

to make some English Catholics look to Continental precedents, such as the 

French Gallican tradition, to negotiate an accommodation with the Hanoverian 

Crown. But this was a late development in active political roles. Earlier, in 

addition to serving Henrietta Maria in a religious capacity, Dr George 

Layburne was one of her envoys and a royalist agent during the Civil War. 

His activities in Rome, France and Ireland for the Royalists are not widely 

documented, but he endeavoured to further the Royalists and Catholic cause 

from outside the country. His nephew, Bishop Layburne, was the chosen 

intermediary between Charles II and the Pope during negotiations of the 

Secret Treaty of Dover in 1670, between Charles II and Louis XIV. He also 

played an unwitting part in the Popish Plot, fuelling anti-Catholic hysteria. 

The letters he wrote at the direction of Cardinal Howard ultimately resulted in 

the execution of Coleman, 'the Duke of York's secretary. Ironically, the 

backlash against the misplaced zeal against Catholics shown in the Popish Plot 

agitation then influenced the outcome of the Lancashire Plot in 1694. Given 

the disrepute into which the leading informants of the Popish Plot had fallen, 

the government was unwilling to be seen to be involved in an unsuccessful 

prosecution of Catholics, which was based upon the evidence of informers, for 

fear of being charged with bigotry and witch-hunting. The irony of the 
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situation was complete, as there was far more substance to the Lancashire Plot 

than to the Popish Plot. 

Eventually, Dr Thomas Strickland of Sizergh, who had been brought up in 

France attempted, after the failure of the 1715 rising, to reconcile Catholics to 

the Hanoverian regime by formulating a form of Oath of Allegiance 

acceptable to both state and Catholics. Not even his carefully worded oath 

was enough to bring around the ultramontane Catholic majority to a Protestant 

monarch. 7 His attempt to reconcile Catholic Jacobites to the Hanoverians 

earned him the Bishopric of Namur in the Austrian Netherlands from George 

I, through his Palatinate connections, and the sobriquet of "Walpole's Priest" 

from Catholic Jacobites. Despite his efforts to include leading Catholic peers 

such as the eighth Duke of Norfolk, his attempts to reconcile the politics of the 

backward-looking majority of Catholics to the Hanoverians failed. The failure 

of this political compromise was due to Catholic extremism, which excluded 

the Catholic community from mainstream political life until the Catholic 

Emancipation Act of 1829. 

Can the Catholic Jacobite gentry of the north-west therefore be seen, as 

Hughes depicts them, as a doomed rearguard, fated to wither in isolation, until 

replaced by a new elite? If the north-western English Catholics were not 

ghettoised in the strict sense, were they, as had been suggested by Insch of 

Scottish Jacobites, economically backward and destined to replacement by 

7 GO Gürtler, Under the Shadow of High Diplomacy: some aspects on the Bishop of Namur's 
political and religious career including the `Memoir instructif of his secret mission to Vienna 
in 1734. C+WA + AS, Vol XCIV, 1994, pp. 144. 
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forward-looking Whigs? $ In some ways they were, but the remoteness of the 

area, coupled with the difficulty of generating profit from poor, waterlogged 

terrain, did not attract opportunistic Whig profiteers, especially when more 

fertile and mineral-rich areas were close at hand in Cumberland and the South 

of Lancashire. 9 The Catholic gentry, whose patrimony this terrain was, were 

remarkably adept in dealing with difficulties and had long survived in such 

inhospitable and unpromising ground. These old gentry families, apart from 

matters of religion, were flexible opportunists and had survived through 

judicious intermarriage. 

After the 1715, the Anglican gentry were made aware to some extent of their 

Catholic neighbours' differing objectives. The protection Sir Daniel Fleming 

had given to his Catholic friends and relatives, like the Layburnes, gave way 

to more ambivalent and hostile reactions after 1715. Some, like Sir Daniel's 

grandson, Daniel Wilson of Dallam Towers (b. 1680) was the Whig MP for 

Westmorland for 34 years. In Parliament, he voted almost consistently for the 

government after 1715.10 However, the Whig oligarchy did not-manage to 

suppress opposition entirely in the north-west. The electorate in Newton, 

Preston and Wigan was still influenced by old-established gentry who, if not 

openly Jacobite, were still sympathetic to the cause. " 

8 GP Insh, The Scottish Jacobite Movement. A Study in Economic and Social Forces, 
Edinburgh, 1952), pp. 147-64,187-88. 
Hughes, North Country Life, Vols I and II. For a good case study of such Whig 

entrepreneurship based in Cumberland but not in Westmorland and unusual for the north-west, 
but not in the north-east, see JV Beckett, Coal and Tobacco. The Lowthers and the Economic 
Development of West Cumberland 1660-1760, (Cambridge, 1981). 
10 Sedgwick, The History of Parliament. The House of Commons 1715-1754, Vol II, p. 548. 
11 Harrison, pp. 268-269,271,274. 
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From bitter past experience, Jacobite families who supported the 1715, 

ensured that only younger sons were involved in the 1745 Rising, thus 

avoiding penalisation of the elder, so protecting inheritance rights and 

preserving estates. This move provided insurance for their prosperity 

whatever the outcome. Should an uprising look like being successful, more 

family resources could be involved, but the widespread suspicion was that it 

would fail without an extensive foreign invasion. The execution of Francis 

Towneley in 1746 did not affect the fortunes of his nephew, Charles. He 

inherited Towneley Hall and its estates, became a seasoned traveller abroad 

and went on to finance one of the best collections of Greek and Roman statues 

of the eighteenth century, which eventually formed the basis of the British 

Museum's classical sculpture holdings. 

Some younger sons who fought in the 1715 modified their politics in order to 

protect the prospects of their families. Edward Howard, later the ninth Duke 

of Norfolk, was captured at Preston in 1715. Despite written evidence in 

depositions taken after his capture, he was acquitted at his trial, as witnesses 

could not be found to identify him. His brother, the eighth Duke, had 

promised his support to George I in return for his brother's life, which might 

account for lack of witnesses at the trial. On the death of the eighth Duke 

without issue, his brother, Edward, inherited, shifting his allegiance from the 

Jacobites to the Hanoverians, albeit to George II's malcontent son, Frederick, 

Prince of Wales. Frederick, after the furious argument with his father over the 

financing of his own establishment, took refuge at Norfolk House in 1737, the 

Duke's London residence. The future George III was born there in 1738. Had 
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Frederick not pre-deceased his father, the Norfolks could have expected 

repayment in the shape of patronage from their guest. 12 As the eighteenth 

century advanced, Edward, Duke of Norfolk became hugely wealthy as his 

Worksop estates included the rapidly-expanding industrial centre of Sheffield 

and, as a Catholic, he was spared the funding of ruinous electioneering 

campaigns which strained the resources of some Whig peers. The change of 

allegiance was total when the ninth Duke ordered Worksop House to be 

vacated as Prince Charles Edward advanced on Derby. To avoid being 

compromised, the Duke then went to London, in person, to pledge his loyalty 

to George II. 13 

Even amongst Anglican Tories, where an inheritance was involved, some heirs 

ensured that their fathers did nothing to compromise their inheritance. By 

mistake, Lord Buttevant of Cheshire was given a letter from the Young 

Pretender addressed to his Jacobite father, Lord Barrymore, requesting 

assistance on his march south from Brampton, in Cumberland. Lord Buttevant 

was no Jacobite and handed over the letter to the Cheshire justices, ensuring 

that his own future security was not compromised. (Barrymore had been a 

member of the Jacobite "Cheshire Club" which had failed to rise for the 1715. 

He had been absent from Cheshire, in London, awaiting a French invasion of 

the south coast to assist the Jacobites. '4) 

12 Romney Sedgwick, ed., Lord Hervey's Memoirs, edited from a copy of the original MS in 

the Royal Archives at Windsor Castle by Romney Sedgwick (London, 1952), p. 306. 
13 Robinson, The Dukes of Norfolk, p. 160. 
14 AC Ewald, The Life and Times of Prince Charles Stuart. Count of Albany. commonly 
called the Young Pretender (London, 1883), pp. 155-56. 
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The forfeited Derwentwater estates were cause for concern in both Jacobite 

and Whig circles. The executed Earl of Derwentwater's brother, Charles 

Radcliffe, hoped to regain the forfeited family estates by joining the 1745 

rising. He was captured aboard a French vessel going to the aid of Prince 

Charles Edward in 1745, and was executed for his former conviction for high 

treason after the 1715. Walpole had already intervened on behalf of 

Derwentwater's widow, to restore some of the revenues accruing from the 

estates. In 1737, he wished two Jacobite Tories to vote with the government 

against the payment of an allowance to Frederick, Prince of Wales. In return 

Walpole would partially reinstate one of the leading peerages of the realm. It 

was not fitting that such an important family should be so reduced as to lose 

all influence. 15 Even though Charles Radcliffe's son, James, was taken 

prisoner with his father in 1745, he was released and in 1749, by act of 

parliament, a sum of £30,000 was raised for his benefit from the Derwentwater 

estates. It was in the government's interest to support the social elite. 16 

The Catholic community's flexibility in the face of adversity ensured that they 

did not sink into penury or, even worse, become extinct. The new Whig 

magnates of the early eighteenth century normally flourished only on the ruins 

of Jacobitism in certain areas such as the coal-rich north-east. The great Whig 

dynasties were in the Midlands and the south-east such as the agriculturally 

prosperous Norfolk in East Anglia, Walpole's home county. In the less- 

profitable areas to the West, many parliamentary seats were held by Tories 

sympathetic to Jacobitism. The presence of exploitable mineral wealth 

15 Woodfine, Britannia's Glories, p. 122. 
16 DNB. Vol XVI, p. 571. 
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attracted Whig entrepreneurs from the late seventeenth century. In poorer 

areas, fewer large landowners were attracted. The resident Catholic gentry 

families in Lancashire, for example, often discovered exploitable resources in 

the later eighteenth century and their development of these was not limited by 

the existence of a tight regional Whig ascendancy. They were part of a 

pluralist society, admirably suited to benefit from a fast-growing Industrial 

Revolution by the close of the century. '7 So, with one or two spectacularly 

misleading and over-emphasised exceptions, mainly from examples made 

after the 1715, the Catholic erstwhile Jacobites survived and prospered by 

various strategies. They often became rich, embellishing their seats in the 

height of fashionable interior decorating style, as the Constables did at Burton 

Constable in the 1770s and again in the 1840s. 18 The Constables, the Howards 

of Worksop, who inherited the Dukedom of Norfolk, the Towneleys and the 

Blundells of Ince Blundell, to name but a few, all prospered. Careful 

marriages within the Catholic network consolidated, preserved and increased 

estates. The records of families such as the Constables of Yorkshire, the 

Cliffords of Devon, and the Petres show they ensured that their family name 

and their estates were kept within this network. 19 

Overall, the conclusion of this thesis may appear paradoxical. These Catholics 

were both localised and international and had a far stronger and more intricate 

network of contacts than is often realised. They were both accepted by their 

Anglican neighbours and were more different from them than was appreciated. 

17 P Langford, A Polite and Commercial PeoQ1e: England 1727-1783, ed. JM Roberts, wig 
New Oxford History of England (Oxford, 1989), pp. 673-74. 
18 John Cornforth, `Reflections on Golden Mirrors', Country Life, August 2nd 2001, pp. 44- 
49.. 
19 Bence-Jones, The Catholic Families, pp. 205,226,308-9. 
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Their world of active conspiracy may have made sense until into the 

eighteenth century, for a Restoration would have made openings for patronage 

and they were prepared for and counting on this. Yet the hollowness of their 

hopes was revealed by the debacle of the 1715. That marked the end of the 

road for their particular mind-set and provided an occasion for them to display 

their impressive flexibility and survival skills. What this thesis demonstrates 

is not so much confusion or inconsistency as techniques whereby they could 

contrive to be a more important part of Jacobite conspiracy-culture than most 

historians have hitherto recognised, and yet were able, for the most part, to 

survive and even prosper after the collapse of the Jacobite option. 
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